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A large multi-period site was excavated at Brightlingsea Quarry prior to mineral extraction. The 
excavation provided evidence for occupation on or near the site, on the ridge overlooking the River 
Colne estuary, from the Early Neolithic to the Late Anglo-Saxon period (over 5000 years).

There was a small number of features on site dating to the Early Neolithic, including a pit containing
sweepings from a fire and a significant assemblage of worked flints.

A substantial number of the features excavated were tree throws. Based on the pottery recovered 
from their fills, and their stratigraphic relationships, they are probably the result of deforestation in 
the Late Neolithic.

Some pit scatters around the site belong to the Late Neolithic to the Early Bronze Age periods. A 
small group of these pits to the south contained two possible cremations of a Late Neolithic date. 
Also dating to this period was a cremation in a collared urn.

The Bronze Age saw the start of a combined agricultural and ritual landscape, with the excavation 
of a field system and a substantial Bronze Age ring-ditch. No burial was found within the ring-ditch, 
but it did encircle a ring of postholes. It probably contained a barrow, although this is not certain 
and it may instead be an unknown form of ritual monument.

Another field system was excavated in the Late Iron Age to Early Roman period, and a grouping of 
nine LIA/ER burials was also uncovered clustered around one of the entrances into this field 
system.

During the mid Roman period, a trackway was laid out that cut across the site. It heads off outside 
the excavation area, presumably to Roman settlements elsewhere on the ridge. From one of the 
ditches in this trackway, a leaded-bronze foot in the shape of a harpy was recovered. It dates from 
the 1st century AD and was made in Campania, southern Italy.

Also from the mid Roman period were three cremations in the south of the site, probably associated
with any nearby settlements.

The southern half of the site was dominated by an Anglo-Saxon settlement. Large numbers of finds
were recovered from pits and structural features, including at least ten Grubenhäuser and two post-
built structures.

The large amount of archaeology uncovered during this excavation makes the site, and area 
generally, significant on a regional level. It also suggests that any more work on the ridge 
overlooking the Colne estuary is very likely to reveal more evidence of further multi-period 
archaeology, including settlement evidence.
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This a report on archaeological monitoring and excavation at Brightlingsea Quarry, Moverons Lane,
Brightlingsea. The quarry is located north-west of the town centre of Brightlingsea. The site detailed
in this report (centred on NGR TM 0747 1797) is within the larger extraction area of Brightlingsea 
Quarry, and prior to this investigation comprised open ground which had until recently been under 
arable cultivation. The proposed works involved the expansion of the quarry for the continued 
extraction of minerals.

The Essex County Council Place Services historic environment advisor (HEA) was consulted by 
Essex County Council in July 2012 concerning continuation of existing planning consent for mineral 
extraction. In response to the consultation, the HEA team made the following recommendation in 
line with DoE Planning Policy Statement 5: Planning for the historic environment (PPS5):

‘No development, or preliminary groundworks of any kind shall take place until the applicant has 
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work and recording in accordance 
with a written scheme of investigation which has been submitted by the applicant, and approved by 
the MPA.’

The archaeological work was commissioned by Mr Andy Josephs on behalf of Brett Aggregates and
was carried out by the Colchester Archaeological Trust (CAT). 

All archaeological work was carried out in accordance with a WSI (Written Scheme of Investigation)
produced by CAT in response to the ECC brief and agreed with the HEA (CAT 2013). 

The fieldwork was carried out between June-August 2013 (Area A) and September 2014 - April 
2015 (Area B). The post-excavation work was carried out from August 2013 - May 2017.

In addition to the WSI, all fieldwork and reporting was done in accordance with local and national 
standards as detailed in CAT 2014, CIfA 2014a, CIfA 2014b, MoRPHE, EAA OP 8, EAA OP 14, 
and EAA OP 24.
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This section is based on records held by The Essex Historic Environment Record (EHER) at Essex 
County Council, County Hall, Chelmsford, Essex.

The archaeological potential of this area of Brightlingsea Quarry has always been high. The 
presence of a large number of cropmarks, now destroyed by quarrying, to the north and north-west 
of the proposed extraction area suggested an extensive multi-period landscape (Fig 3). These 
cropmarks included at least two prominent sub-rectangular enclosures, a number of ring-ditches, 
trackways and numerous field boundaries (EHER 2234). 

To the immediate west of the current extraction site, an extensive Middle Bronze Age burial 
complex was excavated in 1989-90 (EAA 126 2008, Fig 2, EHER 2142). This exposed thirty-one 
ring-ditches and forty-eight cremation burials, thirty-four of which were urned (EAA 126, 10). Also 
observed were three boundary ditches and several postholes and pits of unknown dates. The only 
dated feature outside of the ring-ditches and cremations was a pit in the south-west of the site 
which was radiocarbon dated to the Anglo-Saxon period (EAA 126, 15).

Further west from the 1989-90 excavation, a Neolithic ring-ditch and associated features were 
excavated in 1994-5 (EAA 126, 5 and Fig 2). The exposed ring-ditch measured 21m x 26.5m and, 
when excavated, was found to have been re-cut seven times during the Neolithic period. Bisecting 
the ring-ditch on an east-west alignment was a later boundary ditch containing Roman and Early-
Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery (EAA 126, 10).

In 1996 an evaluation was undertaken on the eastern side of the quarry site (Clarke 1996), with four
trenches present within the area of this excavation (Fig 2). They uncovered several ditches that 
corresponded with the cropmark survey of the site, including two overlaid trackways and the 
southern side of a ring-ditch. These features would be re-exposed in this excavation.

More recently (2002-2004), CAT carried out monitoring and excavation work to the north of the 
current extraction site that exposed substantial prehistoric landscape features (CAT Reports 214, 
252 and 280). Multiple field boundaries were observed during this monitoring and some were 
interpreted as remnants of a Neolithic field system that was maintained into the Roman period. It 
was anticipated that this field system would extend onto the site detailed in this report (see 
Excavation Results – p5).

Given the nearby sites of archaeological interest, it was considered highly likely that further 
concentrations of significant archaeological activity would be encountered during this phase of 
mineral extraction.

3
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The archaeological work was split into two distinct areas corresponding to the extraction schedule 
(Fig 2) – the first area (Area A) covered 2.8ha and consisted of the access road (‘haul road’) into 
the quarry and the eastern half of the site. The second area (Area B) covered 2.7ha and consisted 
of the western half of the site.

Both areas (A and B) were stripped under archaeological supervision with a 360 mechanical 
excavator using a toothless ditching bucket. Once archaeology was exposed, it was excavated and 
recorded in such as way as to minimise the delay to mineral extraction, i.e. the archaeology closest 
to the working edge of the quarry was recorded first.

Although every effort was made to record and excavate the site to a high standard, there were 
some problems that impacted the recording on the site.

1. In the time between between the two excavation phases (Area A and B), a strip about 2m wide in
the centre of the site (between areas A and B) was excavated without any archaeological 
supervision. As a result, some features visible on the cropmark plot, most prominently an assumed 
north-south aligned ditch (Fig 3), were never observed on site.

2. It was clear after the initial topsoil strip that some larger features were visible cut through the 
brickearth layer (L2). However, most of the archaeology was not visible at this depth. This was an 
issue also noted in the evaluation (Clarke 1996, 5). Because of the timescale of the project, it was 
decided that removing the subsoil by machine was necessary. This had the unfortunate effect of 
causing some particularly shallow features to only partially survive. In particular, the ditches 
comprising the Bronze Age field system were not visible for long stretches across the site.

3. In the eastern half of the site (the entirety of Area A and the eastern 20m (approx) of Area B), 
tree throws were not excavated as a matter of course. The tree throws covering the site turned out 
to be possible remnants of Late Neolithic woodland clearance (see discussion below) and their 
characteristic leached fill was shared by other similarly aged prehistoric features. After this was 
discovered, it was decided to excavate all tree throws in order to better understand the Late 
Neolithic landscape and ensure all other prehistoric features were investigated. This has provided 
some context for the Neolithic pits, cremations and ritual deposits that have been uncovered, and 
allowed a more detailed insight into the evolving prehistoric landscape on the Brightlingsea 
peninsula.

4. The excavation of Area A was undertaken during the summer in particularly dry and sunny 
conditions. This, combined with the brickearth layer (which was not removed on Area A) provided 
additional obstacles in identifying features.

In order to better interpret the site, some extrapolation has been applied to the site plan, most 
prominently when phasing and interpreting field systems (Fig 10). This interpretation is largely 
based off the cropmark plot and 'joining the dots', particularly between partially surviving ditch 
sections. This attempts to provided a good overview of the evolving landscape of the site.

4
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The excavation exposed a large, multi-period site with several types of features and periods of 
activity.

The results from the site have been divided into eight periods, constructed according to the pottery 
recovered. Although in some cases these periods could have been further subdivided (for example 
the period ‘Middle Bronze Age to Early Iron Age’ could have been broken down further into ‘Middle 
Bronze Age’, ‘Late Bronze Age’ and ‘Early Iron Age’), it was decided that broader categories were 
more appropriate. This was because a large amount of the pottery recovered was relatively 
undiagnostic, and straddled multiple periods (there was a substantial amount of Late Bronze Age - 
Early Iron Age pottery, for example). Where pottery is more closely datable within these broader 
categories, it is noted in the section on that period.

Tree throws
Before beginning the summary of the different periods at Brightlingsea, it would be prudent to briefly
cover the most common type of feature found on the site: tree throws. These are the hollows left 
behind when trees are uprooted, which gradually accumulate silt and are visible on archaeological 
sites, often as elongated, irregular shaped features. As mentioned in the Methodology above, tree 
throws were excavated as a matter of course during most of Area B, but not at all in Area A. The 
pottery recovered from their fill (Table 1), and their stratigraphic relationships, are used as the basis
of an attempt to date them to a single phase of human activity (i.e. a period of deforestation – see 
Discussion, p115). Although it is concluded that they are most likely to date from the Late Neolithic, 
the small numbers of finds, and the lack of a systematic investigation of them over the whole site, 
means that it is not possible to be dogmatic about their date.

Tree throw context Number of sherds Weight Date of pottery recovered

BF218 2 21g LBA-EIA

BF293 1 2g LBA-EIA

BF323 1 2g LBA-EIA

BF365 1 7g LBA-EIA

BF370 3 8g LBA-EIA

BF474 1 2g LBA-EIA

BF502 11 54g LN - EBA

BF548 2 6g Roman

BF581 1 4g LBA-EIA

BF659 5 64g LN - EBA

BF693 1 2g LBA-EIA

BF748 1 10g LBA-EIA

BF833 5 17g LBA-EIA

BF836 10 64g LBA-EIA

BF1117 4 13g LBA-EIA

5
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BF1233 1 20g LIA

BF1330 1 7g LN - EBA

BF1439 2 6g LBA-EIA

BF1512 1 4g LN - EBA

BF1624 1 12g LBA-EIA

BF1712 2 5g LBA-EIA

BF1736 1 5g LBA-EIA

Table 1  Tree throws with pottery

The remainder of the site has been divided and discussed using the following periods:

Early Neolithic (4000 – 3200 BC)
Evidence for Early Neolithic activity was scattered across the site with no clear concentration, and 
several sherds of Early Neolithic pottery were recovered in the fills of later features. Of the features 
that can be confidently said to be Early Neolithic, all were pits. One feature had a concentration of 
worked flint and seemed to contain the sweepings from a fire.

Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age (3200 – 1500 BC)
Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age activity was similarly present across the whole site. Unlike the 
Early Neolithic, it had some concentrations of activity, most notably towards the south, where there 
was a complex of features almost entirely of Late Neolithic or LN/EBA date (Fig 5). Interestingly, 
this collection of features included two pits with fragments of cremated human bone, both with Late 
Neolithic pottery present.

A cremation in an Early Bronze Age collared urn lay in the south-west part of the site.

Late Neolithic pottery was also recovered from some of the tree throws.

Middle Bronze Age to Early Iron Age (1500 – 400 BC)
The first landscape features appeared on the site in the Middle Bronze Age. Although only partially 
surviving due to later ploughing and the machine stripping, several shallow boundary ditches 
crossed the site, forming a field system aligned north-east to south-west (Fig 10).

Also dating from the Middle Bronze Age was a large (22m in diameter) ring-ditch which, judging 
from the pottery recovered from its fill, appears to have been backfilled in the Early Iron Age.

As well as these landscape features, several Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age pits were also 
excavated, spread across the site. There was a concentration of pits of this date in the north of the 
site, and they contained a large number of clay loom weights.

The Early Iron Age saw the survival of the Middle Bronze Age landscape features with several of 
the boundary ditches containing Early Iron Age pottery. Pottery was also recovered from several 
pits, spread across the whole site with no concentration.

Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age pottery was also recovered from some of the tree throws.

Middle Iron Age to early Roman (400 BC – AD 50)
Three four-post structures were Iron Age in date (Fig 13, Post-built structures E, C & G).

The Late Iron Age - early Roman period saw a change in the farming landscape, with the creation 
of a new field system on a slightly different alignment from the Middle Bronze Age system. This new
field system was only observed to the east of the site, but can be seen to continue to the north 
based on cropmark evidence and previous excavations (Fig 10). A cluster of nine Late Iron Age - 
early Roman burials (seven cremations and two inhumations) was uncovered to the south of the 
site. Five of these burials were clustered around an entrance in the LIA-ER field system, the rest 
spread out to the west (Fig 11).
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Roman (AD 50 – 410)
The primary Roman activity on the site was an 11m wide trackway cutting across the earlier 
prehistoric field systems from the north-east, before splitting at the southern end of the site, and 
heading north-west and south-east (Fig 7). This trackway was still open in the mid-2nd century AD 
but, by the Anglo-Saxon period, its ditches had been mostly backfilled and it was no longer in use.

A few isolated pits produced solely Roman material but, given their location, they are all likely to be 
Anglo-Saxon. Otherwise, the only other features with Roman dating material were three 2nd-3rd 
century cremations, all in the south-west of the site.

One of the most notable finds from the excavation was a leaded-bronze foot in the shape of a 
Harpy found in one of the Roman trackway ditches (BF142).

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon (AD 410 – 850)
This excavation uncovered a significant Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon settlement on the Brightlingsea 
peninsula. The remains of the settlement were largely concentrated in the south of the excavation 
area, and included ten sunken huts (Grubenhäuser) (AF107, AF108, BF39, BF141, BF228, BF232, 
BF1524, BF1589,  BF1626 and BF1689; see Fig 12) and four rectilinear post-built structures (Post-
built structures A, B, F and G - Fig 13). Several clusters of large pits containing evidence for 
domestic waste and industrial activity were also uncovered, often in close proximity to the 
Grubenhäuser.

The Grubenhäuser varied in size and depth, but were all broadly rectangular in shape. Most had 
holes for six primary supporting posts, but some contained a larger number of smaller postholes – 
perhaps indicative of repairs. One Grubenhaus (the smallest,  BF1524) contained only four posts. 
As is commonly the case in Anglo-Saxon settlements (Tipper 2004, 25), the Grubenhäuser 
contained the largest quantity of material culture from the site, including fragmentary loomweights, 
lava querns, pot sherds (both Roman and Anglo-Saxon), Roman roof tiles and iron blades of 
various sizes.

The four rectilinear post-built structures varied in size and in number of postholes surviving. They all
appear to conform to the accepted Saxon “two-square” method of building construction (James et 
al 1984), and on other sites these structures have been interpreted as playing a central role in 
Anglo-Saxon settlements.

Although the majority of Anglo-Saxon activity was to the south of the site, a small group of Early-
Middle Anglo-Saxon pits was found to the north-east.

Late Anglo-Saxon (AD 850 – 1066)
The only Late Anglo-Saxon features found on the site were eleven pits, grouped in the south-
eastern part of the site, to the west of the LIA/ER field boundary ditches (Fig 8). These contained a 
significant quantity of Late Anglo-Saxon pottery (Thetford wares) dating to the 9th-11th century, and
probably represent a limited continuation of the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon settlement described 
above.

Significant undated features
At the end of the excavation results, there is a section detailing significant undated features. These 
consist of a group of large ditches that cut through the Roman trackway, but only had prehistoric 
pottery recovered from them (Fig 7), and one post-built structure with no dating evidence at all 
(Post-built structures D - Fig 13). In the discussion these features are examined and it is concluded 
that the large ditches are clearly post-Roman and most likely Medieval.

Post-medieval and modern
There was little evidence of post-medieval or modern activity. The only features that were observed 
consisted of one small pit containing post-medieval pottery (BF450) and a field boundary (AF11-
BF226), which can be traced in existing hedgerows to the south of the excavation area. The finds 
retrieved from the ditch suggest that it was infilled in the early to mid 20th century, likely in an effort 
to produce larger crop yields and increase efficiency and production by increasing the size of fields 
available for cultivation. The post-medieval and modern features are not discussed further.
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Contexts

Layers

Three layers were observed during the excavation. 

L1 was a ~200mm thick dark grey-brown sandy silt topsoil (until recently ploughsoil), and was 
present across the entire site. It contained a significant amount of finds including pottery from 
multiple phases, worked flints and Roman tile, as well as a large amount of rooting and animal 
activity. It sealed the subsoil layer L2.

L2 was a medium grey sandy silt brickearth which sealed natural sand and gravel (L3). It varied in 
thickness from 100-200mm.  All of the archaeology was cut through this layer, but almost all 
features were indistinguishable until the natural sand and gravel (L3) had been exposed.

L3 was ‘natural’ and consisted of light yellow-orange sand and gravels. Within this horizon, there 
were occasional natural silt patches.

Features

The excavation of Areas A and B produced a total of 1,907 features.. These are listed and 
summarised after the main text (Appendix 1). Securely-dated features are listed with results from 
each period.

Area A and Area B have their own separate runs of feature numbers. To distinguish between the 
two areas and prevent duplications, the feature numbers are prefaced with an 'A' or 'B'. Where a 
feature was identified in both areas (for example, a ditch), it will be referred to as both numbers.

Because of the scale of the site and the sheer number of features, a site atlas has been produced, 
showing Areas A and B, to make it easier to locate each feature (Fig 77). On this atlas the site has 
been subdivided into areas labelled I, II, III, IV and so on. In the context list (Appendix 1) each 
feature has had its area noted. Because of its size, the site atlas only appears in the digital archive.
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Across the site, six features could be positively dated as Early Neolithic in origin. A number of 
sherds of Early Neolithic pottery were present in other contexts, but were residual.

Context Feature type

AF14 Pit with fire debris

BF326 Pit

BF329 Pit

BF719 Pit

BF1240 Pit

BF1508 Elongated pit

There was no clear concentration of activity during the Early Neolithic period, with the features 
being spread out across the site (Fig 5).

The elongated pit BF1508 was unique. In plan it appeared similar to a tree throw, being curvilinear 
in shape, but its fill was much darker and profile more regular. It contained a small assemblage of 
Early Neolithic pottery as well as several worked flints (including an assemblage of small blades – 
see Finds below).

The most significant Early Neolithic feature was AF14. It contained, in addition to small sherds of 
undiagnostic prehistoric pottery and charcoal, fifty-one worked flints including flakes, core fragments
and blades. Based on this large and diagnostic assemblage it was possible with some confidence 
to date this pit to the Early Neolithic despite the lack of diagnostic pottery (see Finds below).

9

4.2 Early Neolithic (4000 – 3200 BC) 
(Fig 5)
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Twenty-seven features were dated to the Late Neolithic-Early Bronze Age (LN-EBA). Although 
fifteen were more specifically dated to just the Late Neolithic, they are described collectively with 
the Early Bronze Age features because they appear to form a continuous phase of activity.

Context Feature type Date

BF124 Small pit Late Neolithic

BF259 Elongated pit Late Neolithic

BF298 Pit Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF300 Possible cremation Late Neolithic

BF301 Small pit Late Neolithic

BF314 Pit Late Neolithic

BF355 Pit Late Neolithic

BF418 Small pit Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF420 Pit Late Neolithic

BF465 Possible cremation Late Neolithic

BF502 Tree throw Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF558 Pit Late Neolithic

BF577 Depression Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF604 Pit Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF605 Small pit Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF646 Small pit Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF659 Tree throw Late Neolithic

BF695 Small pit Late Neolithic

BF814 Posthole Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF836 Tree throw Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF1126 Pit Late Neolithic

BF1330 Tree throw Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF1512 Tree throw Late Neolithic

BF1691 Cremation Early Bronze Age

BF1696 Small pit Late Neolithic - Early Bronze Age

BF1708 Small pit Late Neolithic

Tree throws 
The presence of LN-EBA pottery in tree throws could suggest that wide-scale woodland clearance 
was being undertaken in the Late Neolithic period. The origin of the tree throws on site is addressed
in detail in the discussion.

Pit complex
Features positively identified as LN-EBA in date were spread around the site (Fig 5). There was, 
however, a small complex of pits and other features to the south that seem to be the result of 
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4.3 Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age (3200 – 1500 BC)
(Fig 5)
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concentrated activity in this period (Photograph 1 and Fig 5). The features within this small complex
are BF300, BF301, BF355, BF420 and BF465.

This southern complex of features were all within an area of 15m squared and are cut by several 
mid Bronze Age and Anglo-Saxon features. As well as the positively-dated LN-EBA features, there 
were several other undated features that could have been LN-EBA in origin.

Burials
Two important features within the complex detailed above were the small pits BF300 and BF465. 
Both contained small amounts of cremated human bone (7g and 12g respectively – see Finds 
below) and a significant assemblage of Late Neolithic Grooved ware pottery. The very small 
quantity of bone present in these features suggests that if they were cremations they had been 
heavily disturbed. Both features had suffered damage from ploughing, and BF465 is truncated by 
the Later Bronze Age pit BF351. Assuming these are cremations, they were the earliest uncovered 
during this excavation.

The Early Bronze Age collared urn cremation (BF1691) in the south-west of the site was heavily 
disturbed by ploughing, but at 70g still contained significantly more bone than the Late Neolithic 
cremations described above. It is isolated with no others in the near vicinity. It is located, however, 
in the corner of a Bronze Age field (Fig 11).
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Photograph 1  Complex of late Neolithic and Bronze Age pits to the south of the site, 
including BF300 – BF302, BF352, BF354, BF355, BF347 and BF465. View facing south. 
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Seventy-six features were dated to the Middle Bronze Age to Early Iron Age. A selection of these 
features are described below, the rest are listed in the complete context list (Appendix 1).

Context Feature type Date

AF8 Field boundary ditch Mid Bronze Age

AF26-BF458 Field boundary ditch Mid Bronze Age

BF257 Field boundary ditch Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF28 Ring-ditch Mid Bronze Age

BF220 Pit Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF284 Pit Early Iron Age

BF290 Pit Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF351 Pit Mid Bronze Age

BF352 Pit Mid Bronze Age

BF410 Finds scatter Late Bronze Age

BF412 Fire pit Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF473 Elongated pit Late Bronze Age

BF709 Field boundary ditch Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF722 Field boundary ditch Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF733 Field boundary ditch Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF755 Pit Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF762 Field boundary ditch Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF815 Pit Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF84 Cremation Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF1321 Pit Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF1361 Field boundary ditch Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

BF1369 Field boundary ditch Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age

Tree-throws
Several tree throws were identified as having pottery from the Late Bronze Age-Early Iron Age 
(none are listed above). The origin of the tree throws on site is addressed in detail in the discussion.

Field system
A large number of the Middle Bronze Age to Early Iron Age features uncovered were shallow field 
boundaries; elements of a partially surviving field system aligned north-east to south-west (Fig 6).

Ring-ditch
The largest feature on the site was BF28, a Middle Bronze Age oval shaped ring-ditch (Photograph 
2 and Figs 28-30). Measuring between 21-23m in external diameter with 2m wide and 1.7m deep 
ditches, it would have been an impressive monument when its associated burial mound was extant.
Although the ditches were 2m wide on the surface, they narrowed steadily before dropping off 
sharply and were only around 50cm wide at their base (Figs 29-30).

In comparison with the thirty-one Middle Bronze Age ring-ditches uncovered in 1989-90 (Fig 2), 
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4.4 Middle Bronze Age to Early Iron Age (1500 – c 400 BC)
(Fig 6)
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BF28 was significantly larger. The average external diameter of those ring-ditches was 7.34m, with 
the ditch depths ranging from 0.21 – 0.8m.

When excavated the ring-ditch was found to have a multiple fills, which can be divided into two 
broad types. The first type of fill was the result of the silting up and the collapsing of the side of the 
ditch while it was open. This type of fill was characterised by interspersed layers of redeposited 
orange-yellow natural sand and light grey silt patches. The number and size of these layers varied 
around the course of the ring-ditch, which is to be expected as natural collapse and silting up would 
not necessarily have been consistent over the whole feature.

The second type of fill was the deliberate backfilling of the ditch. This consisted of one layer of dark 
black-grey sandy silt with occasional charcoal flecks. It was from this fill that the majority of dating 
material was recovered. This upper backfill may be the result of the levelling of the barrow in the 
Early Iron Age – this possibility is examined in the discussion.

Positioned around the internal edge of the BF28 was a broken ring of 36 postholes, clearly 
respecting the ring-ditch and part of the monument. A circle of postholes within a ring-ditch has 
been observed on several other Bronze Age barrow sites (Ashbee 1957) which are mentioned in 
the discussion.

Burials
One Bronze Age un-urned cremation (BF84, Fig 33) was discovered to the south of the site with a 
large assemblage of associated pottery – there's a possibility this cremation was originally urned, 
but if so this was not apparent as the feature was extensively plough damaged.

Other features
Pit BF815 contained a thick layer of burnt material at the bottom of its cut with a large material 
assemblage, likely the sweepings of a fire.

Pit BF284 contained a large assemblage of decorated Early Iron Age pottery, including cordoned 
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Photograph 2  Ring-ditch BF28. View facing south-east.
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and carinated pots. This high concentration of pottery in such a small feature (BF284 was only 
760mm x 570mm in size) could be the result of ritual deposition.

Pits BF351 and BF352 were cut through a complex of Late Neolithic and undated pits (see above), 
suggesting a continuation of land use over the two periods.

Elongated pit BF473 had a large amount of Late Bronze Age pottery sherds from a bowl in its 
central fill.

BF412 was a significant feature (Fig 34). It was interpreted as a fire pit, but although there was a 
small amount of charcoal inclusions in its fill it there was no evidence to suggest any in situ burning.
It contained a large collection of burnt stones, a substantial (1065g) pottery assemblage, triangular 
loomweight fragments and, most intriguingly, thirteen stakeholes in its base (BF421 - BF433). Three
pits in close proximity to this fire pit also contained loomweight fragments in their fill – BF220, 
BF755, BF1321. No other prehistoric loomweights were recovered from the site apart from the 
assemblage in these four closely spaced features. These four features were within a general 
concentration of Late Bronze Age-Early Iron Age pits in the north of the site (Fig 6). This 
concentration of features was close by to a series of undated Post-built structures, and may have 
been associated (see undated structures section below).

Finds scatter BF410 consisted of 1436g of pot sherds, not in a cut and with no distinct edge. It was 
likely the result of plough damage to a placed deposit, although it is impossible to be certain.

All the features not listed above are small pits located around the site (Fig 6), containing abraded 
sherds of pottery dating them to this period. Aside from the pottery their fills were universally sterile.
There were also a small number of tree throws with similar dating evidence, suggesting that 
woodland clearance on peninsula was still being undertaken in the Bronze Age.
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Photograph 3  BF412 mid excavation. Burnt 
stones visible in situ. View facing north.

Photograph 4  BF412 fully excavated. 
Stakeholes visible in base. View facing west.
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Twenty-four features were identified as being of mid Iron Age to early Roman in date, including a 
field system in the east of the site and nine burials, all in the southern half of the site.

Context Feature type Date

AF18 Field boundary ditch Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF38 Field boundary ditch Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF42-BF46 Field boundary ditch Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF46 Field boundary ditch Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF55 Cremation Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF65 Inhumation Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF66 Inhumation Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF76 Cremation Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF78 Cremation Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF85 Field boundary ditch Late Iron Age - early Roman

AF96 Cremation Late Iron Age - early Roman

BF125 Cremation Late Iron Age - early Roman

BF126 Cremation Late Iron Age - early Roman

BF136 Cremation early Roman

BF294 Field boundary ditch? Late Iron Age - early Roman

BF295 Field boundary ditch? Late Iron Age - early Roman

BF296 Enclosure ditch? Late Iron Age - early Roman

BF310 Pit Iron Age

BF366 – BF369 (Post-built
structure C)

Four Post-built structure Iron Age

BF49 Field boundary ditch Late Iron Age - early Roman

BF1600-2 & BF1625 (Post-built
structure G)

Four Post-built structure Iron Age

BF1603 Pit Late Iron Age - early Roman

Field system
The key landscape features from this period are the collection of field boundary ditches to the east 
of the site (AF18, AF38, AF42-BF46 and AF46). These form the edge of a Late Iron Age-early 
Roman field system, with three fields and their respective entrances (Fig 10). This field system 
incorporates a previously known ditch from the 2002 monitoring season (CAT Report 214 – Fig 2) 
which was dated as Neolithic. When this same ditch was excavated in Area A, it was found to 
contain Late Iron Age-early Roman pottery, suggesting a much later date. Upon review of the 2002 
report, the majority of the Neolithic pottery that was initially used to date the ditch came from a 
single section. It seems likely in this instance that the pottery comes from an unidentified Neolithic 
feature that had been cut away by the Late Iron Age ditch. Ditch AF18 was also later incorporated 
into a Roman trackway cutting across the site (see below) – suggesting it was maintained into the 
later Roman period.
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4.5 Middle Iron Age to early Roman (c 400 BC – AD 50)
(Fig 6)
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Burials
The southernmost entrance of this field system had an associated small cluster of five Late Iron 
Age-early Roman burials, two inhumations (AF65 and AF66) and three cremations (AF55, AF76 
and AF78). Cremation AF55 (Photograph 5) was urned and buried with two accessory vessels, 
while cremations AF76 and AF78 were both un-urned and had no associated finds apart from burnt 
stone. The two inhumations (AF65 and AF66) contained no bone remains due to poor soil 
conditions. AF65 contained a burnt and fragmented LIA brooch and a small fragment of septaria but
no other finds. AF66 was empty except for two fragments of Roman tile. The burials without 
dating evidence have been phased as Late Iron Age-early Roman based on their presence within 
this collection of features, and because they respect the LIA-early Roman field boundary ditch 
AF42.

The four remaining cremations from this period are all over 60m to the west of this burial complex in
a more loose grouping. AF96 contained small fragments of a copper alloy binding. BF125 contained
fragments a LIA-early Roman brooch. BF126 contained a small LIA-early Roman pottery 
assemblage in its fill and may have been originally urned (prior to plough damage). BF136 
contained one small sherd of early Roman pottery.

Four-Post-built structures
Two four-Post-built structures on the site were dated to the Iron Age. One was in the north of the 
site (Post-built structure C, Fig 13). Post-built structure C (Photograph 6) was 1.6m across and the 
postholes varied between 120mm and 190mm in depth. This structure was nearby to the three 
larger undated Post-built structures in the north of the site (see undated section below).

The other Iron Age four-Post-built structure was to south of site (Post-built structure H) with one of 
its posts cut through a LBA-EIA pit (BF1624). This structure seems to be situated in the corner of a 
BA-EIA field (Fig 10), respecting its field boundaries. Post-built structure K was 2.1m across, with 
the postholes varying in depth between 120mm and 180mm.
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Photograph 5  AF55 during excavation. Burial urn (left) and 
two accessory vessels (right) visible. View facing south-
west.
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The southernmost area of activity dating to the Late Iron Age-early Roman period comprised three 
ditches and a linear feature by the south baulk of the site (Fig 6). This probably relates to an 
enclosure which is visible in the cropmark plot and was partially evaluated in 1996 (Clarke 1996).
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Photograph 6  Post-structure C. View facing north-west.
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Thirty-two features were Roman in date. They mostly comprised ditches making up a trackway 
across the site, although some pits were excavated that contained Roman material (largely to the 
south of the site).

Context Feature type Date

AF15 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

AF21 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

AF24-BF48 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

AF29 Pit Roman

AF52 Pit Roman

AF62 Pit Roman

AF73 Pit Roman

AF79-BF52 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

AF91 Pit Roman

BF36 Cremation early 2nd – early 3rd century AD

BF37 Cremation early 2nd – early 3rd century AD

BF48 Trackway ditch Roman

BF142 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

BF256 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

BF260 Trackway ditch (recut?) Roman

BF288 Cremation mid 1st - 3rd century AD

BF358 Pit mid 2nd - 4th century AD

BF486 Pit Roman

BF490 Pit Roman

BF520 Pit Roman

BF574 Pit Roman

BF618 Trackway ditch Roman

BF619 Trackway ditch Roman

BF676 Ditch? Roman

BF1230 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

BF1250 Trackway ditch (blocking) Roman

BF1255 Trackway ditch Roman

BF1256 Trackway ditch Roman

BF1257 Pit? Part of trackway? Roman

BF1258 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

BF1471 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

BF1474 Trackway ditch mid 2nd - 4th century AD

BF1588 Pit Roman
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4.6 Roman (AD 50 – c 410)
(Fig 7)
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The trackway
The most significant Roman feature on the site was an 11m wide trackway overlaying the earlier 
prehistoric field systems, aligned north-south to south-west. At the southern end of the site it split 
and re-aligned north-west and south-east. This trackway was made up of several ditches, and 
seems have incorporated one ditch from the LIA-early Roman field system at the north of the site 
(AF18 – Fig 6), despite cutting through other ditches of a similar age (AF42-BF46 and BF49).

The trackway ditches varied in depth from 200 - 300mm, although how much of this was indicative 
of their original depth and how much was the result of the machining is difficult to determine. They 
varied in width from 0.7m to 1.5m. They all have a similar profile, with gently sloping sides meeting 
at a rounded base (Figs 45 & 46).

The finds recovered from the ditches associated with the trackway suggest it was open and in use 
in the mid 2nd-century. At some point before the end of the Roman period the trackway aligned to 
the south-east was blocked up by ditch BF1250. A Roman coin recovered from the upper fill of ditch
AF79-BF52 suggests that the entire trackway had gone out of use by the 4th century. By the Early-
Middle Anglo-Saxon period the trackway ditches had been almost entirely infilled (although not 
completely; a small amount of Anglo-Saxon pottery was recovered from the upper fills of some 
trackway ditches). This was evidenced by Anglo-Saxon Grubenhaus BF232 which cut through a 
trackway ditch in the south of the site, as well as the Anglo-Saxon settlement itself, which 
encompassed both sides of the trackway.

Burials
The three Roman cremations were located in the south-west quarter of the site (Fig 11). One was 
urned (Photograph 7, BF288) and two were not (BF36 and BF37, Photograph 8). BF288 in 
particular had a large quantity (2496g) of bone surviving, even though it had been truncated by 
ploughing and machining. BF37 was found with two small accessory pots, and both BF36 and BF37
had very square cuts and several nails and hobnails recovered from their fill.

Other features
The pits listed above all contained exclusively Roman material, and were largely concentrated in 
the south of the site. Although some of the these pits may have been genuinely Roman in origin, 
given their close proximity to the Anglo-Saxon settlement it is likely that a number of them were in 
fact Anglo-Saxon and the Roman material in their fill was all residual and indicative of the 
widespread re-use of Roman material in the Anglo-Saxon period.

BF358, a small elongated pit which cut through the LIA-ER linear feature BF295 had a very 
charcoal rich fill and no finds were retrieved from it except a ?2nd century Roman coin. It could 
possibly be a pyre debris pit associated with the nearby cremation BF288.
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Photograph 7  Urned cremation BF288 mid 
excavation. View facing south.

Photograph 8  Cremation BF37 mid 
excavation. Two accessory pots visible. View 
facing east.
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A large number of Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon features were discovered, almost entirely 
concentrated to the south of the site. In total there were fifty-five Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pits 
excavated and thirteen Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon buildings (three Post-built structures and ten 
Grubenhäuser), as well as two more possible Grubenhäuser.

Context Feature type Date

AF36 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF37 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF41 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF44 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF48 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF50 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF73 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF77 possible Grubenhaus? Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF97 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF99 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF100 possible Grubenhaus? Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF102 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF105 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF107 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features

Context Feature type

AF111-AF113 Postholes

AF122-AF124 Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF108 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features
Context Feature type

AF114-AF119 Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF109 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF128 – 129 Pit complex Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF131 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

AF133 – F137 Pit complex Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF33 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF39 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features

Context Feature type

BF1476 –
BF1478

Postholes

BF1455 –
BF1456

Postholes

BF1482 –
BF1489

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon
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4.7 Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon (AD c 410 AD – c 850)
(Figs 8 and 9)
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BF1495 –
BF1502

Postholes

BF1470 Pit?

BF80, BF83, BF86, BF88 –
BF94, BF96 – BF97, BF105 –
BF107, BF110 – BF111 (Post-

built structure A)

Post-built structure Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF103 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF105 – BF122 & BF143 –
BF194 (Post-built structure B)

Post-built structure Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF135 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF140 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF141 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features
Context Feature type

BF199 -
BF204

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF195, BF198, BF205-BF207 Pit complex Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF210 – BF212 & BF216 -
BF217

Pit complex Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF228 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features
Context Feature type

BF242 -
BF247

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF229, BF230, & BF238 Pit complex Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF232 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features

Context Feature type

BF589 -
BF596

Postholes

BF599 -
BF601

Postholes

BF607 -
BF614

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF239 - BF241 Pit complex Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF248 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF249 – BF252 Pit complex Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF261 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF262 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF346 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF347 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF575 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF831 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1228 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon
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BF1229 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1249 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1469 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1524 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features
Context Feature type

BF1557 -
BF1560

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1584 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1585 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1589 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features

Context Feature type

BF1606 –
BF1612

Postholes

BF1627 -
BF1643a

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1626 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features

Context Feature type

BF1670 –
BF1671

Stakeholes

BF1672 -
BF1675

Postholes

BF1692 Slot

BF1710 Shallow pit

BF1711 Slot

BF1713 –
BF1718

Stakeholes

BF1722 Shallow pit

BF1723 -
BF1727

Postholes

BF1734 -
BF1735

Postholes

BF1741 -
BF1748

Stakeholes

BF1760 -
BF1761

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1689 Grubenhaus Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

& associated features
Context Feature type

BF1727 –
BF1732

Postholes

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

BF1698 Pit Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

The Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon archaeology uncovered during this excavation was extensive. With 
at least thirteen structures and numerous clusters of pits containing substantial amounts of 
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domestic material, these features represent the remains of a sizeable Anglo-Saxon settlement on 
the Brightlingsea peninsula.

Almost all the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon activity was concentrated in the south of the site, with only 
four features to the north-east (Figs 8 and 9).

Pits
The pits varied significantly in size (from 4.9m x 3.4m to 0.6m x 0.7m), but were all roughly oval in 
shape and tended to be in intercutting complexes nearby Grubenhäuser. There were some smaller 
isolated pits spread around the site, but these were in the minority. Finds from the pits were fairly 
consistent in their nature, and included Roman and Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, 
loomweight fragments, Roman tile and lava quern fragments. Occasionally other finds were 
recovered, including small iron objects and a copper-alloy pyramidal sword mount (from BF211).

Structures
Each Grubenhäuser and Post-built structure is described below in detail, and the settlement as a 
whole is examined in the discussion.

Grubenhaus AF107 (Fig 14)

This Grubenhaus was located in the south-eastern quarter of the site, in close proximity to 
Grubenhaus AF108 (to the south) and possible Grubenhaus AF100 (to the north). There were also 
several pits in this area, including the large pits AF105 and AF128 (Figs 8 and 9).

Grubenhaus AF107 was aligned north-west to south-east and measured 5m x 3.8m in area and 
320mm in depth, with a flat base. It had two gable postholes and four corner postholes, with one 
more posthole partially outside the structure at the east gable end. All the postholes were circular in
shape and between 150mm and 300mm deep. They varied in diameter between 220mm and 
400mm. The Grubenhaus was cut by the later pit AF110 to the north.
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Photograph 9  Grubenhaus AF107 fully excavated. View from above, 
north is to the bottom of the photo.
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AF107 contained two distinct fills. The initial lower fill was a layer of light-medium brown sandy silt, 
containing occasional Roman tile and animal bone. The fills of the postholes were extremely similar 
to this initial lower fill of the Grubenhaus, and no finds were recovered from them.

The secondary fill of the Grubenhaus was located only in the centre of the structure. This fill was 
very clear in plan as an oval approximately 1.60m in diameter, and consisted of dark black-brown 
silty sand. 

This secondary 'central fill' contained a much larger assemblage of finds, including Anglo-Saxon 
pottery, Roman tile and animal bone (including an inverted cow skull, which has parallels with other 
Anglo-Saxon sites (see discussion)). Also present were fragments of lava quernstone and some 
small iron objects, including a thin ring that was probably part of a girdle (see small finds report). 
This fill also contained significant amounts of charcoal.

Grubenhaus AF108 (Fig 15)

This Grubenhaus was located in the south-eastern quarter of the site, near to AF107 (see above).

Grubenhaus AF108 was aligned north-east to south-west and was 4.2m x 2.8m in area and 230mm
deep, with a flat base. It had two gable postholes and four corner postholes. The postholes were 
mostly circular in shape and varied in depth between 300mm and 400mm. They varied in diameter 
between 150mm and 230mm.

As with the nearby Grubenhaus AF107 this feature had two distinct fills, the upper one of which was
dark and finds rich. This fill was not as central as the one in AF107, it was focused more towards 
the east end of the feature (Fig 15). This darker fill contained a large assemblage of finds, including 
Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, lava quernstone fragments, iron slag and Roman tile. The lower initial fill 
contained some sherds of Anglo-Saxon pottery and Roman tile. The fills of the postholes were 
similar to the initial lower fill of the Grubenhaus, and no finds were recovered from them.
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Photograph 10  Grubenhaus AF108 fully excavated. 
View from above, north is to the left of the photo.
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Grubenhaus BF39 (Fig 16)

This Grubenhaus was located on the western half of the site, approximately 10m east of the Bronze
Age ring-ditch BF28. Unlike some of the other Grubenhäuser this structure had no large complex of 
pits nearby. The nearest Anglo-Saxon feature was the isolated pit BF33, 7m to the south-east. 
BF39 cuts through a tree throw to the east (BF1470), which during excavation was initially thought 
to be part of the Grubenhaus.  BF39 is the northernmost of the confirmed Grubenhäuser.

The Grubenhaus was east-west aligned, 4.1m x 3.8m in area and 440mm deep. It had two gable 
postholes and four corner postholes, as well as sixteen other smaller postholes and stakeholes 
around its edge and within the structure. The primary postholes in the corners and at the west gable
end are partially outside the Grubenhaus pit. The postholes were all roughly circular in shape and 
varied in diameter between 190mm and 410mm. Their depth varied from 460mm to 720mm.

As with AF107 and AF108, this Grubenhaus contained a dark brown sandy silt 'central fill' that was 
finds rich, sitting above a medium brown-grey sandy silt, with occasional charcoal flecking, that 
filled the remainder of the feature. As in the other Grubenhäuser, this 'central fill' was clear in plan. 
Unlike other examples, however it was not located exactly centrally within the Grubenhaus, and 
was instead slightly to the north of the structure.

Finds from this Grubenhaus included Roman tile, Anglo-Saxon pottery, and iron slag. These finds 
were spread throughout the two fills of the feature without any concentration in either. A fragment of
a Roman chimney finial was recovered from the upper fill. A spindle-whorl and numerous unfired 
loomweight fragments were recovered from the lower fill.
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Photograph 11  Grubenhaus BF39 fully excavated. View facing east.
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Grubenhaus BF141 (Fig 17)

BF141 was located in the centre of the southern half the site. It was in close proximity to two large 
Anglo-Saxon pit complexes to the east and north-east, comprising pits BF195, BF198, BF205-
BF207, BF210-BF212 and BF216-BF217.

This north-west to south-east aligned Grubenhaus was the largest excavated on the site at 5.7m x 
4.6m in area and 760mm deep, with an irregular flat base. It had two gable postholes and four 
corner postholes. The postholes were all roughly oval in shape and varied in size from 370mm x 
380mm to 510mm x 600mm. They varied in depth between 190mm and 670mm. Around the edge 
of the Grubenhaus pit was a ledge (which was partially collapsed on the northern side) that varied 
in depth from 180mm to 230mm, and was between 140mm and 190mm wide.

BF141 contained three distinct deposits. The initial fill was a ~220mm thick layer of medium-dark 
black-grey sandy silt with occasional charcoal inclusions, sealing the base of the Grubenhaus. The 
secondary fill was a ~300mm thick layer of light grey-brown sandy silt with rare charcoal inclusions. 
This deposit sealed the initial fill completely. The final (tertiary) fill of the Grubenhaus was a 230mm 
thick layer of medium grey-brown sandy silt with occasional rooting. Throughout all these fills were 
small to medium subrounded stones. There was also occasional redeposited material at the edge of
the feature, where the ledge had partially collapsed prior to backfilling.

Finds recovered from the feature included Roman tile, Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, unfired clay 
fragments, loomweights and small highly corroded iron objects. Most finds seemed to have no 
concentration in any one layer, apart from the loomweights and unfired clay fragments which were 
more prevalent in the initial lower fill and at the base of the secondary fill.
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Photograph 12  Grubenhaus BF141 fully excavated. View facing north-west.
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Grubenhaus BF228 (Fig 18)

BF228 was located in the centre of the southern half of the site. It was located near a small pit 
complex to the south-west (consisting of BF239, BF240 and BF241), and one pit (BF575) to the 
north.

This north-east to south-west aligned Grubenhaus was 5.4m x 4.3m in area, and 380mm deep, with
an irregular flat base. It had two gable postholes and four corner postholes. The postholes were all 
roughly circular in shape, and had diameters between 270mm and 490mm. They varied in depth 
between 110mm and 280mm.

During the excavation of BF228 only one fill was encountered – a medium grey-brown sandy silt. 
Finds recovered from this feature included prehistoric and Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, Roman tiles, 
fragments of a Roman chimney finial, unfired clay and loomweight fragments.
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Photograph 13  Grubenhaus BF228 fully excavated. View facing south-west.
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Grubenhaus BF232 (Fig 19)

BF232 was located in the centre of the southern half of the site. It cut through ditches BF256, BF43,
BF618 and BF619, part of the Roman trackway. It was in close proximity to a pit complex to the 
north-west, containing pits BF229, BF230, BF238 and BF1249.

This north-west to south-east aligned Grubenhaus was 4.9m x 3.9m in area, and 320mm deep, with
an irregular flat base. It had two gable postholes and four corner postholes. There were also nine 
other postholes around the edge of the structure (mostly on the north-eastern side), many partially 
outside the Grubenhaus pit, cutting the break of slope of the structure. This may be the result of the 
machining of the site removing the very top of the structure – originally these postholes may have 
been entirely within the limits of the Grubenhaus. Six smaller postholes/stakeholes were located 
within the pit. The postholes were mostly circular in shape and varied in diameter between 190mm 
and 410mm. They varied in depth from 190mm to 440mm.

BF232 contained one fill; a medium grey-brown sandy silt with occasional charcoal flecking. Finds 
recovered from this feature included Roman and Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery sherds, Roman 
tiles and small quantities of fired clay.
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Photograph 14  Grubenhaus BF232 fully excavated. Break of slope of Roman 
trackway ditch visible cutting diagonally across the feature. View facing south-east.
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Grubenhaus BF1524 (Fig 20)

BF1524 was located in the south-western quarter of the site, approximately 30m south of the 
Bronze Age ring-ditch BF28. It was isolated compared to the other Grubenhäuser, with no nearby 
pit complexes. The closest Anglo-Saxon feature was the Grubenhaus BF1589, 11m to the south-
east.

BF1524 was north-east to south-west aligned and the smallest Grubenhaus on the site by area, 
being only 3.1m x 2.5m. It was, however, one of the deepest Grubenhaus with a depth of 560mm. It
had a concave base and four large corner postholes, but no gable postholes. The postholes were 
roughly circular in shape and varied between 370mm and 430mm in diameter. They varied in depth 
between 300mm and 380mm.

BF1524 had an unusual fill sequence. Unlike most of the other Grubenhäuser it contained over ten 
different fills, although some were not present in every section. There were lenses of distinct 
depositional events and tip lines were clearly visible. The fill within this feature looked more like the 
fill of a rubbish pit that had been left open and filled over a length of time.

The finds recovered were equally as atypical. No loomweights, fired clay, iron objects or other 
related items were present within the fill of BF1524. The only finds were Anglo-Saxon pot sherds 
and pieces of Roman tile.

The size of this feature, the nature of its fill and the finds recovered from it differ from the rest of the 
Grubenhäuser on this site. This is further examined in the discussion.
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Photograph 15  Grubenhaus BF1524 partially excavated. View facing south-west.
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Grubenhaus BF1589 (Fig 21)

BF1589 was located in the south-western quarter of the site, in close proximity to an Anglo-Saxon 
pit complex containing BF249 – BF252 (which was 6m to the south-east).

This east-west aligned Grubenhaus was 4.3m x 3.8m in area and 360mm deep. It had two gable 
postholes and four corner postholes, as well as seventeen other postholes around its interior edge 
(mostly to the east and south). There was also one posthole exterior to the structure by the south-
west corner. The postholes were mostly circular in shape, with some being slightly more oval than 
others. They varied in diameter between 240mm and 420mm, and in depth between 150mm and 
440mm.

This Grubenhaus was the only structure on site that had evidence of posts rotting in situ after the 
abandonment of the building. BF1612 was a post pipe visible in section to the west of the structure 
(Fig 21), and there was a possible post pipe from BF1609 to the south.

As with Grubenhäuser AF107 and AF108 this Grubenhaus contained a dark black-brown sandy silt 
'central fill' that was finds rich, sitting above a lighter brown-grey sandy silt that fills the remainder of 
the feature (and contained fewer finds). As in the other Grubenhäuser, this 'central fill' was very 
clear in plan, approximately 1.4m in diameter, and located exactly in the centre of BF1589.

The finds recovered from this feature are consistent with other Grubenhäuser on the site and 
across Anglo-Saxon sites in general, including Roman tile, Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, unfired clay 
fragments, loomweights, lava quernstone fragments, and small heavily corroded iron objects. The 
loomweight and unfired clay fragments were largely concentrated towards the base of the feature, 
within the lower fill. The 'central fill' contains a proportionally larger amount of the pot sherds and 
tile, as well as most of the iron objects.
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Photograph 16  Grubenhaus BF1589 fully excavated. View facing east.
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Grubenhaus BF1626 (Fig 22)

BF1626 was located in the far south-western corner of the site, located immediately against the 
westernmost limit of excavation. No complex of pits were identified nearby in the site, but there is 
potential for some beyond the site boundary to the west. There was one isolated small Anglo-Saxon
pit 10m to the south-east (BF831).

This north-west to south-east aligned Grubenhaus was 4.4m x 4.3m, much more square in shape 
than any other Grubenhäuser on the site. It had a depth of 480mm. The internal features of BF1626
were unique, with two gable postholes and four corner postholes, all set into a slot that ran around 
the internal edge of the Grubenhaus pit. This slot varied considerably in width (between 320mm to 
650mm) and also in depth (between 530mm and 660mm).

Aside from these six primary postholes, there were also six other interior postholes, all positioned 
within close proximity to a primary one in the slot. There were also two large exterior postholes to 
the south-eastern side of the structure. The postholes were all circular in shape, and varied in 
diameter between 320mm and 650mm. They varied in depth between 250mm and 470mm.

Perhaps the most interesting features within this Grubenhaus were the two pits set into the base of 
the structure (BF1710 and BF1722). Both were 250mm in depth and roughly oval in shape, and 
circled by a ring of stakeholes. These pits were sealed beneath the backfill of the Grubenhaus. The 
smaller of the two (BF1710) contained a single dark-grey-brown sandy silt fill with common charcoal
flecking and organic inclusions. This pit contained a small quantity of Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, 
extremely degraded bone that disintegrated when it was lifted and a small, incomplete, folded 
copper-alloy strip. The other pit (BF1722) had a medium brown-grey sandy silt fill, with occasional 
small subrounded stone inclusions. A single sherd of Anglo-Saxon pottery was recovered from this 
feature.

The Grubenhaus itself contained three distinct fills, similar to Grubenhaus BF141. The initial fill was 
a medium grey-brown sandy silt with occasional small stones, the secondary fill was a more mottled
yellow-brown sandy silt with occasional charcoal inclusions, and the final, tertiary fill was a grey-
brown sandy silt with much more common stone inclusions and charcoal flecking. The slot around 
the inside edge of the structure (BF1711) had a different fill, a medium brown sandy silt with 
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Photograph 17  Grubenhaus BF1626 fully excavated. View facing north-west.
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occasional subrounded stone inclusions. One small find, a small iron knife blade, was recovered 
from this slot.

Finds recovered from this feature were similar to most other Grubenhäuser on the site. Roman tile, 
Anglo-Saxon and Roman pot sherds, and small iron objects (including the knife blade) were 
recovered from throughout the fill. Unfired clay and loomweight fragments were recovered from the 
lower fill. One partially intact Anglo-Saxon pot was recovered from the upper fill.

Grubenhaus BF1689 (Fig 23)
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Photograph 18  Grubenhaus BF1689 fully excavated. View facing east.

Photograph 19  Grubenhaus BF1689 partially excavated. View facing south-
west. Central, darker fill clearly visible.
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BF1689 was located at the very south-western corner of the site, adjacent to the southern limit of 
excavation. No complex of pits were identified in close proximity to this structure, but there could 
potentially be some beyond the site boundary to the south. There was a small and shallow Anglo-
Saxon pit located 6m to the south-east (BF1698).

This north-west to south-east aligned Grubenhaus was 4.3m x 3.6m in area and 740mm deep. It 
had two gable postholes and four corner postholes. Also present was a ledge which ran around the 
interior edge of the Grubenhaus pit, varying in depth from 280mm to 380mm. This ledge varied in 
width from 190mm to 360mm. The postholes were all circular in shape and varied in diameter from 
300mm to 410mm.  The two gable postholes were 440mm deep, with the other postholes varying in
depth.

As with some other Grubenhäuser (AF107, AF108 and BF1589) BF1689 contained a dark sandy 
silt charcoal and finds rich 'central fill'. Compared to the other Grubenhäuser this fill was larger and 
more oval in shape, with an approximate area of 3m x 1.8m. It also contained several clear 
depositional events and lenses of material, suggesting this fill had been deposited over a longer 
period. As in the other features, this 'central fill' contained a much larger assemblage of finds than 
the initial lower fill.

The finds recovered from BF1689 were similar to other Grubenhäuser across the site. Anglo-Saxon 
and Roman pot sherds, Roman tile, Roman glass were recovered from both fills, with a higher 
concentration in the upper 'central fill'. This upper fill also contained lava quernstone fragments and 
an iron blade. The lower fill contained unfired clay and loomweight fragments.
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AF73, AF77 and AF100 – the possible Grubenhäuser (Fig 12)
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Photograph 21  Possible Grubenhaus AF77 with one quadrant excavated. View 
facing north-west.

Photograph 20  Possible Grubenhaus AF73 with one quadrant excavated. View 
facing north.
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All of these features were recorded as pits during the excavation. During the post-excavation 
process it was determined that they were, in fact, Grubenhäuser. In particular the clear 'central fill' 
of AF100 and the apparent un-dug posthole within AF77, as well as their shape, depth, alignment 
and flat bases all suggest these are Grubenhäuser that were misidentified during excavation. Their 
dimensions and details are presented below.

AF73 was in the south-eastern quarter of the site and aligned north-east to south-west. It measured
4.7m x 3.6m in area and was 150mm deep. It contained a single, medium grey sandy silt fill. Finds 
recovered included Roman and Anglo-Saxon pot sherds.

AF77 was in the north-east quarter of the site and aligned north-west to south-east. It measured 
4.3m x 3.7m in area and was 570mm deep. It contained a single medium grey-brown sandy silt fill. 
Finds recovered included Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, animal bone fragments and burnt stone.

AF100 was in the south-eastern quarter of the site, in a complex of Anglo-Saxon features including 
the two Grubenhäuser AF107 and AF108. It was aligned north-east to south-west. It measured 
4.7m x 4.0m in area and was 500mm deep. It contained two fills, the upper one of which was a dark
black-grey silty sand 'central fill' and the lower one of which was a medium grey-brown sandy silt. 
Finds recovered from this feature included Roman tile and Anglo-Saxon pot sherds. An annular 
brooch was recovered from the upper 'central fill' and an Anglo-Saxon bone comb was recovered 
from the lower fill.
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Photograph 22  Possible Grubenhaus AF100 with one quadrant excavated. View 
facing south-west.
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Post-built structure A (Fig 24)

This structure was located in the centre of the south of the site. It was located immediately north of 
Post-built structure B and approximately 7m to the east of Grubenhäuser BF141.

Post-built structure A was north-west-south-east aligned and rectangular in shape, measuring 
12.3m x 6.4m. These measurements conform to the accepted “two-square” method of Anglo-Saxon
building construction (James et al 1984). It consisted of over 70 closely spaced oval postholes, 
which varied in size from 280mm x 330mm to 890mm x 880mm. They varied in depth from 90mm to
320mm. There appears to be an entrance to the structure on the southern side (Fig 24). As well as 
the external postholes, there were eleven postholes within the building which are possibly part of 
internal divisions within the structure. There was no evidence within the structure of a floor surface, 
hearth or any other internal features.

There is a break in the sequence of postholes in the east of the structure which was due to the 
tracking of machines along the edge of the quarries extraction area. The resulting disturbance 
removed any evidence of postholes.

Sherds of early-middle Anglo-Saxon pottery were recovered from three of the postholes (BF79, 
BF119 and BF196), and some residual prehistoric and Roman sherds were recovered from 
postholes BF168 and BF156 respectively.

Post-built structure B (Fig 24)

This structure was immediately to the south of Post-built structure A. Only seventeen postholes 
survive from this structure, but there was enough remaining on each side to estimate its 
dimensions. It was rectangular but not as long as Post-built structure A and slightly narrower. It was
on exactly the same alignment (north-west-south-east), and appeared to measure 9.6m x  6.3m. At 
these dimensions it deviates from the standard 'two-square' plan by being 3m too short. Although 
this is not necessarily a problem in interpreting the structure (Anglo-Saxon buildings are not nearly 
as standardised as, for example, Roman ones) it raises the possibility that the two easternmost 
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Photograph 23  Post-structure A. View facing south-east.
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postholes are actually the remains of an internal division within the building and do not represent its 
eastern extent. Indeed, these two surviving postholes are in a similar location to the possible 
internal wall in Post-built structure A. Assuming the postholes delineating the eastern extent of the 
building did not survive the extent of the structure could be extrapolated at 12.7m x 6.3m.

The surviving postholes were were mostly oval in shape, and varied in size from 300mm x 230mm 
to 580mm x 470mm. Their depth varied between 120mm and 270mm. No finds were recovered with
which to date the structure, but it is identifiable as part of the Anglo-Saxon settlement based on its 
proximity and orientation to Post-built structure A, as well as its similar size and layout.
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Eleven features were Late Anglo-Saxon in origin. They were all pits, concentrated on the eastern 
half of the site, appearing to represent a continuation of the occupation seen in the Early-Middle 
Anglo-Saxon period.

Context Feature type Date

AF56 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF60 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF61 Rectangular pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF63 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF69 Posthole Late Anglo-Saxon

AF72 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF74 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF88 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF89 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF92 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

AF101 Pit Late Anglo-Saxon

The late Ango-Saxon pits were mostly circular, ranging in diameter from 0.9m to 2.1m. One pit, 
AF61, was rectangular in shape, measuring 2.2m x 1.3m. The single Late Anglo-Saxon posthole 
(AF69) did not appear to be part of a structure, although it could have been associated with AF70, 
an undated posthole 13m to the north-west.

The finds recovered from the Late Anglo-Saxon pits included early-middle Anglo-Saxon pot sherds, 
Late Anglo-Saxon pot sherds (all Thetford ware, see Finds below), occasional Roman pot sherds, 
Roman tile, fragments of lava quernstone, some small iron objects and a well preserved iron sickle 
(which could be a ritual deposit (Fig 75, from pit AF72)).
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4.8 late Anglo-Saxon (850 AD – 1066 AD)
(Figs 8 and 9)

Photograph 24  AF72 mid-excavation, iron sickle visible. View facing south.
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Although a lot of features on the site could be confidently dated through finds recovered, some 
important features could not. These are summarised below, and, where possible, phased based on 
their typology.

Context Feature type

BF47 Cremation

BF65 Large ditch

BF224 Large ditch

BF225 Cremation

BF227 Large ditch

BF555 Large ditch (entranceway?)

BF959 – BF1006, BF1059 –
BF1094 (Post-built structure E)

Post-built structure

BF1266 – BF1307 (Post-built
structure F)

Post-built structure

BF787 -BF802, BF818 –
BF825 (Post-built structure D)

Post-built structure

Ditches
The four large ditches were located in the centre of the site (Fig 7) and all of a similar size – 2.4m 
wide and 1m deep. They were all aligned north-west-south-east. The smallest ditch, BF555, 
seemed to form part of an entranceway with ditches BF65 and BF227. These ditches are all 
presumably contemporary (or at least similar in age), given there similar depths, size, location and 
alignment. The cropmark plot shows that these ditches were associated with another ditch aligned 
north-east-south-west, leaving the site to the south (Fig 3). This ditch was not observed in 
excavation due to the additional mineral extraction undertaken between the two phases of 
excavation (see Introduction above).

The only finds recovered from the ditches were prehistoric pot sherds (mostly of a Bronze Age 
date), which were mostly abraded and small, with the exception of half of a small globular MBA urn 
from the western terminus BF227. One larger sherd of Iron Age pottery was also recovered from 
BF227.

These finds, particularly the well preserved urn, pose problems in dating these features because 
one of the ditches (BF65) clearly cut through two ditches forming part of the Roman trackway (BF48
& BF52) which was open in the mid-2nd century and out of use by the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon 
period – see above. This relationship was clear in plan and in section, and means that without 
question BF65, and by extension BF224, BF227 and BF555 must have been excavated after the 
Roman trackway was out of use. This of course means that all the pottery recovered was residual, 
with the well preserved urn perhaps the result of truncation of a Bronze Age feature when BF227 
was dug.

Although these features are clearly post-Roman, dating them more specifically is difficult.

Burials
Two un-urned cremations are located roughly in the centre of the site, with BF47 further to the 
north-east and BF225 further to the north-west (Fig 11). Both are relatively close to the Roman 
trackway. With no finds from either other than cremated bone, the only method of dating them for 
certain would be carbon-14 analysis, something unfortunately outside the budget of this 
investigation. BF225 is reasonably close to the southernmost collection of early Roman-mid Roman
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burials, suggesting a possible (although conjectural) relationship. BF47 is totally isolated from all 
other burials.

Post-built structures
The three undated post-built structures were all located in the north-west quarter of the site, and 
were all roughly rectangular in shape, although their size varied. Post-built structures F and G all 
were north-east-south-west aligned, whereas Post-built structure D was north-south aligned. They 
are detailed individually below.

Post-built structures E and F (Fig 25)

This complex of 102 postholes appears to be a single structure, with an ‘annexe’ to the south. 

However, the annexe is on a slightly different alignment to the rest of the structure, which, 
combined with the clearly more substantial postholes, raises the possibility that it was a completely 
separate building. The most likely interpretation is another Iron Age four-post structure (Post-built 
structure E).

If the annexe is a separate structure, the remainder of the building fits the typography of the Anglo-
Saxon post-structures found further to the south of the site (Post-built structure F).

The complex of postholes measured 8.6m (7.6m without the ‘annexe’) by 3.5m. The postholes were
circular in shape and their diameters varied from 110mm to 430mm and their depths from 110mm 
to 660mm. The corner postholes, and the postholes associated with the ‘annexe’ tended to be 
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Photograph 25  Post-structure E (foreground) and F 
(background). View facing north-east.
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larger and deeper. As well as the external postholes there were several internal ones, possibly part 
of divisions within the structure. There also appeared to be an entrance to the structure on the west 
side.

Although no finds were recovered that can support the hypothesis of this being two buildings, it 
seems plausible and in the following figures and discussion this complex of postholes is interpreted 
as such.

No finds were recovered from any of the postholes making up this structure.

Post-built structure G (Fig 26)

This structure was in close proximity to Post-built structure F, located just 4m to the north-west. It 
was on a similar alignment but only consisted of 42 postholes and was smaller in size, at 5.3m x 
4.1m.  The postholes in this structure were mostly circular, ranging in diameter from 90mm to 
270mm, and in depth from 100mm to 320mm.

There were no postholes within the structure that suggested an internal wall, but there did appear to
be an entranceway on the south side. One single sherd of Bronze age pottery was recovered from 
a posthole in this structure (BF1266), but, given its size and orientation, it too probably belongs to 
the Anglo-Saxon phase of occupation.
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Photograph 26  Post-structure F. View facing south-west.
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Post-built structure D (Fig 27)

This structure was to the west of the site, and was fairly isolated, with only tree throws and small 
prehistoric pits within close proximity (Fig 13). The layout of the posts in this structure are totally 
different than any other structure on site, with rectilinear and circular elements both present within 
its design. The structure is 4m x 3.1m in size and the postholes were all circular and varied in 
diameter from 200mm to 280mm. Their depths varied between 250mm and 550mm, with the 
centre, circular collection of postholes being deeper than the exterior postholes.

This building is unique on the site, and is difficult to assign confidently to any of the phases of 
occupation.
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Photograph 27  Post-structure D. View facing north-west.
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Introduction
A large quantity of hand-made prehistoric pottery dated to the Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age 
was recovered. The assemblage totals 1,979 sherds with a combined weight of 20,894 g. The great
majority of this comes from features on Area B (1,897 sherds, weighing 20,350 g) with only a 
relatively small quantity from Area A (82 sherds, weighing 544 g). The majority of the pottery is flint-
tempered and the dating relies primarily on diagnostic typological characteristics. Much of the 
pottery is quite broken-up making close dating of some sherds (other than where associated with 
more diagnostic pieces) difficult. The report is structured around diagnostic pots and groups of 
pottery which can be more or less confidently dated. Nigel Brown and Paul Sealey briefly examined 
some of the groups of the Early Neolithic and Early Iron Age pottery and their comments have been
taken into account in this report.

Pottery fabrics
The pottery fabrics used in quantifying the assemblage (Table 2) broadly follow those commonly 
used for cataloguing prehistoric pottery in Essex (Brown 1988).

Fabric code Fabric
Flint-tempered:
V Flint, fine sparse
A Flint small, fine
B Flint small-medium
C Flint small-medium with occasional large flint
D Flint small-large
Q Flint small-medium with occasional large flint & some grog
Flint & sand-
tempered:
E Flint & sand
W Flint, sand & some vegetable-temper
Sand-tempered:
G-H Sand moderate
I Sand common
J Sand with some vegetable temper
O Sand with white quartz & flint
Grog-tempered:
M Grog often with some sand or flint
Other:
R Shell
N Vegetable temper

                Table 2 Prehistoric pottery fabrics

Early Neolithic

Small quantities of pottery dated to the Early Neolithic were recovered from six features in Area B: 
pits BF326, BF329, BF719 & BF1240, elongated pit BF1507 and a residual rim sherd in Late 
Neolithic feature BF695. There are a significant number of diagnostic rim sherds, although much of 
the pottery is quite broken-up consisting of plain body sherds and these are presumed (by their 
nature & association) also to be of Early Neolithic date. The pottery recovered from these features 
totals 143 sherds weighing 1,066 g. The fabrics are flint-tempered. The majority (approximately 
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50% by count and weight) has small-medium flint with occasional larger pieces (Fabric C). Coarse 
tempered sherds (Fabric D) account for just under 10%, while moderately fine sherds (Fabrics A & 
B) between them make up 35%-40% of the pottery by count and weight. The fabric and surface 
colour of the pottery is predominantly brownish-grey, grey or dark-grey (black) in colour.

The vessel forms include open carinated bowls, bag-shaped bowls and open bowls, although 
recognisable individual pots are mostly represented by small parts of the rim so the vessel form is 
not always clear. A small number of sherds are decorated and these appear to be associated with 
the carinated bowls. These are a rim from BF326 which is decorated with angled lines of spaced, 
fine scratches (Fig 52.2) an abraded rim from BF695 decorated with small stab marks on the neck 
(Fig 53.18) and a body sherd, from BF329 (Fig 52.11) which has two incised grooves made across 
it that almost certainly represent decoration. There are also fine, vertical internal burnish lines on 
one carinated bowl (Fig 53.20). Small rim sherds from BF719 may be from a more upright bowl 
form (Fig 52.13), as may rim sherds from BF326 (Fig 52.7). One rim suggests a bag-shaped bowl 
(Fig 53.17) and another (Fig 52.12) might also be a deep rounded bowl form. One rim from an open
bowl has a pre-firing hole made just below the rim top (Fig 53.19). There are also several examples 
of thickened or rolled over rim forms.

A small group of plain, relatively coarse flint-tempered body sherds from AF14 (8) are possibly also 
of Early Neolithic date and a significant quantity of Early Neolithic flint recovered from the feature 
would also suggest a possible Neolithic date. There is a total of 15 sherds and some small 
fragments (total weight 58 g). The sherds are quite broken up, mainly oxidised (dark orange-brown) 
and appear to have have some prior depositional history before arriving in this context. They have 
probably also been adversely affected by the soil conditions although the friable nature of some 
pieces might indicate heat damage. However, a second, separate, small group of sherds also 
attributed to this feature (8 sherds, 22 g) are thin walled with relatively fine flint-temper and are 
predominantly grey-brown in colour. These sherds are much more consistent with the significant 
assemblage of Late Bronze Age-Early Iron Age pottery from the site.

Discussion
The decorated sherds have clear affinities with Mildenhall-style pottery and although a relatively 
small assemblage, the Early Neolithic pottery can be broadly encompassed within the Mildenhall 
tradition (Longworth 1960). This is found across East Anglia and is current in the second and third 
quarters of the 4th millennium BC, broadly the period 3700-3200 BC. Large or significant 
assemblages of Early Neolithic Mildenhall-style pottery in north Essex have been recovered from 
the Stumble, located in the Blackwater estuary at Goldhanger (Brown 2012), St Osyth (Lavender 
2007, 69) and from Brightlingsea at Moverons Farm which is located only  a short distance north-
west of the present site (Brown 2008). The decoration seen among the assemblage here can be 
paralleled among the Moverons Farm material and also the presence of pre-firing holes-
perforations. However, the lack of large, curving, rolled rims among the assemblage here presents 
a contrast with that from Moverons Farm (Table 7, Rim form 2); drawn examples there include Fig 
18 nos 16, 19, 23 & 31. These also occur at the settlement site at the Stumble, but do not appear 
among the Illustrated material from the Causewayed Enclosure site at St Osyth. This may reflect a 
chronological or social based difference and it is noted that the Moverons pottery is primarily 
associated with a ceremonial complex of ring-ditches. The small size of the assemblage here might 
also be relevant, but highlights the difficulties in encompassing individual assemblages within broad
pottery traditions.

BF326
Fig 52.1 BF326 (B169) Bowl rim, burnished exterior and rim top internally, two other similar rims probably from
the same pot (Fabric A-B) colour dark grey
Not Illustrated BF326 (B237) Bowl rim, burnished (Fabric C) colour grey probably from the same pot as P 3-8 
and different fabric attribution highlights different concentrations of flint within areas of the fabric
Fig 52.2 BF326 (B169) Bowl rim, burnished, decorated with fine angled line on neck (Fabric A-B) colour grey-
brown
Fig 52.3 BF326 (B169) Carinated Bowl, illustration of two carinated body sherds, selected from four sherds 
representing 2-3 pots in sandy (Fabric V) and flint (Fabric B) fabrics colour grey and grey-brown
Fig 52.4 BF326 (B169) Bowl rim uneven, slightly rolled over, oxidised orange colour (Fabric C)
Fig 52.5 BF326 (B169) Bowl rim, simple, upright, flattened (Fabric B) colour grey
Fig 52.6 BF326 (B237) Carinated sherds, burnished, Illustrated carinated sherd, selected from four similar 
sherds (Fabric B) colour dark grey and grey-brown
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Fig 52.7 BF326 (B237) Bowl rim, rounded bowl, smoothed surfaces (Fabric C) colour grey-brown
Fig 52.8 BF326 (B237) Bowl rim, smoothed-burnished (Fabric C) colour grey

Pit F329
Fig 52.9 BF329 (B173)  Bowl rim (Fabric D) colour grey-brown
Fig 52.10 BF329 (B173)  Bowl rim (Fabric B) colour dark grey
Fig 52.11 BF329 (B173)  Decorated body sherd with two parallel grooves (Fabric B) colour dark grey

BF719
Fig 52.12 BF719 (B284) Open bowl rim, rolled over rim (Fabric B) surface colour reddish-brown
Fig 52.13 BF719 (B284) Bowl rim, broken away along build (coil) join, rounded bowl(?) (Fabric B) surface 
grey-brown
Fig 52.14 BF719 (B284) Bowl rim, rounded bowl(?) (Fabric C) surface colour grey-brown

Tree throw BF1507
Fig 53.15 BF1507 Sx1 (B447)  Bowl rim (Fabric D) colour dark grey
Fig 53.16 BF1507 Sx1 (B447)  Bowl rim (Fabric C) colour grey-brown
Fig 53.17 BF1507 Sx1 (B447)  Bowl rim (Fabric D) colour grey-brown

Other
Fig 53.18 BF695 (B280) Bowl (abraded), decorated on neck with small stab marks, oxidised sandy fabric, 
moderate flint, possibly with some grog, possibly burnt (Fabric A) colour reddish-brown
Fig 53.19 BF400(B193)  Bowl-jar, pre-firing hole made just below rim, black with coarse flint-temper (Fabric D) 
colour dark grey
Fig 53.20 BF1240 (B398)  Bowl rim and body sherds (not joining), low carinated body, burnished (Fabric A) 
colour dark grey
Fig 53.21 BF1240 (B398)  Open bowl with slight neck and small beaded rim (Fabric C) Colour dark grey

Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age

Grooved ware
Groups of sherds from decorated Grooved ware pots are associated with a small number of 
features on Area B (pits BF124, BF300, BF355, BF420, BF465, BF577& BF814). In total this 
pottery amounts to 98 sherds weighing 924 g. Most of the grooved ware is quite broken-up and 
while there are one or two large sherds only a small part of any individual pot appears to be 
present. The sherds indicate that the pots represented are primarily medium to large bucket or 
barrel shaped vessels with raised vertical cordons and incised decoration. There are also sherds 
from an open, rounded bowl form that is decorated internally. The fabrics of the pottery that can be 
clearly identified as Grooved ware are almost exclusively grog-tempered, often with a slightly soapy
feel, or sandy with some grog-temper (Fabric M). The sand may be part of the natural parent clay 
but this is not clear. Some flint inclusions were noted as present in a few sherds, from these 
features, but these might not be Grooved ware (see below) and the grog-tempered sherds make-up
89% by count & 94% by weight of the pottery identified as Grooved Ware. The surface colour of the
pottery is commonly buff-brown or brownish-red with a dark grey fabric.

One or a few sherds also identified as Grooved Ware were recovered from BF259, BF301, BF558, 
BF659, BF695, BF1126, BF1512 and residually in BF257.

Parts of two Grooved ware pots, presumably of bucket or large tub-like form, were recovered from 
BF124 and one from BF465. The sherds have buff-brown coloured surfaces. One pot from BF124 
(Fig 54.23) consists of joining sherds from part of the base and groups of joining sherds from the 
body. The surviving areas of decoration display angled grooves which pass across a low cordon. 
One base sherd has some internal burnt residue. The other pot from BF124 (Fig 54.22), 
presumably a larger vessel as the wall thickness is greater, consists of body sherds with double 
(parallel) cordons and angled lines of stabbing and one small sherd,  presumed to be part of the 
same pot, has elongated grooves. Two of these sherds have a burnt residue on their exterior. The 
sherds from BF465 (Fig 55.29) preserve parts of vertical cordons, but the decoration is more 
subdued with spaced fine incisions and groups of stab marks made parallel to the cordons. A small,
plain, rim (Fig 55.30) and a part of a base (Fig 55.31) were also recovered from the same pit. A rim 
from a smaller tub-like pot, recovered from BF355, has a herringbone design of angled incisions 
(Fig 55.26). One thick, oxidised sherd, decorated with stab impressions contains some sparse flint 
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in the fabric (Fig 55.24). This comes from the linear BF257 and is probably residual in the feature. It
is possible that the sherd might be of Neolithic or of Bronze Age-Early Iron Age date, but appears 
most probably to be Grooved Ware.

Of particular interest is a group of three, moderately thin, curving body sherds (two joining) that 
have areas of angled stabbing between grooves bordered by plain areas. These clearly come from 
an open bowl which is decorated internally. There is also a sandy, grog-tempered sherd from 
BF577 that appears to be a base of a pot which has concentric(?) incised grooving in the base 
interior (Fig 55.32).

Discussion
Grooved ware is considered to appear in Britain about 2800 BC but does not seem to have 
continued beyond the end of the 3rd millennium (Gibson 2002, 84). The form and decoration of the 
Grooved ware pots represented here suggests that they can be classified as broadly conforming to 
the Durrington Walls substyle (Wainwright & Longworth 1971). A small quantity of Grooved ware, 
also corresponding to the Durrington Walls substyle was recovered close-by at Moverons Farm 
(Brown 2008) and Grooved Ware in the same substyle has also been recovered from a pit in 
Colchester town centre (CAR 6, 317). The sherds from an internally decorated bowl set the 
assemblage apart. While similar internally decorated bowls have also been recovered from Grimes 
Grave (Norfolk) this pot, together with the base sherd with internal decoration are probably best 
paralleled among the significant assemblage of Grooved Ware from Tye Field, Lawford (Smith 
1985), also corresponding to the Durrington Walls substyle. The internally decorated bowls from 
that site (Fig 11 nos P67-P98) are decorated externally as well, at least on the upper parts of the 
pot. The sherds from the bowl here are plain on the exterior surface but only a small part of the pot 
is represented. An association with small numbers of sherds of Grooved ware pottery and cremated
human bone is noted in features BF300 & BF465. While the broken nature of this pottery could 
indicate residual material, the fragility of the pottery does not suggest a significant depositional 
history. However, a thick base sherd from a large pot among the pottery from BF300 appears to 
possibly be from a Bronze Age urn.

Pit BF124
Fig 54.22 BF124 (B48) Body sherds from large pot with paired cordons and stab-impressed decoration (Fabric
M) colour dark fabric with slightly reddish buff-brown surfaces
Fig 54.23 BF124 (B48) Base & body sherds (some joining) from pot with cordons and linear decoration (Fabric
M) colour buff-brown

Fig 55.24 Ditch BF257 (B125) Sherd decorated with close set stab impressions, some flint in fabric, probably 
Grooved ware (Fabric M) colour brownish-red

Fig 55.25 possible Cremation BF300 (B155) Bowl. Internally decorated with incised angled lines and oblique 
short lines between, sandy fabric (Fabric M) colour reddish buff-brown

Fig 55.26 Pit BF355 (B182) Bowl rim and body sherd, decorated (Fabric M) colour reddish-brown

Pit BF420
Fig 55.27 BF420 (B209) Body sherd, dec with blocks of angled lines, grooved ware (Fabric M) buff-brown
Fig 55.28 BF420 (B209) Body sherd with ladder-type(?) decoration (Fabric M) colour reddish-brown

Possible cremation BF465
Fig 55.29 BF465 (B205) Barrel- bucket vessel, sherds probably form same pot as P5-7 decorated with ribs 
and indentations (group of 11 sherds) colour buff-brown
Fig 55.30 BF465 (B205) Barrel- bucket vessel with internal bevelled rim (Fabric M) colour buff-brown
Fig 55.31 BF465 (B205) Base, possibly decorated on edge wall (Fabric M), colour brownish-red

Fig 55.32 Depression BF577(B251) Base, sandy fabric, decorated with incised lines, probably grooved ware 
base (Fabric M) colour brownish-red interior, buff-brown exterior

Beaker
In total 11 sherds of pottery with a combined weight of 117 g were identified as Beaker, although a 
few decorated sherds could be described as most probably Beaker pottery rather than Grooved 
ware. All of this pottery comes from Area B.
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Part of a Beaker pot, representing a near complete profile, comes from pit BF604 (Fig 56.34). The 
pot is decorated all over with repetitive rows of incisions forming a herringbone pattern. The surface
is a dull, dark orange-brown and the fabric is sandy, which may represent sand-temper or natural 
sandy-clay (Fabric H). The decoration is paralleled among a number of beakers Illustrated in Clarke
(1970) associated within his Northern British-Middle Rhine group (p 312-313). Following 
subsequent work on Beakers in Britain and Ireland Case (1993) has proposed a number of different
style groupings which include regional traits as well as wider (national) distributions and under this 
scheme the pot here would be associated with his Group D (Southern Britain, especially the 
Midlands, Wessex and Wales).

Sherds from two other pots in oxidised, flint-tempered fabrics are probably also Beaker. One, from 
BF814, consists of a group of joining sherds. The body is decorated with three grooves and a lattice
of scratched-burnished grooves immediately below them (Fig 56.36). The other is a body sherd with
angled short stab or finger-nail decoration (Fig 56.35) from BF646.

Discussion
The small quantity of pottery that can be identified as Beaker represents a minimum of three, 
possibly four pots and suggests limited activity here toward the end of the Neolithic period into the 
Early Bronze Age. Beaker pots are current from about 2400 BC into the early 2nd millennium BC. 
The lack of evidence for significant activity on a scale that might suggest occupation could indicate 
that the part pot in pit BF604 (Fig 56.34) may have been displaced from a burial and that the 
Beaker pottery here is, at least in part, funerary related.

Fig 56.33 BF577 (B251) Body sherds relatively fine pot, decorated with area of twisted cord bands around 
body and bands of close-set, angled finger nail(?) impressions (Fabric M) colour dark buff-brown
Fig 56.34 BF604 (B254) Part pot (one half of pot in 5 joining sherds) with profile complete to lower body, sandy
fabric (Fabric H) colour reddish-brown
Fig 56.35 BF646 (B261) Body sherd decorated with small angled slash incisions, probably Beaker, some sand
and flint in fabric (Fabric M) colour reddish-brown
Fig 56.36 BF814 (B304) Rim, decorated with cross-hatching and line borders (Fabric E) colour brownish-red

Early and Middle Bronze Age

Early Bronze Age Cremation burial BF1691
Part of a Collared Urn (Fig 31), dating to the Early Bronze Age, was recovered from BF1691 where 
it was associated with a cremation burial. The urn was recovered as 25 sherds (weight 363 g) in a 
grog-tempered fabric (Fabric M). The surviving parts of the pot are from the rim (collar) and the 
upper body suggesting that it was originally inverted over the cremated bone. The collar is 
decorated with angled segments of whipped-cord impressions. There is one row just below the rim 
and five angled rows set out in a herringbone fashion below this. The sherds from the concave 
waist of the urn, located below the collar, are not decorated and the inward sloping rim top is also 
plain. 

Discussion
Radiocarbon dating indicates that collared urns first appear in the archaeological record from about 
2200 BC and probably end as a vessel type in the mid-late 2nd millennium (Gibson 2002). In East 
Anglia finds of Collared Urns are relatively rare from Essex in relation to Suffolk where they appear 
to be more common. In north-east Essex Collared Urns have notably been recovered from a barrow
at Dedham and from cremation burials at Alphamstone, both close to the Essex-Suffolk border 
(Holgate 1996). Among other Collared Urns from the county are examples from Rochford 
(Crouchman 1980, 42) and Great Tey (Sealey 1991, Fig 4, no 27). More recently four Collared urns 
have been recovered from Lodge Farm, St Osyth associated with a pond barrow and ring-ditch 
(EAA 177). Statistical analysis of radiocarbon dates from two contexts associated with the Lodge 
Farm urns are quoted at 1960-1860 BC (at 61% confidence) and 1890-1740 BC (at 95% 
confidence) (Lavender 2007, 72).

The broad style groupings (Early & Late) of Longworth (1984) have been reviewed by Burgess 
(1986). While the urn here is would fall within Longworth's Late group, the decoration makes use of 
whipped cord applied in short segments. Under the scheme proposed by Burgess this decoration is 
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considered to be an early trait. Balanced against this is the absence of a clear internal moulding 
and the absence of decoration on the surviving parts of the body, both of which are considered 
more distinct traits of pots late in the series. Together this indicates that the vessel falls within the 
Middle group of Burgess's scheme (Burgess 1986, Fig 1) which he suggests date to the period c 
1600-1450 BC (Burgess 1986, 350). It can be noted that the use of short segments of whipped cord
decoration is common on Late Neolithic Peterborough wares (from which Collared urns are 
considered to have developed), Food Vessels and on early Collared Urns, but is rare as a 
decorative motif after c 1400 BC (Gibson 1990, 134).

Cremated bone 70 g

Pottery
Fig 31 BF1691(547) Part of the rim, collar and neck of an Early Bronze Age Collared Urn. Sandy, dark, fabric 
with a soft, slightly soapy feel that suggests it also contains grog-temper (Fabric M). The collar is decorated 
with whipped-cord impressions consisting of a single row(s) of impressions set at a low angle just below the 
rim and five rows of angled impressions set out in a herringbone fashion below. The collar in undercut and 
sherds from the concave waist of the pot (undecorated) are also present although none join with the collar 
sherds. (25 sherds, weight 363 g) colour reddish-buff-brown

Middle Bronze Age

Only a relatively small quantity of pottery can be identified as Middle Bronze Age (MBA) or is 
probably of MBA date. The largest groups of sherds come from the ring-ditch BF28 and from ditch 
AF26-BF458. Some residual sherds of MBA pottery were recovered from later contexts, including 
most of a small globular urn, (Fig 56.41) recovered from post-Roman ditch F227(sx4). A sherd with 
part of similar cordon was recovered from LBA-EIA pit BF290.

Seventy two sherds of pottery (728 g) were recovered from the fill of the ring-ditch (BF28). The 
majority (57 sherds, 582 g) comes from the upper fill and was recovered from three sections of the 
ditch (sections Sx1, Sx2 & Sx4). Apart from a large, broken section of a post-Deverel-Rimbury bowl 
from the lower fill the pottery from the ring-ditch is quite broken-up, although sherds representing 
several Middle Bronze Age urns were able to be distinguished among the sherds from the upper fill.
The pottery from the ring-ditch includes the largest group of pottery that can be dated to the MBA.

MBA pottery from the lower fill is limited and quite broken-up, but includes a base edge from a large
urn in a grog-tempered fabric. However, among the pottery from the lower fill (B575) are joining 
sherds from the rim and body of a bowl in a sand-tempered fabric (Fabric H) that is typical of the 
Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age (Fig 59.59). Together the sherds form a significant part of one 
side of the pot, while the fabric suggests a probable Early Iron Age date, circa 700-400 BC rather 
than earlier.

The pottery attributed to the upper fill, with the possible exception of a few sherds that might be 
Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age, is more consistent overall with a MBA date (circa 1600-1000 
BC) and includes several diagnostic sherds from large urns and bucket-like pots. The MBA pottery 
occurs in three fabrics, one with common, relatively coarse flint-temper, another that is 
predominantly sand with some flint and sherds that are sand-tempered with little or no indication of 
any other tempering agent. The predominantly sand and sand-tempered sherds are the more 
common and while small amounts of organic matter and grog might also be present they do not 
appear to be a significant part of these fabrics.  Sherds from two different urns have horizontal 
cordons decorated with stab or finger-tip impressions (Fig 56.37 & Fig 56.38). A rim sherd, almost 
certainly from a different pot, has incised or finger nail impressions on the flat rim, a perforation just 
below the rim made pre-firing and a small part of a second perforation survives close to this in the 
sherd break (Fig 56.39). Of significance in relation to the typological affinity of the MBA pottery is a 
body sherd decorated with dimples almost certainly made by pressing the end of a finger into the 
wet clay (Fig 56.40). Three sherds from the base edge of large, bucket-like pots are also present.

The pottery from ditch AF26-BF458 consists of 14 sherds, weighing 282 g. This pottery is 
dominated by sherds from a large thick walled, flint and grog-tempered pot (8 sherds, weight 142 g)
that is dated as MBA. All of the sherds from this pot are plain and a number can be joined together. 
While the large sherds suggest they may be contemporary with the feature, a thick, abraded, sand-
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tempered base sherd and another sand-tempered body sherd are also associated with the fill. The 
single sand-tempered body sherd appears fairly typical of the Iron Age, although the thick base 
sherd might possibly date earlier and might Bronze Age. 

Much of the body of a small urn, mostly made up of one of one large unbroken piece that preserves
the complete profile was recovered from post-Roman ditch F227(sx4). There is a small handle at 
the girth and a cordon around the body. The surface is plain and burnished smooth. A number of 
sherds including thick base and wall sherds in grog-tempered and sandy fabrics from this linear 
feature are probably also of Early or Middle Bronze Age date although this pottery is quite broken-
up and with various degrees of abrasion to surfaces and edges.

Other pottery sherds of possible Bronze Age date include part of the base and wall sherds from a 
large pot, possibly an urn from pit BF519 and an intrusive large thick base sherd in Late Neolithic 
possible cremation BF300. There is also a sherd with a cordon decorated with finger-tip 
impressions from LBA-EIA ditch BF919, while a few other sherds with cordons and traces of bosses
might be Bronze Age (BF65 [Fig 56.42], BF351, BF352 & BF519) but this is not clear.

Discussion
The pottery from the ring-ditch includes a sherd from a large pot with a dense pattern of finger-tip 
dimpling on the surface that can be compared with decoration on urns in the Ardleigh tradition. The 
Ardleigh tradition or group is a distinct Early-Middle Bronze Age regional variant of the Deverel-
Rimbury tradition relating to north-east Essex and South Suffolk (EAA 90, 78). Thirty three pots, 
primarily large urns of Ardleigh tradition, associated with cremation burials were recovered from the 
nearby site of Moverons Farm dated to the period 1600-1300 BC (Brown 2008). Certain traits seen 
on the urn sherds here can be compared with the pots from that site including decorated cordons, 
areas of decorative finger-tip dimpling, a decorated rim top and pre-firing holes made close to the 
vessel rim.

The pottery from the ring-ditch upper fill is primarily MBA while a large section of a carinated, 
shouldered bowl of post-Deverel-Rimbury type comes from the lower fill and indicates that the ring-
ditch was a partly open feature in the early 1st millennium BC. The pottery from the upper fill is 
therefore mostly if not entirely residual in relation to the date of the context. This might indicate that 
the ring-ditch surrounded a mound which contained MBA pottery consisting primarily of large urns 
and probably representing funerary vessels. In this scenario at some point the mound became 
degraded, probably through levelling or cultivation as the mound itself would have been a relatively 
stable feature, and the parts of pottery vessels contained within it entered the ditch at that time. The
pottery from the lower fill would suggest this occurred in the early 1st millennium BC. Burial within a 
mound does not appear to be typical of the Ardleigh tradition where commonly urns are buried 
below the former ground surface either inside, although more commonly outside of relatively small 
ring-ditches; as at the nearby Moverons Farm site (EAA 126). Given this the ring-ditch might 
indicate an earlier barrow reused in the MBA. However, cremated bone might be expected along 
with the MBA pottery sherds in the ditch and this appears to be entirely lacking. Also, it is noted that
a number of pottery sherds dated as Early-Middle and Middle Bronze Age are residual in the fill of a
linear feature to the north (see AF26-BF458 below) possibly indicating otherwise unlocated, more 
general, Bronze Age activity in this area.

Some of the pottery from AF26-BF458 appears to come from a large bucket-like pot or urn and is 
almost certainly of Bronze Age date. Such a vessel is likely to be broadly contemporary with the 
MBA cemetery at Moverons Farm (EAA 126). The globular urn (Fig 56.41) while not paralleled 
among the assemblage from Moverons Farm, can be closely paralleled with a small urn from 
Alresford associated there with Ardleigh-type urns (EAA 90, Fig 78, no. 172). This pot is in fine 
condition and was clearly broken or suffered some further damage on entering the later dated linear
feature (BF227) from which it was recovered. In contrast the other MBA and probable MBA pottery 
associated with this linear feature is distinctly broken-up, abraded and appears residual. It seems 
likely that the feature may have been cut through an area with a scatter of residual MBA pottery and
probably also encountered one earlier feature containing a complete or near complete MBA pot 
which became incorporated in the fill.
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ring-ditch BF28
Fig 56.37 BF28 (B16) Three joining sherds from a large urn, cordon with spaced indentations, possibly finger-
tip, coarse flint-temper (Fabric C)
Fig 56.38 BF28 (B16) Sherd from a large urn, horizontal cordon with spaced indentations, possibly finger-tip 
impressions, coarse flint-temper (Fabric C)
Fig 56.39 BF28 (B16) Rim from a bucket-like pot, flat top decorated with angled score or nail impressions, 
small round hole-perforation made pre-firing, small part of second hole in broken edge, predominantly sandy 
fabric with some small-medium flint (fabric E)
Fig 56.40 BF28 (B18) Body sherd from an urn decorated with finger tip dimple impressions typical of Ardleigh-
type urns, no obvious added tempering, possibly some grog present from feel of sherd (Fabric I)

Other sherds
Fig 56.41 BF227 Sx4 (B454) Globular with handle and plain, rounded cordon, part pot, complete profile 
consisting of one large sherd with handle, other small joining sherds (Fabric M) colour patchy dark grey and 
buff-brown
Fig 56.42 BF065 Sx2 (B60) Bowl-jar rim, abraded, small boss (damaged) below rim, some grog and with 
vesicular, pitted exterior resulting from lost organic fragments, buff (abraded) surface.

Late Bronze Age-Early Iron Age

Introduction
A large proportion of the pottery from the site can be dated stylistically to the period of the Late 
Bronze Age (LBA) and Early Iron Age (EIA), broadly 1100-350 BC. Almost all of the more closely 
diagnostic and datable sherds are associated with Site B. Much of the pottery is made up of plain 
body sherds which are not easily closely dated; but based on the fabric and the nature of the 
sherds, it appears likely that this pottery accounts for a minimum of 50%-65% (by count and weight 
respectively) of the whole of the prehistoric assemblage recovered from the site. In total this 
amounts to approximately 1,000 sherds weighing 13,500 g. Among this pottery from several 
features can be dated as LBA (c 1000-800-700 BC) and a larger group as EIA (c 800-700-350 BC).

Fabrics
The LBA and EIA pottery is either exclusively flint-tempered or has a sandy fabric with some flint. 
Flint-tempered fabrics are well represented as Fabric B makes up about 18% by count and 11% by 
weight and Fabric C about 34% by count and 35% by weight. Fabric E (flint & sand-tempered) 
makes up approximately 37% by count and about 40% by weight. Together these account for 89% 
pottery by count and 86% by weight. Fine or fine-medium, relatively sparse flint-tempered (Fabrics 
A & V) make up only a small proportion of the pottery. Sherds in sand-tempered fabrics, (Fabrics G,
H & I) account for approximately 5.6 % by count and 5.8% by weight. It is not clear if the sand 
element in the fabrics is part of the clay matrix rather than an added temper.

The assemblage
The pottery from pits BF289 & BF473 is stylistically of LBA date. Among the pottery from BF473 are
large sherds from the upper part of large, plain, carinated bowl or jar forms with flat topped rims. 
These appear in a relatively thin-walled, fine fabric with a flaring rim (Fig 57.49 & Fig 57.51) and in 
thicker, slightly coarse fabric (Fig 58.53 & Fig 58.54) one of which has decoration, probably made 
by a finger-tip, on the flattened rim top (Fig 58.53). Together they represent a minimum of three 
pots. With these is a rim from a hooked-rim bowl (Fig 58.52) which (while a relatively simple form) is
fairly typical of LBA assemblages in the Eastern counties, as at Broomfield, Essex (Brown 1999). 
Another hooked-rim of this type is present among the pottery from BF289 together with a jar with a 
cupped rim similar to a jar from Mucking North Ring (EAA 43 Fig 20 no 14). Pottery from pit BF410 
(Fig 58.56-58) which contains sherds from flat-topped jars-deep bowls, one with a carinated 
shoulder (Fig 59.57), is possibly also part of the LBA assemblage, as is a densely gritted jar base in
pit BF84 and another similar one in BF1321 (Fig 63.85) that has vertical finger wiping on the 
exterior.

Pottery that can be dated to the Early Iron Age includes a number of decorated vessels. These 
include an open rounded bowl with a loose chevron pattern made of groups of scored lines on the 
lower body and scored bands around the neck (Fig 33) and two tall-necked carinated bowls, one 
with horizontal grooves (Fig 60.61) and the other with grooves and cordons (Fig 60.60). All of these 
have burnished surfaces with a fine sand fabric containing some sparse, fine-medium size flint-
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temper, while one (Fig 60.61) also contains some white quartz inclusions. In rather more coarse 
fabric there are also two large jars with impressed decoration around the rim and at the shoulder 
carination (Fig 59.60 & Fig 61.76). Decoration also occurs as impressed rows of finger-end-small 
dimple impressions on the shoulders (Fig 60.62 & Fig 60.65) and rims (Fig 62.80). Of particular 
interest are two sherds from a jar-bowl with a flaring rim (Fig 63.86) which have a brownish-red 
surface that has clearly been achieved with a deliberately applied coating. The coating itself is 
slightly patchy (possibly worn) with areas of fine polish. A study of red-finished pottery dating from 
the period of the Iron Age in eastern Kent found that most of the surface finishes were achieved 
using oxidisation of applied iron-rich coatings indicating specialised production (Middleton 1995). 
This pottery is commonly described as ‘haematite’ coated ware.

Among the undecorated pottery the most common forms appear to be plain jars or deep jar-like 
bowls. One group consists of round or slack shouldered jars with slightly flaring rims, either with flat 
tops (Fig 61.72, Fig 60.69, Fig 61.77, Fig 68.83) or with slightly rounded or simple rims (Fig 61.75, 
Fig 63.87). Another group have more distinct angular shoulders (Fig 59.59, Fig 60.68, Fig 61.73, 
Fig 62.82, Fig 63.84). There is also an example of a cup-mouthed jar (Fig 57.48). Slightly more 
unusual in form is a large jar from BF841, which has a flat, internal flange rim (Fig 62.81). There are
also examples of open coarseware bowls. Three have an upright or in-curving simple rim (Fig 
60.64, Fig 57.46, Fig 60.67) one of which (Fig 60.67) has a flattened rim top with a small, irregular 
bead. One bowl is slightly necked (Fig 57.45) and another pot with thick sloping sides and a small 
lipped rim is probably also a bowl (Fig 57.43). A burnished rim sherd is probably also from a bowl or
jar with an everted, flaring rim (Fig 60.70).

Discussion
While some groups of pottery from features can be dated to the LBA (pits BF289 & BF473) the 
majority of the more closely diagnostic pottery is typologically of EIA date. The pottery of the EIA is 
currently seen as comprising an ‘Earliest’ Iron Age phase, dated c 800-600 BC (Needham 2007) 
and an EIA tradition, which in East Anglia is generally referred to as Darmsden-Linton, dated c 700-
350BC (Sealey 2012). Regional style groups of Iron Age pottery have been broadly defined by 
Cunliffe (2005) and for East Anglia in the EIA include an early group, generally referred to as ‘West 
Harling-Fengate’ with the Darmsden-Linton assemblages appearing later. Brudenell (2012) has also
outlined broadly chronological style groups within PDR of East Anglia consisting of 'early' and 
'mature LBA plain ware groups and 'early decorated' and 'mature decorated' EIA groups.

The decorated, rounded bowl (Fig 33) is closely paralleled among the 'West Harling-Fengate' group
(Cunliffe 2005, Fig A:5 no 6) this style of incised line decoration being particularly common at 
Fengate, Peterborough (Hawkes 1943). This bowl is also closely paralleled by a pot from Little 
Bealings, Suffolk (EAA 65, Fig 37, no 20) and in Essex by a pot from the enclosure ditch at Lofts 
Farm (Brown 1988, Fig 15 no 32). Pots with incised line decoration are also present at Shoebury 
(Brown 1995, Fig 63 54, 56 & 57). Bowls similar to the plain and decorated long-necked cordoned 
bowls (Fig 60.60 & Fig 60.61) are also present at Fengate (Hawkes 1943, Figs 5 & 6). So too are 
large tripartite jars-bowls similar to one decorated example here with decoration on the rim and 
shoulder (Fig 59.60), although this type of decorated jar forms a more significant part of the 
assemblage at West Harling (Clarke & Fell 1953). A bowl with decoration on the neck, on the 
cordon and extending onto the body (Fig 61.76) is not easy to directly parallel, but the decorative 
style is broadly similar to that on jars and bowls at West Harling. The close-set chevron-like 
decoration of the cordon of this pot may be an early feature as it is also seen at West Harling 
(Clarke & Fell 1953, Fig 10.4) and among Cunliffe’s West Harling-Fengate group (2005,Fig A:5 1). 
The use of dimpling on shoulders and necks (Fig 60.62 & Fig 60.65) may also be more common in 
early dated assemblages.

The assemblage also has associations with the EIA Darmsden-Linton group. Most significantly 
there is a single base (Fig 61.78) that has a foot or small pedestal. With its smoothed surface and 
some organic temper voids in the interior it could possibly date as late as the Middle Iron Age (MIA),
but otherwise only a few sandy sherds amongst the assemblage might be MIA, so an EIA date 
appears more likely. Although paralleled among Cunliffe’s earliest groupings, cordoned bowls (as 
described above) also appear at Darmsden (Cunliffe 1968, Fig 3) and one decorated bowl with 
flaring rim (Fig 60.61) appears more typical of those from Darmsden than the ‘Earliest’ Iron Age 
groups. The deep black-burnish on one bowl (Fig 60.61), which was probably also originally present
on the line decorated bowl (Fig 33), is also noted as a feature of the Darmsden-Linton style 
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grouping (Cunliffe 2005, 102). It can also be noted that Edward Martin considered the decorated 
bowl from Little Bealings (see above) pot to have associations with the EIA 'Darmsden' group (EAA 
65). The plain jars with flaring profiles (Fig 61.75) and angular shoulders with short necks (Fig 
59.59, Fig 60.68, Fig 61.73, Fig 62.82, Fig 63.84) are broadly common to many EIA assemblages, 
but in East Anglia appear more typical of Darmsden-Linton type assemblages than earlier.

However, there is an apparent lack of the distinct angular, cordoned bowls and a near absence of 
footring bowls of typical Darmsden-Linton type which appear in assemblages of this style in Essex, 
notably Lofts Farm, Beacon Green and Stansted Airport (Brown 1988, Brown 1992 & Brown 2004). 
Among EIA assemblages the lack of typical Darmsden-Linton type cordoned bowls can be seen in 
a group from context 2171 Stansted Airport, although one pedestal base is present (Brown 2004, 
Fig 30). The pottery from context 2171 has an associated calibrated carbon date of 760-520 BC at 
68% confidence range.

Of interest among the fine pottery is the presence of two sherds of 'haematite' coated ware and a 
large jar with a flat, internal flange rim from BF841. Haematite coated pottery is relatively rare in 
Essex, although occurring at Shoebury (Brown 1995, 87) and in east London at East Ham (Potter &
Ryaner 2003), but is more common south of the Thames in the LBA-EIA and EIA. The large jar (Fig
62.81) is not closely paralleled among pottery in Essex, although a rim from the well group at Lofts 
Farm (Brown 1988, Fig 16.70) forms an in-turned ledge and one decorated pot from Shoebury has 
a small in-turned rim (Brown 1995, Fig 66 no.109). However, it is most easily paralleled with pots 
among assemblages from Buckinghamshire at Bancroft (Williams & Zeepvat 1994, Fig 202 no.10) 
and from the Aston Clinton Bypass (Slowikowski 2008, Fig 50 no 10), although neither of these two 
pots are closely dated within the LBA-EIA tradition. It might be possible that this type of pot has a 
connection with jars that have a T-shaped rim, sometimes very distinctly biased toward the internal 
part as seen on some pots at Fairfield Park, Buckinghamshire (Webley et al  2007, Fig 3.3 no 25 & 
32). At that site they are associated with EIA 'Chinnor-Wandlebury' style pottery. It is noted there 
that this T-shaped rim is more common further north in the East Midlands. The unusual nature of 
the pot and the close parallels with the south-east Midlands suggest this might be an import into the
area. A joining rim sherd from this pot was recovered from BF412, the colour of which is a complete
mis-match, with the surface having been oxidised a reddish-brown colour. This is likely the result of 
burning.

Overall, some of the EIA pottery has associations with the 'West Harling-Fengate' style group as 
defined by Cunliffe (2005) dated to the 'Earliest' Iron Age c 800-600 BC and with the 'Early 
decorated' group as presented by Brudenell (2012) dated c 850-800-600-500 BC. While some 
'Earliest' IA pottery is clearly present there are also associations with the East Anglian EIA 
Darmesden-Linton pottery, the most distinctive elements of which are encompassed within 
Brudenell’s 'mature decorated' group, dated c 600-500-350-300 BC. This highlights a difficulty in 
closely defining the assemblage within the existing style groupings and raises the question as to 
whether here it represents an extended period of activity-occupation or a more cohesive 
assemblage relating to activity over a shorter time period.  It can be noted that Brudenell (2011) has
questioned whether a broad Darmsden-Linton classification is appropriate for categorising EIA 
assemblages in East Anglia. Either way, the pottery here would suggest a date range spanning the 
‘Earliest’ Iron Age into the currency of the EIA Darmsden-Linton style or is primarily an EIA 
'Darmsden-Linton' group with some earlier material. The absence of the most distinctive Darmsden-
Linton-style pottery type-markers, i.e. groove shouldered bowls, together with the presence of just 
one footring base could indicate an early date within the Darmsden-Linton tradition and a date for 
the assemblage centring on the period c 700-600-500 BC can be suggested.

Late Bronze Age

Pit BF289
Fig 57.43 BF289 (B144) Open bowl, with flat, lipped rim (Fabric B) colour brownish-orange (brown interior)
Fig 57.44 BF289 (B144) Jar base with vertical finger wiping (Fabric C) colour reddish-brown
Fig 57.45 BF289 (B144) Small open bowl with small flat, lipped rim (Fabric B) colour dark grey
Fig 57.46 BF289 (B144) Rim sherd from a small hooked rim-type bowl (Fabric B) colour dark grey
Fig 57.47 BF289 (B144) Rim sherd, moderately thick from a bowl or jar (Fabric B) colour dark grey-brown
Fig 57.48 BF289 (B144)  Jar rim, cupped (see EAA Fig 20 no 14) (Fabric C) colour reddish- and grey brown
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Ditch BF473
-sherds from one or two thin-walled carinated jars:
Fig 57.49 BF473 Sx2 (B215) Carinated body sherd, smoothed both surfaces (Fabric A) surface grey
Fig 57.50 BF473 Sx2 (B215) Carinated body sherds, three joining including rim fragment. Smoothed on both 
sides (Fabric A). Possibly same pot as Fig 62.49
Fig 57.51 BF473 Sx2 (B215) Carinated body sherd, smoothed both surfaces (Fabric B) surface grey, possibly 
part of the same pot as 4-7
Fig 58.52 BF473 Sx2 (B215) Rounded bowl, smoothed on both surfaces (Fabric B) colour grey
-sherds from one (possibly two) carinated jars:
Fig 58.53 BF473 Sx2 (B215)  Rim, large carinated jar, smoothed on both surfaces, slightly coarse fabric 
(Fabric C) colour grey
Fig 58.54 BF473 Sx2 (B215) Rim, large carinated jar, smoothed on both surfaces (Fabric C) colour grey 
probably part of pot 4-2
Not Illustrated, Rim sherd from carinated bowl, with part of exterior possibly heat damaged, probably part of 
the same pot as 4-2 & 4-3 (Fabric C) colour grey
Fig 58.55 BF473 Sx2 (B215)  Small bowl with high carination, orange, fine silty fabric with some grog (Fabric 
M) colour brownish-red

Pot scatter BF410
Fig 58.56 BF410 (B194) Bowl, carinated(?) (Fabric B) surface grey-brown
Fig 59.57 BF410 (B194) Carinated bowl sherd (Fabric C) surface colour grey
Fig 59.58 BF410 (B194) Carinated(?) bowl similar to p 4-9 (Fabric B) surface colour dark grey

Early Iron Age

Ring-ditch BF28
Fig 59.59 BF28 (B575) Bowl rim, rounded carinated shoulder, joining rim sherds, other body sherds, abraded 
and laminating, possibly scorched-heat affected (Fabric H) colour brown to red

Pit BF284
Fig 59.60 BF284 (B142) Large carinated jar, probably near complete but very broken-up, most of base 
missing, decorated on rim and shoulder (large joining sherds) with close set small crescent impressions 
probably all made by the same tool, area of neck burnished, large quantity of smaller plain roughly smoothed 
body sherds (total sherd weight 944 g) (Fabric C) colour dark grey-brown
Fig 60.61 BF284 (B142) Large bowl with near upright neck-rim, part pot (upper part of one side medium-large 
joining sherds) rounded cordon(s) at base of neck, incised lines just below rim, dark (black), burnished surface,
smoothed interior, pot generally very even and well finished, sparse fine-medium flint in fabric (Fabric E) colour
dark grey-black
Fig 60.62 BF284 (B142) Shoulder sherd, slight carination with decoration on shoulder and small post-firing 
hole in neck above, neck burnished, small deposit of burnt residue on exterior (Fabric B) colour dark grey

Pit BF290
Fig 60.63 BF290 (B164) Bowl-jar rim, flaring, well finished flat top (Fabric V-A) colour grey
Fig 60.64 BF290 (B164) Rim sherds from a small rounded bowl with vertical finger wiping (Fabric B) colour 
grey-brown

Pit BF412
Fig 60.65 BF412 (B195) jar shoulder sherd decorated with spaced finger-tip(?) dimple impressions around 
shoulder (Fabric C) colour grey-brown
Fig 60.66 BF412 (B200) Bowl rim, fine, smoothed-burnished (Fabric A) colour dark grey
Fig 60.67 BF412 (B195) Closed-mouthed bowl with simple, flattened rim (Fabric C) colour brownish-red
Fig 60.68 BF412 (B195) Bowl with shoulder carination, smoothed-burnished over neck but body left of given 
slightly coarse textured finish (Fabric A) colour brownish red 
Fig 60.69 BF412 (B195) Jar rim, upright flat- topped rim, uneven surface with shallow finger tip impressions 
from manufacture (Fabric F) colour dark grey
Fig 60.70 BF412 (B195) Rim sherd from a bowl with a flaring rim, burnished on exterior and interior (Fabric F) 
colour reddish-brown
Fig 60.71 BF412 (B195) Jar-bowl rim, flat top rim, rounded shoulder (Fabric E) colour brownish-red

Pit BF489
Fig 61.72 BF489 (B219) Bowl rim, flattened top, rounded shoulder, abraded, burnt(?) (Fabric E) colour 
brownish red surface (flaking)

Pit BF512
Fig 61.73 BF512 (B226) Rim sherds from a bowl with a high carinated(?) shoulder (Fabric E) colour brownish 
red
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Fig 61.74 BF512 (B226)  Body sherd with wipe mark scratches-grooves or scratch decorated (Fabric E) colour
dark reddish-brown
Fig 61.75 BF512 (B226) Bowl, profile consisting of much of one side of pot as several large joining sherds, 
flared simple rim, rounded shoulder, probably badly scorched or burnt on one area (Fabric E) colour orange, 
buff-brown and dark grey

Pit BF645
Fig 61.76 BF645 (B260) Bowl decorated with stroke incisions on the neck, shoulder and body, sandy with 
sparse flint (Fabric E) colour brownish orange
Not illustrated BF645 (B260) Bowl with decorated neck, shoulder and body (Fabric G)

Pit BF838
Fig 61.77 BF838 (B319) Bowl rim, rounded shoulder, slightly flaring mouth, fine flint inclusions abraded, 
possibly scorched or burnt (Fabric E) colour dark grey and reddish brown
Fig 61.78 BF838 (B319) Pedestal bowl base, brownish-orange burnished surface with some small vegetable 
fragment voids (Fabric G)

Pit BF841
Fig 62.79 BF841 (B320) Body sherd, decorated with finger-tip(?) dimple impressions (Fabric B) colour 
brownish orange
Fig 62.80 BF841 (B320) Rim, decorated with finger-tip(?) dimple impressions on neck below rim (Fabric E) 
colour dark grey
Fig 62.81 BF841 (B321) Jar with inturned flat rim, large joining sherds making section from one side of pot (9 
sherds 542 g) all of base missing (Fabric E) colour dark grey
Fig 62.82 BF841 (B320) Jar, shouldered with upright flat-topped rim decorated with finger-tip dimple 
impressions, abraded (Fabric C) colour grey-brown exterior

Pit BF938
Fig 63.83 BF938 (B335) Jar with angled shoulder, very top of rim broken away but possibly decorated with 
dimpled finger-tip impressions, coarse, rough fabric (Fabric E) colour brownish-red with blackened neck and 
rim
Fig 63.84 BF938 (B335) Bowl with slightly angled shoulder and flat-topped, slightly flaring rim (Fabric E) colour
faintly reddish-brown

Pit BF1321
Fig 63.85 BF1321 (B414) Jar base with vertical surface wiping (possible shoulder from same pot) dense flint 
gritting on base (Fabric E) colour brownish-red
Fig 63.86 BF1321 (B414) Bowl-jar rim with red (haematite?) surface application (Fabric A) colour deep 
brownish-red
Fig 63.87 BF1321 (B414) Bowl, part pot with large joining sherds, sightly flaring mouth, burnished exterior and 
inside rim (Fabric E) colour dark grey with buff-brown patches
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Burials

Urned cremation AF55

Cremated bone 268 g

Pottery
Fig 35 AF55.1 (A36) (Fabric GTW) Burial vessel. Base and lower body wall of a large jar with bead above 
shoulder. Small footring (base of footring is quite abraded), dark brown-grey surfaces which are smoothed-
burnished; broken into several large and a larger number of small sherds, recovered lying on its side and part 
truncated by later agricultural activity, but probably originally whole when buried. Dated Late Iron Age.

Fig 35 AF55.2 (A37 & A38) (Fabric GTW)  Accessory vessel. Part of base and body of a carinated jar with 
bulge cordon on shoulder above the carination (equivalent to form Cam 218), very dark grey-black surfaces 
which are smoothed-burnished, quite broken-up and sherd edges abraded. Dated Late Iron Age. 

Fig 35 AF55.3 Accessory vessel. Body sherds from the lower part of a small jar or beaker in a sandy fabric 
with fine black grog-temper, burnished dark-grey surfaces. Dated Late Iron Age. 

Inhumation AF65

No bone surviving

Funerary deposits
Burial AF65 contained most of a burnt and fragmented one-piece brooch, probably of Colchester 
type, dating from c. AD 10 to 50 (Fig 36, AF65.1). The type is typical of the reign of Cunobelin with 
copper-alloy examples, and presumably also those of iron, ceasing to be made in the early AD 40s 
but with some surviving in use to c. AD 50. Fragments of tweezers and an ear-scoop from the same
burial (Fig 36, AF65.2-4) represent the first example of a toilet set being deposited in the burial of 
an indigenous Briton in this area, although there are several examples from Catuvellaunian sites to 
the west, at Milton Keynes, Verulamium and Stansted (Eckardt and Crummy 2008, table 2). A 
single nail-cleaner was found at Stanway but was from the ditch of Enclosure 5 rather than directly 
associated with a funerary feature (Crummy et al. 2007, 81-4). Toilet sets in the Late Iron Age are 
particularly associated with the Catuvellauni, with most examples occurring in third rank Lexden-
type burials of the Aylesford(-Swarling) culture (Haselgrove 1982, 82-3; Eckardt and Crummy 2008,
84, 86-9).

Fig. 36 AF65.1 SF A2a. (A44) Burial. Burnt and fragmented iron one-piece brooch with four-coil spring and 
external chord, probably of Colchester type. The tapering bow is rectangular in section. Length approximately 
102 mm.

Fig 36 AF65.2-4 SF A2b. (A44) Burial. 1) Part of the iron pin from SF 2a above. Length 15 mm. 2) Three 
slightly tapering copper-alloy tweezer blade fragments. The shortest is corroded onto the iron pin fragment. 22 
mm long by 3.5-4.5 mm wide; 16 mm wide by 3.5-4.5 mm wide; 13 mm long by 3-4 mm wide. 3) Fragment of a
round-section copper-alloy shank with one broken end flattened and expanding, probably from an ear-scoop. 
Length 15 mm.

Un-urned cremation AF96

Cremated bone 179 g

Funerary deposits
Cremation AF96 contained a piece of u-section binding that cannot be more closely identified or 
dated, but in the light of the toilet set from AF65 it is worth noting that it is not part of a mortar from a
cosmetic set as Jackson 2010 (Fig 38, AF96.1).
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Fig 38 AF96.1 SF A6. (A79) Pyre debris pit. Fragment of copper-alloy U-section binding, curved on the long 
axis, with part of a rod or rivet corroded onto one end. Length 26 mm, section 6 by 7 mm. 2-3) Two fragments 
of round-section copper-alloy shanks or rods. 10 mm long, 6 mm in diameter; 11 mm long (bent), 4 mm in 
diameter.

Un-urned cremation BF36

Cremated bone 10 g

Pottery
Not illustrated BF36 (B24) (Fabric CZ) Rim and body sherd from a beaker of form Cam 391, abraded grey-
brownish-grey colour coated surface, brownish-orange fabric. Dated early 2nd-late 2nd century

Other finds
This cremation,  as well  as BF37, contains some flat-headed Manning Type 1b nails which are
typically associated with the construction of coffins.

6-7 flat-headed nails (Manning Type 1b)

Un-urned cremation BF37

Cremated bone 184 g

Pottery
Fig 41 BF37.1 (B21) (Fabric CZ) Accessory vessel. Bag-shaped beaker of form Cam 392, broken into sherds 
but presumably whole when buried, much of one side missing, abraded grey colour-coated surface, reddish 
grey-brown fabric. Dated mid-late 2nd-mid 3rd century
Fig 41 BF37.2 (B20) (Fabric CZ) Accessory vessel. Complete beaker of form Cam 391, abraded dark-brown 
colour coated surface, orange-brown fabric. Dated early 2nd-late 2nd century
Fig 41 BF37.3 (B14) (Fabric GX) Accessory vessel. Bowl, joining rim & body sherd, grey fabric with red 
margins and grey (slightly abraded) surface, possibly sightly burnt-discoloured by heat on rim. Dated mid 2nd-
3rd century

Other finds
Iron hobnails,  such as those seen here,  tend to  be associated with  footwear and may be the
remains  of  the  shoes the  deceased was wearing  when they  were  cremated.  There  are  some
examples of shoes being added to a burial as a grave good (Ward 1990), however it is difficult to
tell, in this instance, which is more likely.  Manning Type 1b nails, as mentioned in BF36 above, are
typically associated with the construction of coffins.

c 40 iron hobnails (Manning Type 10 – Manning 1985, 134) 
c 45 longer, flat-headed nails (Manning Type 1b - Ibid)

Un-urned cremation BF125

Cremated bone 72 g

Funerary deposits
Small cremation pit BF125 contained parts of a fragmented copper alloy rosette brooch (Fig 39
BF125.1). Parts present include part of the rosette itself and part of the pin. The brooch appears to
be a Camulodunum type IX, class C rosette brooch (No. 79, plate XCIII - Hawkes and Hull 1947,
316). This type of brooch dates from the mid Augustan period to the mid-1st century AD ( Ibid). Its
spring is contained within a square box, making it more like a hinge than a traditional spring. The
disc is decorated with concentric circles and the bow displays vertical incised lines.

Fig 39 BF125.1 SF B1 (B52) Cremation. Fragmented copper alloy rosette brooch. Includes upper part and part
of a pin as well as fragments.

Un-urned cremation BF126

Cremated bone 32 g
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Pottery
Fig 40 BF126.1 (B58) (Fabric GTW) Rim and body sherds from a cordoned jar of form Cam 218, orange-
brown-grey burnished surface, burnt dark grey on one side of the pot from proximity to a pyre? Dated late 1st 
century BC -early 1st century AD -mid 1st century AD

Un-urned cremation BF136

Cremated bone 19 g

Urned cremation BF288

Cremated bone 1496 g

Pottery
Fig 42 BF288.1 (B151) (Fabric HZ) Burial vessel. Jar, much of lower part of pot present as joining sherds, 
some small fragments of rim also present, grey fabric and body with moderately vesicular surface. Dated late 
1st-2nd-3rd century

Funerary deposits
Urned cremation BF288 contained an armlet (Fig 42, BF288.2). The armlet is a very plain single
band with no obvious decoration. Only half of the armlet is present. It is likely that it would have
been broken prior  to deposition.  The diameter  of  the complete  armlet  would have been small,
perhaps indicating that it belonged to a child. There is a precedent of adult armlets being cut down
to accompany the burial of children (Crummy 1983, 36), but in this instance there is no evidence of
this despite the fact that the piece is broken.

Fig 42 BF288.2 SF B19 (B152) Urned cremation.  Plain, half copper alloy armlet. Corroded. Penannular. No
clasp evident. Oval in section. W: 4g

Late Iron Age and Roman pottery from non-burial contexts

In total there are 144 sherds sherds of Late Iron Age (LIA) and Roman pottery with a combined 
weight of 1372 g, giving an average sherd weight of 9 g. This total excludes the pottery recovered 
from burials which is listed and discussed with each burial (see above). The majority of the pottery 
was recovered from Area B (96 sherds weighing 1019 g) with a lesser amount (47 sherds weighing 
324 g) from Area A. The pottery was quantified using the Colchester Roman pottery fabric series 
(CAR 10) supplemented by Fabric GTW (grog-tempered wares) and Fabric BSW (Black surface 
wares) (EAA 65). The Roman vessel forms refer to the Colchester Camulodunum (Cam) pottery 
type series (Hawkes & Hull 1947, Hull 1958). The pottery is listed by fabric in Table 3.

Fabric Name Fabric No Wt-g EVE
Imported fine wares:
South Gaulish plain samian BASG 2 24
Les Matres de Veyre plain samian BAMV 1 3
Central Gaulish plain samian BACG 1 7
East Gaulish plain samian BAEG 1 27
East Gaulish decorated samian BXEG 1 17
Imported coarsewares:
Amphorae, Dresel 20 AJ 1 166
Local and regional coarsewares:
Black surface wares BSW 13 98
BB1: Black-burnished wares (category 1) GA 3 38 0.6
BB2: Black-burnished wares (category 2) GB 22 294
Late Iron Age grog-tempered wares GTW 11 119
Other coarsewares, principally local grey wares GX 60 318
Large storage jars and other heavily-tempered grey wares HZ 4 124
Romanising coarsewares RCW 20 74
Rettendon-type wares RET 1 3
Grey slipped wares WB 1 2
Late Roman specialist wares:
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Fabric Name Fabric No Wt-g EVE
Hadham oxidised wares CH 1 19 0.12
Oxfordshire-type red slipped wares MP 1 19

Pottery total 144 1372 0.18
    Table 3 Late Iron Age and Roman pottery by fabric

Discussion
While the assemblage is relatively small in relation to the excavation area the overall date range of 
the pottery types present spans the LIA and the whole of the Roman period. The pottery was mostly
recovered as individual sherds or small groups of mixed sherds except for a few instances where a 
group of sherds were present as part of a single broken pot. Most of the pottery comes from ditch fill
with lesser amounts associated with pits and with the fill of several Grubenhäuser.

The presence of LIA-type grog-tempered wares indicate a LIA background to the Roman activity. 
This includes a hand-made sherd from ditch BF65 (B39) which has burnt organic-temper, possibly 
with some grog, and is decorated with a burnished lattice pattern. The pot is likely to date to the 
period of the late 1st century BC-early 1st century AD.  LIA-type grog-tempered pottery appears to 
have remained in use on rural sites after the conquest date into the early Roman (pre-Flavian) 
period and together with Romanising coarsewares (Fabric RCW) of probable mid 1st-early 2nd cen-
tury date is moderately well represented among the overall assemblage.

Among the Roman pottery there is a very small quantity of imports, notably fineware sherds of 
samian and a single sherd from a Spanish amphora of form Dressel 20. The samian includes 
sherds from all three of the major production areas (South, Central and East Gaul), but only one or 
two sherds are present from any one of these producers. These major production areas supply 
samian to Britain from the mid 1st to the mid 3rd century. The South Gaulish samian sherds 
(BASG) are from platters and on a rural site are likely to date to the Flavian-Trajanic period rather 
than earlier. Other forms represented are a Dr 37 (BXEG) decorated bowl, the base from a Curle 21
(BAEG) and possibly the cup form Dr 33 (BACG). The presence of a Spanish Dressel 20 amphora 
(current in Britain from the mid 1st-early 3rd century) is not uncommon among rural assemblages.

Within the Roman coarseware assemblage few vessel forms could be recognised, although the ma-
jority of the sherds are probably from jars or deep bowls. The low incidence of sherds from large 
storage jars (HZ) is noted. The coarseware pots are almost certainly mostly of local or regional ori-
gin, including the Colchester potteries which is probably the source of one bowl (GB), although one 
jar (GA) comes from potteries in Dorset focused around Poole Harbour. One pot that stands out 
among the assemblage because it is a part vessel is a Cam 37A (GB) bowl (Fig 63.88) from ditch 
BF1471(Sx1). This pot, which is current in the early 2nd-early 3rd century, was recovered as a 
broken part vessel, with all of the base present and about 25% of the wall and rim. A group of 
sherds probably all representing one pot in a Romanising fabric (RCW) were also recovered from 
soil in the shallow linear feature F676 (Sx2). The cordoned jar form Cam 218 (1st century) is 
present in LIA GTW and possibly also in Roman coarseware (GX). A bowl that is probably of form 
Cam 299 (mid 2nd-4th century) and the jar of form Cam 279 (GA) and Cam 279C dating to the mid-
late 3rd-4th century were also recorded.

Fig 63.88 BF1471 Bead rim bowl Cam 37A with wavy line decoration, part pot, complete base, complete pro-
file in non-joining sherds surviving rim EVE approximately 0.25 with about 40%-50% of the vessel wall present 
(Fabric GB) (16 sherds, weight 124 g) (Dated early-mid 2nd-late 2nd-early 3rd century)

Pottery from the late Roman period (mid-late 3rd-4th century) is certainly present on the site, rep-
resented by the Cam 279 jar (above) a sherd of Oxford red colour-coated ware (MP) and a possible
sherd of Rettendon-type ware (RET). The Hadham ware sherd (CH) can be dated to the Late 3rd-
4th-4th century and the Oxford sherd is almost certainly of 4th century date and probably dates to 
after the mid 4th century.

Sherds of Roman pottery were recovered from the fill of a number of Grubenhäuser (AF107, 
AF108, BF39, BF141, BF232, BF1524, BF1589 & BF1626) although in each case this amounted to 
just two-three sherds and does not indicate any specific association with these features. However, 
almost all of the Late Roman pottery sherds come from the fill of these features including sherd in 
Fabrics CH, MP & RET and a rim sherd from a Cam 279C jar. The footring from a 1st century 
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samian dish (BASG) was also recovered from the fill of a Grubenhaus. The association of unusual 
groups of Roman pottery with Grubenhäuser, especially Late Roman pottery and distinctively 
shaped or coloured pieces, has been recognised at other sites in East Anglia, notably West Stow, 
Suffolk (Plouviez 1985) and Heybridge, Essex (Drury & Wickendon 1982). While the numbers of 
sherds here is very small and does not allow any specific conclusions, the nature of some of the 
pieces of pottery from fills of the Grubenhäuser could be seen as part of this pattern. These might 
indicate casual acquisition and collection of Roman material in the Anglo-Saxon period from aban-
doned Roman sites, possibly during scavenging for other, more intrinsically useful materials.
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The lithic assemblage recovered during the excavations comprised a total of two hundred and 
ninety six pieces of worked stone, eighty from Area A and two hundred and sixteen from Area B. Of 
this total, seventeen pieces were recovered from the surface after machine stripping, two hundred 
and three were recovered from cut features dated as prehistoric on the basis of pottery dating 
evidence, stratigraphic relations or the nature of fills, with a further seventy-six residual in features 
dated to the Roman period or later.

With the exception of three flakes of probable chert, the whole assemblage consists of nodular flint. 
The bulk of the flint has crazed or water-worn cortex, indicating that it derived from local secondary 
gravels sources. However, a small component of the assemblage may have been made using 
material curated from primary chalk locations. The predominant colour of the flint used is mottled or 
dark grey. Very few of the pieces exhibit any patination. 

In what follows, the character of the flint assemblages from prehistoric features (sub-divided into 
specific periods based on pottery dating evidence) and from Roman or later features, will be 
described and discussed in turn. A broader discussion will follow on from this. All of the worked 
flints have been tabulated and described in a catalogue included in the site archive.

Early Neolithic

Six contexts in Area B which contained Neolithic pottery also produced small worked flint 
assemblages typical of the Early Neolithic (BF326, BF333, BF581, BF719, BF1508). These 
assemblages account for forty-four of the worked flints recovered.

Nineteen flints were recovered from pit BF326, comprising eight blades (three retouched), eight 
flakes (two from the axe thinning process) a core and an unusual nodule which may have been 
used as a tool of convenience. The axe thinning flakes and retouched blades (including a serrated 
blade) are diagnostic of flint working in the Early Neolithic, as is the almost exclusive use of a soft 
hammer to detach the pieces from the parent core and the preparation of the platform prior to 
detachment (which was noted on eleven of the twelve blades-flakes which retained a proximal end).

The seven pieces recovered from pit BF719 were mostly undiagnostic (core fragments, secondary-
tertiary flakes). However, the presence of a blade and of soft hammer flakes with platform 
preparation are both suggestive of an Early Neolithic date for this assemblage.

Gully BF1508 contained sixteen pieces comprising three core fragments, six flakes (all largely 
undiagnostic) and seven blades. All of the blades are small and were detached with a soft hammer 
following the preparation of the platform and six of them have been broken at the proximal or distal 
end. These blades could be better described as bladelets and would, on the face of it, appear more 
likely to be Mesolithic in date. However, their association with Neolithic pottery and hard hammer 
flakes-core fragments would suggest that they are likely to be Early Neolithic in date.

Ditch BF333 and pit BF581 both contained utilised blades which also fall nicely into the Early 
Neolithic knapping tradition.

Three contexts containing Neolithic pottery produced flints which were not ascribable to the early 
Early Neolithic (BF327, BF829, BF1173). 

Overall, the contexts containing pottery dated to the Neolithic period contained very few retouched 
pieces and only one distinctive finished tool type (the serrated blade from BF326). However, axe 
thinning flakes and blades are commonly associated with Early Neolithic assemblages and the 
presence of small flakes detached with a soft hammer following the preparation of the platform 
reflects a structured approach to working in a consistent manner which is in keeping with the 
technology of the Early Neolithic period. 
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context find 
no.

context
type

artefact type cortex 
%

soft-hard 
hammer 

platform
prep

retouch

BF326 169 small 
pit 

tool of 
convenience?

3 soft yes

BF326 170 small 
pit 

blade 0 soft yes

blade 0
blade 0 ?soft
flake 
(?axe-thinning)

0 ?soft

flake 0 soft yes
flake 0 soft

BF326 237 small 
pit 

core 10 soft yes

flake 0 soft yes
flake 0 soft no
flake 5 soft yes
flake 15 soft yes
flake 
(axe thinning)

0 soft yes

blade 40 soft yes abrupt 
Blade 
(serrated)

65 soft yes abrupt 

blade 0 soft yes abrupt 
blade 0
blade 25 soft ?

BF327 171 ditch flake 15 hard no 
BF333 175 ditch retouched 

blade
0 abrupt (dorsal), semi-

abrupt (ventral)
blade 0 hard yes usewear-

edge damage
BF581 252 pit blade 5 usewear-

edge damage
BF719 284 pit core frag 60 hard

core frag 0 hard
flake 40 soft yes
flake 35 soft yes
blade 35 hard yes
flake 25
?flake 60 soft long, invasive, shallow 

retouch
BF829 313 post-

hole 
flake 75 hard no

BF1173 348 pit flake 0 hard yes
BF1508 447 gully 

(sx1) 
core frag 0

core frag 0
core frag 0 hard
flake 100 hard yes
flake 0 hard no
flake 15 soft yes
flake 35 hard yes usewear-

edge damage
flake 0 soft yes
blade 0 soft yes
blade 0
blade 0 soft yes
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blade 0 soft yes
blade 0
blade 10
blade 15

BF1508 448 gully 
(sx2) 

flake 0

  Table 4: Worked flints from contexts containing Neolithic pottery.

Pit AF14
Pit AF14 was just over 1m in diameter, had a charcoal-rich fill and was fully excavated. The only 
other finds recovered from the pit were burnt flints and a small quantity of sherds of handmade flint 
tempered pottery. The main raw material used in the AF14 assemblage was grey flint. This varied in
depth of colour and was often mottled or had a brownish tint. In addition, one flake was made from 
a cream-grey chert and another was made from bullhead flint, which is mostly derived from the 
Thames estuary area.
    
In total, thirty-seven flakes were recovered. Only one of these was a primary flake, with the majority 
having no cortex at all (tertiary, 62% of the flakes) or very little cortex (secondary, with an average 
of only 20%). Only four of the flakes are classifiable as medium-sized (over 40mm in length or 
width) and the rest are small and thin with an average size of 20mm x 18mm x 3.5mm. Around 80%
of the flakes which retained their platforms or bulb of percussion appeared to have been detached 
using a soft hammer, with platform preparation evident on many of the soft-hammer flakes. Five 
waste fragments from the knapping process and a small core fragment were also recovered.
   
Eight blades, averaging 42mm x 15mm x 5mm in size, were identified in the AF14 flint assemblage.
None of the blades were retouched. The two blades which retained cortex on their dorsal surfaces 
had both been detached using a hard hammer, whereas three of the five tertiary blades had been 
detached using a soft hammer. The longest blade in the assemblage (83mm) was recovered in 
three pieces. It is probable that the blade broke during the knapping process and that all three 
pieces were discarded into the pit at the same time. In addition, one of the broken blade fragments 
was burnt and must have been exposed to considerable heat before being deposited in the pit. 
    
Only three of the worked flints from AF14 exhibit evidence of having been retouched and in each 
instance the possible areas of retouch are rough and irregular and could simply be attributable to 
edge-damage or usewear. However, despite the absence of any typologically diagnostic formal 
tools, it is possible to date this flint assemblage with reasonable confidence to the Early Neolithic 
based on the technological characteristics of the flake and blade assemblages detailed above. 

type length
(mm)

width
(mm)

thick
(mm)

cortex 
%

soft-hard 
hammer 

platform 
preparation

retouch

flake 26 22 4 0 soft yes
flake 17 25 5 100
flake 26 22 3 10 no
flake 31 32 6 0 hard no abrupt, left lateral, ?notch
flake 36 23 5 30 soft no
flake 24 21 3 0 soft yes
flake 17 35 5 0
flake 34 17 4 15 abrupt right lateral, ?

denticulate
flake 45 20 6 0
flake 38 61 10 10 hard no
flake 47 29 13 25 soft yes
flake 36 43 11 65 hard no rough retouch or usewear
flake 19 22 3 20
flake 18 22 4 0 soft no
flake 24 17 5 5 hard yes
flake 26 15 5 15 soft yes
flake 23 21 3 0 soft yes
flake 20 19 7 15
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type length
(mm)

width
(mm)

thick
(mm)

cortex 
%

soft-hard 
hammer 

platform 
preparation

retouch

flake 19 21 5 0 soft no
flake 23 18 3 0 soft no
flake 22 21 4 0
flake 15 17 4 0
flake 16 14 3 0
flake 24 15 4 0 soft yes
flake 16 17 2 0 soft
flake 17 12 3 10 soft yes
flake 19 17 2 0 soft yes
flake 16 12 3 0 soft no
flake 21 13 2 0 soft no
flake 9 17 3 20 soft
flake 17 15 2 0 soft no
flake 16 10 2 15 soft yes
flake 9 12 2 0 soft yes
flake 13 9 1 0 soft no
flake 10 8 1 0 soft 
flake 25 27 8 0 hard no
flake 17 8 1 0 soft yes
blade 30 15 5 0
blade 34 18 4 0 soft no
blade 40 15 5 30 hard no
blade 58 26 8 40 hard no
blade 38 10 1 0 soft yes
blade 28 8 2 0 soft
blade 29 13 4 0

blade

40
23
20
83

16
12
16
16

7
6
6
7

0
0
0
0

one long blade in 3 pieces 

core frag 37 27 18 0
waste 
fragment

29 15 5 40

waste 
fragment

25 16 6 30

waste 
fragment

14 15 6 0

waste 
fragment

21 7 5 0

waste 
fragment

15 8 3 0

  Table 5: Worked flints pit AF14.

Late Neolithic-Early Bronze Age

In Area B, five contexts containing worked flints also contained pottery dating to the Late Neolithic 
(BF259, BF300, BF420, BF465, BF659). The blade from BF259 is probably Early Neolithic in date 
and is therefore residual. The presence of a blade and dominance of small tertiary soft hammer 
flakes suggests that the flints from BF420 could also be Early Neolithic (although the assemblage is
small). The worked flints from BF300, BF465 and BF659 are all likely to be contemporary with the 
pottery. 
   
A further four contexts contained worked flints and pottery dating to the Late Neolithic or Early 
Bronze Age (BF351, BF577, BF836 and BF1330). Features BF351, BF577 and BF836 all contained
undiagnostic flints (secondary-tertiary flakes, a core fragment and a possible tool of convenience) 
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which could all be contemporary with the pottery. The utilised soft hammer blade from BF1330 is 
almost certainly residual. 

context find 
no.

context
type

artefact type cortex 
%

soft-hard 
hammer 

platform
prep

retouch

BF259 126 large pit blade 50 soft yes usewear-
edge damage

BF300 155 cremati
on 

flake 0 hard no

flake 0
BF351 183 large pit core frag 95 hard

flake 65 soft no
flake 55 ?hard no
flake 0 soft ?yes
flake 0
flake 0

BF420 209 large pit flake 0 soft yes 
flake 0 hard ?
blade 0 usewear-

edge damage
flake 0 soft yes usewear-

edge damage
flake 0 soft yes

BF465 205 cremati
on 

flake 80 hard no

BF577 251 natural 
depressi
on 

flake 45 hard no

BF659 289 pit flake 10 ?soft yes usewear-
edge damage

BF836 317 large pit tool of 
convenience?

35

flake 0 hard yes
BF1330 412 tree 

throw 
blade 90 soft yes usewear-

edge damage
  Table 6: Worked flints from contexts containing Late Neolithic-Early Bronze Age pottery.

Later Bronze Age-Early Iron Age

The majority of the worked flints recovered from features containing Later Bronze Age or Early Iron 
Age pottery are undiagnostic. They include a high number of irregular secondary and tertiary flakes 
and a smaller number of primary flakes and core fragments.
    
The ring-ditch (BF28) contained eleven worked flints. These included a Mesolithic retouched blade, 
two flakes which are likely to be residual, and three flakes which could date to the later part of the 
Bronze Age. Four retouched flakes were recovered; two similar end scrapers, a discoidal scraper 
and a piercer. All four of these pieces could date to the Later Neolithic-Early Bronze Age, although 
the fine workmanship exhibited on the two scrapers would suggest that they are more likely to be 
earlier. 
    
The six flints recovered from pit BF473 were mostly undiagnostic, but the presence of soft hammer 
flakes with platform preparation, and an axe thinning flake are suggestive that they are of an Early 
Neolithic date and residual in this context.
    
Five contexts in Area B contained small quantities of undiagnostic worked flints which could date to 
the Later Bronze Age (BF84, BF257, BF289, BF290, BF919). Three of these contexts only 
contained a single flake (BF84, BF257, BF289), whereas the pit BF290 contained four pieces 
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(flakes and a core fragment), and the ditch BF919 contained three. Due to the low quantities of 
worked flint and the presence of soft hammer flakes in BF290 and BF919 the possibility that the 
flints are residual cannot be ruled out. 
    
A further seven contexts containing Later Bronze Age or Early Iron Age pottery also contained small
quantities of worked flint (1-3 pieces). The character of these pieces is overwhelmingly early 
(Mesolithic and Early Neolithic) and they are almost certainly residual in these contexts (BF709, 
BF828, BF833, BF841, BF910, BF935 & BF1613). 

context find 
no.

context 
type

artefact type corte
x 
%

soft-hard 
hammer 

platf
prep

retouch

BF28 8 ring-
ditch
sx1

flake 5 hard no usewear- 
edge damage

flake 5 hard no usewear- 
edge damage

flake 15 hard no usewear- 
edge damage

blade 10 abrupt
16 sx2 flake (scraper) 5 hard no abrupt

flake 5 hard no
409 flake (scraper) 0 hard no abrupt, semi-abrupt & 

invasive
528 ?core 35
575 flake 0 soft yes

flake (?piercer) 10 soft no abrupt 
flake (scraper) 0 hard no semi-abrupt

BF84 44 small pit flake 0 hard no
BF257 125 shallow 

linear 
flake 0

BF289 144 small pit flake 70 hard no
BF290 164 small pit core frag 30 hard

flake 20 hard no
flake 5 ?soft yes
flake 0 hard no

BF473 215 pit (sx2) flake 0 usewear-
edge damage

flake 15 soft no usewear- 
edge damage

flake 0 soft yes
flake 0 ?hard yes semi-abrupt retouch
blade 0 soft
flake 
(axe thinning)

0

BF709 288 gully flake 55 soft yes abrupt 
BF828 310 large pit flake 0 ?soft no abrupt 

?blade 0 soft yes
BF833 323 large pit core 0 hard-soft

flake (axe 
thinning)

0 soft yes

BF841 318 pit blade 50 soft yes usewear-
 edge damage

flake 30 soft yes
flake 0 soft yes

BF910 326 pit flake 75 hard yes usewear-
edge damage
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flake (notch) 0 soft yes abrupt & usewear-
edge damage

BF919 330 ditch 
sx4 

core 15

flake 80 hard no
332 ditch 

sx5
flake 0 soft no usewear-

edge damage
BF935 333 small pit flake 90 ?hard no

blade 0 soft yes
BF1613 492 tree 

throw 
flake 0 soft yes

  Table 7: Worked flints from contexts containing Later Bronze Age-Early Iron Age pottery.

Broadly prehistoric

Worked flints were recovered from thirty-seven contexts (eight in Area A and twenty-nine contexts 
in Area B) which have been broadly assigned to the prehistoric period. Twenty-eight of these 
contexts only contained a single worked flint, seven contexts contained two flints and one context 
contained three. The low quantity of finds in each context could suggest that many of the pieces are
residual in the fills of later cuts. However, one context, pit AF14, contained an assemblage of fifty-
one worked flints which are almost certainly associated with the context from which they were 
recovered.  
   
Twelve features contained irregular secondary and tertiary flakes and fragments of cores with more 
than one platform (AF25, AF93, BF29, BF280, BF315, BF317, BF323, BF679, BF748, BF812, 
BF842, BF1231, BF1233, BF1364), many of which probably reflect activities in the later 3rd or early
2nd millennium BC (Late Neolithic-Early Bronze Age). This date is consistent with the retouched 
hard hammer flakes recovered from BF269 and BF330, the roughout for a discoidal knife from 
BF264 and the scraper from BF1504.  
    
An earlier date is suggested by blades (AF10, AF76, BF42), axe thinning flakes (AF2, AF59, 
BF330, BF627, BF677, BF673, BF832) and other soft hammer flakes with prepared platforms 
(BF1170, BF1048, BF1229, BF1461, BF1648) including one with a retouched notch (BF328). The 
majority, if not all, of these pieces are likely to date to the Early Neolithic. 
    
Of particular interest are a spherical flint hammerstone from the pit AF7 and a retouched flake from 
BF1171. The flake has retouch on the left lateral to strengthen the edge, removals from the 
proximal end which could have allowed to be used as a scraper and a possible burin removal to 
strengthen the tip (BF1171). The piece is symmetrical and resembles a type 4c leaf-shaped Early 
Neolithic arrowhead in Green's 1980 series. 

Roman or later

In Area A, twelve worked flints were recovered from nine different contexts dating to the Roman 
period or later. Sixty-six worked flints were recovered from twenty-seven contexts of this date in 
Area B. Twelve of these contexts contained three or more worked flints compared to only two 
contexts in thirty-seven from the features considered to be prehistoric in date. This is probably due 
to the size of the later features on the site, which were often larger than the prehistoric features (for 
example ditches and Grubenhäuser). The significant quantities of residual flints in some of these 
contexts suggests that either prehistoric features were disturbed by the excavation of the later 
features or, more likely, that the topsoil contained a high frequency of worked flints. Also of note is 
the high frequency of retouched tools in the later contexts when compared to the prehistoric 
contexts. The figure could be high due to post-depositional damage to the flints being mistaken for 
retouch, or because more retouched pieces were lost or discarded in the topsoil than were 
deposited in cut features. 
    
Many of the pieces are neither typologically or technologically distinctive and could date to 
anywhere in the considerable date range represented by the diagnostic pieces. Eleven retouched 
hard hammer flakes with general retouch (BF676, BF1256, BF227, BF246), retouched notches 
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(BF232, BF246, BF1456, BF1626, BF1471) or scraper retouch (AF37, BF1471 sx1, BF1589) were 
recovered, the majority of which are probably associated with activity in the Late Neolithic-Early 
Bronze Age. A broken piece from an oblique arrowhead (BF229), which are frequently found 
associated with Grooved Ware pottery (Butler 2005), probably dates to the Late Neolithic
    
Earlier pieces include an axe thinning flake (F1626), blades (AF100, BF39, BF256, BF295) a single 
platform core (BF1583), five retouched blades (BF52, BF277, BF1230, BF1250, serrated blade 
BF619) and two scrapers (AF89. BF261).
    
Of particular interest amongst the assemblages in this category is a small hard hammer flake from a
post-hole in one of the Anglo-Saxon Grubenhäuser (BF246). The flake has a distinctive channel 
across the dorsal face that is slightly deeper at one side of the flake than at the other. It is possible 
that the channel was created during the knapping process, perhaps due to the presence of a fossil 
in the parent nodule. However, the base of the channel and part of the dorsal surface of the flake 
appear to have been highly polished. This could suggest that the channel was created by repeated 
friction along the surface or perhaps that it was intentionally polished out. 

Subsoil-natural interface 

The seventeen worked flints recovered from the interface between the subsoil and the natural 
following the removal of the overlying soil layers included undiagnostic flakes and core fragments, 
Mesolithic-Early Neolithic blades (some retouched) and an Early Neolithic backed knife made on a 
long flake or broad blade. There was a high incidence of usewear-edge-damage on these flints, 
although this could be the result of post-depositional damage. 

Conclusions

The early flintwork is characterised by a significant incidence of secondary and tertiary blades 
displaying evidence for careful preparation prior to removal from their parent cores. 
Most of these blades would not look out of place in an Early Neolithic assemblage, although some 
of the soft hammer blades, probable bladelets and a single platform core could easily be Mesolithic 
in date. The presence of axe thinning flakes across the site points to the production of axes during 
the Early Neolithic period, although the number of diagnostic tools from this period is relatively low. 
It is probably safe to assume that most of the early lithics from the site date from the Early Neolithic 
and that activity in the Mesolithic was quite limited. There was no evidence in the lithic assemblage 
for activity during the Palaeolithic period. 
    
The assemblage from AF14 is of considerable interest as it appears to have been deposited into a 
pit, along with pottery sherds and burnt flints, sometime during the Early Neolithic. The flints appear 
to be the waste products from the later stages of the core reduction sequence, and any tools 
produced must have been taken elsewhere.
    
Only twenty-five pieces of worked flint were recovered from the fills of features dated to the Late 
Neolithic or Bronze Age (with many containing no worked flint at all). This disparity could suggest 
that the majority of the flints from these contexts are actually residual. However, there are a number
of diagnostic pieces from this period throughout the assemblage and much of the more irregular 
waste products may have also been generated at around the same time, though it is not possible to
say this for certain. It is worthy of note that the number of flints recovered from the ring-ditch was 
relatively low considering that a considerable proportion of its fill was excavated and very few flints 
were recovered from contexts in close proximity to the ring-ditch.
    
There is very little in the assemblage that can be taken as diagnostic of activity in the Later Bronze 
Age, although a small number of small squat flakes, irregular waste pieces and broken core 
fragments could all date to this period of activity. A low number of flints were recovered from the 
ring-ditch considering its substantial size and depth. This is probably because the ditch dates to a 
period when the use of flint was becoming less common. 
    
Spatially, the flints are fairly evenly distributed across the excavation area. There was a slightly 
greater density of flints recovered from the southern quarter of the site, although this probably 
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reflects the greater number of residual flints in larger Roman-Anglo-Saxon features rather than the 
presence of an activity focus or habitation in this area. There was no discernible spatial variation 
based on period when the locations of the more diagnostic pieces was examined.
    
Overall, the flint assemblage from the excavation at Brightlingsea Quarry is representative of the 
significant prehistoric activity which took place at the site during the Neolithic and Bronze Age. The 
quantity of worked flints recovered is suggestive of habitation in the close vicinity during these peri-
ods, although the low number of diagnostic tools recovered makes it difficult to comment on what 
activities may have been taking place on the site. 
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A total of 221 burnt (heat altered) stones with a combined weight of 6216 g were recovered. The 
great majority of this comes from Area B (184 pieces, weight 5720 g) with a lesser amount from 
Area A (37 pieces, weight 184 g). By count almost all of the burnt stone is flint. However, 
sandstone-quartzite pieces are present on both Areas. Only three sandstone-quartzite stones come
from Area A, but on Area B (which produced 35 pieces) the sandstone-quartzite has a greater 
combined weight than the burnt flint, the individual sandstone-quartzite pieces having a much 
higher average weight.

Most of the burnt flints are whitened (calcified) and crazed from the heat although a few are 
discoloured various shades, some with surface crazing while others are simply discoloured. The 
burnt flints are mostly small-medium size, irregular broken pieces, consistent with having been 
originally sourced in the local gravel deposits. The sandstone-quartzite is less broken-up, having 
better thermal properties, and many of these stones appear to represent parts of rounded stones or 
small cobbles.

The burnt stone was collected mostly as just a few pieces from a large number of features, primarily
pits, with associated finds ranging in date from the Neolithic to the early/Late Anglo-Saxon period. 
The largest single quantities come from a pit containing Early Iron Age pottery (BF815) (24 pieces, 
weight 1670 g) and from another pit (BF358) (27 pieces, 492 g) which (as well as the burnt stone) 
also produced a single copper-alloy coin, possibly dating to the 2nd century AD (B180), but 
otherwise the feature is not closely dated. Of the smaller quantities of burnt stones (less than ten 
pieces) these are mostly associated with finds of prehistoric date (most commonly Early Iron Age). 
Although a significant number come from features with early-middle Anglo-Saxon pottery none 
come from the fill of the Grubenhäuser. It can be noted that no feature on Area A produced more 
than eight pieces. Overall, in terms of dating, the strongest correlation appears to be with the 
prehistoric occupation on Area B. Later dated burnt stone may in part be residual, but the degree of 
this residuality is not clear.

Burnt stones are commonly associated with prehistoric occupation, often occurring as groups in pits
or sometimes in large quantities from former mounds of burnt stones. Where not created 
incidentally during other processes (for example in close associated with ovens or hearths or 
cremations) deliberately heated stones had probably been primarily used as an indirect method for 
heating water. Because of this they have previously often been referred to as ‘pot boilers’ although 
their precise use is debated. The types of stones utilised here, flint and sandstone-quartzite, occur 
in the underlying gravel deposits and would have been available to be collected from the 
surrounding area. Flint is quite common in the gravels.

Sandstone-quartzite is much less common but it has superior thermal properties, being less prone 
to fracture. Some prehistoric deposits of burnt stones in Essex have been found to be dominated by
sandstone-quartzite (Crummy et al 2009, 18-19) and in such a case they must have been specific-
ally sought out and selected.  Here, in terms of quantity, the low incidence of sandstone-quartzite 
among the burnt stones does not suggest any selective process. However, the nature of the sand-
stone-quartzite stones, which are commonly rounded, might hint at deliberate collection from an 
open source such as a stream.
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Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery

In total 686 sherds of Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery with a combined weight of 7244 g were 
identified among the site assemblage. All of the pottery was recovered from domestic contexts, 
these being the fill of Grubenhäuser, pits, post-holes & ditches. The pottery fabrics recorded refer to
the Colchester fabric series (CAR 7) which is based on the Essex post-Roman pottery fabric series 
(Cunningham & Drury 1985). The pottery is listed in Table 8.

Fabric Fabric Name No. Wt g
1A-B-C Anglo-Saxon chaff-tempered wares 597 6311
1C Anglo-Saxon vegetable and sand-tempered fabric 47 502
97 Anglo-Saxon ‘brickearth’ fabrics (general) 40 424
97F Wheel-thrown Frankish-type sandy wares 2 7

Total 686 7244

        Table 8 Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery by fabric

It should be noted that the presence of a large range of prehistoric pottery from the site made 
positive identification of some small sand-tempered sherds as either Anglo-Saxon (Fabric 97) or 
prehistoric difficult. However, the majority of the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery is chaff-
tempered (Fabric 1), as reflected in the assemblages associated with the fill of the Grubenhäuser, 
and this is easily distinguished among the larger site assemblage. The Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon 
pottery from Area A amounted to 284 sherds (weight 3335 g) and from Area B 406 sherds (weight 
3909 g). The great majority of the pottery comes from the fill of Grubenhäuser and from pits. The 
overall make-up of the pottery from both types of feature appears very similar in terms of the ratio of
the fabrics present and in terms of the average sherd weight which is approximately 10 g for the 
Grubenhäuser and 11 g for the pits. 

Anglo-Saxon chaff-tempered wares (Fabric 1A-B & Fabric 1C)
A significant assemblage of chaff-tempered pottery (Fabric 1) was recovered and overall makes up 
more than 90% of the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery from the site. The fabric is tempered with 
common to abundant chaff fragments visible in the surfaces and fabric body. Soft and hard fabrics 
(Fabric 1A & Fabric 1B respectively) have not been distinguished, although sherds which can be 
easily marked by a fingernail (soft) and slightly harder sherds were both noted as present in the as-
semblage. There is no indication from the fabrics that the chaff-tempered pottery need be other 
than of local manufacture. One jar from BF346 (Fig 65.27) is in a fine grey fabric with a blue-grey 
surface that is reminiscent of grey unfired clay recovered from several Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon 
features, including the fill of Grubenhäuser, some of which could be seen to be parts of unfired 
loomweights.

There are similar amounts of pottery of Fabric 1A-B from both Areas, with 276 sherds (weight 3252 
g) from Area A and 321 sherds (weight 3059 g) from Area B. The sandy chaff-tempered fabric 
(Fabric 1C) was hardly recorded among the pottery from Area A with 6 sherds (weight 62 g) and 
was not common on Area B with 42 sherds recorded (weight 469 g). Most of the Fabric 1 pottery 
comes from the fill of Grubenhäuser and from pits. There appears to be little or no significant 
difference in the proportion of chaff-tempered pottery from either the Grubenhäuser or the pits 
making up over 80% by count and weight of the pottery recovered from both types of feature.

Among the diagnostic sherds the vessels represented are overwhelmingly plain jars with a slack S 
shape profile and a simple, slightly flaring rim, the top of which is either rounded or flattened. Base 
sherds tend to have rounded edges rather than a sharp angle. Other forms are relatively rare. 
There are a small number of open bowls, mostly with simple relatively upright rims, although one 
small bowl has an in-turned rim (Fig 64.8). There is one relatively large bowl with a rippled body 
(Fig 64.4) and a vase-like pot-jar with a narrowing mouth (Fig 64.5). Decoration is extremely rare. 
One jar with a slightly more defined neck (Fig 64.2) is decorated with angled lines of regular small 
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stab marks, probably made by a comb, on the shoulder-body and with discontinuous short lines of 
stab decoration around the neck. Also, an open, medium-large bowl has a corrugated or bulge 
cordoned body (Fig 65.36). External sooting on sherds generally did not appear to be present or 
was not noticeable to any significant degree, although it was noted on one jar sherd (Fig 69.3). 
Internal burnt residue was recorded on four sherds, from AF77(A57), AF107(A91), AF128(A103) & 
AF136(A115) and an internal deposit, probably water scale on one sherd from AF100(A83) 
indicating that some of the vessels at least had been used in cooking. Although there was no 
budget within the scope of this report for carbon 14 dating, these samples have been retained for 
potential future use.

Anglo-Saxon ‘brickearth’ pottery (Fabric 97)
The Anglo-Saxon 'brickearth' pottery (CAR 7) makes up only a small part of the assemblage. 
Almost all of this comes from Area B from which 38 sand-tempered ('brickearth') sherds are 
considered to be Anglo-Saxon (weight 403 g). On Area A only 2 sand-tempered sherds (weight 77 
g) were recognised that appear probably to be Anglo-Saxon 'brickearth’ fabric pottery. A few other 
small sherds from Area A in the same fabric might be Anglo-Saxon pottery, but this is not clear.

The assemblage from Area B was able to be broadly divided between fine sand fabrics (97B) and 
slightly coarser fine-medium sand fabrics (97A), but beyond this division the majority of the sand-
tempered pottery appeared relatively homogeneous. It is not clear in any particular case if the sand 
is a deliberate added temper or that sandy clays had been used in manufacture. One sherd was 
noticeably micaceous (97B(M)). Another, which appears to be Anglo-Saxon and was associated 
with other Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery in pit BF229, had some small grog-like inclusions 
(97A(G)), although this might indicate it is a residual prehistoric sherd. The quantity of each of these
fabrics is set out in Table 9. There is no indication from the fabrics that any of this pottery need be 
other than of local production.

Fabric Fabric Name No. Wt g
97A sand-tempered, common fine-medium size sand 31 252
97B sand-tempered, common fine size sand 5 82
97B(M) sand-tempered, fine sand & prominent fine silver mica 1 32
97A(G)  sand-tempered, common fine-medium size sand grains with 

some grog(?)
1 37

Total 38 403
  Table 9 Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon 'brickearth' fabrics (Area B)

Very few vessel forms were recognised in this fabric. In contrast to the bag-like jars and bowls 
which dominate the chaff-tempered pottery types, of the sherds which included rims or other 
recognisable part of vessels these are from open bowls (Figs 65.20, 65.21 and 65.22) all of which 
have oxidised orange-brown surface. The pots come from Grubenhaus BF141. There is also a 
sherd from a necked jar (Fig 65.25) from BF229 which has a defined shoulder and the neck is 
burnished. The other pottery from this feature is clearly of Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon date, but the 
nature of this sherd could indicate that it is residual.

Wheel-thrown Frankish-type sandy wares (Fabric 97F)
Two small joining sherds in a grey sandy fabric with rouletted decoration (Fig 65.24) were 
recovered from the fill of Grubenhaus BF228 (114). The sherds come from the shoulder of the pot 
and there appears to be a small lip or cordon above the decoration. The decoration itself consists of
triangular shapes are most closely paralleled among the die stamps Illustrated in Evison by Fig 24c 
& 24d (1979). Similar rouletted decoration is seen on a range of pots. These include a number from 
sites in Kent, with bottles from Dover and Margate (Evison Fig 11a & 11b), a spouted pitcher from 
Woodnesborough (Evison Fig 13a) and a globular jar from Faversham. From Essex there is a 
globular jar from Broomfield (Evison Fig 16f & 15g) and a jar(?) from Mucking (Evison Fig 19a). 
Examples of imported wheel thrown pottery vessels have has also been recovered from sites in 
Essex at Old Heath (Colchester) and Prittlewell (Southend on sea) (CAR 1, 21-22).

Discussion
That the assemblage is composed predominantly of chaff-tempered pottery suggests that the 
occupation, or at least the greater part, dates to the period of the 6th-7th century AD. While chaff-
tempered pottery has a broad accepted date range of 5th-7th-8th century, the low proportion of 
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Anglo-Saxon ‘brickearth’ fabrics among the assemblage suggests a late date within that range. This
can be seen among assemblages at other sites in Essex. At Colchester the dominance of 
‘brickearth’ fabric pottery fades during the 7th century (CAR 7, 25). More significantly, at Mucking 
the proportion of chaff-tempered pottery increases markedly during in the 6th-7th century (Hamerow
1993, Fig 41) and from Grubenhäuser there dated to the 7th century represents approximately 
75%-97% of the pottery recovered (CAR 7, 24). Also, at the Ardale School, Stifford, Essex, an 
assemblage of Anglo-Saxon pottery which was entirely chaff-tempered is considered to date to the 
period of the late 6th-early 7th century based on dated objects from an associated cemetery area 
(Wlkinson 1988, 93).

Overall, there is a broad correspondence between the pottery from the Grubenhäuser and that from
pits in terms of the proportion of the main fabric types and sherd size. This suggests that the Early-
Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery from the site can be treated as one assemblage and that broadly this 
represents secondary rubbish deposits as opposed to having any specific relation between the 
pottery and the features, notably the Grubenhäuser. This appears to be the case for most 
Grubenhäuser when, after the abandonment of the building, the open pit accumulates secondary 
deposits containing domestic rubbish and waste (Tipper 2004, 153).

While the overall aspect of the pottery in terms of a limited range of forms and lack of decoration 
suggests a relatively mundane, everyday domestic use aspect to the assemblage, the presence of 
a single sherd from a relatively rare, imported Frankish pot hints at the existence of status within the
community and contact at elite levels within Anglo-Saxon society.

Fig 64.1 Pit AF48(A28) Jar rim (15 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.2 Possible Grubenhaus AF77(A57) Jar rim (28 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim, decorated 
with lines of angled, probably comb made stab marks on body and discontinuous short lines of similar stab 
decoration around the neck (Fabric 1A-B)

Pit AF97
Fig 64.3 AF97(A81) Jar rim (23 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.4 AF97(A81) Bowl rim (76 g) Open bowl with distinct collar-like rim and simple rim top and corrugated-
rippled body (Fabric 1A-B).
Fig 64.5 AF97(A81) Jar rim (23 g) Simple, lightly necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)

Possible Grubenhaus AF100
Fig 64.6 AF100(A084) Jar rim (39 g) Thick walled jar with simple slightly flaring rim, firing cloud on wall (Fabric 
1A-B)
Fig 64.7 AF100(A084) Jar-Bowl rim (17 g) Jar-bowl with faint neck and upright or slightly flaring pushed down 
rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.8 AF100(A084) Bowl rim (7 g) Small bowl with simple rim (Fabric 1A-B)

Fig 64.9 Pit AF105(A89) Jar rim (55 g) Thick walled jar with simple slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)

Grubenhaus AF107
Fig 64.10 AF107(A91) Jar rim (38 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.11 AF107(A91) Jar rim (13 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)

Fig 64.12 Grubenhaus AF108(A97) Jar-bowl rim (4 g) Small jar-bowl with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 
1A-B)

Pit AF128
Fig 64.13 AF128(A103) Bowl rim (21 g) Bowl with simple rim, some internal sooting-burnt residue (Fabric 1A-
B)
Fig 64.14 AF128(A103)  Jar rim (13 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.15 AF128(A103) Jar rim (18 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.16 AF128(A103) Jar rim (27 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.17 AF128(A103)  Jar rim (19 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 64.18  AF128(A128)  Jar rim (35 g) Necked jar with simple, slightly thickened, flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)

Fig 64.19 Pit AF133(A110) Jar rim (77 g) Simple, upright or slightly flaring rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Grubenhaus BF141
Fig 65.20 BF141 Q4 (B87) Bowl-jar rim (Fabric 97A)
Fig 65.21 BF141 Q4 (B87) Bowl rim (Fabric 97A)
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Fig 65.22 BF141 Q3 (B83) Jar rim (Fabric 1 A-B)

Fig 65.23 Pit BF207 (B90) bowl- jar, upright simple rim (Fabric 1A-B)

Fig 65.24 Grubenhaus BF228 (Quadrant 1) (B114) Shoulder sherd (Fabric 97F) decorated with triangular 
shaped stamps are most closely paralleled among the die stamps Illustrated in Evison by Fig 24c & 24d 
(1979), presumed a continental (Frankish) import.

Pits
Fig 65.25 BF229 (B104) Jar rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 65.26 BF248 (B387) Jar rim (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 65.27 BF346 (B181) Jar rim (Fabric 97B)
Fig 65.28 BF1229 (B395) Jar rim (Fabric 1C)

Grubenhaus BF1626
Fig 65.29 BF1626 Q2 (B559) Bowl, burnished-smoothed (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 65.30 BF1626 Q3 (B569) Jar, small, necked  (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 65.31 BF1626 Q3 (B545) Jar, represented by many small sherd (probably all part of the same pot) (38 
sherds, 265 g) (Fabric 1A-B) 

Grubenhaus BF1689
Fig 65.32 BF1689 Q3 (B559) Jar rim, large, burnished (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 65.33 BF1689 Q3 (B551) Jar rim (Fabric 1C)
Fig 65.34 BF1689 (B536) Jar rim, burnished (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 65.35 BF1689 Q1 (B529) Jar rim, large, burnished (internal residue) (Fabric 1A-B)
Fig 65.36 BF1689 Q1 (B529) Jar rim, cordoned (Fabric 1C)

Late Anglo-Saxon pottery

All of the Late Anglo-Saxon pottery was recovered from Area A. The pottery was recorded using the
Colchester post-Roman pottery fabric series (CAR 7). Two types of pottery are present, Thetford-
type ware (Fabric 9) and Shelly wares without sand (Fabric 12A). Thetford-type ware forms the 
great majority of the assemblage at approximately 91% by count and 89% by weight. The pottery is 
listed by fabric in Table 10.

Fabric Fabric Name No. Wt g
9 Thetford type wares 230 3199
12A Shelly wares without sand 22 380

Total 252 3579
Table 10 Late Anglo-Saxon pottery by fabric

Thetford-type ware (Fabric 9)

A significant quantity of Thetford-type ware was recovered consisting of 230 sherds with a 
combined weight of 3,199 g. The pottery was recovered from pits (AF56, AF61, AF63, AF72, AF74, 
AF80, AF88, AF89, AF92 & AF101) and a small pit or post-hole (AF69) located on the southern half
of the site. The largest quantities of this pottery are from pit AF88 (59 sherds, 1088 g) AF74 (52 
sherds, 808 g) & pit AF72 (38 sherds, 412 g).

The fabric of the Thetford-type ware consists of fine sand with occasional larger sand grains and 
small stones. There is common to abundant fine mica in the surfaces visible under direct bright 
lighting. The surfaces are grey to dark grey in colour, with a lighter core which varies from pale grey
to a pale reddish-brown. A few part oxidised sherds might have been scorched or burnt, but might 
also possibly be residual Roman. The vessels represented are almost entirely cooking pots (jars) 
which have everted, slightly dished rims and grooves around the upper body. Based on different 
rims at least nine of these vessels are represented. The form of these is similar to products 
excavated from kiln sites in Ipswich (Smedley & Owles 1963) and as such this appears to be a 
likely possible source for the pottery here. The external rim diameters vary. Most are between 
approximately 110 mm up to about 140 mm, but one is much larger at approximately 270 mm (Fig 
66.7). There are also two joining sherds from a necked bowl with an undercut rim (Fig 66.5) the 
surviving rim part of which suggests that it is probably from a spouted form.
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A number of the cooking pots have areas of sooting on the body, especially on the shoulder area 
and on the rims and a few sherds from pit AF74 (A53) have what are presumed to be water scale 
deposits on the internal surface. This indicates that the pots have been used in a domestic context 
for cooking and possibly for boiling water.

Shelly wares without sand (Fabric 12A)

A small quantity of Late Anglo-Saxon shelly ware was recovered from pits located on the southern 
part of the site (AF60, AF61, AF70 AF72, AF74, AF88 & AF92). In total there are twenty-two sherds
weighing 380 g. The largest quantity was recovered from pit AF61 (12 sherds, 209 g), the other 
features only producing four sherds or less. There appear to be at least two pots represented, both 
cooking pots. One rim has some sooting from use as a cooking vessel on the shoulder and both the
rim exterior and interior.

Discussion

The Late Anglo-Saxon pottery includes a significant assemblage of Thetford-type ware, almost 
entirely cooking pots, together with a small quantity of Shell-tempered ware. The quantity of pottery,
the often large sherds and the presence of sooting on vessels shows that they are part of a 
domestic assemblage either in use on the site itself or immediately adjacent to it. The form of the 
Thetford-type vessels suggests that they are probably Ipswich products and the coastal location of 
Brightlingsea would make water borne transport of these goods relatively easy. It can be noted that 
the ridges on the bodies of the cooking pots here contrast with the generally plain bodies of 
Thetford-type cooking pots from Colchester (CAR 7, 28). Thetford-type pottery is generally dated to 
the period c. 850-1150. At Ipswich there is early circulation of this pottery (CAR 7, 28) in the mid-
late 9th century, although excavated kilns associated with this pottery type there might date to the 
period c. 950-1050-1100 (Smedley & Owles 1963). The association at Brightlingsea with Late 
Anglo-Saxon shell-tempered ware in some of the pit contexts suggests that some might date to the 
early 11th century or later as the shell-tempered pottery appears to be current during the period of 
the 11th-12th century (CAR 7, 35).

Fig 66.1 Pit AF61(A41) Fabric 12A Cooking pot, rim sherd (47 g) EVE 0.15. Simple, out-curving rim, some 
sooting on rim. Dark grey fabric with dark grey internal surface and oxidised red-grey-brown external surface.

Pit AF72
Fig 66.2 AF72(A51) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherd (102 g) EVE 0.60. Dished rim with, grooves below rim 
around shoulder. Some sooting on rim and shoulder. Brown-grey fabric with dark grey surfaces.
Fig 66.3 AF72(A51) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherd (35 g) EVE 0.16. Dished rim with, grooves below rim 
around shoulder. Some sooting on girth and rim. Grey fabric with slightly darker grey surfaces.

Pit AF74
Fig 66.4 AF74(A53) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherds (100 g) EVE 0.60. Dished rim with, grooves around 
upper body. Some sooting around girth and on rim. Red-brown fabric with dark grey-black surfaces.
Fig 66.5 AF74(A53) Fabric 9. Bowl, 2 joining sherds (92 g) EVE 0.15. Necked bowl with almond shaped rim, 
rim turning to form spout? area grey-brown core with dark grey surfaces, some sooting on girth.

Pit AF88
Fig 66.6 AF88(A70) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherds (122 g) EVE 0.60. Dished rim with, grooves below rim 
around shoulder. Sooting around girth and on rim. Grey fabric core with red margins, dark grey-black surfaces.
Fig 66.7 AF88(A70) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherd (101 g) EVE 0.32. Dished rim with, grooves below rim 
around shoulder. Some sooting on rim. Pale grey fabric with medium-dark grey surfaces.
Fig 66.8 AF88(A70) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherds (146 g) EVE 0.75. Dished rim with, grooves below rim. 
Some sooting on rim. Pale grey fabric core with red-brown margins and medium-dark grey surfaces.
Fig 66.9 AF88(A70) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherds (113 g) EVE 0.62. Dished rim with, grooves below rim 
around shoulder. Some sooting on shoulder and rim. Medium-dark grey fabric and surfaces.
Fig 66.10 AF88(A70) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherd (75 g) EVE 0.44. Dished rim with, grooves below rim 
around shoulder-body. Some sooting on rim. Medium-dark grey fabric and surfaces.
Fig 66.11 AF88(A70) Fabric 9 Cooking pot, rim sherd (24 g) EVE 0.15. Dished rim with, grooves below rim 
around shoulder. Some sooting on rim. Reddish-brown-grey fabric with grey surfaces.
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Roman

Almost all of the CBM recovered is of Roman date. In total there are 234 pieces of Roman CBM (tile
& brick) with a combined weight of 49,826 g. The quantity of this material from both areas is similar 
with 131 pieces (28,506 g) from Area A and 104 pieces (21,298 g) from Area B. The Roman CBM 
was divided between broad categories based on type: roof tiles (tegula & imbrex), bricks (generally 
over 30 mm thick, up to a maximum of 50 mm) and flue tiles; with a general category for flat Roman
brick-tile (pieces generally less than 30 mm thick). The quantities of Roman CBM are listed by type 
in Table 11. In addition there are several pieces from probable louver or chimney covers. Very little 
CBM of post-Roman date is present.

CBM type code count % of count wt g % of wt
Roman tegula RT 29 12.3 8215 17.24
Roman imbrex RI 5 2.13 752 1.58
Roman brick & tile RBT 118 50.43 15562 32.65
Roman brick RB 73 31.2 21596 45.31
Roman flue tile (box flue, combed) RFT 9 3.85 1536 3.22

Total 234 47661
Table 11 Roman CBM by type

The Roman CBM consists of broken pieces. Apart from two pieces of buff coloured tile from Area A 
(AF88) (one of which is an imbrex) all are orange-red or red in colour. The fabrics are generally not 
distinctive when examined by eye, the only inclusions being fine-medium sand, although two pieces
from BF211(B109) also have small white inclusions, presumably of chalk.

Overall, approximately 50% of the assemblage could only be broadly classified as Roman brick-tile 
(RBT). Where a type of CBM could be identified the majority are from flat, tile-like Roman bricks 
(RB), with a lesser amount from tegula (RT) roof tiles that are also primarily a flat tile. Box flue-tiles 
(RFT) which also have flat surfaces are more common that pieces identified from the curving 
imbrex (RI) roof tiles. All of the keyed surfaces of the box-flue tiles are combed. It can be noted that 
proportionately more pieces were identified as Roman brick from Area A than from Area B and that 
the proportion of pieces only broadly classified as Roman brick-tile is greater on Area B. This might 
suggest that some tile from Area B is more broken-up, or is generally thinner so that it could not so 
easily be classified as either brick or tegula, but in part at least may simply be due the nature of the 
recording.

Only two lower cut-aways could be positively identified on the tegula pieces. One, from AF44 (A32),
is of Type B6 (Warry 2006) which is proposed by Warry as being current during the a later 2nd-late 
3rd century (c 160-260 AD). The tile base is 200 mm thick. The other, from AF107(A91) is a partial 
piece which is possibly also corresponds to Warry's Type B6. The base of this tile is 220 mm thick. 
A third fragment that is possibly part of a lower cut-away came from AF106(A97).

Most of the Roman CBM was recovered from pits (most of these associated with pottery dated to 
the early-middle Anglo-Saxon period) and from the fill of Grubenhäuser. The largest quantities 
recovered from pits are from AF128 (28 pieces, weight 5827 g) and BF210 (11 pieces, weight 2191 
g). A significant number of pieces were also recovered from pit AF88 (22 pieces, weight 1412 g) but
the average weight of the pieces from the feature (64 g) is relatively low compared with that from 
the other pits that also produced larger quantities of tile. The largest amounts from the fill of 
Grubenhäuser come from AF107 (11 pieces, weight 3449 g), AF108 (14 pieces, weight 4812 g), 
BF141 (18 pieces, weight 4524 g) & BF1689 (12 pieces, weight 4965 g). One piece of brick-tile 
from BF1689 may be heat affected and another from AF89 has been scorched, but overall there is 
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little or no clear evidence for the brick-tile pieces having been subjected to heat either as hearth 
bases or from reuse in the structure of hearths or ovens.

The low incidence of roof tile and the low ratio of imbrex to tegula does not suggest demolition of a 
roofed structure on the site itself, even though box-tiles from a hypocausted room are also present 
and these would presumably have come originally from a tile roofed building. This indicates this 
material was brought onto this area from elsewhere. The bias in tile toward flat pieces also 
suggests collection of CBM for reuse from elsewhere. That most of the Roman CBM was recovered
from contexts associated with pottery dated to the early-middle Anglo-Saxon period also indicates 
that much or all of it was brought onto the site in the post-Roman period. Overall, the distribution 
and strong association of the Roman CBM with contexts of early-middle Anglo-Saxon date indicates
that the majority was brought to the site during that period having been salvaged for use from a 
Roman building(s) located elsewhere, but not too distant. The roof tiles, Roman brick and presence 
of pieces from flue tiles suggest that the Roman building(s) had been reasonable well appointed.

Only a few pieces of Roman CBM from two pits (BF206 & BF574) was not clearly associated with 
later dated material. Where there is associated dating material the majority is from contexts with 
early-middle Anglo-Saxon pottery and, although some was recovered in association with Late 
Anglo-Saxon pottery on site A, it seems likely that much or all of this material was brought onto the 
site at that time.

Roman chimney pot or finial
Pieces in a tile-like fabric from one, or possibly two Roman ceramic objects were recovered from 
Area B. These can be seen to be part of a class of ceramic finds that are usually described as 
chimney pots or finials (Lowther 1976).  The term chimney is used here as an easy way of referring 
to the object, although the exact nature and use of these types of objects is not well understood. A 
number of suggestions have been made in relation to the use including vents, lamps or aromatic oil 
chimneys (Brodribb 1987, 33) and kiln chimneys (Lowther 1976, 41). The pieces come from the fill 
of ditch BF142 sx4 (B78) where they were associated with Roman pottery, from another Roman 
ditch (BF256) and from the fill of two Anglo-Saxon Grubenhäuser BBF39 (B429) & BF228 Q1 
(B114). The nature of the pieces and the contexts from which they were recovered show that 
without doubt they are of Roman date. It can be noted that there is no indication of any sooting 
internally on any of the pieces, although one (Fig 67.1) may have been subject to heating at some 
time as the surface has fine cracks.

The pieces are all in a relatively fine orange-red-red, tile-like fabric with smoothed internal and 
external surfaces. All are curving and can be seen to be from a cylindrical object. The most 
informative pieces in terms of identification and the appearance of the chimney come from 
Grubenhaus BF228 and ditch BF142. The pieces from the Grubenhaus consist of a flanged section 
with a joining sherd from one end of the chimney that includes part of a narrowing, rounded edge 
(Fig 67.2). The ditch piece is from a flange (Fig 67.1). Similar plain flanges can be seen on Roman 
chimney pots illustrated in Lowther (1976) extending over the several tiers of the chimney (Fig 1, 
no. 2 & Fig 3 no 2) but also appearing as a plain lower flange with frill decorated tiers of flanges 
above (Fig 1, no 1). None of the pieces here preserve any parts of cut-out openings (usual on these
objects), but where these occur in Lowther's Illustrated examples they are normally begin on each 
tier close above the flanges.

While corresponding to many aspects of previously published chimneys, the details of the pieces 
are difficult to parallel directly in relation to the Illustrated examples. The top on many examples is 
closed, either by a rounded dome with a finial or taper down to finish in a finial (Lowther Fig 1, no 1 
& no 2). On the Illustrated examples, where the top is open they taper over the height of the 
chimney to a relatively narrow opening and have a flange close to or at the top (Lowther Fig 1 no 2 
& Fig 4 no 1). One end piece of a chimney here from Grubenhaus 228 (Fig 67.2) is sufficient to 
allow a relatively accurate measure of the diameter, the exterior being approximately 220 mm and 
the internal diameter approximately 140-160 mm. The nature of the top of the more complete 
examples, both the closed form and the open but narrowing form, suggests that the two joining 
pieces from Grubenhaus BF228 are from the base of the chimney, the edge being too far removed 
from the flange to represent part of an opening above it and the diameter of the opening being quite
large in relation to the other open examples. In this respect it appears that the chimney would 
probably have been similar to Lowther Fig 1 nos 1 & 2. These, unlike rare examples which have an 
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imbrex-like base allowing placement onto a roof ridge (Lowther 1976, plate II), are more 
independent objects that, on a roof, would have required to have been placed into an opening or 
cemented on. However, if the pieces here come from the base, then it is unusual in that, unlike the 
examples Illustrated in Lowther (1976) that are thick and would allow the chimney to easily stand 
independently, the edge tapers to a rounded point.

Although examples of Roman chimney pots are relatively rare, Brodribb (1987) gives a total of 
twenty-five sites from which these objects which were known at that time. From the visual 
appearance of the pieces here it appears likely that they come from two pots. This is because 
visually the pieces recovered fall into two groups. The pieces from the Grubenhaus BF228 and 
Grubenhaus BF39 are moderately thin with an orange surface and orange fabric margins. The two 
other remaining pieces are thicker with reddish-brown surfaces, the flange piece exhibiting fine 
surface cracks and is slightly abraded. This grouping corresponds with the dates of the contexts 
from which they were recovered – the two fragments from the Grubenhäuser seem to match, as do 
the two from Roman ditches.

However, between all of the pieces fresh sections of the fabric itself appear very similar, having a 
fine sand fabric with fine silver mica and rare inclusions of small, brownish-red ferrous sand and 
pale clay fragments-pellets. This suggests they are made from clay from the same source.

Not illustrated Grubenhaus BF39 (B429) Curving sherd from 'chimney pot', orange smoothed surfaces with 
vertical wipe marks on both faces. Approximately 10-11mm thick.

Fig 67.1 Ditch BF142 Sx 4 (B78) Curving flanged piece from 'chimney pot', pale orange and brownish surface, 
red-brown interior, slightly abraded and with fine cracks in the surfaces, possibly the result of being affected by
heating or burning. Narrowing above flange to approximately 15 mm thick.

Fig 672.2 Grubenhaus BF228 (B114) Joining (recently broken) pieces from the base of a round, flanged 
'chimney pot', orange smoothed surfaces, horizontal wiping across surfaces. Narrowing above flange to 
approximately 12 mm thick, below flange tapering down from approximately 11 mm to 7 mm close to base 
edge.

Not illustrated Ditch BF256 Sx 2 (B122) Curving sherd from 'chimney pot', brownish-red surfaces. 
Approximately 16mm thick.

Post-Roman

Very little CBM which can be dated to the post-medieval period was recovered. An unstratified 
piece from Area A (A64) is probably from a post-medieval-modern land drain. There is also a piece 
of post-medieval brick from ditch BF256(Sx3) (B277) and a piece of peg-tile (broadly dated as 
probably late medieval-post-medieval-modern) from pit BF450(B212).
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Iron Age triangular loomweights
All of the Iron Age loomweights come from Area B. There are two near complete triangular 
loomweights (SF B21 & SF B58) and five corner pieces which can be identified as parts of 
triangular loomweights (SF B20, SF B22, SF BF25, SF B28 & SF B59). It seems likely that several 
other pieces, SF B24, SF B53 and possibly SF B61 are also parts of triangular loomweights but are 
difficult to positively identify. Almost all of the loomweight pieces, including the two near complete 
examples, were recovered from features with pottery dated to the Early Iron Age (EIA). These are 
pits BF412 (SF B21, SF B22 & BF25), BF1321 (SF B58 & SF B59) and BF512 (SF B28). One piece
(SF B20) comes from a ditch (BF256) which also contained Roman finds. Two possible loomweight 
pieces (SF B53 & SF B61) were associated with Iron Age pottery or pottery broadly dated as 
prehistoric. 

The two near complete triangular loomweights (SF B21 & SF B58) appear to have been of similar in
size with a height of about 170 mm and a thickness of between 60 mm-70 mm. The more complete 
(SF B21) has a weight of 1658 g. However, the fabric of each of these two weights is very different. 
One (SF B58) contains a significant amount of vegetable matter. The other (SF B21) is in a 
moderately fine, slightly sandy fabric with few other visible inclusions. This sandy fabric (with slight 
variations) is common to most of the other loomweight pieces, apart from two probable pieces from 
BF412 (SF B24) and another probable loomweight piece (B92) that also contain some vegetable 
matter. The loomweight SF B21 is sufficiently complete to show that only one corner was 
perforated. This corner also has groove on the apex while the other complete surviving corner edge
does not have a groove, being relatively flat across its section.

Discussion
Triangular loomweights are typical of the Iron Age and are most common in the Middle-Late Iron 
Age-early Roman period. A significant collection of loomweights from the Middle Iron Age site at 
Stanway has been described and discussed by Nina Crummy (Crummy 2007, 38-45). These 
triangular baked clay objects are commonly presumed to have been used in weaving as 
loomweights, the perforations being used for suspension to weight the hanging woollen threads on 
an upright, warp weighted loom. While this appears likely in most cases, it should be noted that at 
Danebury (while broadly accepting their use as loomweights) it is suggested that this type of object 
may have performed a range of functions and their regular association with oven debris could also 
indicate their there use there as oven bricks (Cunliffe 1995, 67). However, as loomweights they 
would indicate the presence of flocks mature sheep to provide the wool for weaving.

The pottery associated with the loomweights at Brightlingsea suggests that most, if not all, date to 
the Early Iron Age (EIA), broadly c 700-350 BC and may be unlikely to date significantly later than c
500 BC. Certainly the more complete weights represented by the near whole weight from BF412 
(SF B21) and a part weight from BF1321 (SF B58) are associated with groups of EIA pottery; while 
a perforated corner piece was also recovered from BF412 (SF B199b) and another corner piece 
from BF 1321 (SF B59). Some other pieces were recovered from later contexts, for example a part 
of a loomweight corner from BF256 (SF B20). These could be associated with LIA and early Roman
occupation but the only large pieces of weights are those associated with EIA pottery. Triangular 
weights associated with the EIA pottery-occupation have been recovered at Fengate, Peterborough
(Hawkes 1943) and Redgate Hill, Norfolk (Wymer 1986) and in Essex at Chapel Lane, Hadleigh 
(Brown 1987), Burnham-on Crouch (Couchman 1977) and Stanstead (EAA 107, 54), although 
these only appear as one, or a small number, of weights at each site. The complete Illustrated 
weight from Chapel Lane (Brown 1987, Fig 4) is between 136 mm-165 mm in height (depending on 
which centre base to corner apex measurement is taken) and is about 46 mm thick. It is described 
as unusually thin for its size this it is suggested might be an indicator of an early date. However, the
two near complete weights here are larger and thicker (60 mm-70 mm thick) as is the weight SF 
B28 at 55-60 mm thick, while the Illustrated weight from Redgate Hill is between 80 mm-100 mm 
thick and approximately 180 mm in height (Fig 5).
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Pit BF412
Fig 68.1 BF412 (B199a), SF B21 Triangular loomweight. Near complete, one edge damaged and one corner 
part missing, although it is clear that there is only one perforation made through the weight and this is located 
at the corner which has a broad, rounded groove across its edge; the other surviving corner edge is plain and 
rounded. Lightly abraded. Fine silty fabric with rare small stones (height 170 mm, thickness 60-70 mm, weight 
1658 g)
BF412 (B199b) SF B22 Triangular loomweight. One side of a corner, perforated. Lightly abraded. Relatively 
fine, slightly sandy fabric with occasional brownish-red ferruginous pellets (weight 208 g)
BF412 (B197b) SF B25 Corner piece,  part of a triangular loomweight. Section from close to the corner of a 
triangular weight, part of a perforation and face turning slightly onto top of corner with indications of a 
depression or broad groove on the corner, orange-red - buff-brown fabric, silty sandy with occasional small-
medium size stones.
BF412 (B199b) SF B24 Side edge pieces, probably part of a triangular loomweight. Grey-reddish brown fabric 
with grey core, some vegetable matter and some small stones

Tree-throw BF218 (B92) Corner piece with rounded edges, almost certainly part of a triangular loomweight, 
buff surfaces, dark-grey, slightly sandy fabric with small voids from vegetable-temper

Fig 68.2 Ditch BF256 (B133) SF B20 Triangular loomweight. One side of a corner piece, perforated, if the 
perforation is approximately central to the weight it would indicate an original width to the loomweight of 
approximately 70 mm, but may be to one side as the corner top is dished and the perforation is to one side of 
the dished curve, slightly sandy red-brown fabric with grey-brown core and occasional small stones.

Fig 68.3 Ditch BF295 Sx2 (B154) SF B53 Edge piece, probably part of a triangular loomweight. Part broken at 
one end, but preserving part of an original dished surface at 45 degrees to the flat side-face, possibly a corner 
from a loomweight, but no indication of a perforation surviving, slightly sandy buff-brown-red fabric with grey 
core (approximate - max surviving width 55 mm, max surviving depth 38 mm)

Fig 69.4 Pit BF512 (B227) SF B28 Triangular loomweight. Corner piece, broad grooved corner with one side of
groove broken away, slightly sandy red-brown fabric with grey core and occasional small stones. (thickness 55
mm - 60 mm)

Pit BF755 (B297) SF B61 Possible loomweight pieces. Abraded, small, rounded corner in an orange-brown, 
slightly sandy fabric, possibly from a triangular loomweight, small part of a perforation or wattle? void on one 
piece. Other edge pieces from a fired clay object(s) mostly fine sand-silty fabric with orange-brown surfaces 
and grey fabric core, associated with Iron Age pottery.

Pit BF1321
Fig 69.5 BF1321 (B415) SF B58 Triangular loomweight. Most of one weight in one large piece, corners broken
away, grooves from two corner perforations surviving. Lightly abraded. Vesicular heavily chaff-tempered fabric.
One other non-joining piece in same fabric (max surviving height 165 mm, thickness 60-65 mm, weight 1580 g)
BF1321 (B415) SF59 Triangular loomweight. Corner piece, part broken away on one side, part of corner 
perforation remaining, corner end slightly dished, grey-brown slightly sandy fabric

Anglo-Saxon clay loomweights
Broken annular loomweights of Anglo-Saxon date were recovered from several features on Area B. 
These are listed and described below. None were recovered from features on Area A. The majority 
of the pieces come from the fill of Grubenhäuser (BF39, BF141, BF1589, BF1626 & BF1689), other 
broken pieces come from pits (BF140, BF210, BF211 & BF1470).

Only a few of the weights had been fired and many are fragmented or represented only by pieces; 
although there is one complete (broken) weight (SFB43). Pieces from single weights were 
recovered from BF39 (SF B60), BF141 (SF B12), BF210 (SF B16) & BF211 (SF B17). The fabric of 
each varies, being generally slightly sandy or sandy; although one weight (SF B60) has a moderate 
chaff mix within the clay. Most of the pieces appear to represent relatively thick walled annular 
weights. One (SF B12) is quite deep (thick) and heavy, being about 50 mm in height and unusually 
has a ?decorative groove running around the top, probably made by a finger. The curvature of the 
pieces indicates overall diameters of between about 140 mm-120 mm with the central hole varying 
between about 50 mm-40 mm. This gives a ratio between the central hole and the overall diameter 
of the measured weights of approximately between 30%-40% of the diameter.

Most of the weights recovered are in unfired clay, although originally they were probably air dried 
hard or possibly heated sufficiently to dry them. The fabric of the unfired pieces is primarily a grey 
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coloured silty clay, often with occasional-rare small stones, but there are also examples in grey clay
which have coarse sand-small stone inclusions (SF B10) and a similar buff-brown coloured clay 
fabric. Apart from the one complete (broken) weight recovered (SF B43) other groups of unfired 
pieces from individual contexts probably also include broken complete weights, or near complete 
weights (SF B3); however, the fragmentary and friable nature of most of the pieces makes 
assessing the number of individual weights represented very difficult.

The nature of the broken pieces of many of the unfired weights makes measurements difficult. The 
single complete weight (SF B43) has an overall diameter of approximately 130 mm and a central 
hole of approximately 40 mm diameter. Other pieces indicate a range of diameters for the weights 
of between 160 mm-130 mm (most falling between 150 mm-140 mm) with the diameter of the 
central holes being 60 mm-40 mm. This indicates a ratio of between 31%-42% (at the extreme 
45%) for the central hole in relation to the overall diameter of the weight and which is very similar to 
that for the fired weights.

Discussion
The Anglo-Saxon loomweights that can be measured or closely identified in terms of their overall 
shape are annular with relatively broad central holes. Loomweights in the Anglo-Saxon period are 
known to follow a general typological development. Annular ring-like weights (where the central 
hole is greater than the width of the clay ring) appear from the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon period and
were joined in the 6th century by thicker intermediate types which gradually superseded them. 
Later, in the 8th century, more bun-shaped forms, with narrowed central holes, become increasingly
common (Walton-Rogers 2015, 288). While it can be difficult to assign weights to  a specific type, 
especially when only a small part of the weight is present, taken together, the general shapes of the
pieces and measurements obtained allow most to be classified as of intermediate type. This 
suggests that as an assemblage they broadly date to the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon period of the 
6th-7th-9th century (Walton-Rogers 2015, 288). It can be noted that pieces from some weights 
appear slightly squared in shape rather circular (SF B10, SF B12 & SF B13).

While only part of each weight is present, a rough multiple of the surviving pieces equivalent to 
correspond with a whole weight suggests that individually they probably weighed between about 
300 g for the lightest (SF8) and possibly as much as 890 g for the heaviest (SF12), although most 
surviving pieces suggest weights in the region of 300 g-400 g and around 550 g.

Although most of the loomweights are in unfired clay and many pieces were identified among 
groups of unfired clay lumps and fragments, the surfaces on some of the otherwise unidentifiable 
pieces in the groups leaves little doubt that most, if not all of them represent parts of broken 
loomweights rather than other objects or raw stored clay. The grey colour of this material suggests 
a possible riverine source or exposure of ancient clay in a bank or cliff.

Although some of the loomweight pieces come from pits, there is a noticeable association with the 
fills of Grubenhäuser rather than other features. In particular the lower fill of most Grubenhäuser 
contained a high proportion of loomweight fragments, often sitting on the base of the feature.

Grubenhaus BF39
Fig 70.1 BF39 (B10) SF B3 Annular loomweight(s). Curving pieces from annular loomweights in a grey silty 
clay with rare small-medium stone inclusions, unfired, other irregular pieces possibly also parts of loomweights
(approximately 20 pieces), almost certainly more than one weight represented. Selected pieces Illustrated. 
Curvature of pieces suggests an overall dia. of approximately 140 mm with a central hole with a dia. of 
approximately 60 mm.
Fig 70.2 BF39 (B10) SF B13 Annular loomweight(s). Curving pieces from an annular loomweight(s) in a grey 
silty clay with occasional small-medium stone inclusions, selected pieces Illustrated, curvature suggests a dia. 
of approximately 160 mm with a central hole dia. approximately 50 mm -60 mm, height approximately 45 mm, 
total weight of pieces 1390 g.
Fig 70.3 BF39 Q4 (B441) SF B60 Annular loomweight. Curving pieces, base extending from outer edge to 
central hole (2 pieces, weight 69 g), buff-brown surface, grey fabric with inclusions of chaff, measurement 
difficult: wall width approximately 40 mm, central hole appears to be approximately 60 mm dia, but the overall 
dia. of the weight could be as much as 160 mm.
BF39 (B427, B434) Annular loomweight? Two small edge pieces (B427) probably from an annular weight(s) 
(44g & 53 g) among a small collection of unfired irregular shaped lumps and pieces of grey clay which are 
probably likely also to be from weights but retain no distinctive features (approximately 7 pieces, total weight 
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229 g). Also from the same feature (B434) a small collection of unfired irregular shaped lumps and pieces of 
grey clay which are possibly also likely also to be from weights but exhibit no distinctive identifying features 
(approximately 4 pieces, total weight 80 g).

Pit BF103 (BF47) SF B47 Small curving piece almost certainly from the edge of a loomweight, some burnt-out 
vegetable matter in fabric, probably Anglo-Saxon

Pit BF140 (B66) SF B7 Annular loomweight. Curving, rounded pieces from the outside edge of an annular 
loomweight in a grey silty clay with some small stone and occasional small-medium stone inclusion, unfired (4 
pieces, 350 g), curvature suggests a dia. of approximately 150 mm-160 mm

Grubenhaus BF141
BF141 Q1 (B71) SF B10 Annular loomweight(s). Curving pieces from an annular loomweight(s) in a grey silty 
clay with occasional small-medium stone inclusions, unfired, most of the larger piece preserve part of the 
curving outside edge, curvature suggests a dia. of approximately 140 mm-160 mm, approximately 12 larger 
pieces and many small pieces-fragments, total weight 1244 g.
Fig 71.4 BF141 Q3 (B86) SF B12 Annular loomweight. About one third of a thick, annular loomweight,  one 
large piece and some smaller joining pieces, opening at top pulled slightly into one corner, distinct groove 
(probably made by a finger tip) around top of weight, moderately sandy fabric with occasional small-medium 
stones, buff-brown - orange surfaces with grey core. Curvature of pieces suggests an overall dia. of 
approximately 140 mm with a central hole with a dia. of approximately 50 mm, height approximately 50 mm, 
weight 490 g.

Fig 71.5 Pit BF210 (B100) SF B16 Annular loomweight. Curving pieces, base piece extending from outer edge
to central hole (2 pieces, weight 67 g) orange surface and margins, grey fabric core, well fired, dense silty 
fabric, dia approximately120 mm, central hole dia. approximately 50 mm.

Pit BF211 (B97) (SF B17) Annular loomweight? Two small pieces with a rounded, curving edge, probably from 
an annular loomweight, red-brown surfaces, grey silty, slightly sandy fabric with occasional small-medium 
stone (weight 52 g)

Pit BF1470 within Grubenhaus BF39 (B435) Annular loomweight. Four pieces with curving, rounded edge and 
base, almost certainly from a loom weight in unfired grey silty clay, several other irregular pieces, probably also
part of a weight (9 pieces, total weight 199 g).

Grubenhaus BF1589 (B470, B490, B497) Annular loomweights. Several pieces almost certainly representing 
parts of the edges of annular loomweights (6 from B470, 1 from B490, 4 from B497), among a quantity of 
unfired grey clay. B470 Q1 (approx. 13 pieces, weight 439 g), B490 Q2 (approx. 10 pieces, weight 289 g), 
B497 Q3 (approx. 15 pieces, 398g), B507 Q4 (approx 15 small pieces, 152 g), B491 Q1 (2 small pieces, 11g).

Grubenhaus BF1626
BF1626 (B498) Annular loomweight? Small edge piece probably from an annular weight (23 g) among 
collection of unfired irregular shaped lumps and pieces of grey clay which are probably likely also to be from 
weights but exhibit no distinctive identifying features (approximately 30 pieces, total weight 681 g)
BF1626 (B568) Small collection of unfired irregular shaped small lumps and pieces of grey clay which are 
likely to be from weights but exhibit no distinctive identifying features (approximately 14 pieces, 129 g)
BF1626 Q2 (B501) SF B44  Pieces of annular clay loom weight, in grey, fine sand, clay fabric with orange-red 
surfaces, one large piece and two fragments (3 pieces, 54 g)

Fig 71.6 BF1689 (B526) SF B43 Annular loomweight. Complete, broken, buff-brown silty clay surfaces with 
grey-brown interior, unfired, (5 pieces, weight 544 g), there are four main joining pieces. Overall dia. of 
approximately 130 mm with central hole dia. approximately 40 mm.

Anglo-Saxon clay spindle whorl

A single fired clay spindle whorl (SF B31) was recovered from the fill of Grubenhaus BF39 quadrant
3 (Q3) (B428) (76.7). The whorl (though now broken) is essentially complete and was clearly whole 
when it entered the fill. That one of the surfaces is flattened broadly places this whorl within Walton 
Rogers classification as Type A (2007, 24 & Fig 2.18). She also notes that this 'plano-convex'  type 
of whorl had become the dominant form by the 7th century (2007, 25).

It has been suggested that spindle whorls with a perforation diameter of between 9 mm-11 mm are 
typical of the later Anglo-Saxon and medieval period while smaller diameters (4 mm-8 mm) are 
typical of the Iron Age and Roman period. While the whorl here fits within the proposed later Anglo-
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Saxon-medieval size range, this simple chronological division (based on perforation size) appears 
not to be supported among large numbers of whorls gathered from a number of different sites (EAA 
131, 271).

Although the excavated settlement here is not large, the occurrence of just a single spindle whorl 
from the site when weaving (based on the recovery of a number of loomweights) was clearly being 
carried out here at some level as a domestic industry appears odd. That numbers of whorls 
(including clay whorls) are not uncommon finds from many settlements dating to the Early-Middle 
Anglo-Saxon period is set out in the discussion of the whorls from Bloodmoor Hill  (EAA 131, 270).  
However, in relation to spindle whorls made from clay, the occurrence of just one at the site might 
be related to date as clay whorls appear to be more common in the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon 
period than later (Walton Rogers, 2007, 25).

Fig 71.7 Grubenhaus BF39 (B428) Spindle whorl. Small, complete (broken) annular spindle whorl in dark, 
chaff-tempered clay (fragments showing in surfaces), friable and delicate (broken into five pieces, with on large
piece representing approximately half of the whole whorl), flattened base, slightly rounded top, central piercing 
(overall dia. 50 mm, internal dia. approximately 10 mm, weight 34 g)

Miscellaneous fired clay
Most of the fired clay (other than from identifiable objects) consists of small pieces that are often 
rounded and abraded. They were recovered from contexts dating from the Iron Age to the early-
middle Anglo-Saxon period. None are conclusively diagnostic of recognisable objects.

The fired clay from Area A (41 pieces, weight 897 g) was recovered as small quantities from 
contexts spread across the Area (AF12, AF32, AF38, AF60, AF72, AF74, AF93, AF101, AF101 & 
AF018). Most groups from features consist of less than eight pieces, many producing under five. 
One piece from pit AF74(A54) has a finger smoothed surface and is almost certainly a structural 
piece; another from AF72(A51) might possibly part of an object. Four pieces (39 g) of fired clay in a 
red-brown, fine sandy fabric from pit AF101(A83) are from the edge of what appears to be a bun 
shaped object. This has a rounded top and flat base with a large perforation void (>15 mm dia.) 
running from the edge parallel to the base. There is no associated close dating evidence from this 
feature.

The undiagnostic fired clay from Area B (118 pieces, weight 1570 g) was recovered from across the
site, most commonly from Iron age or Anglo-Saxon contexts (BF28, BF58, BF65, BF84, BF103, 
BF126, BF194, BF210, BF227 sx2, BF228, BF229, BF232, BF256 sx2, BF257, BF265, BF266, 
BF575, BF755, BF841, BF919, BF938, BF1471, BF1689 and BF1760). Most groups from features 
consist of less than five pieces. Fired clay fragments from Grubenhäuser BF228, BF232 and 
BF1689 are almost certainly related to the fragments of loomweights recovered from those features 
(see above). One piece from LBA-EIA cremation BF84 had a flat, sanded base, and was thick with 
an uneven upper surface pressed with finger-end impressions (similar to an internal urn base 
decoration) (Fig 72.1).

One piece from pit BF575 is in a sandy orange fabric, similar to Roman brick-tile, but is soft enough 
to be chipped with a fingernail. There is part of one original flat surface surviving. The nature of the 
piece indicates it is possibly part of a fired clay brick, possibly poorly fired and could be of Roman 
date (other finds from the context are late Roman) or later, possibly of medieval or post-medieval 
date. BF755 had a small collection of miscellaneous pieces of fired clay some with voids from chaff-
temper. Several other pieces from this context are probably from a loomweight, the pieces here 
appear not to be.

Overall the quantity of the miscellaneous fired clay pieces recovered is not large. Most is quite 
broken-up and possibly old or residual in the contexts from which it was recovered. One or two 
pieces are, or might be might be parts of objects, but other pieces may come from clay used in 
constructing hearths or ovens, which is possibly the most common source of this type of material on
archaeological sites.

Fig 72.1 Cremation BF84 (B428) one piece of fired clay. flat, sanded base, thick with uneven upper surface 
pressed with finger-end impressions, similar to internal urn base decoration. Weight 107g.
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There are four small pieces of glass of which three come from Area B. All are Roman or are of 
probable Roman date.

The single piece from Area A (5.6 g), which comes from the fill of pit AF61, has small piece from it 
which was recovered as a separate spall. The glass is blue-green in colour with dulled surfaces and
is approximately 3 mm thick. It has clearly been cast onto a flat, slightly uneven surface; the upper 
surface is also uneven. It is triangular in shape and is from the edge of the cast piece; the edge 
itself is rounded and curving. As glass cast onto a flat surface this is almost certainly window glass. 
Pottery from the pit it came from (AF61) can be dated to the Late Anglo-Saxon period, but the glass
itself almost certainly Roman.

The three pieces from Area B all come from the fill of Grubenhäuser. There are two pieces from 
Grubenhaus BF141. One (BF82) is Roman blue-green glass (weight 5 g) and is flat with part of a rib
on one edge suggesting it comes from a jar. The other (B70) in is a green glass (weight 4 g) with 
visible air bubbles and is curving. This again, almost without doubt, is Roman. The other piece 
(B529) comes from Grubenhaus BF1689. This is Roman blue-green glass (weight 4 g) and is a 
plain, slightly curving piece.

The quantity of glass is very small making interpretation speculative. However, all of the glass can 
be dated as Roman and all comes from features of Anglo-Saxon date, that is from the fill of 
Grubenhäuser, and from a Late Anglo-Saxon pit.  The absence of glass elsewhere on the site 
indicates it is most closely associated with the Anglo-Saxon occupation and probably arrived on the 
site in that period having been collected or scavenged from a Roman site elsewhere.
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In total there are 32 pieces of material identified as slag with a combined weight of 5054 g. There 
are also two pieces of ferrous material that are probably iron-pan (weight 706 g). The slag from 
Area A (8 pieces, weight 3,383 g) was recovered as one or two pieces from the fill of two 
Grubenhäuser (AF107 & AF108) and from pits (AF105, AF128, AF131 & AF133). These features 
are all located close to each other in the south-west part of that Area. The slag from Area B (25 
pieces, weight 2377 g) was also recovered as a few pieces from the fill of Grubenhäuser (BF39, 
BF1626 & BF1689), from pits (BF103, BF216, BF229, BF248, BF450 & BF1588) and from post-
hole BF1694. Two pieces of possibly iron pan are from pit BF488 and post-hole BF419. The largest 
single quantity of slag comes from Grubenhaus BF39 (9 pieces, weight 438 g). The great majority 
of these features contained pottery of early-middle Anglo-Saxon date and there is no indication that 
the slag recovered is anything other than primarily of early-middle Anglo-Saxon date.

The slag consists of lava-like pieces of tap or flow slag that are mostly grey in colour and porous 
slag lumps that are also mostly grey but occasionally with some orange red-reddish brown staining 
on surfaces. Both types appear as relatively light and heavy pieces. None of the slag is magnetic. 
While not diagnostic of any one process, the high temperatures evident in the formation of the flow 
slag suggest that it most probably derives from a smelting process, while other slag might be 
associated with this or with iron smithing. However, no particles of hammerscale have been found 
associated with any of the pieces and no parts of smithing hearth bottoms are present. While the 
slag may well have been deposited away from the area where it was formed, the lack of evidence 
relating to smithing might possibly indicate that most or all of the slag is associated with iron 
smelting. It it can be noted that iron working in Essex during the Anglo-Saxon period is not well 
understood and there are indications that some at least took place on a small scale, possibly using 
locally extracted ores used to satisfy local needs (McDonnell, 1993). 
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A small quantity of stone probably represents parts of saddle querns, the great majority of the 
quernstone consists of broken pieces of imported lava that can be dated to the Roman period, but 
which is almost entirely residual in features of Anglo-Saxon date. The lava quernstones from Area A
were reported by Nina Crummy.

Quernstone-polishing stones
Two joining pieces of grey sandstone-quartzite from BF1321 (B416) (SF B32) have a smooth 
rounded (natural) back and a flat surface on the other face. The flat surface of one piece is smooth 
with a faintly coarse feel while the other is more polished. These surfaces on the flat faces, when 
contrasted with the rounded (natural) backs can be seen to be the result of abrasive action. While 
almost flat, both appear faintly dished and they are possibly part of a saddle querns and (if so) they 
are more likely parts of the saddle base(s) rather than the grain rubber. They are associated with 
pottery of Early Iron Age date.

A small, rounded, low bun-shaped stone of grey, micaceous sandstone-quartzite from BF48 (B36) 
(SF B45) has clearly been used for either grinding or smoothing as the flat underside is worn 
smooth as well as a small area of the upper surface. This is clearly a rubbing stone and again might
be associated with grain processing, although its small size (diam 100 mm) and light weight (466 g) 
might suggest it is rather small for this purpose.

Lava rotary quernstones

Context no. wt (g)

AF72 8 -

AF88 30 350

AF89 13 369

AF107 1 213

AF108 1 991

AF128 1 830

AF136 25 243

BF141 8 75

BF142 15 167

BF198 5 473

BF211 100 737

BF227 184 1919

BF260 1 70

BF263 15 167

BF546 3 5

BF1589 11 145

BF1689 26 229

On Area A, several groups of fragments from shattered and weathered rotary quernstones of 
Mayen lava were found in Grubenhäuser AF107 and AF108 and in pits AF72, AF88, AF89, AF128 
and AF136, all dating to the Anglo-Saxon period. The group from Grubenhaus AF107 was originally
all part of one fragment and this may also be the case for the fragments recovered from AF89, 
where some pieces are clearly from a lower-stone. The others are in too poor a condition to tell but, 
where found as a group, probably represent a larger piece of stone which has degraded. All these 
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pieces represent re-used Roman querns, imported to Britain from the quarries in the Eifel Hills in 
southern Germany from the conquest until at least the later second or early third century (Critchley 
2010, 81). The trade ceased sometime in the late Roman period, and no new querns reached 
eastern England until c. 650 (Buckley 1995, 86). Fragments are nevertheless reasonably well-
represented on Early and Middle Anglo-Saxon sites, often in the same poor condition as those from
Brightlingsea, providing evidence for the collection of whole or partial quernstones from Roman 
sites and their use to destruction in grinding cereals, polishing bone or wooden artefacts or rubbing 
down leatherwork.

The quernstone pieces from Area B have little to add by way of discussion to those reported for 
Area A. Almost all of the quern pieces are of imported lava and almost all were recovered from 
contexts which contained finds datable to the early-mid Anglo-Saxon period. They come from the fill
of Grubenhäuser (BF141, BF1589 & BF1689), pits (BF198, BF211 & BF546) and ditches (BF142, 
BF227, BF260 & BF263). The broken quern pieces are mostly small or small-medium in size and in 
poor condition with crumbling edges and flaking surfaces. Two pieces from BF198 (SF B14) retain 
faint tooling, one has an area of broad grooving on a flat surface and the other has vertical tooling 
on the quern edge; but otherwise the pieces are only identifiable as imported lava stone from 
broken quernstones. The largest quantities associated with any one context come from ditch BF227
(Sx4) (B454) (approximately 184 pieces & fragments, weight 1919 g) where they are the only find 
and from pit BF211 (B96) (approximately 100 pieces and fragments, weight 737 g) where they were
associated with early-middle Anglo-Saxon pottery. The next largest consists of 26 pieces (weight 
229 g), which came from the fill of Grubenhaus BF1689 (B533) but most other finds associated with
individual contexts are less than ten pieces.

Sandstone rotary quern
In addition to the lava quern there are two pieces in a red coloured sandstone recovered from pit 
BF140 (B67) associated with early-middle Anglo-Saxon pottery. There is faint radial dressing on 
one face. The pieces are friable and appear to have been burnt.
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A number of pieces of stone representing possible building stone, or possible utilised stone pieces 
were recovered. The pieces are not obviously worked although some may have been roughly 
chipped-broken to a shape or size useful for construction. In total there are 49 pieces with a 
combined weight of 14589 g. Almost all of this comes from Area A which produced 39 pieces 
(weight of 11917 g). Only two pieces come from Area B. The stone is listed by type in Table 12. 

Stone type no. wt (g)
Limestone:
Limestone grey-greenish white 8 5011
Limestone grey-white 22 4721
Limestone grey-white 1 1957

31 11689
Other stone:
Sandstone-quartzite 3 2325
White quartz 2 146
Crystalline (sparkling) white quartzes 1 44
Septaria 4 385

10 2900

    Table 12 Stone types and quantity

The stone consist mainly of unsourced limestone pieces which account for approximately 63% of 
the stone both by count and 80% by weight. The dominance of this one type of stone suggests it 
was probably imported into the area (rather than being glacial transported material) and there are 
no significant sources of quality stone in the county. Although no mortar was noted on any of the 
pieces one possible source for the stone would be the known Roman occupation in the area and 
material associated with a probable near-by Roman building is evidenced by the Roman tile 
recovered from the site. This possibility might be supported by the recovery of limestone from three 
pits (AF105, AF128 & AF136) and two of the Grubenhäuser (AF108 & BF1589) where it is 
associated with Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery. However, the majority of this stone appears to 
be come from the fill of pits associated with Late Anglo-Saxon pottery (AF56, AF60,  AF61,  AF74, 
AF88 & AF89). The other possible building stone recovered is either local to the area (septaria) or 
could possibly be glacially derived erratics.

Grubenhaus BF1589
limestone, pale greenish grey rounded piece, soft sandy surface, no indication of modification (715 g)
limestone, white with some pink - unworked lump (1957 g)
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Introduction
The assemblage is described and discussed below in four groups - Late Iron Age-Roman objects, 
Roman objects, Anglo-Saxon objects and post-medieval objects. These groups are further 
subdivided by context or function as appropriate.

Within this range, most of the finds that are datable come from the Anglo-Saxon period and were
retrieved from the pits of, or contexts associated with ten Grubenhäuser. There were also a number
of finds from Roman cremation pits, including a brooch, an armlet and a large number of nails. 

Late Iron Age- Roman

A bucket handle from pit AF56 may be of either Late Iron Age or Roman date. It has been repaired 
and is consequently now asymmetric (Fig 73.1, SF A1). A long tang from posthole AF94 may be 
from a key or knife; if the former then it will be of Roman date (SF A8).

Fig 73.1 SF A1. (A34) Pit AF56. Iron bucket-handle with looped terminals. The handle is of tapering 
rectangular section, and has been repaired just to one side of the mid-point. The repair appears to have 
shortened the handle as the degree of taper on the handle is asymmetrical. The section width varies from 5 
mm just above the terminals to 16 mm close to the repair. Distance between terminals about 126 mm.

SF A8. (A77) Posthole AF94. The tang from an iron key or knife blade, tapering towards the junction with the
bit-blade. Torsion lines at the junction are more in keeping with a key than a knife. Total length 124 mm.

Roman

Most of the Roman small finds, with the exception of three coins, were recovered from funerary
contexts. The three coins that were not are a largely complete 4th-century copper-alloy nummus
(recovered from ditch BF052) and two 2nd-century copper-alloy as (one unstratified from topsoil L1,
and one from small pit BF358).

SF B4 (B30) Subsoil  BL002. Antonius Pius,  copper-alloy  as.  Obverse:  significant wear. Head facing right.
Reverse: BRITAN-- Britannia seated left on rocks. S C in ex. RIC 934. Diameter 24mm, weight 7g.

SF B26 (B385) Ditch BF052 sx13. 4th C copper alloy nummus. Largely complete. Obverse: --NVALE-- pearl-
diademed, draped and cuirassed bust. Right Facing. Reverse: SECVI-- Victory advancing left, holding wreath
and branch. N in left field. RIC 17b. 

SF B55 (B180) Small pit BF358.  ?2nd C copper alloy  as.  Incomplete with significant damage to surfaces.
Obverse: Inscription missing, right-facing head. Reverse: Standing figure S C in field.

The one other Roman small find recovered from a non-funerary context was a leaded-bronze foot in
the form of a Harpy.

The Harpy foot from a rectangular Campanian vessel – Ditch BF142
by Nina Crummy

Fig 74 SF 6 (B69) Ditch BF142. Leaded-bronze Harpy foot from a rectangular Campanian vessel.

The leaded-bronze foot in the form of a Harpy perched on a feline paw was made in Campania, 
southern Italy, sometime in the early to mid 1st century, and belongs to a tradition among the 
bronzesmiths of that region of fitting separately cast feet that frequently incorporated winged figures
onto round and rectangular items used as heaters, portable altars or vessels for cooking and 
warming food and drink. Deriving from an Italian-made piece of equipment, the Brightlingsea foot 
represents the new styles of material culture brought to Britain in the years immediately following 
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the conquest of Britain and can be directly compared to a Campanian vessel foot in the form of a 
winged Harpocrates found at Silchester in 2009 (Crummy 2011).

The finely modelled foot from Brightlingsea 
stands 95 mm tall and was cast, with blue 
glass eyes and cold-worked detailing on the 
head, plumage and paw added at the finishing 
stage. File marks remain on the back of the 
Harpy's thin wings, which would have been 
hidden in use, but otherwise the surfaces are 
well-finished. The metal is in good condition 
apart from some pitting of the surface from 
corrosion and some damage to one of the feet 
and the edges of the wings; the left wing has 
also been bent inwards. The Harpy's human 
head is topped by an elaborate coiffure, with 
two long tresses or plaits on each side falling 
onto her shoulders. The plumage on her bird's 
body and wings is shown by overlapping 
feathers, most with the shaft and vanes 
carefully defined, and ends halfway down the 
legs, which are left plain rather than marked 
with scales. She has three-toed feet and 
stands on a scalloped and grooved feature 
much like an inverted calyx draped over the 
top of the four-toed feline paw. Her tail is plain;
it provided the means of seating the body of 
the vessel onto the foot, which would have 
been one of four, and traces of solder remain 
on top of the tail, up the back of the figure, and
along the lower edges of the wings.
A limited range of figures were used on 

winged feet of this type – griffins, birds, Sirens, Erotes, Harpocrates and winged lion or panther 
heads, and in some cases vegetal motifs replace the figure and-or the wings (Crummy 2011, table 
1). All sit on feline paws and belong to a wider tradition of using animal feet, usually feline paws but 
sometimes cloven or horse’s hooves, on furniture and figurine stands (Ward-Perkins and Claridge 
1976, nos 126b, 135, 137, 141a, 143, 168, 209, 211-13; Kaufmann-Heinimann 1977, Tafn 131-4). 
The Brightlingsea figure is defined here as a Harpy rather than a Siren as only the head is human, 
while the Siren feet from the Campanian towns destroyed by Vesuvius also have female torsos 
(ibid; Adam 1994, 294; Ward-Perkins and Claridge 1976, no. 159; Borriello et al. 1989, 182, no. 71).
The harpy's tiny blue glass eyes can be paralleled on a bull's head ferrule from a Period 1 military 
wall (c. 44-49 AD) on Colchester's Head Street site (Crummy 2004, 47, SF 787, Fig. 22, 51) and on 
a small fitting in the form of a waterfowl found in mid 1st-century AD floor make-up at Silchester 
(University of Reading, insula IX excavations, SF 7753). 

The Brightlingsea foot falls towards the lower end of the range for winged and figured feet, the 
smallest being about 30 mm tall and the largest an exceptional 495 mm, but most are between 
about 80 and 180 mm (Crummy 2011, table 1). The stance of a foot, much more than the height, is 
the most important factor in determining from what type of vessel it derived (ibid., 163). Brazier and 
portable altar feet were markedly splayed, with the feline paws set well beyond the upper element 
(e.g. Boucher et al. 1980, no. 262; Allison 2006, pl. 12, 205; Roberts 2013, Fig. 100). This both 
provided good stability but also to kept the feet beyond the immediate area of the fire-tray and 
minimised the heat they transmitted onto the surface on which they were placed. The Brightlingsea 
foot is much more upright than those of braziers and altars, grouping it instead with the feet used on
stoves and drink-warmers (Crummy 2011, Fig. 2). Most of those vessels being round, the nearest 
comparable pieces are the Siren feet fitted to a rectangular fuel storage tray that formed the base of
an elaborate drink-warmer from a villa close to Stabiae (Ward-Perkins and Claridge 1976, no. 159). 
The Harpy would almost certainly have been fitted to a similarly shallow tray that did not rise much 
above her head, but being much shorter than the approximately 170 mm tall Sirens is unlikely to 
have carried a heavy and complex heating system like that on the Stabian piece. It is, however, 
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equally unlikely to have functioned solely as a tray but would have been fitted with other elements 
that transformed it into a device for heating drink or keeping food warm.

In a few cases there is some evidence that the motifs used on these vessel feet were expressions
of the social or religious context in which individual pieces were used (Crummy 2011, 163). A very
clear statement was certainly made by a large brazier from the forum baths at Pompeii that has a
cow in low relief on the long side, a visual reference to M. Nigidius Vaccula, whose cognomen
means heifer and who donated the brazier to the baths along with some cow-footed and inscribed
bronze benches (ibid; Adam 1994, 264, Fig. 622). When, as at Stabiae and Pompeii, Sirens who
lured sailors to shipwreck were depicted on the feet of drink-warmers they probably referred to the
lure of over-indulgence (Crummy 2011, 163), and the Harpy, who stole food from its victims, has
much the same implications.

Anglo-Saxon

There are no diagnostically 5th-century items in the assemblage, while the one Anglo-Saxon brooch
from the site dates to the early-mid sixth century. There are few items of personal equipment 
present, but a range of iron tools and quernstone fragments indicate a farming community that grew
cereal crops and kept animals, processing their hides for leather goods and wool for clothing.

Dress accessories
Part of a plain copper-alloy annular brooch came from possible Grubenhaus AF100 (Fig 75.1, SF 
A7). When found in inhumations this type occurs only with women. Examples such as SF A7, with 
its hoop less than 22% of the total diameter and with a thin D-shaped section, date to the first three 
quarters of the sixth century and are typical of the Anglian region (Walton Rogers 2007, 116-17). 
Several examples from the cemetery at Morning Thorpe in Norfolk were found in association with 
cruciform brooches of Mortimer Types C2 and D, Åberg Types III and IV, supporting the early-mid 
sixth century date (EAA 36, Figs 321, 325, 340, 380; Mortimer 1990; Åberg 1926). Recent attempts 
to date grave goods of the sixth and seventh centuries more accurately met with little success with 
annular brooches (Bayliss et al. 2013, 167, 218).

A thin iron ring from Grubenhaus AF107 (SF A14) was probably used as a suspension loop. For 
example, similar small iron rings were found near the girdle in female graves at Morning Thorpe, 
Springfield Lyons in Essex, and Edix Hill in Cambridgeshire (EAA 36, Fig. 64, C, Fig, 83, R, Zi; EAA
111, Fig. 38, 4995.3; Malim and Hines 1998, 44, Figs 3.31, 3.68), and two small iron rings were part
of a latch-lifter and ring girdle group in grave 83 at Edix Hill (ibid., 77, Fig. 3.58). 

A small glass barrel shaped bead was recovered from pit BF248 (Fig 75.2, SF B27). It is grey-
brown in colour and the surface has almost completely deteriorated. 

Fig 75.1 SF A7. (A87) Possible Grubenhaus AF100. Part of a copper-alloy annular brooch, in fragments. The 
hoop is plain, of thin D-shaped section, and has a constriction to house the hinged pin. External diameter 47 
mm, section 7 by 1 mm.

SF A14. (A99) Grubenhaus AF107. Thin iron round-section ring. External diameter 22 mm, section diameter 1 
mm.

Fig 75.2  SF B27 (B386) Pit BF248. Small,  barrel shaped bead. Grey brown in colour. Deteriorated glass.
Central perforation 3mm in diameter. W: 0.2g L: 5mm W: 7mm

Toilet implement
A double-sided comb made from red deer antler (SF A5) came from the same possible Grubenhaus
as the annular brooch above (AF100). Combs of this type occur frequently in both funerary and 
occupation contexts finds throughout the Anglo-Saxon period (e.g. Williams 2003; EAA 24; 
MacGregor et al. 1999, 1932-3). They are longer and narrower than Romano-British examples of 
the late fourth and early fifth century, and, where incomplete, can be distinguished from the earlier 
pieces by their straight plain end-plates and narrow connecting-plates, as on SF A5.
SF A5. (A86) Possible Grubenhaus AF100. End-plate, tooth-plate, teeth and connecting-plate fragments from a
double-sided composite comb of red deer antler. The end-plate is straight, with graduated teeth. The narrow 
connecting-plate has incised geometric decoration consisting of alternating long plain panels and short panels 
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defined by groups of transverse grooves containing a saltire of double grooves. Length >65 mm, width 42 mm, 
width of connecting-plate 14 mm.

Iron tools
A range of iron tools came from pits AF72, AF89, AF101, AF131, BF210 and from Grubenhäuser 
AF107, BF228, BF1589, BF1626 and BF1689. Most are associated with farming or the exploitation 
of the by-products of farming. A complete sickle from pit AF72 may have been formally deposited 
during a ritual associated with the agricultural calendar or perhaps with a rite of termination for the 
community (Fig 75.3, SF A3). Sickles, used for reaping cereal crops, are rare in any period and 
Ottaway (1995, 15) suggests that the scarcity of agricultural tools from Anglo-Saxon contexts is due
to the need of rural groups to recycle scarce resources; he cites only two sickles, both from Viking 
graves in Cumbria. The Brightlingsea sickle is therefore unlikely to have been disposed of casually 
as it represents a considerable loss in an area where iron ore is not readily available. The sickle, 
combined with other finds from the feature; a structural piece of fired clay and large chaff-tempered 
pottery sherds, may have formed a ritual deposit.

Two awls, one long and one short, are evidence for leather-working, and thus indirectly also for 
pastoral farming, butchery, skinning and curing the hides (Fig 76.1 & Fig 76.2, SF A17, SF A30). 
One came from Grubenhaus AF107 and one from pit AF131. In addition to fibre preparation the 
tooth from a wool-comb found in pit AF101 (SF A12) represents a range of pastoral and craft 
practices: maintaining a flock of sheep with a percentage of the animals allowed to reach maturity 
rather than being slaughtered young for their meat, shearing, spinning, weaving and the 
manufacture of clothing.

The tip of a knife blade was recovered from pit AF89 (SF A9); it is narrow and perhaps most likely 
to be from a small knife used for everyday activities.

Two other possible knife blade fragments were recovered from BF1589 (SF B39) and BF228 (SF 
B49). These two contexts were Grubenhäuser. Both of these fragments of iron had the look of knife 
tips, though this is impossible to confirm with any degree of certainty due to their condition and 
small size. 

Three iron knife blades (SF B33, SF B34 and SF B35), or parts of knife blades were recovered from
Grubenhaus BF1626. SF B33 and SF B34 were both from whittle-tang knives, where the tang of the
knife is inserted into the middle of the handle, rather than scales being affixed to the blade to form a
handle. SF B34 was the most complete example, with a back that angles down towards the tip of 
the blade. This is the most common type of blade that was being manufactured during the Anglo-
Saxon period (Ottaway 2011, 1). SF B35 was the tip of a knife blade, most likely also from a whittle-
tanged knife.

Recovered  from BF1689,  another  Grubenhaus,  was a small  iron  tool  fragment  (SF B38).  The
flanged end and thin neck of are reminiscent of the carpenter’s adze found in the Flixborough tool
hoard (Ottaway 2011, 10). Adzes were used for trimming and shaping timber. If this is what SF B38
was, then it is a fairly small example, though much the same size as the one from Flixborough
(Ibid). 

A wool comb was recovered from pit BF210 (SF B48). It would have comprised a double row of
teeth set into a wooden handle. The metal teeth would have been bound with iron plate. A wooden
handle would have been set at right-angles to the teeth. This sort of wool comb is well known from
the 7th-8th centuries.  A similar  but  more complete example is known from Coppergate in York
(2273 -  Ottaway 1992, 338). Wool combs would have been used to prepare wool for spinning. It
would have been combed to remove any debris from the fibres and to align the fibres. It is thought
that they would have been used in pairs – one would have held the wool, the other would have
raked it through (Ibid). 

Fig 75.3 SF A3. (A49) Pit AF72. Complete iron sickle with a short flat tapering tang that was welded onto the 
blade (now broken at the weld) and retains traces of a wooden handle. The inner (cutting) edge of the blade 
shows little if any sign of wear. Length 327 mm, maximum width of blade 38 mm. 
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SF A9. (A73) Pit AF89. The point of a knife blade, with worn straight edge and slightly curved back. Length 69
mm, maximum width 9 mm.
SF A12. (A83) Pit AF101. Iron square-section wool-comb tooth, with bent point. Length 92 mm.

Fig 76.1 SF A17. (A101) Grubenhaus AF107. Short iron awl of rectangular section; there is no clear distinction 
between tang and point. Length 60 mm.

Fig 76.2 SF A20. (A108) Pit AF131. Iron awl of square-rectangular section. The long tang is narrower than the 
blade and retains slight traces of mineral-replaced organic material (?wood) from the handle. Total length 143 
mm; blade length 68 mm.

SF B49 (B114) Grubenhaus BF228. Possible iron knife tip. Highly corroded but shape of tip is visible. W: 7g L:
40mm

SF B39 (B495) Grubenhaus BF1589 Q3. Possible iron knife tip. Tapers to one side. Fragmented and very
corroded. W: 13g L: 53mm

SF B33 (B499) Grubenhaus BF1626. Iron whittle-tang knife. Corroded and broken at both ends – only central
section remains. W: 31g L: 90mm

Fig 76.3 SF B34 (B519) Grubenhaus BF1626. Iron whittle-tang knife. Corroded. Back is angled down towards
tip. Tang present though broken. W: 17g L: 80mm

SF B35 (B563) Grubenhaus BF1626. Highly corroded tip of iron knife blade. W: 13g L: 80mm

Fig 76.4 SF B38 (B571) Grubenhaus BF1689. Small iron object. Axe shaped. Slightly asymmetrical. W: 20g L:
45mm W: 35g

Pyramidal Sword Mount
The most notable Anglo-Saxon small find from Brightlingsea was a complete, though somewhat
deteriorated, pyramidal sword mount recovered from pit BF211 (SF B11 Fig 76.5). Sword pyramids
were decorative pre-Christian sword fittings, thought to largely date to the 7th century (Hammond
2009, 73). They were used to secure swords into their scabbards through leather straps, rather like
a belt buckle (Ibid) and are associated with relatively high-status individuals. The example from
Brightlingsea would have been enamelled on all four of its faces, and on the small, flattened corner
faces around its base. The enamel is now largely missing and all that remains is a pale green
residue. The fact that it was enamelled makes it slightly unusual, as copper alloy types are usually
regarded as being the commoner of the sword fittings and are often found to have just been incised
(Ibid). The square top face looks as though it would have been inlaid with something, most likely
more enamelling or a gem stone. No trace of this remains. Typically, the sword pyramid is hollow
with a solid bar across its base. 

Fig 76.5 SF B11 (B91) Pit BF211. Intact but deteriorated copper-alloy pyramidal sword mount. Enamelled on
all  four  faces and flattened corner  faces. Enamel  now largely missing – remains as pale green powdery
residue.  Square  top  face  would  have  been  inlaid  with  something  but  now empty.  Hollow  base with  bar
crossing. W: 3.4g L: 13mm, Wd: 12mm D: 15mm. 

Miscellaneous 
As well as these identifiable finds, several small finds recovered from pits AF110, AF128, BF229,
BF248 and Grubenhäuser BF141 and BF1589 were small, amorphous pieces of highly corroded
iron. One further find from pit BF1710 (SF B37) was a strip of folded copper-alloy.  Organic material
(wood and stem-root) found within the fold of the strip appears to be largely random and not directly
associated with the object.

SF A13. (A95) Pit AF110. Iron strip fragment. Length 65 mm, width 19 mm.

SF A21. (A105)  Pit  AF128. Fragment  of  iron sheet with a flat-headed attachment stud still  in situ on the
surviving original curved edge. 94 by 92 mm.

Grubenhaus BF141
SF B8 (B85) BF141. Irregular sheet of iron. Corroded. W: 25g L: 55mm W: 50mm
SF B36 (B564) BF141. Two amorphous iron objects. Heavily corroded. W: 17g
SF B46 (B87) BF141. Amorphous piece of iron. Corroded. W: 8g
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SF B15 (B105) Pit BF229. Three pieces of amorphous Iron. W: 10g

Pit BF248
SF B50 (B387) BF248. Heavily corroded and broken iron nail. W: 9g L: 50mm
SF B51 (B387) BF248. Corroded and fragmented piece of amorphous iron. W: 4g L: 25mm W: 20mm
SF B52 (B387) BF248. Corroded and fragmented piece of rectangular iron. W: 3g L: 30mm W: 10mm

Grubenhaus BF1589
SF B56 (B491) BF1589. Corroded piece of iron. W: 8g 
SF B57 (B491) BF1589. Irregular and corroded piece of iron. Possibly end of a nail? W: 5g L: 20mm 

SF B37 (B557) Pit BF1710. From within Grubenhaus BF1626.  Incomplete, folded copper-alloy strip.  Flat,
although one surviving end has been pinched into a tapering square-sectioned terminal (broken at tip).  The
other end is broken.  One of the long-edges of the strip survives with a band of plain moulded decoration
running along the entire length.  The other long-edge is broken and incomplete, now giving a broadly triangular
cross-section.  The reverse of the object is plain.  Length 50mm, width 6.5mm (max.) tapering to 2mm at
surviving terminal, depth 1-2mm thick, weight 2g.

Post-medieval

An unstratified post-medieval lead cloth seal (SF B5) was recovered from the subsoil.

SF5 (B30) BL002 Near complete lead cloth seal. Markings visible but not legible. Two riveted lead discs.
Stamped. Obverse: ?Roeders 1901 Reverse: BA initials. 
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Methodology
Twenty-six bags of burnt bone were submitted for recording and analysis. The contents were dry-
sieved through a stack of 10, 5, 2 and 1mm sized mesh to ensure maximum recovery and assess 
the degree of fragmentation. Fragments measuring over 5mm were manually separated for 
analysis, those below 2 mm were scanned, but not fully sorted and examined in greater depth for 
this report. Material was recorded onto the cremation recording sheet. A summary catalogue of the 
material is provided in the appendix and a full catalogue is available in the digital archive.

Quantification, provenance and preservation
Eighteen  features  produced cremated  bone,  with  some of  these  producing  multiple  bags  from
excavation and sieving of the surrounding soil. In total, twenty-six bags were examined, producing a
total of 3160g of bone, consisting of at least 6883 pieces, with the total number of pieces in the
whole assemblage estimated (including many very small fragments in one pot) in excess of 7000
fragments. 

Of the eighteen features with cremated material, the bone from four of them had been placed inside
ceramic vessels. Of the ceramic vessels, two (BF37 and BF288) were of a Roman date, the vessel 
in AF36 is an urn of a Late Iron Age to early Roman date, and the collared urn in BF1691 is of Early
Bronze-Age date.

The remaining cremations were not in an urn. The majority of the bone had been fully cremated, 
with the vast majority (over 95%) of the remains having been left a white to sandy-white colour. 
Some of the bone in BF288 include fragments burnt to a blue-grey colour.

Analysis results and discussion

Size of cremation
The cremated material from this assemblage varied in weight between features from 3 g to 1572 g. 
The size of a cremation depends on the individual (age, sex, body mass, bone density), 
maintenance of the pyre, the extent of bone recovery from the pyre site and during excavation, as 
well as on the rate of bone preservation (McKinley 1993). 

This weight for most of the cremations in this assemblage is on the low end of the weight range in 
comparison to average archaeological cremations (range: 57-3000 g) (McKinley 2000) and 
substantially incomplete in comparison to a modern cremation (1000-3600 g) (McKinley 2000), with 
ten of the cremations from Brightlingsea below the minimum average archaeological weight. 
Cremations in containers are normally larger than cremations in pits and finely crushed cremations 
tend to be smaller due to poor preservation. The smallest cremation (by weight) in this assemblage 
was from an un-urned cremation or simply just a collection of burnt bone and, if a cremation, it is 
likely the lack of a protective vessel resulted in some loss of bone. The smaller size of these 
cremations may be due to a range of factors including loss of the volatile portion of bone before 
burial as well as post-depositional bone decay. 

The cremation in the jar burial BF288 produced the greatest amount of bone, amounting to 1496g, 
which is almost mid-average weight (McKinley 2000) for archaeological cremations, suggesting the 
jar gave better protection for the burnt bone and the bone collection for this cremation was more 
thorough. The remains interred in a cremation urn in AF55 only produced a weight of 268 g, which 
is in the low weight range, this may be due to poor collection of the cremated remains. 
Quantification of the assemblage by feature number, vessel-feature type-date and weight can be 
seen in Table 13. 
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Feature
Cremation-feature type and weight in grams

Feature Total

Collared
Urn
EBA

Jar
Roman

LIA-early Roman
Urn

No Vessel

AF12 8g 8g

AF25 20g 20g

AF55 268g 268g

AF76 278g 278g

AF78 357g 357g

AF96 179g 179g

BF36 10g 10g

BF37 184g 184g

BF47 53g 53g

BF84 3g 3g

BF125 72g 72g

BF126 32g 32g

BF136 19g 19g

BF225 16g 16g

BF288 1496g 76g 1572g

BF300 7g 7g

BF465 12g 12g

BF1691 70g 70g

 Total 70g 1496g 268g 1026g 3160g
   Table 13  Area B Quantification of the assemblage by feature number, vessel type-date and    

         weight.

Fragmentation
The fragmentation of bone resulting from the cremation process may be increased by funerary 
practices such as raking and tending of the pyre, collection of bone at the pyre site, deliberate 
crushing prior to burial, as well as a result of post-depositional processes, excavation and 
processing (McKinley 1989). 

There is quite a lot of variation in fragment size with the largest fragment in the assemblage coming 
from an urned cremation measuring a maximum of 110mm. Overall, the proportions (in terms of 
fragment count) of bone, 44% was in the range of >10mm in length, 46% of the remains are in the 
range of 5-9mm, 5% are between 2-4mm; the smallest fragments (below 2mm) amounted to 5% of 
the remains.  The overall degree of bone fragmentation is slightly greater than that generally seen 
in archaeological cremations where an average of 50% of bone fragments are over 10 mm in size 
(EAA 69). This may be due to the lack of a cremation urn for most of the samples or the remains 
may be from a clearing of the pyre and have undergone a greater degree of fragmentation as a 
result.

The cremation in the jar burial BF288 produced the greatest amount of bone, amounting to 1496g, 
which is almost mid-average weight for archaeological cremations. The fragmentation of the bone in
this jar was more extensive given the number of fragments with 45% of the bone at a length of 
>10mm, 54% of the bone in the 5-9mm range and 1% at 4mm or less (not including bone dust). 
The higher level of fragmentation in this pot cremation might be due to a higher level of 
maintenance for the cremation and more raking. Despite the fragmentation in BF288, this cremation
produced the largest pieces in terms of greater lengths of fragments, with a few pieces exceeding 
100mm and the greatest length at 110mm.
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In the assemblage as a whole, greatest lengths in each context were recorded and these varied 
from 14mm in BF465 to 110mm in BF288, with the largest fragments at 76mm in BF37, (12) and 
110mm in BF288, (151). The next largest length of fragment was 44mm, although most were below 
35mm.

Colour
The colour of cremated bone depends on a range of factors including the maximum temperature 
reached, the length of the cremation process, the type and amount of fuel, the quantity of oxygen, 
the amount of body fat as well as on the degree of uniformity of exposure to the heat across the 
body. A correlation has been found between the temperature attained and colour changes. 
Cremated bone can exhibit a large range of heat-induced colour variation from normal coloured 
(unburnt), to black (charred: c.300°C), through hues of blue and grey (incompletely incinerated: up 
to c.600°) to fully oxidised white (> c.600°C) (McKinley 2004). The majority (95%) of bone in this 
assemblage was fully oxidised i.e. exposed to a temperature in excess of c.600°C. A few fragments
were less burnt, leaving a blue-grey colour, which might suggest these fragments were pushed to 
the extremities of the cremation area during burning and raking or the individual may have had little 
body fat.

Surface Changes
Surface  changes  such  as  warping,  cracking  and  fissuring  were  seen  throughout.  These  are
characteristics of cremated bone and are produced during the process of dehydration undergone by
bone exposed to heat. The pattern of heat-induced bone changes in colour and texture can be
exploited to infer the technological aspects of the ritual, the condition of the body at the time when
the cremation process took place and the nature of  post-depositional  disturbance (Shipman et
al.1984). 

Elements and species identified during the assessment
Most of the identifiable elements are thought to be human, with no diagnostic elements from any
animal remains seen in this assemblage, but this does not rule out the presence of animal bone in
the remains. It is certainly possible that animal bone may be included in the smaller fragments and
those not included in pots. 

The elements identified cover much of the skeleton, although there is a low number of hands and
feet, with the exception of the vessel cremation BF37, fill (12) and it is possible many of these small
elements were completely destroyed during the burning or perhaps only larger  fragments were
collected for placing in the urn. The most frequent fragments are from the skull (which avoids some
of the intense burning and perhaps there is an avoidance of raking in this zone) and the robust
limbs. 

Age, sex and pathologies
Fusion of bones have given an indication of age in some cremations. Adults were identified in the
features  BF47 (Roman),  BF126 (Roman)  and  BF465 (Late  Neolithic).  The  cremation  from the
Roman jar in BF288 produced fragments of fused and unfused bone, suggesting either a sub-adult
with some fused and some unfused elements or the possibility of two individuals, although given the
weight of bone in this pot is only in the middle of the average archaeological cremation weight for
one individual, two people in this fill may be unlikely.  All bone was examined for estimation of sex,
but no diagnostic features were produced that could determine sex.

Bones were also examined for indications of pathologies. One femur head fragment from BF288, fill
(B151) did show some wear, suggesting possible arthritis. There are indications that the individual 
in this fill is of sub-adult age, which does not rule out arthritic problems and might possibly suggest 
the individual suffered occupational-recreational strain on one or both pelvic-femur joints.

Conclusion

The remains in this assemblage are generally small compared to the average sizes of 
archaeological cremations (McKinley 2000), the remains in these cremations, even the vessel 
cremations, appear not to represent the complete cremation of one individual.
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The average size of most of the fragments was small and most of these smaller fragments could be
identified further than ‘mammal-HSR’. The poorer preservation of some remains may, at least 
partially, be due to much of the cremated bone not being buried in a vessel, which would have 
given better protection. It is therefore not possible to say whether the majority of the smaller 
fragments of bone are human, animal or a mixture.  It is possible that at least some of the remains 
in this assemblage represent bone cleared from a pyre area that has undergone extensive raking 
and disturbance of material, hence a greater degree of fragmentation. The remains may well be the 
residual bone left from more than one individual’s cremation.
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Introduction
Area A
In total, 756 bone fragments from a maximum of 546 bones (weight 7171g) were recovered during 
the archaeological investigations on Area A. The bone was hand collected from twenty-two 
archaeological contexts which range in date from the prehistoric period to the Anglo-Saxon period. 
The overall level of bone preservation was good to moderate.

Area B
78 identifiable bones, including teeth, and 316 unidentifiable fragments of bone, were hand 
recovered from 20 archaeological features in Area B. Almost all of the bone was from contexts 
dated to the Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon period, though a few were from prehistoric and Roman 
features. Most of the bone is of poor preservation and is generally highly fragmented and eroded.

Methodology
All of the bone was examined to determine range of species and elements present. Species 
identifications were made using the author's modern comparative collections. All identifiable 
elements were recorded. However, certain elements were not identified to exact taxon but rather to 
the level of unidentified small or large taxon. These comprise carpals, tarsals (apart from the 
astragalus and calcaneus), cranial fragments (except for the zygomatic and occipital), ribs and 
cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae. Fragments of unidentified large taxa derive primarily from 
cattle (Bos sp.), although may also include horse (Equus sp.) and larger deer species. Fragments 
recorded as small taxon will predominantly be from sheep (Ovis sp.) and pig (Sus sp.), although 
goats (Capra sp.), dog (Canis familiaris) and smaller deer species (Cervus sp.) may also be 
represented. If it was not possible to determine the element from which a fragment originated it was
noted whether the fragment was from the appendicular skeleton (limbs) or the axial skeleton 
(vertebrae, ribs, etc, including cranial skeleton).
 
Each bone was inspected for evidence of bone-, horn- or antler-working. Evidence of butchering 
and any indications of skinning, horn-working and other modifications were recorded. When 
available, the fusion state of identifiable bones was also recorded and ages were assessed 
following Silver (1969). A record was made of any other relevant information such as pathologies. 
Counts and weights were taken and recorded for each context. The side of the body from which the
bones were derived was also noted. Measurements were not taken for the bones as there would 
have been too little data for any meaningful interpretation. Bones of sheep and goats were recorded
as Ovis (sheep species) based on the greater frequency of this species in these climes, but 
diagnostic metapodials, horn cores and deciduous fourth premolars (DPM4) were distinguished 
between the two species following the criteria of Boessneck (1969). The completeness and parts 
represented for each specimen were noted using Cohen and Serjeantson’s (1996) eight-zone 
method of recording (Z1-Z8 in Table 2). Only fragments that accounted for at least 50% of a single 
zone were recorded. In this instance, the zone was not noted for elements that are not identified to 
exact taxon (i.e. ribs, vertebrae etc.). Recently broken bones were joined where possible and have 
been counted as single fragments. Fusion evidence was recorded where it was visible. The 
unidentifiable bone fragments were recorded.
 
The analysis was carried out following a modified version of guidelines by Historic England (1992) 
and also with reference to Cohen and Serjeantson 1996; Hillson 1986 and Payne 1987. A 
catalogue of the faunal remains is included in the site archive.

The assemblage 
Most of the bone from the Anglo-Saxon contexts is relatively solid in structure with little erosion to 
the cortical surface of the bone. However, some of the bone has a very ‘chalky’ structure, probably 
resulting from the post-depositional deterioration of the bone caused by acidity in the soil. Further 
evidence that the post-depositional conditions were not ideal for bone preservation comes from the 
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high frequency of teeth and burnt bone fragments (as these survive better than other bones) and 
the general absence of the smaller skeletal elements such as phalanges, carpals and tarsals.

A digital copy of the tabulated data from the analysis of the animal bone assemblage can be found 
in the site archive. 

Individual elements
Eleven features contained just one identifiable bone each. Two of these, pit BF575 (late Roman) 
and pit BF581 (prehistoric) contained elements of rabbit, which are most likely intrusive. Another, 
BF1691, was a Bronze Age cremation, which contained a fragment of cattle pelvis. A tree throw 
(BF580) contained a cattle metacarpal. The other features containing just one element were all 
early-mid Anglo-Saxon in date. AF37 and AF77 only contained small quantities of cattle-sheep 
teeth and axial bone fragments. Three (pits BF195, BF216 and BF217) contained individual teeth, 
one (pit BF135) contained a fragment of mandible and 3rd molar and one contained a fragment of 
tibia (pit BF198). Of these, BF217 was the only feature to contain unidentifiable elements. It 
contained 8 fragments of bone which were not identifiable to either species or element, nor could 
they be conclusively determined as large or small mammal.

Undated

Three undated pits (AF67, AF68 and AF83) which were located in the southern portion of the site 
near to the focus of the Anglo-Saxon activity, contained small quantities of animal bone. The femur 
from a domestic fowl was recovered from pit AF67. 

Prehistoric

The prehistoric pit AF14 was fully excavated and contained five fragments of burnt bone, none of 
which were ascribable to element or species. The absence of unburnt bone in AF14 could be 
attributable to preservation bias.

Two identifiable elements came from late Bronze Age-early Iron Age pit BF49. These were a cattle 
mandible and a large pig tusk, thought likely to have come from a wild boar. The mandible was very
highly fragmented but included remnants of an incisor as well as 1st and 2nd molars. 

Roman

Pit BF1588 was dated to the Roman period. It contained two elements, a cattle astragalus and a 
sheep humerus. Both elements were fully fused indicating that they came from adult individuals. 
Both were also extremely poorly preserved.

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon

The majority of the bone recovered at Brightlingsea was Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon in date and was 
predominantly cattle. As well as those containing just isolated elements (see above – AF37, AF77, 
BF135, BF195, BF198, BF216 and BF217), several features contained bone assemblages. 

Ten Grubenhäuser were identified, of which only six contained any animal bone. Only seven 
fragments of bone were recovered from AF108, all of which were cattle bones (metatarsal-
mandible) and teeth. A chop mark was noted on the cattle metatarsal and small cut marks were 
identified on the mandible. 

Over 450 bone fragments were recovered from Grubenhaus AF107. However, the majority of these 
were very small and not ascribable to element or species. The greatest proportion of bone which 
was ascribable to a specific species came from cattle. Pig bones-teeth and part of a horse radius 
were also present in the assemblage from AF107, but no sheep bones were identified. Cranial 
elements (teeth, mandibles, skull), axial elements (rib, pelvis) and appendicular elements (tibia, 
radius, metapodials, humerus, ulna, phalanges) were all present in relatively even quantities. This 
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would suggest that every part of the carcass was being utilised by the inhabitants of the structure 
and that little carcass processing was being undertaken elsewhere. 

With the exception of an unfused proximal tibia from an unidentified small mammal, the bone fusion
and tooth eruption-wear evidence indicates that most of the bone came from adult specimens. Only 
one bone exhibited evidence of butchery (a rib fragment), but at least 8 of the small bone fragments
were burnt. Of particular interest in the assemblage from AF107 was a cattle skull without the 
maxilla (find A90) which was found upside down near to the centre of the Grubenhaus. The skull 
broke into pieces when lifted, but only a very small area of horncore was identified suggesting that 
the horns had been removed before the skull had been discarded. 

The remainder of the Grubenhäuser mostly contained relatively small, mixed assemblages of bone, 
none of which showed any signs of butchery or bone working. It is likely that many marks resulting 
from butchery or bone working were lost due to the acidic soil conditions, which resulted in poor 
surface preservation. BF141 contained two cattle radii, a femur, a tibia, and a pelvis and a pig 
mandible and 3rd molar. BF232 contained a cattle femur and radius as well as a 2nd molar. 
BF1589 contained four cattle teeth (M1, M2, M3 and P4). The molars were heavily worn and came 
from animals that were relatively old when they died. The only other identifiable bone present in this
feature was the partial metapodial of a small mammal. As well as these identifiable elements, a 
relatively large number (40+) of indeterminate bone fragments were present.  Grubenhaus BF1689 
contained a cattle scapula and metatarsal, a horse tibia, a pig radius and ulna and a large ungulate 
rib (probably cattle, though possible horse). It also contained a large number of indeterminate bone 
fragments (60+).

Six Anglo-Saxon pits located in close proximity to Grubenhäuser AF107 and AF108 contained small
assemblages of animal bone (AF100, AF105, AF109, AF131, AF134 and AF136). Bones and teeth 
from cattle, sheep, pig and horse were identified in the assemblages and the skeletal elements 
identified were from across the skeleton.  A higher incidence of butchery marks was noted on the 
bones from the pits than from the Grubenhäuser. They included fine cut marks on a sheep radius 
(AF100), chop marks on a horse pelvis (AF105) and two cattle long bones which showed signs of 
having been broken whilst fresh, perhaps for marrow extraction (AF109). 
 
Two larger assemblages of bone were recovered from the pits AF128 and AF133. The bone 
fragments recovered from these pits were notably larger and better preserved than those from 
Grubenhaus AF107. This may be because the bone was placed in the pits soon after being 
discarded,  whereas the bones from the floor of the Grubenhaus may have been trampled and 
abraded prior to being covered over.

The majority of the bone ascribable to a specific species from AF128 and AF133 was from cattle, 
with small quantities of pig and sheep bone also identified. Horse bones, a tibia from a large breed 
of dog and a large deer metacarpal, probably from a red deer, were also recovered from AF128. A 
variety of skeletal elements were identified amongst the cattle bones, although there is a slightly 
greater volume of cranial elements in each assemblage (mandibles, horncores, molars, skull) than 
would be expected. In addition, all of the pig bones were from the cranial area of the skeleton. With 
the exception of a mandible from a 1-8month old cattle calf (AF128), the bone fusion and tooth 
eruption-wear evidence indicates that the bone in these assemblages came from sub-adult-adult 
specimens. Evidence of butchery was observed on a variety of different skeletal elements 
belonging to both cattle and horse and on one unidentified small mammal bone. The butchery 
marks ranged from fine knife cuts to a vertebrae which had been chopped in half. Both contexts 
contained partial cattle skulls which appeared to have had the horns removed. A skull from AF133 
exhibited numerous chop marks around the base of the horns from failed attempts to remove the 
horns. A sheep skull from AF128 also appeared to have had the horns removed. Dog gnawing was 
observed on both sheep and cattle bones from AF128.

The assemblage from pit BF103 was the smallest. It contained part of a cattle pelvis and a large pig
tusk, most likely from a wild boar. The fragment of pelvis did not allow for sexing. Three other pits 
contained slightly larger assemblages. BF210 contained only cattle remains – a metacarpal, 
mandible, astragalus, ulna, rib and humerus, as well as a 2nd and 3rd molar. BF248 contained 
almost entirely cattle remains – two mandibles, metatarsal, cranial fragments and six loose teeth 
(M1, M1, M2, M2, M3 and P4). It is fairly certain that the loose teeth derive from the two mandibles 
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with which they were recovered and likely that the two mandibles were from the same animal. 
These, along with the cranial material make it seem as though pit BF248 may have contained a 
complete or partially complete bucrania. Pit BF248 also contained a sheep humerus.  

A larger assemblage was recovered from pit BF229. This contained nineteen elements including 
three cattle humerii, two cattle mandibles (as well as 12 loose molars) and a cattle metatarsal. It 
also contained the ulna, metacarpal, femur and radius of a horse and ribs, a carpal, a scapula a 
vertebra and part of a femur which were unidentifiable to species but which were either cattle or 
horse. There were also a large number of indeterminate large ungulate fragments (60+). As well as 
these large ungulate elements, pit BF229 contained a sheep mandible and the humerus, ulna and 
mandible of a pig. All of the elements present within this feature were far better preserved than any 
others across the site. The distinction in the levels of preservation is so obvious that it was 
wondered whether the bones might be considerably more modern, though this seems unlikely. 
Despite the relatively good preservation, no butchery marks or other surface modifications were 
recorded.

Late Anglo-Saxon

Small quantities of animal bone were collected from six contexts dated to the Late Anglo-Saxon 
period. AF56 and AF72 contained fragmentary cattle bone and bone from unidentified small 
mammals. AF74 contained two tarso-metatarsus’ from female domestic fowl (two different birds) 
and AF88 contained a juvenile cattle 1st phalanx and cattle tibia with cut-chop marks. AF89 
contained gnawed cattle bones and AF101 contained a pig maxilla and calcaneus (both from sub-
adult specimens) as well as cattle teeth. 

Discussion

Most of the animal bone recovered during excavations at Brightlingsea Quarry is severely limited by
its quantity and condition. The soil conditions at the site were been fairly acidic, and not only has 
this resulted in the generally very poor surface conditions of the bone, thus the loss of many marks 
pertaining to butchery or bone working, it may also explain the slight under-representation of 
smaller species such as sheep, pigs and unidentifiable small ungulate. The lower numbers of sheep
and pig notwithstanding, the cattle assemblage was fairly varied with no particular preponderance 
of particular elements. What can be said of the assemblage is that, for the most part, it is fairly 
unremarkable. 

The small samples of bone from the prehistoric and Roman contexts tell us very little about the role 
animals played in the lives of the people who inhabited this landscape during these periods.

That said, the animal bone assemblage from the Anglo-Saxon features is of some interest as it was 
recovered from features located in close proximity to each other and centred around the remains of 
several Grubenhäuser. It is curious that a relatively large quantity of animal bone was recovered 
from one of these buildings (Grubenhaus AF107) whereas the others contained very little.

Bones from cattle are the most common in the Anglo-Saxon assemblage followed by pig and then 
sheep and horse. The tibia from a large breed of dog and the gnawing exhibited on some of the 
bones from the pits provide evidence that dogs were kept in the vicinity. A red deer metacarpal all 
recovered from one of the pits is evidence that the hunting took place as a supplement to the Anglo-
Saxon diet.

Skeletal elements from every region of the skeleton were found in relatively equal proportions in the
Anglo-Saxon assemblage. In conjunction with the presence of butchery marks, this would suggest 
that most of the assemblage is comprised of domestic food waste. However, the quantity of non-
bearing elements, particularly those of the cranial region, would suggest that the primary butchery-
initial carcass processing as well as the preparation of food was occurring at the site. 

The bone fusion and tooth eruption-usewear evidence suggests that the majority of the bone was 
derived from sub-adult-adult animals which may have been utilised for other purposes such as 
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traction, hides or milk before being slaughtered for food. The presence of butchery marks on horse 
bones is further evidence that working animals were also used for food. 

The unusually high frequency of large skull fragments in the assemblage is of particular interest, 
especially as some appear to exhibit evidence of the prior removal of the horns before being 
discarded. The absence of any horncores in the assemblage would suggest that the horns were 
being removed for working elsewhere.

Also of interest is the higher incidence of butchery marks on the bones from the pits adjacent to the 
Grubenhäuser than on the bone from the Grubenhäuser themselves. Butchery marks, ranging from 
fine cut marks through to larger chop marks, were observed on numerous bones from the pits, 
whereas only one bone from the Grubenhäuser (from AF107) exhibited evidence of butchery.
There were fairly high numbers of loose teeth, and although this on its own is not unusual given 
their taphonomic hardiness and the relative quantities that would have been deposited per 
mandible, it is possibly interesting in light of the possible deposition of a bucrania and associated 
mandibles in pit BF248, and of an upside down cattle skull without the maxilla which was found 
near the centre of Grubenhaus AF107. It is often perceived that the deposition of crania is 
associated with significant or ritual activity and while this cannot be verified or ruled out within these
contexts, it is equally possible that these crania were simply the product of primary butchery (the 
removal of the extremities of the animal).
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Introduction
Excavations at Brightlingsea Quarry recorded pits, ditches, cremation deposits and structural 
features of Neolithic to Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon date. Samples for the retrieval of the plant 
macrofossil assemblages were taken from across the excavated area, and sixty were submitted for 
assessment.

The aims of this assessment are to determine the significance and potential of the plant macro-
remains in the samples, consider their use in providing information about diet, craft, medicine, crop-
husbandry, feature function and environment.

Method statement
The samples were processed by manual water flotation-washover and the flots were collected in a 
300 micron mesh sieve then dried. The dried flots (or sub-samples thereof) were scanned under a 
low powered stereo-microscope with a magnification range of 10 to 40x. The whole flots were 
examined. The abundance, diversity and state of preservation of eco- and artefacts in each sample 
were recorded. A magnet was passed across each flot to record the presence or absence of 
magnetised material or hammerscale.

The non-floating residues were collected in a 1mm mesh sieve and sorted when dry. Artefacts-
ecofacts were exceedingly scarce, but all were retained for further specialist analysis.

Identifications were made using uncharred reference material (author’s own and the Northern 
European Seed Reference Collection at the Institute of Archaeology, University College London) 
and reference manuals (such as Beijerinck 1947; Cappers et al. 2006; Charles 1984; Fuller 2007; 
Hillman 1976; Jacomet 2006). Nomenclature for plants is taken from Stace (Stace 2010). Latin 
names are given once and the common names used thereafter. Low numbers of non-charcoal 
charred plant macro-remains were counted. Uncharred plant remains, fauna and magnetic 
fragments were given estimated levels of abundance unless, in the case of seeds, numbers are 
very low in which case they were counted.

At this stage numbers given are estimates but where only a very low number of items are present 
they have been noted. Identifiable charred wood >4mm in diameter has been described as that. 
Samples this size are easier to break to reveal the cross-sections and diagnostic features 
necessary for identification and are less likely to be blown or unintentionally moved around the site 
(Asouti 2006, 31; Smart and Hoffman, 1988, 178-179). Charred wood <B4mm diameter are 
described as ‘flecks’.  Fragments smaller than this and larger then 2mmØ were scanned incase any
fragments of twig or roundwood survived.

Area A Results

Although the volume of the recovered assemblages varies considerably, ranging from <B0.1 to 
circa 3.8 litres, charcoal-charred wood fragments are abundant throughout. It is of note that the 
material from cremation deposits AF25, AF76, AF78 and AF96 (samples A3, A5, A6 and A8 
respectively) and from late Roman/Late Anglo-Saxon pit AF86 (sample A7) has a distinct flaked 
appearance, probably indicative of exposure to extremely high temperatures during combustion. 
However, in contrast, the charcoal (and other remains) from sample A1 (prehistoric cremation 
AF12) is very rounded and abraded, possibly suggesting that this material had been exposed to the
elements from some considerable period prior to deposition.

Other plant macrofossils are scarce, and most are either fragmentary or puffed and distorted as a 
result of high temperature combustion. Wheat (Triticum sp.) grains and cereals which are too poorly
preserved for close identification are noted from Early Neolithic pit AF14 and undated pit AF35 
(samples A2 and A4 respectively) as well as prehistoric cremation deposit AF25 (sample A3). 
Sample A9, from an Anglo-Saxon Grubenhaus (AF107), includes grains of barley (Hordeum sp.) 
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and rye (Secale cereale). Weed seeds are particularly scarce, but small legumes (Fabaceae) and 
grass (Poaceae) fruits are recorded. Fragments of hazel (Corylus avellana) nutshell are also 
present within the assemblages from samples A3 and A9.

Not unsurprisingly, burnt-calcined bone fragments are present within most of the cremation 
deposits, but similar material is also recorded from charcoal-rich features Early Neolithic pit AF14 
(sample A2) and from Roman/Anglo-Saxon pit AF86 (sample A7). Small fragments of bone are 
abundant within both assemblages (samples A9 and A10) from the Anglo-Saxon Grubenhäuser 
AF107 and AF108. Other remains are scarce. The fragments of black porous and tarry material are 
probably derived from the combustion of organic remains (including the bodies of the deceased) at 
very high temperatures, whilst it is thought most likely that the burnt clay and stone fragments were 
either burnt in situ beneath the pyres (samples A3, A5 and A6) or are derived from hearth detritus 
(samples A9 and A10). The small pieces of coal, which are a common feature on sites where post-
depositional disturbance of the features has occurred via root channels or similar bioturbation, are 
almost certainly intrusive within the feature fills.

Key to Table
x = 1 – 10 specimens    xx = 11 – 50 specimens    xxx = 51 – 100 specimens    xxxx = 100+ specimens
cf = compare    fg = fragment    b = burnt
crem = cremation deposit    GH = Grubenhaus
Prehist = prehistoric  Neo = Neolithic LIA = Late Iron Age    R = Roman    Sax = Anglo-Saxon
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Sample No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10
Finds No. A10 A11 A16 A21 A58 A61 A66 A80 A102 A117
Context No. AF12 AF14 AF25 AF35 AF76 AF78 AF86 AF96 AF107 AF108
Feature type Crem Pit Crem Pit Crem Crem Pit Crem GH GH
Date Prehist early Neo Prehist undated LIA/R LIA/R R/EM LIA/R Sax Sax
Cereals and other food plants

x
x

x
Cereal indet. (grains) x xcfg x x
Herbs
Fabaceae indet. xcf x xcf
Small Poaceae indet. xcf
Polygonaceae indet. x
Tree/shrub macrofossils

x x
Other plant macrofossils
Charcoal <2mm xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Charcoal >2mm xx xxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxx
Charcoal >5mm x x xxxx xxxx xxxx x xxx x xx x
Charcoal >10mm xxx xxxx xx x x
Charcoal >20mm xx
Charred root/stem xx
Indet.seeds x x
Indet.tuber x
Other remains
Black porous 'cokey' material x x x xx x x
Black tarry material x x
Bone xxb xb xxb x    xxb xb x   xxb xxxx xxx
Burnt/fred clay x x x
Burnt stone x x
Ferrous globule x
Potery xcf
Small coal frags. x x x x
Vitreous material x x x
Sample volume (litres) 10 20 30 30 60 50 20 10 20 20
Volume of fot (litres) <0.1 <0.1 1 3.8 1.5 1.1 0.5 <0.1 0.1 <0.1
% fot sorted 100% 100% 10% <10% <10% 10% 25% 100% 100% 100%

Hordeum sp. (grains)
Secale cereale L. (grain)
Tritcum sp. (grains)

Corylus avellana L.

Table 14  Environmental results for Area A.
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Area B Results

Prehistoric – samples <B17> and <B37> (Table 14)

Sample <B37> was unproductive, containing only moderate quantities of uncharred root-rhizome 
fragments and charred wood flecks. Sample <B17> produced abundant fragments of identifiable 
charred wood.

Table 15: Prehistoric – samples <B17> and <B37>
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Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100

Early Neolithic – sample <B20> (Table 15)

This sample produced abundant uncharred root-rhizome fragments and charred wood flecks. 
Potentially useful items were low numbers of fragments of identifiable charred wood and one 
uncharred dried waterlogged elderberry (Sambucus nigra L.) seed.

Table 16: Early Neolithic – sample <B20>
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Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)

Late Neolithic, samples <B23> and <B31> (Table 16)

Sample <B31> contained more potentially useful items than sample <B23>. Sample <B23> 
contained moderate quantities of uncharred root-rhizome fragments, low numbers of charred wood 
flecks and individual seeds of ruderal plants elderberry, fat hen (Chenopodium album L.)  and 
bedstraw (Galium verum-mollugo).
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Sample <B31> contained one poorly preserved charred wheat (Triticum sp.) grain. Uncharred plant 
remains were dominated by root-rhizome fragments and included seeds of ruderal plants, three of 
bedstraw and one of dog violet (Viola sp.).

   Table 17: Late Neolithic, samples <B23> and <B31>
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Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible

Bronze Age - <B27> (Table 17)

All that this sample contained were moderate quantities of uncharred root-rhizome fragments and 
one bedstraw seed.

  Table 18: Bronze Age - <B27>

Sample
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Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100;d = 
diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)
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Early Bronze Age – sample <B49> (Table 18)

All that this sample contained were uncharred plant remains consisting of abundant fragments of 
uncharred root-rhizome fragments, two bedstraw seeds and one dog violet seed.

   Table 19: Early Bronze Age – sample <B49>

Sample
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 Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; d = 
diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)

Middle Bronze Age – sample <B1> and <B2> (Table 19)

Low to moderate quantities of identifiable charred wood fragments were present in both samples. 
Charred wood flecks were abundant. Low numbers of grain tissue fragments were found in sample 
<B1>. Moderate quantities of uncharred root-rhizome fragments were present in both samples.

   Table 20: Middle Bronze Age – sample <B1> and <B2>
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Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100;
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Late Bronze-Age – sample <B18> (table 20)

Uncharred root-rhizome fragments were abundant in this sample along with uncharred seeds of 
ruderals elderberry (1), bedstraw (5), fat hen (1) and dog violet (1).

Low numbers of identifiable charred wood fragments were present.

Table 21: Late Bronze-Age – sample <B18>
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B18 BF284 B143

pit containing two urns 
but
no cremated bone, 
possible cremation 12 5 1 2 1 1 3 3

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)

Late Bronze-Age-Early Iron Age – samples <B11>, <B24> to <B26>, <B29>, <B32>,<B33>, 
<B35>, <B36> and <B38> (Table 21)

Sample <B36> was relatively unproductive and produced only moderate quantities of charred wood
flecks and uncharred root-rhizome fragments.

Samples <B24>, <B29>, <B33>, <B35> and <B38> contained low numbers of mostly poorly 
preserved grain: one wheat grain in sample <B24>, one straight barley (Hordeum sp.) grain, better 
preserved bread-club rivet (T.aestivum-durum-turgidum) grains in sample <B33> (1 grain) and 
sample <B38> (3 grains) and two possible emmer (T.dicoccum) grains. Other potentially useful 
charred plant remains were low numbers of identifiable charred wood in samples <B33> and 
<B38>.

Each sample, apart from sample <B36>, contained low numbers of uncharred seeds of ruderals. 
Bedstraw seeds were found in samples <B11>, <B24>, <B26>, <B29>, <B32>, <B35> and <B38>. 
Dog violet seeds were found in samples <B25>, <B32> and <B33>.  Fat hen seeds were found in 
sample <B11>, <B29>, <B32>, <B33>, <B35> and <B38>. Knotgrass (Polygonum aviculare) seeds 
were found in samples <B25>, <B35> and <B38>.  A prickly sow-thistle (Sonchus asper (L.) Hill) 
seed was found in sample <B11>.  A sedge (Carex sp.) seed as found in sample <B26>. An 
orache-type (Atriplex sp.) seed was found in sample <B32> and a corn marigold (Chrysanthemum 
segetum). The latter plant is common in arable fields (Wilson & King, 2003, 154).
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Table 22: Late Bronze-Age-Early Iron Age – samples <B11>, <B24> to <B26>, <B29>, 
<B32>,<B33>, <B35>, <B36> and <B38>
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Number
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Number

Feature 
description B
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B11 BF126 B61 cremation 17 10 - - - 1 - 1 1 1 3 3
B24 BF489 B221 pit 8 5 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 3 3
B25 BF495 B223 fire-pit 4 5 - - - - - 3 1 1 3 2
B26 BF512 B228 pit 10 5 - - - - - - 1 1 3 3
B29 BF645 B262 pit 6 5 1 1 2 - - 3 2 1 3 3
B32 BF755 B298 pit 10 10 - - - - - 3 2 1 3 3

B33 BF815
B305-
307 Fire-pit 14 20 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 3 3

B35
BF919 
sx 4 B331 ditch 20 10 1 1 3 2 - - 1 1 3 3

B36 BF938 B337 pit 3 5 - - - - - 2 - - - 2
B38 BF1321 B417 pit 16 20 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 3

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100;
 d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)

Late Iron Age-early Roman – sample <B10> and <B11> (Table 22)

Moderate quantities of identifiable charred wood were found in sample <B10>. Low numbers of 
uncharred seeds of ruderals knotgrass, bedstraw, prickly sow-thistle and fat hen were found in both 
samples alongside abundant root-rhizome fragments.

Table 23: Late Iron Age-early Roman – sample <B10> and <B11>
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B10 BF125 B53 cremation 34 300 - 2 3 1 1 3 3
B11 BF126 B61 cremation 17 10 1 - 1 1 1 3 3

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)
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Roman – sample <B8> (Table 23)

This sample contained low numbers of identifiable charred wood fragments, abundant charred 
wood flecks and uncharred root-rhizome fragments.

Table 24: Roman – sample <B8>
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Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 

early Roman – sample <B12> (Table 24)

Uncharred root-rhizome fragments were the most abundant item in this sample. Low numbers of 
charred wood flecks and uncharred seeds of bedstraw and dog violet were also present.

  Table 25: early Roman – sample <B12>

Sample
Feature
Number
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Number

Feature 
description Period B
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B12 BF136 B62 cremation
early
Roman 15 15 1 1 1 3 3

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)
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Roman, early 2nd  - early 3rd century – sample <B4>, <B5> and <B22> (Table 25)

Abundant charred wood flecks and uncharred root-rhizome fragments dominated both samples. 
Sample <B4> contained a fragment of charred plant tissue resembling a legume (Fabaceae). Low 
numbers of uncharred seeds of bedstraw were found in both samples. 

  Table 26: Roman, early 2nd  - early 3rd century – sample <B4> and <B5>

Sample
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Number
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Number

Feature 
description B
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B5 BF37 B22
cremation, 
box-burials 10 150 - - - 3 - - - 3

B4 BF36 B27
cremation, 
box-burials 10 50 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 3

B22 BF358 B80

pit cutting Late 
Iron Age- early 
Roman ditch 40 400  - - - 5  -  - - 2

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)

Mid Roman – sample <B19> (Table 26)

Moderate quantities of uncharred root-rhizome fragments were the most frequent plant remains in 
this sample. Low numbers of charred wood flecks were present. Also present were low numbers of 
uncharred ruderal seeds of bedstraw and knotgrass.

  Table 27: Mid Roman – sample <B19>

Sample
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Number
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description
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B19 BF288 B146
urned 
cremation 7  2 1 1 1 3 2

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100;
 d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)
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Anglo-Saxon – samples <B39> to <B44> (Table 27)

Each sample contained low to moderate uncharred root-rhizome fragments. The least productive 
samples were samples <B42> and <B47>. 

Low numbers of poorly preserved charred cereal grains were found in samples <B39>, <B40>, 
<B41>, <B48> and <B50>. Wheat-type grains were found in <B39> ( 2 grains) and in <B40> ( 3 
grains). Grains identified as wheat-barley were found in sample <B41> and <B50>. Grains of rye-
wheat (Secale-Triticum sp.) and straight hulled barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) were found in sample 
<B48>.  A fragment of rye grass-brome (Lolium-Bromus sp.) was found in sample <B50>.  
Fragment of grass-cereal stem was found in sample <B40>. 

Fragments of identifiable charred wood were found in samples <B40>, <B47>, <B48> and <B50>.

Low numbers of uncharred-dried waterlogged seeds of ruderals were found in samples <B39>, 
<B40>, <B41>, <B43>, <B44>, <B45> and <B50>.  Seeds of fat hen were found in samples <B39> 
(7 seeds), <B40> (5 seeds), <B41> (2 seeds) and <B43> (7 seeds). A seed of knotgrass and dog 
violet was found in sample <B39>. Seeds of bedstraw were found in sample <B40> (1 seed), 
<B41> (2 seed), <B43> (2 seeds), <B44> (2 seeds) and <B45> (6 seeds). An elderberry seed was 
found in sample <B41>.

Table 28: Anglo-Saxon – samples <B39> to <B45>, <B47>, <B48> and <B50>.
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B39 BF1524
B458-
459 Grubenhaus 20 10 1 1 2 1 - - - - - - - - 1 1 3 3

B40 BF1589
B489-
509 Grubenhaus 22 30 1 1 2 1 - - - 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 3

B41 BF1589 B480 Grubenhaus 20 5 1 1 2 - - - - - - - - 2 1 1 3 3

B42 BF1606 B482

posthole in 
Grubenhaus
F1589 10 5 - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - 3

B43 BF1626 B565 Grubenhaus 20 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 3 3

B44 BF1630 B518

posthole in 
Grubenhaus
F1626 3 2 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 3 3

B45 BF1639 B517

posthole in 
Grubenhaus
F1626 3 2 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 3 3

B47 BF1689
B532-
539 Grubenhaus 20 50 - - - - - - - - - 1 3 - - - 3

B48
BF1689
fill 1

B533-
540 Grubenhaus 20 40 1 1 2 - - - - - - - 1 3 - - - 3

B50 BF1710 B562

pit cut into 
base of 
Grubenhaus
F1626 11 5 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 - - - 1 3 1 1 3 2

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)
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Early – Middle Anglo-Saxon – samples <B6>, <B9>, <B15> , <B16>, <B21> and <B34> (Table 
28)

Poorly preserved charred grains were found in samples <B9>, <B16> and <B34>. Sample <B9> 
contained one poorly preserved bread-club-rivet wheat grain. Sample <B16<B> contained one 
wheat -type grain and one possible emmer grain. Sample <B34> contained one wheat-type grains 
and one straight barley grain. Ample <B6> also contained a poorly preserve fragment resembling a 
legume.

Identifiable charred wood as found in each sample.

Uncharred seeds of ruderals, bedstraw, fat hen and elderberry were found in samples <B6>, <B9> 
and <B21>.

  Table 29: Early – Mid Anglo-Saxon – samples <B6>, <B9>, <B15> , <B16>, <B21> and <B34>
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B6 BF39 B430-431 Grubenhaus 20 20 - - - - - - - 1 3 1 1 3 1
B9 BF79 B95 pit-posthole 10 30 1 1 2 1 - - - 1 3 1 1 3 3

B15 BF229 B106-396

pit
associated
with
Grubenhaus
F232 35

20
0 - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 2

B16 BF248 B390 pit 20 30 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 - - - - 3
B21 BF346 B181-187 pit 10 25 - - - - - - - 1 3 1 1 3 2

B34 BF831 B312

pit,  located
close  to
Grubenhaus
F1626 15 25 1 1 1 - - - - 1 3 - - - 3

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100;
 d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identifiable)
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Undated – samples <B3>, <B7>, <B13>, <B14>, <B22>, <B28>, <B30> and <B46> (Table 29)

Uncharred root-rhizome fragments were present in each sample. Identifiable charred wood 
fragments were found in each sample apart from sample <B14>. The only potentially useful plant 
remains in samples <B13> and <B46> were abundant identifiable charred wood fragments.

Low numbers of uncharred seeds of ruderal plants were found in samples <B3>, <B7>, <B14> and 
<B30>. These were seeds of bedstraw, fat hen, knotgrass, common sowthistle (Sonchus oleraceus 
L.) dandelion (Taraxacum officinale L.).

   Table 30:  Undated – samples <B3>, <B7>, <B13>, <B14>, <B22>, <B28>, <B30> and <B46>.
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B3 BF35 B7 small pit-posthole 10 300  - 2 3 1 1 3 3
B7 BF47 B35 cremation 30 20  - 1 3 1 1 3 3

B13 BF138 B63
pit located to 
north of GH 10 1000  - 3 3

 
-  -  - 3

B14 BF225 B98 cremation 15 75  -  -  - 1 1 3 3

B28 BF553 B234 pit 5 10  - 1 3
 
-  -  - 2

B30 BF690 B283 pit-tree-throw 20 2 1  - 2 1 3  - 1

B46 BF1686
B524-
525-537 fire-pit 17 450  - 3 3

 
-  -  - 1

Key: a = abundance [1=occasional1-10,2=moderate 11-100 and 3= abundant>100; 
d = diversity[1=low1-4 taxa types, 2=moderate5-10,3= high; 
p = preservation [1 = poor (family level only), 2= moderate (genus), 3= good (species identification 
possible)

Fauna
Faunal remains were present in low numbers in 13 of the 50 samples. Earthworm cocoons were 
found in prehistoric samples <B11> (cremation BF126) and <B33> (fire-pit BF815) and Anglo-
Saxon samples <B44> (posthole in Grubenhaus BF1626) and <B15> (BF229 - pit associated with 
Grubenhaus BF232). A fragment of uncharred bone was found in undated sample <B46> (fire-pit 
BF1686). Terrestrial mollusca were found in prehistoric samples <B49> (cremation BF1691), <B24>
(pit BF489), <B29> (pit BF645), Roman sample <B19> (urned cremation BF288) and Anglo-Saxon 
samples <B39> (Grubenhaus BF1524),<B47> (Grubenhaus BF1689), <B48> (Grubenhaus BF1689
fill 1), <B50> (pit cut into base of GH 1626), <B15> (BF229 - pit associated with Grubenhaus 
BF232).  Some of these were the subterranean snail Ceciliodes acicula the subterranean snail 
Ceciliodes acicula (Müller). This snail burrows well below the ground surface (Kerney & Cameron 
1979, 149) and can be indicative of bioturbation and oxygenation of the soil.

Inorganic Remains
No artefactual inorganic remains were found in any of the samples.
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Discussion

Biases in recovery, residuality and contamination
Nothing with regards biases in recovery, residuality or contamination was highlighted for any of 
these samples.

Evidence for bioturbation and possibly intrusivity was present in the form of uncharred root-rhizome 
fragments in most of the samples, often in abundant quantities, low numbers of earthworm 
cocoons, terrestrial snails (particularly those of Ceciliodes). The uncharred seeds are not recent 
seeds because there is no internal tissue present but it is possible that they are intrusive, especially
as the species present are found in samples from all periods.

Quality and type of preservation
The plant remains in these samples were preserved by charring and anaerobically rather than by 
waterlogging as the uncharred seeds that are present are types with robust endocarps that can 
survive changing levels of waterlogging and aeration of the soil.

Charring of plant macrofossils occurs when plant material is heated under ‘…reducing conditions…’
where oxygen is largely excluded (Boardman and Jones 1990, 2) leaving a carbon skeleton 
resistant to biological and chemical decay (Historic England 2011,17). These conditions can occur 
in a charcoal clamp, the centre of a bonfire or pit or in an oven or when a building burns down with 
the roof excluding the oxygen from the fire (Reynolds, 1979, 57).

Charred plant remains are very resilient and survive changing preservation conditions and being 
moved around in the soil. Many of the charred plant remains in these samples are fragmentary and 
poorly preserved suggesting that they have been moved from their original sites during back-filling 
or reworking. It is also important to note that the number of charred items per litre of sampled soils 
is often very low meaning that these plant remains are more likely to be general background waste 
than associated with a particular feature.

Potential of these samples to provide information about food, 
crop-processing, craft, medicine, trade, feature function and environment

The likelihood that the dried waterlogged plant remains are intrusive means that only the charred 
plant remains have most potential to answer any of these questions.

However, the quantity of charred plant remains relative to the bulk sample size is small and many 
are poorly preserved. It is possible that many of these are general background waste rather than 
indicative of original feature use. They could have moved from their original context by bioturbation 
and reworking. 

A recent study of intrusion and residuality in the archaeobotanical record for southern and central 
England (Pelling et al. 2015) has highlighted the problem of assigning charred plant remains such 
as these to the dated contexts they were taken from because it is possible that these durable 
charred plant remains survived being moved between contexts by human action and bioturbation so
cannot be properly interpreted unless radiocarbon dates are gained from the plant macro-remains 
themselves. That is the only way to secure a genuine date for the charred plant macro-remains like 
these (Pelling et al. 2015, 96).

Therefore, it is not wise to assume that the context in which the plant macro-remains were found 
during excavation were the contexts in which it was originally deposited, especially when the 
preservation of the plant remains are poor and numbers are very low relative to the amount of soil 
sampled.

It is because of this that it is unlikely that the charred plant remains can give anything other than a 
general overview of activities and it would be unwise to assume that there are from the periods the 
sampled contexts have been dated to.

Cremations
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The composition of the cremation assemblages from Brightlingsea indicates that wood was the 
principal fuel used during the cremation processes. Some cereal processing waste and-or hedge 
brush may have been used as tinder or kindling (as has been noted at numerous other 
contemporary sites within the east of England), although it is equally likely that the cereals, along 
with the weed seeds, were accidentally burnt in situ beneath the pyres. There is nothing to suggest 
that any of the plant remains are derived from offerings to the deceased.

Grubenhäuser
The assemblages from the Anglo-Saxon Grubenhäuser deposits are, perhaps, a little unusual, as 
although charcoal is abundant, other remains are scarce, possibly indicating that the material is not 
domestic in origin. However, the Area A assemblages do contain high densities of bone, which may
suggest that these two structures (AF107 and AF108) were used for either butchery or the 
processing and working of bone products.

Recommendations for further work
Although charred plant remains are present in these samples their poor condition and low number 
relative to the volume of soil sampled means that further work on these samples is unlikely to 
provide anything more than a very general overview.

Therefore, no further work is recommended on these samples unless it will be useful to formerly 
count and analyse the distribution of the charred grains and seeds or to identify the charcoal for 
selection for radiocarbon dating or information about fuel. With regards the grains and seeds this 
report should suffice because they have been counted and identified as best as is possible.

Marine (oyster) shells 
Area A produced a small assemblage of 32 oyster shells (or large pieces of shell) that together 
weigh 343 g.  Only 3 shells (weight 19 g) were recovered from Area B and one of these is quite 
degraded and fragile.  A few oyster shells were found in the fill of three of the Grubenhäuser - 
AF107, BF1589 & BF1689 and in pit AF89, which also contained Late Anglo-Saxon/medieval 
pottery dated to the late 9th-early 12th century. Oyster shells also came from two pits on the 
southern part of Area A (AF67 & AF68) located adjacent to each other. The pits had no associated 
closely datable finds, however, an Anglo-Saxon or early medieval date is probably most likely. That 
most of the shells recovered are whole indicates they probably represent deposits of food waste 
made into the features soon after the oysters were consumed or had accumulated in a relatively 
protected context, such as a nearby midden, before ending up in them. However, the low number 
recovered does not indicate any significant consumption of oysters on the site.

Charcoal
Charcoal pieces were hand collected during excavation from four contexts, ditch AF38 (Sx2), pit 
AF99 associated with finds dated to the early-middle Anglo-Saxon period, ditch BF49 and from the 
possible Late Neolithic cremation burial BF465. There are only a few small pieces from each 
context apart from BF465 which produced approximately 50 pieces (weight 20 g).
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The excavations at Brightlingsea revealed an extensive multi-period site that contained 
archaeological features ranging in date from the Early Neolithic to Late Anglo-Saxon (a date range 
of 5,000 years).

Given the location of the site, it should hardly come as a surprise that it was a focus of activity for so
long (Fig 1). It sits to the north of the River Colne estuary, some 300m from the flood plain, on a 
high ridge sloping downwards towards the river (the drop from the north to south of the site is 
2.5m). Although this excavation only uncovered direct evidence of Anglo-Saxon occupation (in the 
form of the ten definite Grubenhäuser and four Post-built structures), the other features and finds 
recovered strongly suggest that, if the entire ridge was to be excavated, it would also expose 
settlements of Roman and prehistoric dates.

The date(s) of the tree throws and evidence for woodland clearance
Before beginning a discussion of the different periods present at Brightlingsea, it would be prudent 
to address by far the most common type of feature on the site. Over 400 of the features excavated 
were tree throws, of which only 22 contained dating evidence (Fig 4). This evidence is summarised 
in Table 1 (p5).

As well as the pottery recovered from tree throws, their spatial and stratigraphic relationships must 
also be taken into account. Most pertinently, the Bronze Age field system, ring-ditch and later 
Roman trackway all cut several tree throws. Indeed, it seems unlikely that these landscape features
would have been created without some woodland clearance occurring beforehand.

Tree throws were observed throughout Area B and had no significant concentration. They appeared
to be reducing in number towards the very south of the site, although, without further excavation 
beyond the site limits, it is impossible to tell if this represents a genuine reduction in their frequency 
on the ridge.

The fundamental question is whether the tree throws represent a single phase of deforestation, or 
whether they are the result of gradual land clearance over several periods of occupation.

If they are the result of gradual land clearance, then they are likely to be due to a combination of 
human activity and natural causes. Separate phases of woodland clearance for the ring-ditch, the 
Bronze Age field system, the LIA field system and finally the Roman trackway would all have been 
complemented by major storms or gales that took place in between these events.

If the tree throws were all created in a single episode, then natural causes become much less likely.
This is evident when looking at a plan of the site (Fig 4), which shows the tree throws as having 
wildly different alignments, suggesting they fell in different directions and are much less likely to be 
the result of a single natural event, i.e. a gale.
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If the tree throws were the result of a single event, it must have been a concentrated phase of 
woodland clearance carried out by humans. Based on the stratigraphic relations alone (i.e. that 
some tree throws are cut by Middle Bronze Age ditches, and are present within the confines of the 
ring-ditch) this clearance must have occurred sometime prior to the Middle Bronze Age and the 
laying out of the field system and ring-ditch. However, although less than 5% of tree throws 
contained dating evidence, the pottery that was recovered seems to conflict with this interpretation:

The Late Iron Age and Roman pottery can likely be disregarded given its low numbers and weight, 
which can easily be attributed to intrusive sherds. The most numerous type of pottery recovered 
from tree throws, in both weight and number of sherds, was of a Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age 
date. On the surface, this does not correlate with the suggestion that the deforestation all took place
prior to the Middle Bronze Age.

However, what is apparent from the above table and bar chart is that, although Late Neolithic 
pottery was less prevalent in the fills of tree throws, when it was recovered it was more substantial 
and less abraded. That the number of Late Neolithic sherds is less than 50% of the number of 
sherds in the LBA-EIA assemblage, but is 73% of the weight, is clear evidence of this.

This data is the result of the LBA-EIA pottery, when recovered, often being a single small fragment 
of 2-6 grams. Given the large amount of pottery in the topsoil and subsoil, it could be suggested 
that this high number of heavily abraded LBA-EIA sherds is the result of intrusive activity, and that 
the larger, more intact Late Neolithic sherds are more representative of the actual date of the 
features.
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Another informative comparison is to analyse the ratio of pottery recovered from the tree throws 
with the ratio of pottery recovered from the site as a whole:

The key data in this chart is the percentage of LBA-EIA and LIA-Roman pottery in the tree throws 
compared to the amount recovered from the whole site. The percentages for both are very similar, 
suggesting that the pottery recovered from the tree throws is representative of the general spread of
LBA-EIA and LIA-Roman pottery across the site, rather than having any specific relation to the tree 
throws and their date.

Although the Anglo-Saxon pottery is not similarly represented in the tree-throw fills, despite its large
representation on the site as a whole, there is a possible reason for this apparent discrepancy. The 
Anglo-Saxon pottery was found exclusively in large discrete features, and only to the south of the 
site, i.e. within the pits and Grubenhäuser of the Anglo-Saxon settlement. This is in contrast to the 
LBA-EIA and LIA-Roman pottery, which was found across the entire site in multiple contexts (most 
notably the Roman trackway and Bronze Age field system), and as a result, was much more likely 
to make its way into the fills of earlier features.

The final, and perhaps most informative, piece of information to be gained from this comparison is 
the disproportionately large percentage of Late Neolithic pottery in tree throws compared to the site 
as a whole. This suggests a relationship between this period of pottery and the tree throws.

It seems then, that if the tree throws at Brightlingsea are to be assigned to a single phase of activity,
then the interpretation that best matches both the stratigraphic and dating evidence is the Late 
Neolithic. This also correlates with what we know of Neolithic society, with the beginning of clearing 
the land for agriculture and a shift towards more sedentary settlement (compared to the hunter-
gatherer society of the Mesolithic).

It should be noted, however, that the extremely low numbers of finds recovered is a hindrance. It 
means that the reasoning presented above must be put forward as a possible theory, rather than a 
definite conclusion.
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Undated features
Although we know for certain that the large ditches on site, which contained only prehistoric dating
evidence, are late or post-Roman based on their relationship with the mid Roman trackway, we
know very little else. Even if we assume the ditch that was removed by the quarry in intervening
timespan  between  the  two  phases  of  excavation  (Fig  3)  was  associated  with  these  undated
ditches, it does little to forward our understanding of them.

The eastern ends of both BF224 and BF227 seem to terminate arbitrarily in the centre of the site.
They must have been respecting a boundary that is not visible in the archaeological record, such
as a hedgerow or raised bank of earth.

Although these large ditches must be post-Roman in date, it seems unlikely that they are Anglo-
Saxon. Large landscape features are not found very often on Anglo-Saxon sites, and the north-
south aligned ditch, visible in the cropmark plot, divides the Anglo-Saxon settlement (Fig 3). They
must have been, however, dug by hand, so a modern date seems unlikely. On balance it seems
most  likely  that  they  are  medieval  or  post-medieval,  although what  type  of  land  division  they
represent is difficult to determine.

Undated post-built structure D is an anomaly. Its circular ring of central postholes, surrounded by a
sub-square enclosure of smaller postholes, is a unique configuration on the site. There are some,
possibly associated, features nearby, including a small cluster of pits immediately to the east of the
structure that contained small fragments of abraded prehistoric pottery. Immediately to the west of
the structure is a ditch forming part of the LBA-EIA field system. As well as these features, there
was one fragment of abraded and undiagnostic prehistoric pottery recovered from a posthole within
the structure itself.

Although limited,  all  available  evidence  seems to  point  to  the  structure  being  prehistoric,  and
possibly deliberately built on the edge of a field boundary in the LBA-EIA period. The mixture of
circular and angular building styles within the same structure bears some resemblance to Iron Age
shrines or temples (Cunliffe 2005, 320-324). Given the size of the structure, it is unlikely it was
used for any practical purpose, as the internal circle of postholes would have left little room for
movement or storage. A ritual use then, perhaps as a shrine, is considered more likely. However,
with no absolute dating from the structure, or a comparable structure from elsewhere, this can only
be presented as a possibility.

The other two undated post-built structures (F and G) are clearly related based on their proximity
and alignment and undoubtedly share the same date. During the excavation results (p39), and in
all subsequent discussion, these two structures were assigned to the Anglo-Saxon phase based on
their typography. While this is still considered the most likely interpretation, the structures are in
close proximity to a complex of prehistoric pits. If the post-built structures are instead associated
with this complex of pits, the they would belong to the Bronze Age period. Rectangular structures
on Late Bronze Age sites are rare,  but  not  unheard of  as the nearby site at  Springfield Park,
Chelmsford illustrates (Manning 2003, 26).

Early Neolithic
Only a small quantity of features dated to the Early Neolithic. Of most significance is the small pit to 
the north of the site that contained a large amount of charcoal, small fragments of pottery and high 
numbers of worked flint (AF14). This pit seemed to contain the sweepings from a fire around which 
flint-knapping took place, suggesting the possibility of occupation on or near the site in the Early 
Neolithic period.

Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age
The most archaeologically important contexts from these periods made up the complex of 
intercutting Late Neolithic features in the south of the site (Fig 5). The relatively small quantity of 
finds from the larger features in this complex (BF355 and BF420) makes interpreting them as 
rubbish pits difficult, but, conversely, the two features containing burnt human bone (7g in BF300 
and 12g in BF465) contained a relatively large amount of pottery, and could be placed cremation 
deposits (since disturbed), or the result of clearing of pyre debris. If so, this suggests the feature 
complex may have been ritual in nature. 
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BF465 in particular contained a very large number of pot sherds for its size (especially considering 
the small assemblage recovered from the larger features) which may have been the remains of 
accessory vessels. It is possible that the small amount of human bone in the fill of BF300 and 
BF465 could have originated from another source, that was subsequently disturbed and used to 
backfill these two features. Either way its presence is a strong indicator of nearby settlement 
activity.

If these two features were cremations they are not the only ones of a Neolithic date uncovered on 
the Brightlingsea peninsula: a heavily truncated cremation was found during the 1994-5 excavation 
of the Neolithic ring-ditch to the west (EAA 126, 8). Cremations of a similar date are found on other 
ritual and settlement sites across the country, including from the excavations at Eye (Caruth and 
Goffin 2012, 23), Dorchester-on-Thames (Whittle, A et al 1992, 143-201) and most notably from 
Stonehenge (Willis, C et al 2016, 337–356).

The one Early Bronze Age cremation uncovered on site (BF1691, in a heavily plough-damaged 
collared urn) was located in the corner of a field, next to field boundaries dated to the Middle Bronze
Age. If related, and not just coincidental, this suggests that these field boundaries may have had 
their origins in the Early Bronze Age, and there was already a division of land prior to the ditches 
being dug (see below).

Although low in number, the features dating from Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age periods 
suggest the beginnings of a combined agricultural and ritual landscape, one that becomes fully 
realised in the Middle Bronze Age.

Middle Bronze Age to Early Iron Age
The land was partitioned up with ditches in the Middle Bronze Age to create a field system (Fig 10). 
Although only partially surviving, this system divides the site into relatively thin parcels of land, 
creating several long fields (Fig 10). This type of Bronze Age field system is seen elsewhere in 
Essex at Great Wakering (Reidy 1997, 1-11). It also bears some resemblance to the Bronze Age 
fields of Dartmoor, although there the field boundaries are delineated with reaves rather than 
ditches (Historic England 2011).

At a similar time to the establishment of the field system, the ring-ditch (BF28) and its barrow were 
constructed. The isolated nature of this ring-ditch, and its large size and depth, suggests a separate
monument to the ones discovered in the early 1990s to the west of the site (EAA 126). Alternatively 
it could be interpreted as the very south-eastern extent of that barrow cemetery, although its size, 
fill, ring of postholes around its interior and lack of associated nearby urnfield deposits make this 
unlikely.

No burials were present within the confines of BF28. This corresponds with the ring-ditches dug in 
1989-90 to the west of the site. Out of thirty-one of those monuments, only three of the smallest 
ones contained burials within their interior, all of which were truncated (EAA 126, 10). This lack of 
surviving burials within ring-ditches is mirrored at nearby Ardleigh, where few burials were 
uncovered within the earlier, larger ring-ditches, with most of the surviving burials being from the 
later phase of smaller ring-ditches and urnfield deposits (EAA 90). Chitts Hill is similar, with only 
one heavily truncated burial present in a ring-ditch, and all the others being from a later urnfield 
phase (Crummy 1977).

Clarke and Lavender (EAA 126), discussing the evidence from Brightlingsea and Ardleigh, 
postulate that this lack of surviving burials within larger ring-ditches could be the result of a practice 
in the Middle Bronze Age of placing burials within the body of a mound, rather than below it. This 
would have allowed the interment of burials in large numbers, over a long period of time, in a 
relatively small area. This, they suggest, would have been “important to a population with a 
communal burial practice”.

The placement of burials within the mound of a barrow of course leaves them vulnerable to later 
ploughing and disturbance, and would account for their lack of survival in the archaeological record.
Clarke and Lavender suggest that between 250 and 500 burials may have been lost in this way 
from the Bronze Age cremation cemetery excavated in 1989-90 at Brightlingsea. If there were 
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burials within the confines of BF28, if seems likely they suffered a similar fate (although fragments 
of them may have ended up in the ring-ditch – see below).

The fill of the ring-ditch (a sequence of natural silting and collapse as its lower fill, sealed by a 
darker, finds-rich fill at the top of the feature) is very instructive. The ring-ditches excavated to the 
west in 1989-1990 had no evidence of deliberate backfilling, with their fills appearing to have 
resulted from natural “erosion of the barrow mounds” (EAA 126, 10). 

The lower fill of our ring-ditch had few finds, but those recovered suggest that it was silting up in the
Early Iron Age. In contrast, the upper, darker layer of fill contained a large amount of Bronze Age 
pottery, some of which could have been from cremation vessels, although no cremated bone was 
recovered. This stratigraphic discrepancy is likely the result of the barrow being levelled in the Iron 
Age, and the soil of, and any cremations inserted into, the barrow being redeposited into the ring-
ditch. If the pottery recovered is from cremation vessels, determining if they were the primary 
burials within the barrow, or whether they were secondary in the monument is impossible to say.

If the barrow was levelled in prehistory, then it has a nearby parallel with the Bronze Age barrows at
Chitts Hill, Colchester. These were levelled in the Iron Age to make way for field systems, with later 
cremations dug into the barrows ending up broken in the ring-ditches as a result (Crummy 1977).

Ashbee (1957) suggests a classification of post-circles around barrows, based on their spacing and 
patterning. The postholes around the interior of BF28 are closely spaced, with gaps of between 0.5 
- 1m between most postholes and their immediate neighbours. In some areas around the ring there 
are larger gaps (of around 3m), but whether these represent openings in the post-circle, or an 
incomplete survival of the postholes, is unclear. Regardless, this layout of posts falls neatly into 
Ashbee’s A2 category, the most common type of post-circle found associated with barrows (Ashbee
1957).

Examples of this type includes the nearby sites of Snailwell (Lethbridge 1950) and Chippenham 
(Leaf 1940), both in Cambridgeshire. Also of note is Talbenny, Pembrokeshire (Fox 1942). The 
nearby site of Heybridge in Essex has two barrows with rings of interior post holes, although the 
ring-ditches are significantly smaller than the one at Brightlingsea (Roy & Heppell 2014). Barrows 
with associated rings of postholes are quite common in the Netherlands, where they are regularly 
associated with burials (Glasbergen 1955, 17).

All of the postholes had a homogeneous non-organic fill, and there was no evidence that the posts 
had been left to rot in situ, suggesting that they may have been deliberately removed. If they were, 
whether this occurred before, or after, the barrow was erected is difficult to ascertain. As the barrow 
mound has failed to survive, there was no opportunity to observe the postholes either cutting 
through, or being sealed, by it. However, two of the postholes (BF1582 and BF1583) are dug into 
the break-of-slope of the ring-ditch. Although no relationship was observed during excavation, 
based on their location the posts within these holes are unlikely to have been present when the 
ring-ditch was excavated. This either means they were extant, and then removed prior to the ring-
ditches excavation, or that they were erected afterwards.

All of these factors exemplify the difficulty in determining the relationship between ring-ditch, the 
barrow and the postholes That the postholes clearly respect the interior boundary of the ring-ditch 
could suggest that the posts were erected as a retaining wall for the barrow, but equally, they could 
also be the vestiges of an earlier phase of the monument, that was removed before the ring-ditch 
and its barrow were constructed.

The postholes could have been structural in purpose, or perhaps could have had an astronomical or
purely ritualistic function, perhaps only erected on specific dates, or for particular events (Ashbee 
1957). Much discussion over the significance and function of timber circles, both with and without 
ring-ditches, has taken place (Gibson 2005, 99-124) and it is an area of study fraught with 
conjecture. Whatever their function, they were undoubtedly linked with the overall ritual significance 
of the monument.

One final note concerning the ring-ditch: although it has been described above on the assumption it 
enclosed a burial mound, there is the possibility that it was part of a different type of monument 
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altogether. The ring-ditch is an extremely substantial feature and its profile is quite unlike any 
nearby parallels, with a vertical slot in its base (Figs 29-30). This is in contrast to the ‘U’-shaped 
profiles of the ring-ditches excavated nearby at Brightlingsea (EAA 126) and Ardleigh (EAA 90). 
This unusual profile could be an indicator that the ring-ditch had an entirely different function than 
encircling a burial mound.

The postholes around the interior of the ring-ditch, while not unheard of in barrow contexts (see 
comparisons above), are also not common in Britain. The lack of a primary burial or any nearby 
urnfield deposits could call into question the supposition that the ring-ditch was part of a burial 
landscape. Instead it could be a large ceremonial monument with another, unknown, function, one 
which (as yet) has no direct parallels.

As well as the ring-ditch and the field system, the other focus of LBA-EIA activity on the site is a 
group of pits, all containing triangular loomweight fragments, in the north of the site (BF412, BF220,
BF755 and BF1321). These pits are at the centre of a small concentration of LBA-EIA activity (Fig 
5), associated with a large number of undated postholes. No buildings are discernible within the 
various clusters of postholes, although it seems likely some would have existed. If not buildings, the
postholes could indicate the previous existence of some type of animal enclosures. Although the 
animal bone remains recovered from the site (see Finds above) do not include sheep, the 
loomweights from this area would suggest the maintenance of a flock of mature sheep to provide 
wool for weaving.

Although no structures can be positively identified, this cluster of Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age 
features in the north-west corner of the site probably represents a small centre of occupation 
activity within an agricultural landscape.

Also present within this landscape were several small pits, or spreads of material, with a particularly
high concentration of pottery, including BF84 and BF410. These could have been the plough 
damaged remnants of deliberately-placed deposits, a ritual tradition ongoing throughout the 
prehistoric period.

Middle Iron Age to early Roman
Two of the four-post structures dated to the Middle Iron Age respect the earlier LBA-EIA field 
system, being located either along a field boundary (post-built structure C), or in a corner of a field 
(post-built structure G). This suggests that the field system was still in use well into the Iron Age, 
and there may have been an overlap chronologically with the LIA-early Roman field system 
(described below). The third four-post structure (post-built structure E), is close to the complex of 
LBA-EIA pits containing loom weights (see above), and again may suggest continual use of this 
space into the Iron Age.

Four-post structures in prehistoric contexts are often interpreted as granaries (Cunliffe 2005, 180), 
or occasionally excarnation platforms. In either case, they are usually positioned on the edge of 
settlement sites, often near field boundaries (as in this case), to keep them removed from domestic 
activity and the threat of fire. This suggests the presence of an Iron Age settlement on the ridge, 
probably located to the south of the site within the enclosure discovered during the evaluation 
(Clarke 1996).

This enclosure was identified from the cropmark survey (Fig 3), and had two evaluation trenches 
placed over it, which revealed evidence of several ditches, pits and structural features, all dated to 
the Late Iron Age. The very northern corner of the enclosure, exposed in the current excavation, 
had similar dating evidence recovered from it (Fig 6).

The most prominent features from this period are the ditches to the east of the site, which make up 
the LIA/early Roman field system (AF18, AF38, AF42-BF46, AF46,  AF85 and BF49). This field 
system is on a slightly different alignment to the earlier Bronze Age field system (see above) and is 
itself superseded by the later Roman trackway (see below).

The western edge of the LIA/ER field system is defined by a possible trackway that is aligned north-
west-south-east. One ditch of this possible trackway extended across the whole site (AF42-BF46). 
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The other ditch was located in Area B (BF49), but was not seen in Area A, possibly due to the 
factors listed in Methodology (p3).

The cluster of 1st-century burials to the west of the entranceway at the south of this field system, is 
a strong indicator of a nearby settlement in the early Roman period. It is possible that the field 
system relates to a farm or villa and the burial group represents a small family plot associated with 
it.

If there is a nearby associated settlement, is probably to the south-east of the site, given the 
alignment of the possible trackway and the later more substantial trackway from the mid Roman 
period (see below).

Mid-to-late Roman
The vast majority of Roman finds from this excavation were retrieved from Anglo-Saxon features, 
demonstrating extensive Anglo-Saxon retrieval of Roman artefacts and reuse of building materials. 
This is a common theme in Anglo-Saxon settlements, as seen at (among others) West Stow 
(Plouviez 1985), Heybridge (Drury & Wickendon 1982) and Mucking (Hamerow 1993).

The only mid Roman features on the site were the ditches making up the trackway, which 
presumably led to Roman settlement sites elsewhere on the ridge. This trackway cuts across the 
LIA-early Roman field system (and the possible earlier trackway), which suggests a significant 
change in the landscape in the mid Roman period. However, just like the possible LIA-ER trackway,
this new trackway leads to a location south-east of the site. This could suggest continual occupation
from LIA to mid Roman in that area, either in the form of a farmstead or perhaps a villa (Fig 3). The 
trackway leading to the west must have led to another settlement. One possibility is a Roman villa 
exposed by trenching during the First World War about a mile to the west (EHER 2116). Its 
recorded location seems to line up with the projected trackway.

The trackway, the collection of burials and the substantial amount of Roman material from Anglo-
Saxon features heavily suggest that the site is in close proximity to a Roman villa or farmstead, 
likely located to the south-east, as discussed above. In particular, the leaded-bronze foot, in the 
form of a harpy found in trackway ditch BF142 suggests a high status Roman settlement nearby on 
the ridge. The south-east aligned segment of the mid Roman trackway is blocked off at some point 
before the end of the Roman period (Fig 7) suggesting that the settlement located at the end of that 
trackway was abandoned sometime in the 3rd or 4th century.

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon
The Anglo-Saxon settlement on this site is the first direct evidence of Anglo-Saxon occupation on 
the Brightlingsea peninsula, although previous excavations and other archaeological work have 
retrieved Anglo-Saxon pottery in small quantities. The evaluation in 1996, although it uncovered no 
Anglo-Saxon features, noted an increased level of Anglo-Saxon finds towards the south of the site, 
and postulated (accurately) that these could mean “a relative proximity to a settlement site” (Clarke 
1996).

As is overwhelmingly the case throughout the country, the Anglo-Saxon settlement at Brightlingsea 
is located in close proximity to earlier occupation and ritual sites (of both Roman and prehistoric 
date). Whether this is because of a conscious decision on the part of the Anglo-Saxon settlers to 
establish themselves in places of previous significance or simply due to them valuing the same 
factors in settlement location as previous inhabitants, is unclear.

The Anglo-Saxon settlement is demonstrated by ten positively-identified, and three probable, 
Grubenhäuser. This type of structure is typical of the Anglo-Saxon period and similar examples are 
found in large numbers on most major Anglo-Saxon settlement sites (Tipper 2004). The four 
identified post-built structures are also typical. These hall structures have been interpreted as 
playing a central role in Anglo-Saxon settlements, sometimes forming a nucleus around which 
clusters of Grubenhäuser would be constructed, possibly indicating family groups or individual 
farmsteads, as at West Stow and Mucking (EAA 131 and Clark 1993, also Tipper 2004, 37). 
Alternatively, at West Heslerton, there appears to be a clear distinction spatially between 
Grubenhäuser and hall structures, with different ‘zones’ of activity having been identified within the 
settlement (Powlesland 1998).
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Interestingly, at Brightlingsea there seems to be elements of both of these settlement styles. 
Whereas the two southern post-built structures (A and B) are surrounded by Grubenhäuser, and 
could be interpreted as a focal point, the two northernmost post-built structures are isolated from 
other Anglo-Saxon features, and may represent a totally different ‘zone’ in the settlement. Any 
potential discussion of these somewhat disparate interpretations is hindered, largely by the fact, in 
all likelihood, that only a small part of the Anglo-Saxon settlement at Brightlingsea has been 
excavated and recorded.

The problems encountered during the excavation (see Methodology, p4) also create issues when 
trying to address the topic of settlement layout. Fundamentally we cannot be entirely confident that 
all features were identified and excavated in Area A. There are similar issues concerning all other 
previous archaeological work on the peninsula (Fig 2). The three areas that were monitored on the 
field to the north of the current site were all done so under less than ideal conditions, with the strip 
of the site not being monitored by an archaeologist, and the site being tracked on after being 
stripped. It also appears that the brickearth layer was not machined though, and so many smaller 
features would have been invisible and may have been missed.

The two excavations to the west of the current site were certainly conducted in better conditions, 
but only focused on the specific areas surrounding known ring-ditches. The remainder of the field 
was not excavated at all, and the multitude of cropmarks in that area have now been completely 
destroyed (Figs 2 and 3).

It is important, then, to note that the possibility of the Anglo-Saxon settlement having extended to 
the west and north of the current site is entirely feasible, even though the archaeological work 
conducted there contained no evidence of it.

This seems most relevant when discussing post-built structures and the apparent lack of any 
associated burials with the settlement. Although any burial ground could be to the south of the 
current site, discreet features such as graves could easily have been missed in previous 
excavations. Postholes, of course, could have been missed with even greater ease.

Ten definite and three probable Grubenhäuser is a low number, compared to other Anglo-Saxon 
settlements in East Anglia, such as West Stow (EAA 24), Mucking (Clark 1993) and Bloodmoor Hill 
(EAA 131). Given the size and easily identifiable nature of the Grubenhäuser (all were visible cut 
into the brickearth as soon as the topsoil was removed), it seems unlikely any would have been 
missed in previous monitoring to the north of the site – although some could definitely have been 
quarried out to the west (where, as mentioned, there appears to have been no archaeological 
investigation at all). It would be reasonable to assume that if excavation were to be continued to the
south of the site, closer to the ridge, then more Grubenhäuser would be found.

Although a dating sequence for the typography of Grubenhäuser has yet to be established, 
examining the Brightlingsea Grubenhäuser typologically can still lead to some potentially fruitful 
analysis. It must always be remembered, however, that any conclusions reached should be 
tempered by the small sample size from which they are drawn. 

By far the most common type of Grubenhäuser found in England are two-post derivatives, based on
West’s accepted classification model (EAA 24, 113-115). This style of Grubenhaus has, as the 
name suggests, two postholes, one at each gable-end. It is the typologically prominent style at 
Mucking, where it accounts for over 90% of the excavated Grubenhäuser (Hamerow 1993, 10). It is 
also conspicuous at West Stow, where it accounts for 46% of the total (EAA 24).

The closest-excavated Anglo-Saxon settlement to Brightlingsea is within the ruins of the Roman 
town at Colchester. There, all three of the Grubenhäuser uncovered were two-post derivatives 
(CAR 1 and CAR 6).

Brightlingsea, by comparison to the above sites, has no two-post derivative Grubenhäuser. Nine out
of the ten definite Grubenhäuser at Brightlingsea are typologically six-post derivatives (with two 
gable postholes and another in each corner). The one remaining Grubenhaus is a smaller four-post 
derivative (with just a posthole in each corner), and is discussed separately below.
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Having such a high proportion of six-post derivative Grubenhäuser is unusual for a site in Britain. By
comparison, Mucking had 203 Grubenhäuser, of which a mere fifteen, just over 7% of the total, 
were six-post derivatives (Hamerow 1993, 10-11). At West Stow, the number was higher, with 
twenty-three of the sixty-nine Grubenhäuser (33%) being recorded as six-post derivatives. West 
Heslerton, North Yorkshire had no six-post derivatives at all (Powlesland 1998).   The smaller, and 
perhaps more comparable, site of Bloodmoor Hill had three six-post derivatives, out of thirty total 
Grubenhäuser; so 10% of the total (EAA 131, 44).

For 90% of the excavated Grubenhäuser to be six-post derivatives (as is the case at Brightlingsea), 
and for there to be no two-post derivatives, is clearly anomalous when compared to the numbers 
and sites described above. It may just be an extreme example of a sample size bias and, if the rest 
of the settlement were located and excavated, it would produce a more balanced spread of 
Grubenhaus typologies.

Six-post derivative Grubenhäuser are far more common in East Anglia then elsewhere (West 1985, 
121 and 169 and Tipper 2004, 69), but even so, if the typological sample of the Grubenhäuser seen
in this excavation is representative of the settlement as a whole, Brightlingsea would an anomaly 
compared to other excavated Anglo-Saxon settlements in England. Although several sites with 
substantial numbers of six-post derivative Grubenhäuser are known from 2nd - 5th century 
continental Europe (Tipper 2004, 70), such a concentration of six-post derivative Grubenhäuser 
would be unique in Anglo-Saxon England.

The single four-post derivative Grubenhaus (BF1524) is the only example of its type at 
Brightlingsea, and is also the smallest Grubenhäuser on site. This style of Grubenhaus is rare 
(Tipper 2004, 69), and the best comparison to it among excavated examples are four similar 
features found at Pennyland (Williams 1993, 82-6). The features from that site have steeper sides 
than BF1524 and are slightly smaller still (with the largest being 2.25m x 1.6m, compared to 
BF1524 at 3.1m x 2.5m), but they mirror its sub-square shape and four large corner posts. A single 
feature of a similar type was uncovered at West Stow. Although West proposed no separate 
interpretation of this feature, he did note its unusual depth and fill (EAA 24, p 24 and Fig 78).

Williams (1993) suggests that these four-post features had lining that has not survived in the 
archaeological record, and offers several interpretations for their use, including grain storage, cess 
pits and below ground cellars. Tipper (2004, 69) suggests latrines as a likely explanation, although 
at Pennyland the fills of the features were similar in character to the other Grubenhäuser on the 
site, and didn’t have a high level of cess.

BF1524 had fill and finds that were more reminiscent of a backfilled rubbish pit than a Grubenhaus 
(see Excavation Results p29), and it too contained no evidence of cess. As an additional example 
of this uncommon building type, it continues the previous trend of being clearly quite different from 
other Grubenhäuser. As Williams notes, however, the major obstacle in interpreting this feature 
type is its apparent scarcity on Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon sites and the problems this presents “if 
such a rational interpretation as grain storage is to be accepted” (Williams 1993, 86).

While the arrangement of postholes within Grubenhäuser is the accepted way to separate them into
typographical forms, some of the Grubenhäuser at Brightlingsea had other internal features besides
postholes.

BF1626 was unique among the Brightlingsea Grubenhäuser, having a slot containing postholes that
lay around the internal edge of the Grubenhaus pit, as well as two separate pits in the middle of the 
structure, each surrounded by stake-holes. Stakeholes have been found at the base of 
Grubenhäuser at many sites and have been interpreted as either supporting a suspended floor or 
delineating divisions within the structure (Tipper 2004, 87). Neither interpretation seems applicable 
to BF1626, where the stakeholes must have been associated in some way with the pits they 
encircle. Tipper suggests that stakeholes found in the base of Grubenhäuser might have been 
misinterpreted, and that they are in fact the result of animal disturbance.

A slot around the internal edge of Grubenhäuser has been interpreted elsewhere as a foundation 
trench for a turf wall (Tipper 2004, 80), although clearly, if that is the case for BF1626, these turf 
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walls were supplemented by substantial supporting timbers. A Grubenhaus at Bloodmoor Hill 
(Structure 12, EAA 131) contained a slot that contained postholes around the internal edge of the 
pit, but it was much shallower.

Unlike two nearby examples at Colchester (Hut 1, CAR 1 and Hut 3, CAR 6), there was no 
evidence of a trampled floor in any of the Grubenhäuser excavated at Brightlingsea although, given 
the natural soft-sandy subsoil, it is questionable whether any such evidence would have survived.

Two Grubenhäuser had ledges around their central pit (BF141 and BF1689). At other sites this has 
been variously interpreted as providing evidence of occupation within the centre of the pit (at 
Mucking (Hamerow 1993, 11)) or as evidence of a supported plank floor (at Northbrook (Johnston 
1998, 92)). With the lack of any unequivocal evidence, determining whether the Grubenhäuser at 
Brightlingsea had suspended or sunken floors is impossible. Typologically they are broadly 
consistent with what has already been accumulated on the subject (see Tipper 2004, 64-92).

The only internal features of a Grubenhaus at Brightlingsea that are completely anomalous when 
compared to Grubenhäuser on other sites are the pits in the base of BF1626. Whereas thin 
elongated pits are occasionally found in Grubenhäuser, including at Mucking (GHs 56 and 136, 
Hamerow 1993, 17) no parallel appears to exist with two round pits and associated stakeholes as in
BF1626.

The simplest interpretation of these two features is as storage pits in the base of the Grubenhaus, 
possibly for keeping perishable foodstuffs. The heavily-degraded bone and the incomplete, folded 
copper-alloy strip in pit BF1710 do little to prove or disprove this theory and it will take further 
excavated examples of these features before a definite interpretation can be provided. There is also
the slim possibility that the pits pre-date the Grubenhaus, and that their location in its base is pure 
coincidence.

The three possible Grubenhäuser (AF73, AF77 and AF100) fit the general typography of 
Grubenhäuser of the site. The only variation is the location of AF77, which, unlike the rest of the 
Anglo-Saxon settlement, was located in the north-east corner of the site. If it was a Grubenhaus, it 
appears to have been quite isolated. It is possible, however, that the issues in recording that 
affected Area A and the earlier work on the peninsula (p4), may have masked any evidence of 
Anglo-Saxon settlement associated with this apparently isolated Grubenhaus.

Infilling and the way deposits accumulated within Grubenhäuser have been examined extensively 
by Tipper (2004). Although some Grubenhäuser at Brightlingsea correspond with commonly 
observed fill sequences, others were more complicated.

Usually Grubenhäuser have very little in the way of collapsed edges. This has been taken as an 
indicator that after their abandonment they were rapidly backfilled, and were not left open for a 
prolonged time (Tipper 2004, 103). Contrary to this, BF141 had redeposited natural sand above its 
initial fill, perhaps suggesting a more extended backfilling process than has been observed 
elsewhere.

AF107, AF108, BF1589 and BF1689 all contained a variation on the bipartite fill observed in 
Grubenhäuser at other Anglo-Saxon sites. The secondary, upper fill of these features was very dark
and was located entirely in a hollow in the centre of the backfilled structures, which was very 
prominent in section and plan (Figs 14, 15, 21 & 23). BF1689 in particular had a very large 
backfilled hollow, with two clear lenses of deposition.

This fill invariably contained far more in the way of material culture than the remainder of the 
Grubenhäuser fill. Tipper notes that the upper fill of Grubenhäuser is often found in a shallow 
hollow, which is characterised as the result of the compaction of the lower fills (Tipper 2004, 106). 
At West Stow and Bloodmoor Hill (EAAs 24 and 131), these upper fills are interpreted as the 
remnants of an occupation layer subsiding into this hollow.

At Brightlingsea, however, these hollows appear much more extensive (particularly in BF1689, as 
noted above), and such an interpretation seems less likely. This could suggest a different backfilling
process entirely, with the centre of the backfilled Grubenhaus left intentionally empty and then 
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backfilled at a later date. Alternatively, these ‘central fills’ could in fact be pits intentionally 
excavated in the centre of backfilled Grubenhäuser, and represent the re-use of the features as a 
working hollow.

The material culture recovered from the Grubenhäuser at Brightlingsea is typical of this building 
type. The vast majority of the material culture on the site originated from their fills, as is common on 
Anglo-Saxon sites (Tipper 2004, 107).

Large amounts of pottery were recovered from every Grubenhäuser, and they also contained 
between them the largest concentration of animal bone despite the general poor survival of bone on
the site as a whole. In particular, an inverted cow’s skull in the backfill of AF107 was remarkably 
intact and has good parallels with cattle skulls found in other Grubenhäuser, including three from 
Structure 35 at Bloodmoor Hill (EAA 131). Whether these finds amount to a ritual deposition within 
the structures after their abandonment, or simply the waste product from butchery, is unclear.

As is common in the fills of these features, nearly all of the Grubenhäuser at Brightlingsea 
contained large amounts of complete, partially or totally degraded clay loom-weights. Additionally a 
spindle whorl was recovered from BF39. Weaving-related finds are incredibly common in 
Grubenhäuser fills and similar items were discovered in large numbers at major settlement sites 
including West Stow and Mucking.

As well as the Anglo-Saxon finds recovered from the Grubenhäuser, there was a significant amount
of Roman finds, particularly roof tile, in their fill. Again this is typical from Grubenhäuser deposits. Of
particular note are the fragments of a Roman chimney finial recovered from BF39 and BF228. If 
these fragments are from the same object, it means that both Grubenhäuser were backfilled from a 
single secondary source, i.e. that the chimney finial had been moved after breaking and the two 
fragments separately redeposited. This process has been observed on other sites, where joins 
have been found between pottery sherds in different Grubenhäuser, and has been used to suggest 
a system of secondary accumulation of rubbish above ground in middens on Anglo-Saxon sites 
(Tipper 2004, 148). This rubbish would then periodically be cleared away into pits or the hollows of 
demolished Grubenhäuser. The large amount of Roman finds recovered from the fill of 
Grubenhäuser also strongly suggests the presence of a Roman settlement nearby, from which 
these finds would have been acquired.

The four Anglo-Saxon Post-built structures on site (Post-built structures A, B, F and G) lacked beam
slots, had no evidence of surviving floor levels and had only a portion of their postholes surviving. 
Post-built structure B seemed to have no strong corner posts, which might allow a comparison to be
drawn with Building 1 at West Stow (EAA 24, 111) and Structure 4 at Kilverstone (EAA 131, 172). It 
is possible, however, that the lack of corner posts on this building is just the result of its poor 
survival. The largest post-built structures (A and F) have a collection of internal postholes that 
suggest room divisions within the structures, or possibly stairwells (Figs 24 and 25).

As well as the Anglo-Saxon settlement at Brightlingsea containing aspects of both shifting 
settlement pattern (as seen at Mucking and West Stow) and differing settlement ‘zones’ (as seen at 
West Heslerton), the number and distribution of pits in the Anglo-Saxon settlement is very 
reminiscent of the excavation at Bloodmoor Hill (EAA 131).

The pits are located in tightly grouped complexes, often in close proximity to a single Grubenhaus. 
As Lucy et al note during their discussion of Bloodmoor Hill (EAA 131), “most settlements of this 
period are characterised by a general scarcity of pits”, so for there to be such a significant number 
suggests a divergence from this pattern.

Like at Bloodmoor Hill, the pit complexes at Brightlingsea have multiple pits that intercut each other,
and vary substantially in size and shape. Although assemblages of pottery and animal bone were 
recovered from most pits, given their intercutting nature it seems unlikely that they were dug solely 
for the deposition of rubbish. Lucy et al (EAA 131) suggest that the pits at Bloodmoor Hill were 
excavated for the purpose of sand extraction, and with the geology of Brightlingsea this 
interpretation could easily be applicable here as well.
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Given the various pit complexes apparent close association with specific Grubenhäuser, the 
possibility that sand was being extracted for use in the nearby buildings seems likely. Determining 
what the sand was required for is difficult, but presumably it would have been used for a variety of 
purposes. Lucy et al (EAA 131) suggests it could have been used in the sand-tempering of pottery, 
or perhaps in the upkeep of the Grubenhäuser themselves, being mixed with clay and organic 
material to create daub. Whatever the use of the sand, its extraction was clearly an important part 
of the settlement activity.

The close proximity of the pits to individual Grubenhäuser, and the assumption that they would 
have been in use simultaneously, does mean that the likelihood of structural walls outside the 
Grubenhäuser pit itself (as has been suggested by Tipper 2004, 93) is greatly lessoned.

The finds recovered from the pits are similar to those recovered from the Grubenhäuser, although 
Grubenhäuser tended to contain more in the way of loom weight fragments. This general similarity 
suggests a common source for the finds deposited, and seems to reinforce the interpretation of the 
existence of several above ground midden deposits, which would be later deposited into pits or 
demolished Grubenhäuser (see above – p127).

The dating evidence from the Grubenhäuser and pits of the settlement suggests that the Anglo-
Saxon occupation of this site was at its height in the 6th-7th century AD. There is evidence, 
however, for the settlement continuing after this date.

Late Anglo-Saxon
Although only a handful of features date from this period, the pottery and agricultural objects (such 
as the sickle from AF72) recovered from them suggests a level of continuation of the Early-Middle 
Anglo-Saxon settlement (see above), albeit in a more limited fashion.

Although no structures were dated to the late Anglo-Saxon period, some may exist outside of the 
excavation area, and the recovery of domestic objects clearly indicates that there was settlement 
activity nearby during this period. 

The pottery recovered suggests activity during the 11th-12th century, meaning that any settlement 
from this period is probably the direct ancestor of the current town of Brightlingsea. The site is only 
750m south of the parish church, which was constructed in the mid 13th century.

The multi-period site exposed during this excavation is important on a regional level. In particular,
the Anglo-Saxon settlement was the largest one to be excavated in north-east Essex, and the only
one located outside the site of Roman town (as is the case at Colchester (CAR 1) and Heybridge
(Drury, P., & Wickendon, N. 1982)).

Should further work be undertaken on or around the quarry site, then it seems very likely that more
evidence of  Anglo-Saxon occupation would  be uncovered,  as well  as possible  prehistoric  and
Roman  settlements.  In  addition,  the  archaeology  uncovered  on  this  site,  combined  with  the
extensive  nearby  cropmarks  and  the  previous  excavations  in  1989-90  and  1994-95  (Fig  2),
suggests that the entire ridge overlooking the Colne estuary has a very high chance of containing
further regionally-significant archaeology.
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this report
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attendance record
sundry papers
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codes 2013.30 (Area A) and 2015.17 (Area B).
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Appendix 1: Summary of data for Grubenhäuser.

Grubenhäuser Length (m) Width (m) Depth (m) Postholes Type Ledge/s Central fill Slot/s Fills Orientation

AF107 5.00 3.80 0.32 7 6 posthole derivative 2 SE-NW

AF108 4.20 2.80 0.23 6 6 posthole 2 NE-SW

BF39 4.10 3.80 0.44 22 6 posthole derivative y 2 E-W

BF141 5.70 4.60 0.76 6 6 posthole y 3 NW-SE

BF228 5.40 4.30 0.38 6 6 posthole 1 NE-SW

BF232 4.90 3.90 0.32 21 6 posthole derivative 1 NW-SE

BF1524 3.1 2.5 0.56 4 4 posthole complex NE-SW

BF1589 4.30 3.80 0.36 25 6 post derivative y 2 E-W

BF1626 4.40 4.30 0.48 14 6 post derivative y 3 NW-SE

BF1689 4.30 3.60 0.74 6 6 posthole y y complex NW-SE

AF73 4.70 3.60 0.15 ? ? 1 NE-SW

AF77 4.30 3.70 0.57 ? ? 1 NW-SE

AF100 4.70 4.00 0.50 ? ? y NE-SW



Appendix 2
Brightlingsea Quarry 2013.30 
Area A: List of Contexts
Context Description Pottery Other Notes Date Site grid 

square
L1 Topsoil Prehistoric, Roman Peg-tile, brick Coal, 

worked flint
Former pasture Modern

L2 Brickearth -- -- Brickearth capping most of the natural sand and gravels Post-glacial
L3 Natural -- -- Geological sands and gravels some evidence of modern 

disturbance
Post-glacial

F1 Linear feature 
(ditch)

-- -- Agricultural landscape feature Prehistoric 
(LBA?)

I

F2 Linear feature 
(ditch)

-- Worked flints Agricultural landscape feature Prehistoric I

F3 Pit -- -- Small pit feature associated with F2 Prehistoric I
F4 Pit -- -- Small pit feature associated with F2 Prehistoric I
F5 Pit -- -- Part of a pit cluster F5-7 associated with F8? Prehistoric II
F6 Pit -- Burnt flint Part of a pit cluster F5-7 associated with F8? Prehistoric II
F7 Pit -- Worked and burnt flint Part of a pit cluster F5-7 associated with F8? Prehistoric II
F8 Linear feature 

(ditch)
Prehistoric (LBA/) -- Agricultural landscape feature terminal at SW end Prehistoric 

(LBA?)
II

F9 Linear feature 
(ditch)

Prehistoric (LBA) Burnt flint Agricultural landscape feature Prehistoric 
(LBA?)

II

F10 Linear feature 
(ditch)

-- Worked flint Agricultural landscape feature terminal at SE end Prehistoric II

F11 Linear feature 
(ditch)

Modern Brick, Glass Modern field boundary feature can bee see in remaining 
hedge line (finds were not retained)

Post-
med/Mo
dern

II,III

F12 Burial (pyre 
debris pit)

Prehistoric Burnt flint Charcoal rich matrix fragments of cremated bone Prehistoric II

F13 Pit -- -- Small shallow pit feature Prehistoric? II
F14 Pit Prehistoric Worked flint Pit contained a substantial deposit of worked flints a possible 

dump deposit
Prehistoric 

(LBA?)
II

F15 Linear feature 
(ditch)

Prehistoric -- Agricultural landscape feature Prehistoric 
(LBA?)

II

F16 Pit -- -- Small pit feature possible association with cluster F5-F7 Prehistoric II
F17 Pit (natural) -- -- Natural irregular feature likely a tree throw Post-glacial III
F18 Linear feature -- -- Agricultural landscape feature Prehistoric III



Context Description Pottery Other Notes Date Site grid 
square

(ditch)
F19 Pit -- -- Small pit feature, association with F20? Prehistoric III
F20 Pit -- -- Small pit feature, association with F19? Prehistoric III
F21 Linear feature 

(ditch)
-- -- North edge of a trackway. Associated with F24 Prehistoric 

(LBA?)
III

F22 Pit -- -- Small pit feature south of ditch F15 Prehistoric? II
F23 Pit -- -- Charcoal rich fill concentration oon north edge agricultural? Prehistoric III
F24 Linear feature 

(ditch)
Prehistoric -- South edge of a trackway. Associated with F21 Prehistoric 

(LBA?)
II,III

F25 Burial (pyre 
debris pit)

Prehistoric Worked/burnt flint Charcoal rich matrix fragments of cremated bone Prehistoric II

F26 Linear feature 
(gully)

Prehistoric -- Shallow gully feature west of F9 agricultural? Prehistoric II

F27 Pit -- -- Small pit feature charcoal rich matrix some minor scorching Prehistoric III
F28 Pit -- Daub fragments, worked 

flint
Charcoal rich matrix concentration on east edge Prehistoric III

F29 Pit Prehistoric -- Small isolated pit feature agricultural? Prehistoric III
F30 Post-hole -- -- Apparently isolated post feature associated with F31. 

Structural.
Prehistoric III

F31 Post-hole -- -- Apparently isolated post feature associated with F30. 
Structural.

Prehistoric III

F32 Pit -- Daub Elongated pit feature Prehistoric III
F33 Pit (natural) -- -- Irregular cut leached out fill possible stump removal? Post-glacial VI
F34 Pit (natural) -- -- Irregular cut leached out fill possible stump removal? Post-glacial VI
F35 Pit -- -- Charcoal rich matrix large charcoal fragments. Hearth waste? Prehistoric III
F36 Pit Prehistoric Worked flint Slightly irregular pit feature. Pot concentration at w.end of the 

cut. Placed deposit?
Prehistoric VI

F37 Pit Prehistoric Animal bone Regular pit feature artefacts recovered from base fills Prehistoric VI
F38 Linear feature 

(ditch)
Prehistoric -- Agricultural landscape feature field boundary ditch Prehistoric VI,V

F39 Pit Prehistoric Daub, worked flint Charcoal rich matrix. Souith of ditch F38 Prehistoric VI
F40 Pit (natural) -- -- Irregular cut leached out fill tree throw? Post-glacial VI
F41 Pit Prehistoric -- Isolated pit feature, agricultural? Prehistoric 

(EIA?)
VIII

F42 Linear feature 
(ditch)

Prehistoric -- Agricultural landscape feature field boundary ditch, terminal at
SE end form entrance way with F46

Prehistoric 
(IA?)

VIII,V,II

F43 Pit -- -- Small pit charcoal rich matrix possible association with F42 Prehistoric VIII
F44 Pit LIA/Roman Tegula, Daub Large amount of roman tile + 1st century pottery associated Roman VIII
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with villa activity to the west?
F45 Pit (natural) - -- Irregular cut leached out fill tree throw? Post-glacial VIII
F46 Linear feature 

(ditch)
-- -- Agricultural landscape feature field boundary ditch terminal at 

NW end forms entrance with F42
Prehistoric 

(IA?)
VIII

F47 Pit -- -- Small isolated pit feature south of F42 Prehistoric VI
F48 Pit Prehistoric Animal bone Small pit feature charcoal rich matrix some daub flecking in 

the base of the cut
Prehistoric VIII

F49 Pit Prehistoric -- Small pit feature associated with F51. Agricultural? Prehistoric VIII
F50 Pit Prehistoric -- Large shallow pit feature edge of extraction area Prehistoric VIII
F51 Pit -- -- Small pit feature associated with F49. Agricultural? Prehistoric VIII
F52 Pit Prehistoric -- Pit feature likely agricultural in origin Prehistoric VIII
F53 Pit -- -- Small pit feature possible association with F52 Prehistoric? VIII
F54 Post-hole? -- -- Small isolated post/pit feature. Structural? Prehistoric VIII
F55 Burial deposit 

(cremation)
LIA/Roman (1st 

century) three 
vessels

Cremated bone Charcoal rich matrix. One urn containing remains + two 
associated vessels (fragmentary)

LIA/Roman VIII

F56 Pit LIA/roman Fe object Large pit rubbish disposal large Fe object at base of cut LIA/Roman VIII
F57 Post-hole -- -- One a run of posts F57-59south of F60 structural Roman? VIII
F58 Post-hole -- -- One a run of posts F57-59south of F60 structural Roman? VIII
F59 Post-hole -- Worked flint One a run of posts F57-59south of F60 structural Roman? VIII
F60 Pit LIA/Roman (1st 

century)
Tegula -- Large pit feature large amount of roman material. Associated 

with villa activity to the west of the excavation?
LIA/Roman VIII

F61 Pit LIA/Roman (1st 
century)

Tegula, Glass Pit feature large amount of roman material cluster of pitting 
around F60. Associated with villa activity to the west of 
the excavation?

LIA/Roman VIII

F62 Pit -- Tile, Worked flint Pit west of F42 part of an area of LIA/Roman activity centred 
on F60

LIA/Roman VIII

F63 Pit LIA/Roman -- Small pit feature part of cluster associated with F60/61 LIA/Roman VIII
F64 Pit -- -- Small pit feature part of cluster associated with F60/61 LIA/Roman VIII
F65 Burial 

(inhumation)
-- Fe brooch Small grave cut (juvenile?) no bone or coffin nails Fe brooch 

at NW end of cut
LIA/Roman VIII

F66 Burial 
(inhumation)

-- -- Small grave cut (juvenile?) no bone or coffin nails. Association
with F65 and cremation F55

LIA/Roman VIII

F67 Pit -- Animal bone oyster shell Midden pit domestic disposal? LIA/Roman VIII
F68 Pit -- Animal bone oyster shell Midden pit domestic disposal? LIA/Roman VIII
F69 Post-hole LIA/Roman -- Small feature possible structural associated wit F70? LIA/Roman VIII
F70 Post-hole LIA/Roman -- Small feature possible structural associated wit F69? LIA/Roman VIII
F71 Pit LIA/Roman -- Pit feature part of cluster associated with F60/61 LIA/Roman VIII
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F72 Pit Saxon/early med Fe sickle blade Pit domestic/ agricultural debris small cluster of activity F72-
74

Saxon VIII

F73 Pit/hollow Prehistoric -- Shallow slightly irregular cut eroded hollow? Prehistoric VIII
F74 Pit Saxon/early med Loomweight fragments Pit domestic/ agricultural debris small cluster of activity F72-

74
Saxon VIII

F75 Pit -- -- Small isolated feature outlying from cluster F27-74 Saxon VI
F76 Pyre debris pit -- Cremated bone fragments

burnt flint
Burial deposit associated with activity F65-66 LIA/Roman VIII

F77 Pit Prehistoric Worked flint animal bone Large pit feature south east of trackway F24 LIA? III
F78 Pyre debris pit -- Cremated bone fragments

burnt flint
Burial deposit associated with activity F65-66 LIA/Roman VIII

F79 Linear feature 
(ditch)

Prehistoric -- Runs parallel to trackway ditch F24, equivalent to F21 Prehistoric 
LBA?

II,III

F80 Pit -- -- Charcoal rich matrix close association with burial deposits 
F76-78

LIA/Roman VIII

F81 Pit -- -- Small pit feature relates to F82? Potential association with 
F77

Prehistoric? III

F82 Pit -- -- Small pit feature relates to F82? Potential association with 
F77

Prehistoric? II

F83 Pit (natural) -- Animal bone Natural pitting tree throw? Irregular cut leached out fill Post-glacial VIII
F84 Pit (natural) -- -- Natural pitting tree throw? Irregular cut leached out fill Post-glacial VIII
F85 Linear feature 

(ditch) 
-- -- Agricultural landscape feature. Ditch interfaces with F17/79. 

boundary marker?
Prehistoric 
LBA?

II,III

F86 Pit Prehistoric -- Charcoal rich matrix hearth waste? Prehistoric 
(LBA)

III

F87 Linear feature 
(ditch)

-- -- Short length of ditch cut by F85, part of funnel associated with
trackway F24

Prehistoric III

F88 Pit Saxon? Tegula, Animal bone daub
quern stone

Large pit feature domestic debris associated with pit cluster 
F74

Saxon VIII

F89 Pit Saxon? Tegula, Animal bone daub
quern stone fe blade

Large pit feature domestic debris associated with pit cluster 
F74

Saxon VIII

F90 Pit -- -- Isolated pit feature charcoal lense in upper-mid fills Prehistoric V
F91 Pit -- tile -- Pit feature associated with potential villa activity to the west of 

the extraction area
Roman? VIII

F92 Pit -- tile -- Pit feature associated with potential villa activity to the west of 
the extraction area

Roman? VIII

F93 Pit -- Daub worked flint Small isolated pit associated wit posts F94-95 Prehistoric VIII
F94 Post-hole -- Fe object Associated with F95. Structural? LIA? VIII
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F95 Post-hole -- Fe object Associated with F95. Structural? LIA? VIII
F96 Burial (pyre 

debris pit)
-- Cu ally object cremated 

bone
 Isolated burial deposit, likely associated with activity F65-66 
to the east

LIA/Roman VIII

F97 Pit Saxon tile Large pit feature domestic debris associated with pit cluster 
F74

Saxon VIII

F98 Pit -- tile Small pit feature associated with Saxon pitting F99 Saxon? VIII
F99 Pit Saxon Burnt flint Large pit feature domestic debris associated with pit cluster 

F74
Saxon VIII

F100 Pit Saxon tile Bone comb cu ally 
object

Large square pit feature associated wit SFBs? And other 
Saxon pits

Saxon VIII

F101 Pit Saxon tile Fe nail Large pit feature domestic disposal? Associated with 
settlement activity around SFBs

Saxon VIII

F102 Pit Saxon tile Daub Large pit feature domestic disposal? Associated with 
settlement activity around SFBs

Saxon VIII

F103 Linear feature 
(ditch)

-- -- Agricultural landscape feature, forming boundary associated 
with settlement activity 

Saxon? VIII

F104 Pit -- -- Charcoal rich matrix east of F103, outlying activity associated 
with SFBs

Saxon? VIII

F105 Pit Saxon tile Animal bone Large pit feature domestic disposal? Associated with 
settlement activity around SFBs

Saxon VIII

F106 Pit -- -- Charcoal rich matrix outlying activity associated with SFBs Saxon? VIII
F107 Grubenhaus Saxon tile Animal bone fe ring 

quern stone
Rectangular shallow pit 4x5m 6 associated structural post 
features 

Saxon VIII

F108 Grubenhaus Saxon tile Animal bone quern 
stone

Rectangular shallow pit 3x5m 6 associated structural post 
features rammed floor surface

Saxon VIII

F109 Pit -- tile Animal bone worked 
flint

Large pit feature domestic disposal post date SFB F107 as it 
cuts feature

Saxon VIII

F110 Pit Saxon tile Animal bone fe blade Large pit feature domestic disposal post date SFB F107 as it 
cuts feature

Saxon VIII

F111-3 Post-hole -- -- Internal structural feature west edge of SFB F107 Saxon VIII
F114-19 Post-hole -- -- Internal structural feature within SFB F108 Saxon VIII
F120 Pit -- -- Pit outlying activity associated with SFBs? Saxon VIII
F121 Pit -- -- Pit charcoal rich matrix, outlying activity associated with 

SFBs?
Saxon VIII

F122-4 Post-hole -- -- Internal structural feature east of SFB F107 Saxon VIII
F125 Post-hole -- -- External feature associated with the east end of SFB F107 Saxon VIII
F126 Linear feature 

(ditch)
-- -- Agricultural landscape feature, forming a boundary within 

settlement activity 
Saxon? VIII
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F127 Pit -- -- Charcoal in upper-mid fills outlying activity associated with 
SFBs?

Saxon? VIII

F128 Pit Saxon tile Animal bone quern 
stone fe object

Large rubbish pit domestic disposal multiple deposition 
horizons cuts F129. Associated with SFB activity

Saxon VIII

F129 Pit -- -- Large pit cut by F288 domestic? Associated with SFBs Saxon VIII
F130 Pit Saxon? -- Charcoal rich matrix hearth waste? Likely associated with 

SFBs to the east of the cut
Saxon? VIII

F131 Pit Saxon Animal bone, fe object Medium pit feature, close association with F130, both features
relate to SFBs likely F108

Saxon VIII

F132 Pit -- -- Small pit feature, cut by F133, on a cluster of pitting on the 
west edge of F108 

Saxon? VIII

F133 Pit Saxon tile Animal bone Large shallow pit feature, cuts F132 part of a pit complex on 
the western edge of SFB F108

Saxon VIII

F134 Pit Saxon tile Animal bone Large shallow pit feature, cuts F132 part of a pit complex on 
the western edge of SFB F108

Saxon VIII

F135 Pit Saxon -- Small pit feature part of complex to the west of SFB F108 Saxon VIII
F136 Pit Saxon tile Animal bone Large shallow pit feature, part of a pit complex on the western 

edge of SFB F108
Saxon VIII

F137 Pit -- tile Animal bone Small pit feature part of complex to the west of SFB F108 Saxon VIII
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CB Cremated bone D Daub
B Bone T Tile
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Bfl Burnt flint
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F1 Small pit IV
F2 Posthole IV
F3 Posthole IV
F4 Posthole IV
F5 Posthole IV
F6 Small pit IV
F7 Small pit IV
F8 Posthole IV
F9 Posthole IV
F10 Posthole IV
F11 Small oval pit IV
F12 Small pit IV
F13 Small pit IV
F14 Posthole IV
F15 Short linear feature aligned 

SW-NE 
P, Fl Prehistoric IV

F16 Posthole – first of E-W 
alignment of F16-F19 and 
cluster with F16- F27 

IV

F17 Posthole IV
F18 Posthole IV
F19 Small pit IV
F20 Posthole IV
F21 Posthole IV
F22 Posthole IV
F23 Posthole IV
F24 Small pit IV
F25 Small pit IV
F26 Small pit IV
F27 Small pit IV
F28 Ring ditch P, BFl, Fl BA IV
F29 Short gully aligned N-S Fl Prehistoric IV
F30 Gully aligned NW-SE IV
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F31 Small pit IV
F32 Posthole overlain by 

rectangular pit F33
D IV

F33 Rectangular pit overlying 
posthole

IV

F34 Small pit/posthole? IV
F35 Small pit/posthole? IV
F36 Cremation in sub rectangular

pit. Charcoal rich upper fill. 
As F37 but shallower, 
ploughed out.

P, CB, Fe 
nails/hobnai
ls

mid-Roman 
E2-E3 century

IV

F37 Cremation in sub rectangular
pit. Charcoal rich upper fill. 2 
small beakers to N and S 
ends of pit, N beaker 
complete. F36 and F37 likely
cremations of children.

P, Fe 
nails/hobnai
ls, CB

mid-Roman 
E2-E3 century

IV

F38 Small pit IV
F39 N-S aligned Grubenhaus. 

Steep sides, slightly concave
base. Large deep postholes.

Fe nail, 
loom 
weight, 
spindle 
whorl, Br, T,
P, S, Fl

early-mid 
Saxon

IV

F40 Small pit IV
F41 Small pit IV
F42 Moderate oval pit with v 

shaped base. 
Fl Prehistoric IV

F43 Posthole P later prehistoricIV
F44 Pit IV
F45 Small pit IV
F46 Shallow ditch aligned N-S II,V,VIII
F47 Small round pit with charcoal

and crem. Bone, possibly 
pyre debris pit

CB V

F48 Ditch aligned N-S. Fl, P, St, 
AB, Pb 
frag?

early-mid 
Roman

V,IV,VII

F49 Deep steep sided ditch 
aligned N-S parallel to F46

P LIA/early 
Roman

II

F50 Small sub circular pit. 
Charcoal rich

P Roman V

F51 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F52 Continuation of F51 

continuing to other side of 
F49

P, Bfl, 
coin?, Fl

early-mid 
Roman

II,V,IV,VII

F53 VOID VOID VOID VOID
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F54 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F55 Pit. Charcoal rich VIII
F56 Small pit VIII
F57 Posthole. F57-F62 may 

make up two side of 
structure.

V

F58 Posthole P, FL, FC early-mid 
Saxon

V

F59 Posthole IV
F60 Posthole VIII
F61 Posthole VIII
F62 Posthole VIII
F63 Posthole P Prehistoric V
F64 Pit VIII
F65 Ditch aligned E-W P, T Post-Roman V
F66 Pit VIII
F67 Small pit VIII
F68 Pit/posthole VIII
F69 Posthole VIII
F70 Posthole VIII
F71 Posthole VIII
F72 Pit VIII
F73 Pit/posthole VIII
F74 Pit/posthole VIII
F75 Pit/posthole VIII
F76 Pit/posthole VIII
F77 Pit VIII
F78 Pit VIII
F79 Small pit P, D early-middle 

Saxon
VIII

F80 Small pit VIII
F81 Posthole VIII
F82 Posthole VIII
F83 Pit VIII
F84 Small pit. Whole pot in lower 

fill.
P LBA/EIA VIII

F85 Pit with daub flecking VIII
F86 Pit VIII
F87 Pit VIII
F88 Posthole VIII
F89 Pit VIII
F90 Posthole VIII
F91 Posthole VIII
F92 Pit/posthole VIII
F93 Pit/posthole VIII
F94 Pit VIII
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F95 Pit VIII
F96 Pit VIII
F97 Posthole VIII
F98 Pit. Charcoal rich BFl II
F99 Pit VIII
F100 Small pit. Some charcoal BFl VIII
F101 Small shallow charcoal rich 

pit
V

F102 Small oval pit
F103 Deep medium sub round pit P, AB early-middle 

Saxon
VIII

F104 Pit V
F105 Posthole. F105- F122 

postholes within Saxon 
aisled building(s?)

early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F106 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F107 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F108 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F109 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F110 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F111 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F112 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F113 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F114 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F115 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F116 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F117 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F118 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F119 Posthole P early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F120 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F121 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII
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F122 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F123 Pit
F124 Medium pit P late Neolithic VIII
F125 Cremation in small pit CB, Cu 

alloy brooch
E-M 1st 
century Roman

V

F126 Cremation in small pit E-M 1st 
century Roman

V

F127 Posthole probably 
associated with cremation 
F126

V

F128 Small pit. Some charcoal P Bronze Age V
F129 Large square pit P LBA/EIA V
F130 Medium pit near cremation 

F125
V

F131 Small/medium pit near 
cremation F125

V

F132 Large square pit adj to F129 V
F133 Posthole to immediate north 

of Grubenhaus F141
V

F134 Medium pit. Charcoal rich BFl V
F135 Medium pit north of 

Grubenhaus F141
CB, P early-middle 

Saxon
VIII

F136 Cremation in small round pit 
to east of cremation F126

Roman V

F137 Medium pit V
F138 Large round pit to north of 

Grubenhaus  F141
AB, BFl VIII

F139 Pit V
F140 Large round pit to north of 

Grubenhaus 141
P, Bfl, loom 
weight 
fragments, 
quernstone

early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F141 Grubenhaus aligned NW-SE,
Saxon pitting adjacent

T, P, loom 
weight 
fragments, 
quernstone,
AB, Fe obj

early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F142 Ditch aligned E-W P, T, Cu 
alloy obj, 
lava quern, 
Fe obj

E2-E 3rd 
century mid-
Roman

VII,VIII

F143 Posthole. F143-F194 make 
up an aisled building, to 
middle of east-west area of 
Saxon pitting and 
Grubenhaus

early-middle 
Saxon

VIII
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F144 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F145 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F146 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F147 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F148 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F149 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F150 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F151 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F152 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F153 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F154 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F155 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F156 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F157 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F158 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F159 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F160 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F161 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F162 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F163 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F164 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F165 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F166 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F167 Posthole early-middle VIII
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Saxon
F168 Posthole P early-middle 

Saxon
VIII

F169 Posthole P early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F170 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F171 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F172 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F173 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F174 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F175 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F176 Posthole P early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F177 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F178 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F179 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F180 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F181 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F182 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F183 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F184 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F185 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F186 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F187 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F188 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F189 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F190 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII
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F191 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F192 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F193 Posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F194 Posthole P early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F195 Large rounded pit adj to 
Grubenhaus F141 to north

P, T, AB early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F196 Posthole VIII
F197 Posthole VIII
F198 Large rounded pit to N of 

Grubenhaus F141
P, T, AB, 
Lava quern

early-middle 
Saxon

V

F199 Large posthole. F199-F204 
main 6 Grubenhaus 
postholes

early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F200 Large posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F201 Large posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F202 Large posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F203 Large posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F204 Large posthole early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F205 Large round pit cutting F206 P, BFl early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F206 Medium pit cut by Saxon pit 
F205

T early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F207 Large pit truncated by F205 
and F206 to the west

Bfl, P early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F208 Oval pit V
F209 Oval pit adj to F209 V
F210 Large shallow pit cutting 

similar pit F211 to NW
Loom 
weight

early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F211 Large shallow pit cut by 
F211 to SE

Cu alloy 
obj, loom 
weight, lava
quern

early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F212 Large pit cutting NW side of 
F211

VIII

F213 Pit II
F214 Pit II
F215 Pit II
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F216 Small pit cut by F212, F217 P, T, AB early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F217 Large sub round pit cutting 
F216, cut by F212

P, T, AB early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F218 Small oval pit P Prehistoric II
F219 Pit II
F220 
(same 
as 
F512)

Small pit P LBA/EIA II

F221 Small oval pit VIII
F222 Small sub round pit P LBA/EIA V
F223 Pit V
F224 large linear feature aligned 

E-W
P, Fl Post Roman V

F225 Cremation CB IV
F226 P-med boundary ditch 

aligned NNE-SSW
Post-med/Mod IV,V

F227 Ditch aligned E-W 
terminating to E and forming 
entranceway with F65

P, Fl Post Roman VII

F228 Grubenhauser aligned N-S P, T early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F229 Large sub round/rectangular 
pit cutting small pit F230

Fe frags, 
AB, T, 
Shell, 

early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F230 Small round pit cut by west 
side of pit F229

P early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F231 Small pit S of Grubenhaus 
F232

VII

F232 Grubenhaus. AB, T, P early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F233 Small oval pit VII
F234 Small pit cutting F235 VII
F235 Small pit cut by F234 VII
F236 Small pit. Charcoal rich VII
F237 Small pit VII
F238 Large shallow pit cut by 

F229
Fl Saxon? VII

F239 Large round pit cutting F240 
and F241

VII

F240 Large pit, cut by F239 VII
F241 Small pit cut by F239, F240 VII
F242 Posthole. F242-F247 main 6 

grubenhauser postholes 
witin F228

VII

F243 Posthole VII
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F244 Posthole VII
F245 Posthole VII
F246 Posthole VII
F247 Posthole VII
F248 Small pit, charcoal rich. P, T, AB, 

Vitrified 
glass? 
Glass bead

early-middle 
Saxon

IV

F249 Large pit cutting F52. Cut by 
F250

early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F250 Large pit cutting F249, cut by
F251

P early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F251 Medium pit cutting F250, cut 
by F252. V shaped base

early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F252 Medium pit cutting F251 early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F253 Pit/posthole. F253-F255 
aligned N-S 

VII

F254 Pit/posthole Pearly-
middle 
Saxon

early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F255 Pit/posthole VII
F256 Ditch aligned NW-SE P, T, Fl, 

loom 
weight, BFl

early-mid 
Roman

VII, VIII

F257 Shallow linear aligned N-S. 
Unknown relationship with 
F258

P LBA/EIA VII, VIII

F258 Possible ditch running S-N 
into F142

VII

F259 Large pit P late Neolithic VII
F260 Earlier cut of ditch F256 

aligned NW-SE
P, T, lava 
quern frags

Roman/saxon?VII

F261 Medium pit P early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F262 Medium pit P early-middle 
Saxon

VIII

F263 Small pit truncated by L.O.E VIII
F264 Small oval pit Fl Prehistoric VIII
F265 Small shallow pit P Prehistoric VII
F266 Shallow ditch aligned E-W. 

Charcoal and daub flecks
VIII, VII

F267 Shallow ditch aligned E-W 
parallel to F266 adj to S

D/P Prehistoric VII

F268 Small pit/posthole D/P Prehistoric VII
F269 Possible grave, sub 

rectangular, aligned N-S. 
Fl Prehistoric IV
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Shallow, flat base, vertical 
sides

F270 Small shallow posthole VIII
F271 Large pit sealed by ditch 

F256
VII

F272 Small pit. Charcoal flecks 
and burning

VII

F273 Large pit with multiple fills. 
Middle fill charcoal rich. Cuts
ditch F257

Fl Prehistoric VII

F274 Large sub oval pit P LBA/EIA VIII
F275 Large pit adj to F274 VIII
F276 Small pit VIII
F277 Small pit. F274-F280 (-F276)

form pit cluster
Fl Prehistoric VIII

F278 Small shallow pit VIII
F279 Posthole VIII
F280 Small oval pit P, Fl Prehistoric VIII
F281 Posthole VIII
F282 Small shallow pit VIII
F283 Shallow pit/tree bowl VIII
F284 Small pit containing 

truncated remains of two? 
urns. No CB seen, some 
charcoal

P LBA VII

F285 Curvilinear ditch curving from
N/NE to E

P, Fl, Bfl BA VIII, VII

F286 Small pit VIII
F287 Medium pit. Charcoal flecks II
F288 Urned cremation. CB in and 

around urn. Badly truncated
P, CB, Cu 
alloy obj

M1-2/3C 
Roman

VII

F289 Small oval pit P LBA/EIA VII
F290 Small pit Burnt bone,

P
LBA/EIA VII

F291 Small pit II
F292 Small pit II
F293 Medium irregular pit P Prehistoric II
F294 Ditch aligned N-S P E-M 1st 

century 
LIA/Roman

VII

F295 Ditch aligned N-S. With two 
recuts(?)

Fl, P, T? LIA/Roman? VII

F296 Ditched aligned NE-SW T LIA/Roman? VII
F297 Ditch aligned SE-NW VII
F298 Large shallow sub oval pit P LN/EBA II
F299 Possible grave. Long sub 

rectangular pit tapered to W 
II
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end.
F300 Cremation P, CB/burnt

bone
late Neolithic VII

F301 Small pit. Cuts F285 
terminus and F302

P late Neolithic VII

F302 Small pit. Cut by F301 P Prehistoric VII
F303 Posthole VII
F304 Posthole VII
F305 Medium irregular pit. P Prehistoric? VII
F306 Medium pit. One of cluster 

F306-F311
II

F307 Medium pit II
F308 Small-medium pit II
F309 Large pit II
F310 Large pit with shelf P LBA/EIA II
F311 Medium pit II
F312 Large pit/natural feature or 

tree throw
II

F313 Large shallow oblong pit II
F314 Pit/circular feature 

associated with linear F315
P later Neolithic II

F315 Narrow linear, N-S aligned Fl Prehistoric II
F316 Shallow pit II
F317 Shallow pit Fl Prehistoric II
F318 Ditch aligned N-S VII
F319 Ditch aligned NW-SE. Post-

med ditch cuts
VII

F320 Ditch aligned NW-SE. Post-
med ditch cuts

P Prehistoric VII

F321 Ditch aligned E-W VII
F322 Small sub rounded pit. 

Unknown relationship with 
F315

II

F323 Medium deep pit P, Fl Prehistoric II
F324 Ditch aligned NE-SW VII
F325 Ditch aligned NE-SW VII
F326 Small pit Fl, burnt 

bone
early Neolithic VII

F327 Ditch aligned NW-SE Fl, P Prehistoric VII
F328 Ditch aligned NW-SE. Forms

entrance with F327?
VII

F329 Medium sub oval/irregular pit P early Neolithic II
F330 Large oval pit/tree throw Fl Prehistoric VII
F331 Small pit II
F332 Small pit II
F333 Ditch aligned NE-SW Fl, P early Neolithic VII
F334 Posthole. F334-F337 are prehistoric VII
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aligned N-S. Associated with
postholes F340-F344 aligned
exactly parallel several m to 
W. Likely form structure. 
Adjacent to W of F327 and 
F328 entrance.

F335 Posthole prehistoric VII
F336 Posthole P Prehistoric VII
F337 Posthole P Prehistoric VII
F338 Gully with v profile inbetween

F334 and F335
VII

F339 Gully aligned NE-SW VII
F340 Posthole. F340-F344 align 

N-S parallel to F334-F337
prehistoric VII

F341 Posthole prehistoric VII
F342 Posthole prehistoric VII
F343 Posthole prehistoric VII
F344 Posthole prehistoric
F345 Pit. V
F346 Small sub oval/rectangular 

pit
P, T, D, Br early-middle 

Saxon
VII

F347 Small pit. Part of multiphase 
pit cluster. Small pits F347-
F349, F300-F302, cut larger 
pits F350-F352, F354, F355

P early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F348 Small pit VII
F349 Small pit VII
F350 VOID. Finds all from F285 VOID VOID
F351 Large sub oval pit. Cut by 

F350 and F353. Cuts F354.
P, Fl LN/EBA VII

F352 Large sub oval pit. Cuts all 
large pits in cluster

P, Bfl BA VII

F353 Pit?/posthole. Cut by large 
pits above

F354 Large sub oval pit. Cut by all 
other large pits in cluster

Prehistoric VII

F355 Large sub oval pit. Cuts 
F354. Cut by F352

P, Bfl late Neolithic VII

F356 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F357 Posthole. Cut by large pits 

above
VII

F358 Small sub rectangular pit. 
Charcoal rich. CB in fill - 
sampled. Cuts F295

Bfl VII

F359 Large sub oval deep pit II
F360 Posthole VII
F361 Posthole VII
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F362 Posthole VII
F363 Posthole VII
F364 Medium pit II
F365 Irregular pit - tree throw. Cut 

by F366
P Prehistoric VII

F366 Posthole. F366-F369 form 
even square, probable 
structure

VII, VIII

F367 Posthole V
F368 Posthole P, D Iron Age V
F369 Posthole V
F370 Tree throw/irregular pit P Prehistoric V
F371 Oval pit II
F372 Small pit V
F373 Large oval pit/tree throw. 

Lumps of charcoal at surface
V

F374 Shallow oval tree throw/pit. 
Lumps of charcoal at surface

V

F375 Oblong shallow pit aligned 
N-S

V

F376 Oblong shallow pit aligned 
NE-SW

P - finds 
lost

Prehistoric? V

F377 Linear sub rectangular pit II
F378 Tree throw V
F379 Small pit V
F380 Small pit V
F381 Small shallow pit/tree throw V
F382 Pit/tree throw V
F383 Pit/tree throw V
F384 Pit/tree throw V
F385 Pit/tree throw V
F386 Pit/tree throw V
F387 Ditch aligned E-W V
F388 Small oval pit V
F389 Pit/tree throw V
F390 Pit/tree throw V
F391 Pit/tree throw V
F392 Ditch aligned NW-SE V
F393 Deep round pit V
F394 Round pit V
F395 Curvilinear gully turning from

the NE to the E
V

F396 Curvilinear gully turning from
the NE to the E. Parallel to 
F395 to the S

V

F397 Pit/tree throw V
F398 Pit/tree throw V
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F399 Small shallow round pit P Prehistoric V
F400 Oval pit P Neolithic V
F401 Irregular pit aligned E-W. 

Pit/tree throw
V

F402 Small round shallow pit V
F403 Pit/tree throw V
F404 Small pit VIII
F405 Posthole VIII
F406 Posthole VIII
F407 Posthole VIII
F408 Large shallow oval pit V
F409 Large shallow round pit V
F410 Linear BA pot scatter, 

ploughed off. No cut 
surviving

P Early Neolithic II

F411 Small round pit II
F412 Medium sub rectangular fire 

pit. Lined with clay upon 
which fire cracked stone 
layered. Waste upper fill. 
Stakeholes F421-F433 in 
base cutting clay layer

CB/burnt 
bone, P, 
burnt stone,
D, loom 
weight

LBA/EIA V

F413 Small oval pit V
F414 Round pit V
F415 Posthole/pit VII
F416 Posthole VII
F417 Posthole P Prehistoric VII
F418 Posthole P LN/EBA VII
F419 Posthole S/St? VIII
F420 Large oval pit P, Fl late Neolithic VIII
F421 Stakehole. F421-F433 cut 

clay layer to base of fire pit 
F412

LBA/EIA II

F422 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F423 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F424 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F425 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F426 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F427 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F428 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F429 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F430 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F431 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F432 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F433 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F434 Pit/tree throw V
F435 Pit/tree throw V
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F436 Posthole. F436-F439 form 
curvilinear line

VIII

F437 Posthole VIII
F438 Posthole VII
F439 Posthole VII
F440 Small round pit AB VIII
F441 Small round pit VIII
F442 Posthole VII
F443 Posthole VIII
F444 Posthole VIII
F445 Posthole Pit/tree throw VIII
F446 Pit/tree throw V
F447 Possible ditch terminus 

aligned NE-SW, cut by post-
med ditch

V

F448 Small round pit S/St? VIII
F449 Posthole VIII
F450 Pit S/St? VIII
F451 Pit/tree throw V
F452 Small pit II
F453 Posthole/small pit II
F454 Small round pit II
F455 Small round pit II
F456 Small round pit II
F457 Large oval pit I
F458 Shallow ditch aligned NE-

SW. Parallel to F459, to the 
NW

P BA II

F459 Shallow ditch aligned NE-
SW

II

F460 Narrow gully forming an 
elongated 'pear' shape

Bfl II

F461 Wide shallow L shaped 
feature

II

F462 Pit/tree throw Bfl I
F463 Posthole. Deep. Charcoal 

flecks
I

F464 Small round pit within F460 II
F465 Probable cremation in small 

round pit. Plough damaged 
bucket urn? within

P, Bfl, 
CB/burnt 
AB?

Late Neolithic VII

F466 Small sub round pit VII
F467 Small sub round pit VII
F468 Small round pit II
F469 Small pit II
F470 Linear pit/tree throw II
F471 Pit/tree throw. Cuts F471 II
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F472 Shallow tree throw II
F473 Elongated pit turning SE to 

NW
P, Fl Early Neolithic II

F474 Pit/tree throw P Prehistoric II
F475 Small shallow pit II
F476 Pit/tree throw II
F477 Pit/tree throw II
F478 Pit/tree throw P Early Neolithic II
F479 Oval pit II
F480 Oval pit II
F481 Pit/tree throw II
F482 Pit/tree throw II
F483 Pit/tree throw II
F484 Pit/tree throw II
F485 Small pit II
F486 Medium oval pit. Some 

charcoal
P, Bfl Roman II

F487 Shallow round pit. Some 
charcoal

II

F488 Medium oval pit P LBA/EIA II
F489 Medium oval pit P LBA/EIA II
F490 Pit P Roman II
F491 Pit/tree throw II
F492 Pit/tree throw II
F493 Pit/tree throw II
F494 Pit/tree throw II
F495 Medium sub round fire pit. 

Charcoal rich
P, Bfl LBA/EIA II

F496 Small round pit II
F497 Ditch aligned E-W V
F498 Medium oval pit II
F499 Tree throw II
F500 Pit/tree throw V
F501 Pit/tree throw V
F502 Oval/sub rectangular pit P LN/EBA II
F503 Small irregular pit V
F504 Pit/tree throw V
F505 Small round pit II
F506 Pit/posthole V
F507 Medium oval pit V
F508 Pit/tree throw V
F509 Small pit P LBA/EIA II
F510 Irregular pit. Some charcoal II
F511 Tree throw II
F512 
(same 
as 

Small round pit P, loom 
weight 
fragment

LBA/EIA II
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F220)
F513 Shallow pit II
F514 Ditch aligned N-S. Possibly 

natural
V

F515 Oval pit V
F516 Oval pit V
F517 Oval deep pit V
F518 Oval/sub rectangular pit V
F519 Shallow circular pit P BA V
F520 Small pit P Roman V
F521 Tree throw V
F522 Tree throw V
F523 Tree throw V
F524 Pit/tree throw V
F525 Linear feature aligned NW-

SE
V

F526 Tree throw V
F527 Natural 

feature/slumpage/erosion
V

F528 Pit/tree throw V
F529 Very small round pit V
F530 Small oval pit IV
F531 Pit IV
F532 Small pit/post hole V
F533 Tree throw V
F534 Medium round pit IV
F535 Small tree throw/pit IV
F536 Small curvilinear gully V
F537 Tree throw V
F538 Oval pit VII
F539 Tree throw V
F540 Tree throw V
F541 Tree throw V
F542 Small round pit V
F543 Small oval pit V
F544 Small oval pit V
F545 Tree throw Post med 

(based on size 
and proximity 
to post med 
ditch)

V

F546 Small pit Lava quern Roman/Mediev
al

V

F547 Linear/natural feature? V
F548 Linear feature? Possibly 

associated with tree throw 
F545

P E2-E3 century 
mid-Roman

V
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F549 Tree throw IV
F550 Pit IV
F551 Small round pit/posthole IV
F552 Oblong shallow linear feature

aligned NE-SW
IV

F553 Small sub oval pit. Charcoal 
rich

Wood/AB? VII

F554 Medium oval pit VII
F555 Ditch aligned NW-SE. S of 

F227/F65 entrance. 
Contemporary associated 
functional feature? Recut of 
F556

P, Burnt 
stone (pot 
boiler?)

Post-Roman V

F556 Ditch. Recut by F555 to N. V
F557 Posthole V
F558 Small pit. Cut into F580 P Late Neolithic VII
F559 Moderate oval pit VII
F560 Oval/linear pit VII
F561 Ditch aligned E-W. Cut by 

post-med ditch and F52
V,IV

F562 Ditch aligned E-W. Cut by 
F555, probably cuts F563

V

F563 Shallow gully/base of ditch, 
cut by F562 and F555. 
Earliest phase of ditch in 
recuts

V

F564 Sub oval posthole V
F565 Sub oval posthole V
F566 Tree throw VIII
F567 Curvilinear gully/base of 

ditch turning from N-W. 
Possibly natural

V

F568 Small oval pit VII
F569 Medium irregular pit VII
F570 Oval pit with unknown 

relationship with 
grubenhauser F228

VII

F571 Oval pit VIII
F572 Large pit VIII
F573 Small shallow pit. Cut by 

F210 and cuts F572
VIII

F574 Small circular pit T Roman/Saxon VII
F575 Large oval pit P, Br Late 

Roman/Saxon
VII

F576 Large oval pit P, D Prehistoric VII
F577 Natural colluvium filled 

depression.
P Late 

Neolithic/EBA
VII
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F578 Oval posthole VII
F579 Oval posthole VIII
F580 Pit/tree throw? AB VII
F581 Small sub round pit. Sealed 

by F580
P, Fl, AB Early Neolithic VII

F582 Small sub round pit. Sealed 
by F580

VII

F583 Small sub round pit. 
Unknown rel with F580

VII

F584 Small-medium sub oval pit VIII
F585 Small sub round posthole VIII
F586 Small sub round posthole VIII
F587 Small round posthole VIII
F588 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F589 Posthole. F589-F603 and 

F606-F614 are structural 
post and stakeholes within 
grubenhauser F232

early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F590 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F591 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F592 Stakehole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F593 Stakehole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F594 Stakehole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F595 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F596 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F597 Stakehole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F598 Stakehole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F599 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F600 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F601 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F602 Pit VII
F603 Pit VII
F604 Pit P LN/EBA VII
F605 Pit P LN/EBA VII
F606 Posthole early-mid VII
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Saxon
F607 Posthole early-mid 

Saxon
VII

F608 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F609 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F610 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F611 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F612 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F613 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F614 Posthole early-mid 
Saxon

VII

F615 Tree throw II
F616 Tree throw II
F617 Pit II
F618 Ditch aligned NW-SE. Cut by

grubenhauser F232
VII

F619 Ditch aligned NW-SE Fl Roman? VII
F620 Tree throw/pit VII
F621 Tree throw IV
F622 Tree throw IV
F623 Posthole VII
F624 Posthole VII
F625 Small round pit VII
F626 Posthole VII
F627 Small round pit Fl Prehistoric VII
F628 Posthole VII
F629 Posthole VII
F630 Sub oval posthole/pit VII
F631 Posthole P Prehistoric VII
F632 Posthole VII
F633 Posthole/pit VII
F634 Posthole/pit VII
F635 Posthole VII
F636 Small posthole VII
F637 Sub oval shallow pit P BA VII
F638 Posthole VII
F639 Tree throw IV
F640 Tree throw IV
F641 Tree throw IV
F642 Possible grave/oval-linear pit IV
F643 Small oval pit IV
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F644 Small oval pit IV
F645 Small round shallow pit P LBA/EIA IV
F646 Small round pit P LN/EBA IV
F647 Tree throw IV
F648 Tree throw IV
F649 Tree throw IV
F650 Tree throw IV
F651 Tree throw IV
F652 Small pit IV
F653 Small pit IV
F654 Grave? Rectangular pit 

aligned N-S. Adjacent to 
poss grave F269

IV

F655 Shallow round pit IV
F656 Shallow pit/tree throw VII
F657 Very shallow pit/depression P LBA/EIA VII
F658 Small pit VII
F659 Linear pit P, Fl Late Neolithic VII
F660 Pit/tree throw IV
F661 Sub oval pit IV
F662 Sub oval pit IV
F663 Posthole. Postholes F663-

F669 make fence line or 
similar E-W parallel to and 
between parallel adjacent 
ditches F266 and F267

VII

F664 Posthole VII
F665 Posthole VII
F666 Posthole VII
F667 Posthole VII
F668 Posthole VII
F669 Posthole VII
F670 Posthole VII
F671 Posthole P/D Prehistoric VII
F672 Pit/ Posthole VII
F673 Small shallow sub round pit Fl Prehistoric VII
F674 Pit/tree throw IV
F675 Pit/tree throw IV
F676 Short linear/depression 

parallel to post med field 
boundary.

Fl, P, St Early Roman VII

F677 Gully aligned N-S P Prehistoric VII
F678 Large posthole VII
F679 possible grave? Maybe tree 

throw? aligned N-S. Sub 
rectangular pit, straight sides
flat base

Fl Prehistoric IV
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F680 Shallow gully/ditch aligned 
NW-SE. Unknown 
relationship with ring ditch

IV

F681 Pit/tree throw IV
F682 Pit/tree throw IV
F683 Small shallow sub 

rectangular pit/tree throw
IV

F684 Tree throw IV
F685 Posthole IV
F686 Posthole/pit IV
F687 Posthole. Cuts F688 IV
F688 Small sub oval pit IV
F689 Small circular pit IV
F690 Large round pit/tree bowl. 

Charcoal flecks
IV

F691 Possible shallow grave. Sub 
rectangular pit. Unknown 
relationship with F679

IV

F692 Pit/tree throw. Likely cut by 
terminus of F260

VII

F693 Tree throw. P prehistoric IV
F694 Tree throw IV
F695 Small round pit P Late Neolithic I
F696 Small linear pit IV
F697 Small round pit IV
F698 Tree throw IV
F699 Tree throw IV
F700 Tree throw IV
F701 Pit/tree throw IV
F702 Pit/tree throw IV
F703 Pit/tree throw IV
F704 Pit/tree throw IV
F705 Pit/tree throw I
F706 Oval pit I
F707 Small sub oval pit IV
F708 Small sub oval pit IV
F709 V shaped gully aligned SW-

NE
Fl, P LBA/EIA I

F710 Ice wedge I
F711 Small round pit I
F712 Tree throw I
F713 Pit/tree throw IV
F714 Shallow sub oval pit IV
F715 Pit/posthole IV
F716 Posthole IV
F717 Tree throw/pit I
F718 Tree throw/pit I
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F719 Sub rectangular pit aligned 
N-S (grave?)

Fl, P Early Neolithic IV

F720 Sub oval pit P Prehistoric I
F721 Tree throw/pit I
F722 Ditch aligned NE-SW P LBA/EIA II
F723 Tree throw I
F724 Tree throw I
F725 Tree throw/pit I
F726 Tree throw/pit I
F727 Small round pit I
F728 Tree throw/pit I
F729 Small sub oval pit I
F730 Small sub round pit/posthole II
F731 Tree throw II
F732 Small round pit II
F733 Ditch aligned NE-SW P LBA/EIA II
F734 Shallow posthole I
F735 Tree throw/pit I
F736 Tree throw/pit I
F737 Tree throw II
F738 Tree throw I
F739 Tree throw I
F740 Tree throw I
F741 Pit/posthole I
F742 Pit/posthole II
F743 Tree throw/natural linear 

feature
I

F744 Posthole/pit I
F745 Tree throw/pit I
F746 Tree throw. Cut by F709, 

possible trackway
I

F747 Tree throw I
F748 Pit/tree throw P Prehistoric I
F749 Deep sub oval pit Bfl II
F750 Tree throw I
F751 Tree throw/pit II
F752 Tree throw Bfl II
F753 Tree throw I
F754 Small oval pit II
F755 Small round shallow fire pit. 

Burnt stones, charcoal and 
daub rich fill

P, burnt 
stone, 
D/loom 
weight frags

LBA/EIA II

F756 Tree throw/pit I
F757 Tree throw I
F758 Deep sub rectangular/oval 

pit. Possibly tree throw
II
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F759 Linear/oval shallow pit II
F760 Medium oval pit II
F761 Tree throw I
F762 Shallow ditch aligned NE-

SW
P LBA/EIA II

F763 Small sub round pit II
F764 Small pit/posthole II
F765 Medium oval pit II
F766 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F767 Small round pit I
F768 Pit/tree throw I
F769 Pit/tree throw I
F770 Posthole II
F771 Posthole II
F772 Tree throw II
F773 Oval pit I
F774 Sub round pit I
F775 Large deep oval pit II
F776 Pit/tree throw I
F777 Posthole II
F778 Posthole II
F779 Medium oval pit I
F780 Pit/tree throw I
F781 Shallow linear aligned E-W I
F782 Shallow oval pit I
F783 Tree throw I
F784 Tree throw I
F785 Pit/tree throw I
F786 Pit/tree throw I
F787 Posthole. F787-F802 create 

rectangular structure
I

F788 Posthole I
F789 Posthole I
F790 Posthole I
F791 Posthole I
F792 Posthole I
F793 Posthole I
F794 Posthole I
F795 Posthole I
F796 Posthole I
F797 Posthole I
F798 Posthole I
F799 Posthole I
F800 Posthole I
F801 Posthole I
F802 Posthole I
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F803 Tree throw I
F804 Tree throw/pit I
F805 Tree throw I
F806 Pit/tree throw I
F807 Small round pit I
F808 Tree throw II
F809 Tree throw II
F810 Small sub oval pit II
F811 Small shallow sub oval pit II
F812 Small shallow sub oval pit Fl prehistoric II
F813 Posthole II
F814 Posthole P LN/EBA I
F815 Small possible fire pit. 

Frequent charcoal and burnt 
stones

P, burnt 
stone

LBA/EIA II

F816 Small sub oval pit II
F817 Small sub round pit II
F818 Posthole. F818-F825 form a 

circle within square structure 
F787-F802

I

F819 Posthole I
F820 Posthole I
F821 Posthole I
F822 Posthole P Prehistoric I
F823 Posthole I
F824 Posthole I
F825 Posthole I
F826 Posthole I
F827 Medium oval pit I
F828 Posthole P LBA/EIA I
F829 Posthole P Neolithic II
F830 Posthole I
F831 Oval fire pit? Charcoal rich Burnt stone,

Fe nail
early-middle 
Saxon

VII

F832 Linear/sub rectangular 
feature. Badly degraded 
prehistoric pot noted but not 
retained

Fl Prehistoric I

F833 Large oval pit P, Fl LBA/EIA I
F834 Linear feature aligned NE-

SW. Some charcoal and 
burnt stones

Burnt stone I

F835 Tree bowl IV
F836 Large sub rectangular pit P, Fl LN/EBA I
F837 Small round pit P, Fl LBA/EIA II
F838 
(later 

Small round pit P LBA/EIA
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dug as 
F1145)
F839 Tree throw I
F840 Small round pit I
F841 Medium round pit P, D LBA/EIA II
F842 Sub oval pit P Prehistoric IV
F843 Posthole? IV
F844 Posthole? IV
F845 Posthole? IV
F846 Posthole? IV
F847 Posthole? IV
F848 Posthole? IV
F849 Posthole? IV
F850 Posthole? IV
F851 Posthole? IV
F852 Posthole? IV
F853 Posthole? IV
F854 Posthole? IV
F855 Posthole? IV
F856 Posthole? IV
F857 Posthole? IV
F858 Posthole? IV
F859 Posthole? IV
F860 Posthole? IV
F861 Posthole? IV
F862 Posthole? IV
F863 Posthole? IV
F864 Posthole? II
F865 Posthole? IV
F866 Posthole? IV
F867 Posthole? IV
F868 Posthole? IV
F869 Posthole? IV
F870 Posthole? IV
F871 Posthole? IV
F872 Posthole? IV
F873 Posthole? IV
F874 Posthole? IV
F875 Posthole? IV
F876 Posthole? IV
F877 Posthole? IV
F878 Posthole? IV
F879 Posthole? IV
F880 Posthole? IV
F881 Posthole? IV
F882 Posthole? IV
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F883 Posthole? IV
F884 Posthole? IV
F885 Posthole? IV
F886 Posthole? IV
F887 Posthole? IV
F888 Posthole? IV
F889 Posthole? IV
F890 Posthole? IV
F891 Posthole? IV
F892 Posthole? IV
F893 Posthole? IV
F894 Posthole? IV
F895 Posthole? IV
F896 Small round pit. Burnt stone 

and occasional charcoal
Burnt stone,
P

LBA/EIA II

F897 Posthole P LBA/EIA II
F898 Posthole. F898-F902 part of 

3rd concentric ring (?) of 
round house/similar structure

F899 Posthole IV
F900 Posthole IV
F901 Posthole IV
F902 Posthole IV
F903 Posthole. F903-909 part of 

structure/alignment adj to 
round house/similar structure

IV

F904 Posthole IV
F905 Posthole IV
F906 Posthole IV
F907 Posthole P Prehistoric IV
F908 Posthole IV
F909 Posthole IV
F910 
(later 
dug as 
F1127)

Rectangular pit P, Fl LBA/EIA II

F911 Posthole? IV
F912 Posthole? IV
F913 Posthole? IV
F914 Posthole? IV
F915 Posthole? IV
F916 Posthole? IV
F917 Posthole? IV
F918 Posthole? IV
F919 Ditch aligned NE-SW. 

Charcoal rich
P, burnt 
stone

LBA/EIA IV,V

F920 Posthole II
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F921 Posthole II
F922 Posthole II
F923 Posthole II
F924 Posthole II
F925 Posthole II
F926 Posthole II
F927 Posthole II
F928 Stakehole. II
F929 Stakehole II
F930 Stakehole II
F931 Posthole II
F932 Posthole II
F933 Posthole II
F934 Posthole II
F935 Small round pit P, burnt 

stone
LBA/EIA II

F936 Small round shallow pit P LBA/EIA II
F937 Small pit/posthole II
F938 Small round pit. Some 

charcoal and burnt stones
P, burnt 
stone

LBA/EIA II

F939 Stakehole. F939-F946 form 
ring around pit F938

LBA/EIA II

F940 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F941 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F942 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F943 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F944 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F945 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F946 Stakehole LBA/EIA II
F947 Tree throw II
F948 Tree throw II
F949 Tree throw II
F950 Tree throw II
F951 Tree throw II
F952 Tree throw II
F953 Posthole. P Prehistoric II
F954 Linear feature, probably 

natural
II

F955 Posthole. F955-F957 form 
even square possible 
structure with F953.

II

F956 Posthole II
F957 Posthole II
F958 Tree throw/pit II
F959 Posthole. F959-F1006 make 

up post structure aligned N-
S.

II
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F960 Posthole II
F961 Posthole II
F962 Posthole II
F963 Posthole II
F964 Posthole II
F965 Posthole II
F966 Posthole II
F967 Posthole II
F968 Posthole II
F969 Posthole II
F970 Posthole II
F971 Posthole II
F972 Posthole II
F973 Posthole II
F974 Posthole II
F975 Posthole II
F976 Posthole II
F977 Posthole II
F978 Posthole II
F979 Posthole II
F980 Posthole II
F981 Posthole II
F982 Posthole II
F983 Posthole II
F984 Posthole II
F985 Posthole II
F986 Posthole II
F987 Posthole II
F988 Posthole II
F989 Posthole II
F990 Posthole II
F991 Posthole II
F992 Posthole II
F993 Posthole II
F994 Posthole II
F995 Posthole II
F996 Posthole II
F997 Posthole II
F998 Posthole II
F999 Posthole II
F1000 Posthole II
F1001 Posthole II
F1002 Posthole II
F1003 Posthole II
F1004 Posthole II
F1005 Posthole II
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F1006 Posthole
F1007 Tree throw II
F1008 Posthole P LBA/EIA II
F1009 Small pit II
F1010 Posthole. F1010-F1012 form

line next to square structure
II

F1011 Posthole II
F1012 Posthole II
F1013 Posthole. F1013-F1022 

forms loose circular 
alignment associated with 
F1010-F1012 and square 
structure F955-F957.

II

F1014 Posthole II
F1015 Posthole II
F1016 Posthole II
F1017 Posthole II
F1018 Posthole II
F1019 Posthole II
F1020 Posthole II
F1021 Posthole II
F1022 Posthole II
F1023 Posthole. F1023-F1028 form

small group adjacent to 
F1013-F1022 etc

II

F1024 Posthole II
F1025 Posthole II
F1026 Posthole II
F1027 Posthole II
F1028 Posthole II
F1029 Posthole. F1029-F1038 

rough group of postholes 
with pit F1034 in centre

II

F1030 Posthole II
F1031 Posthole II
F1032 Posthole II
F1033 Posthole II
F1034 Small pit II
F1035 Posthole II
F1036 Posthole II
F1037 Posthole II
F1038 Posthole II
F1039 Tree throw II
F1040 Posthole. F1040-F1050 

loose circular group adj to 
square structure F959 etc

II

F1041 Posthole II
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F1042 Posthole II
F1043 Posthole II
F1044 Posthole II
F1045 Posthole II
F1046 Posthole II
F1047 Posthole II
F1048 Posthole Fl Prehistoric II
F1049 Posthole II
F1050 Posthole II
F1051 Posthole. F1051-F1058 form

alignment/arc/circle? SW of 
F1040 group etc

II

F1052 Posthole II
F1053 Posthole II
F1054 Posthole II
F1055 Posthole II
F1056 Posthole II
F1057 Posthole II
F1058 Posthole II
F1059 Posthole. F1059-F1094 form

rectangular structure
II

F1060 Posthole II
F1061 Posthole II
F1062 Posthole II
F1063 Posthole II
F1064 Posthole II
F1065 Posthole II
F1066 Posthole II
F1067 Posthole II
F1068 Posthole II
F1069 Posthole II
F1070 Posthole II
F1071 Posthole II
F1072 Posthole II
F1073 Posthole II
F1074 Posthole II
F1075 Posthole II
F1076 Posthole II
F1077 Posthole II
F1078 Posthole II
F1079 Posthole II
F1080 Posthole II
F1081 Posthole II
F1082 Posthole II
F1083 Posthole II
F1084 Posthole II
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F1085 Posthole II
F1086 Posthole II
F1087 Posthole II
F1088 Posthole II
F1089 Posthole II
F1090 Posthole II
F1091 Posthole II
F1092 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F1093 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F1094 Posthole II
F1095 Posthole. F1095-F1101 form

loose grouping within F1040 
etc group

II

F1096 Posthole II
F1097 Posthole II
F1098 Posthole II
F1099 Posthole II
F1100 Posthole II
F1101 Posthole II
F1102 Tree throw II
F1103 Tree throw II
F1104 Tree throw II
F1105 Small round pit II
F1106 Posthole. Sealed by F1105 II
F1107 Tree throw II
F1108 Tree throw II
F1109 Posthole II
F1110 Tree throw II
F1111 Tree throw II
F1112 Tree throw II
F1113 Small round pit/posthole II
F1114 Tree throw II
F1115 Tree throw II
F1116 Posthole sealed by? Tree 

throw F1115
II

F1117 Tree throw P Prehistoric II
F1118 Posthole. F1118-F1123 

make up part of circular 
structure with other 
postholes(?)

II

F1119 Posthole II
F1120 Posthole II
F1121 Posthole II
F1122 Posthole II
F1123 Posthole II
F1124 Tree throw II
F1125 Tree throw II
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F1126 Medium round pit P Late Neolithic II
F1127 
(same 
as 
F910)

Pit P LBA/EIA II

F1128 Posthole. F1128-F1131 form
small group with F771 etc

II

F1129 Posthole II
F1130 Posthole/stakehole II
F1131 Posthole II
F1132 Posthole. F1132-F1136 form

large group with 
linear/curvilinear and circular
alignments

II

F1133 Posthole II
F1134 Posthole II
F1135 Posthole II
F1136 Posthole II
F1137 Posthole II
F1138 Posthole II
F1139 Posthole II
F1140 Posthole II
F1141 Posthole II
F1142 Posthole II
F1143 Posthole II
F1144 Posthole II
F1145 
(same 
as 
F838)

Pit LBA/EIA II

F1146 Posthole II
F1147 Posthole II
F1148 Posthole II
F1149 Posthole II
F1150 Posthole II
F1151 Posthole II
F1152 Posthole II
F1153 Posthole II
F1154 Posthole P Neolithic II
F1155 Posthole II
F1156 Posthole II
F1157 Posthole II
F1158 Posthole II
F1159 Posthole II
F1160 Posthole II
F1161 Posthole II
F1162 Posthole II
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F1163 Posthole II
F1164 Posthole II
F1165 Posthole II
F1166 Posthole II
F1167 Posthole II
F1168 Posthole II
F1169 Tree throw II
F1170 Sub oval pit truncated by 

quarry edge
P, Fl Prehistoric II

F1171 Small shallow circular pit Fl Prehistoric II
F1172 Tree throw II
F1173 Shallow sub oval pit P Neolithic II
F1174 Shallow sub oval pit V
F1175 Tree throw II
F1176 Tree throw II
F1177 Tree throw II
F1178 Tree throw
F1179 Tree throw II
F1180 Small sub oval pit II
F1181 Posthole. F1181-F1191 form

sub square alignment
II

F1182 Posthole II
F1183 Posthole II
F1184 Posthole II
F1185 Posthole II
F1186 Posthole II
F1187 Posthole II
F1188 Posthole II
F1189 Posthole II
F1190 Posthole II
F1191 Posthole II
F1192 Tree throw V
F1193 Tree throw V
F1194 Posthole II
F1195 Posthole II
F1196 Pit P LIA/Early 

Roman
V

F1197 Tree throw V
F1198 Small sub oval pit
F1199 Tree throw V
F1200 Tree throw V
F1201 Posthole IV
F1202 Posthole IV
F1203 Posthole IV
F1204 Tree throw IV
F1205 Small round pit IV
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F1206 Tree throw IV
F1207 Tree throw IV
F1208 Tree throw IV
F1209 Tree throw IV
F1210 Tree throw IV
F1211 Tree throw IV
F1212 Tree throw IV
F1213 Tree throw IV
F1214 Posthole. F1214- F1218 

form circular shape
IV

F1215 Posthole IV
F1216 Posthole IV
F1217 Posthole IV
F1218 Posthole IV
F1219 Posthole IV
F1220 Tree throw IV
F1221 Small round pit IV
F1222 Tree throw IV
F1223 Tree throw IV
F1224 Tree throw P BA IV
F1225 Tree throw VII
F1226 Tree throw VII
F1227 Tree throw VII
F1228 Small sub round pit P, Br Saxon? IV
F1229 Shallow sub oval/rectangular

pit
P, Fl? Prehistoric IV

F1230 Ditch aligned N-S adjoining 
SE side of F48.

Fl Roman? VII

F1231 Tree throw P, Fl Prehistoric VII
F1232 Narrow ditch running NE-SW

into perpendicular ditch 
F227, likely contemporary

IV,V

F1233 Tree throw P Prehistoric VII
F1234 Tree throw V
F1235 Posthole VII
F1236 Posthole VII
F1237 Tree throw/pit? Cuts 

ephemeral linears F1238 
and F1239

VII

F1238 Shallow linear VII
F1239 Shallow linear. Unknown 

relationship with F1238. 
Charcoal rich

P Prehistoric VII

F1240 Medium round shallow pit P Early Neolithic VII
F1241 Medium sub round shallow 

pit. Some charcoal
P Prehistoric VII

F1242 Posthole. F1242-F1248 form VII
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circle
F1243 Posthole VII
F1244 Posthole VII
F1245 Posthole VII
F1246 Posthole VII
F1247 Posthole. Cuts linear F1239 VII
F1248 Posthole VII
F1249 Round pit. Cuts F48 and 

F1250
VII

F1250 Ditch aligned NE-SW 
adjoining F48, later addition 
to trackway

P, Fl Roman VII

F1251 Shallow ditch aligned NE-
SW. Cut by F318

VII

F1252 Tree throw VII
F1253 Linear/curvilinear ditch 

cutting F142
VII

F1254 Small shallow sub round/oval
pit

VII

F1255 Ditch aligned E-N? 
Terminates/adjoins? F1250. 
May split into two ditches

VII

F1256 Ditch aligned SE-NW. 
Unknown relationship with pit
F1257 and ditch F1255

P, Fl, Stone Roman VII

F1257 Oval shaped pit VII
F1258 Ditch aligned SW-NE. Likely 

continuation of F318 to SW 
side of F1253 which cuts 
both

P, Fl M1-2nd 
Roman

VII

F1259 Posthole P LBA/EIA II
F1260 Posthole II
F1261 Posthole II
F1262 Tree throw II
F1263 Tree throw II
F1264 Tree throw II
F1265 Linear probably natural 

feature aligned N-S
II

F1266 Posthole. F1266-F1307 
make up rectangular post 
structure aligned N-S

P, burnt 
stone

BA II

F1267 Posthole II
F1268 Posthole II
F1269 Posthole II
F1270 Posthole II
F1271 Posthole II
F1272 Posthole II
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F1273 Posthole II
F1274 Posthole II
F1275 Posthole II
F1276 Posthole II
F1277 Posthole II
F1278 Posthole II
F1279 Posthole II
F1280 Posthole II
F1281 Posthole II
F1282 Posthole II
F1283 Posthole II
F1284 Posthole II
F1285 Posthole II
F1286 Posthole II
F1287 Posthole II
F1288 Posthole II
F1289 Posthole II
F1290 Posthole II
F1291 Posthole II
F1292 Posthole II
F1293 Posthole II
F1294 Posthole II
F1295 Posthole II
F1296 Posthole II
F1297 Posthole II
F1298 Posthole II
F1299 Posthole II
F1300 Posthole II
F1301 Posthole II
F1302 Posthole II
F1303 Posthole II
F1304 Posthole II
F1305 Posthole II
F1306 Posthole II
F1307 Posthole II
F1308 Tree throw II
F1309 Tree throw II
F1310 Tree throw II
F1311 Tree throw II
F1312 Small shallow oval pit II
F1313 Posthole II
F1314 Posthole II
F1315 Posthole II
F1316 Posthole II
F1317 Tree throw II
F1318 Tree throw II
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F1319 Tree throw II
F1320 Tree throw II
F1321 Deep sub round pit Saddle 

quern frags,
burnt stone,
P, loom 
weight, D

LBA/EIA II

F1322 Posthole II
F1323 Tree throw II
F1324 Tree throw II
F1325 Tree throw II
F1326 Tree throw II
F1327 Posthole II
F1328 Posthole II
F1329 Small round shallow pit Burnt stone II
F1330 Tree throw P, Fl LN/EBA II
F1331 Posthole. F1331-F1339 form

two parallel curvilinear lines
II

F1332 Posthole II
F1333 Posthole II
F1334 Posthole II
F1335 Posthole II
F1336 Posthole II
F1337 Posthole II
F1338 Posthole II
F1339 Posthole II
F1340 Tree throws II
F1341 Tree throws II
F1342 Small sub round pit II
F1343 Small sub round pit II
F1344 Small sub round pit II
F1345 Posthole II
F1346 Posthole II
F1347 Tree throw II
F1348 Tree throw II
F1349 Tree throw II
F1350 Tree throw II
F1351 Tree throw VII
F1352 Tree throw VII
F1353 Tree throw VII
F1354 Tree throw VII
F1355 Tree throw VII
F1356 Tree throw VII
F1357 Tree throw VII
F1358 Tree throw II
F1359 Tree throw II
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F1360 Posthole II
F1361 Shallow ditch aligned NE-

SW
P LBA/EIA II

F1362 Shallow sub oval pit I
F1363 Tree throw V
F1364 Sub oval pit P, Fl Prehistoric V
F1365 Sub round pit IV
F1366 Tree throw II
F1367 Tree throw II
F1368 Tree throw II
F1369 Gully aligned NE-SW P LBA/EIA IV,V
F1370 Tree throw IV
F1371 Tree throw II
F1372 Tree throw II
F1373 Tree throw II
F1374 Tree throw IV
F1375 Tree throw
F1376 Posthole V
F1377 Tree throw I
F1378 Posthole. F1378-F1385 form

isolated cluster, possible 
simple structure

IV

F1379 Posthole VI
F1380 Posthole IV
F1381 Posthole IV
F1382 Posthole IV
F1383 Posthole IV
F1384 Posthole IV
F1385 Posthole IV
F1386 Tree throw IV
F1387 Tree throw IV
F1388 Tree throw IV
F1389 Tree throw IV
F1390 Tree throw IV
F1391 Tree throw IV
F1392 Oval pit IV
F1393 Large deep oval pit IV
F1394 Tree throw IV
F1395 Medium elongated pit IV
F1396 Posthole. F1396-F1398 

aligned
IV

F1397 Posthole IV
F1398 Posthole IV
F1399 Tree throw IV
F1400 Tree throw IV
F1401 Posthole IV
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F1402 Small pit IV
F1403 Tree throw IV
F1404 Tree throw IV
F1405 Tree throw IV
F1406 Tree throw IV
F1407 Medium sub round pit cutting

F1408
Fe nail post-IA IV

F1408 Ditch aligned E-W. Cuts tree 
throw F1406. Cu by F1407

IV

F1409 Tree throw IV
F1410 Tree throw IV
F1411 Posthole. F1411-F1432 

make up various loose 
alignments within the ring 
ditch beneath L2

IV

F1412 Posthole IV
F1413 Posthole IV
F1414 Posthole IV
F1415 Posthole Fl Prehistoric IV
F1416 Posthole IV
F1417 Posthole IV
F1418 Posthole IV
F1419 Posthole IV
F1420 Posthole IV
F1421 Posthole IV
F1422 Posthole IV
F1423 Posthole IV
F1424 Posthole IV
F1425 Posthole IV
F1426 Posthole IV
F1427 Posthole IV
F1428 Posthole IV
F1429 Posthole IV
F1430 Posthole IV
F1431 Posthole IV
F1432 Posthole IV
F1433 Large tree throw within S 

end of ring ditch. Cut by 
F1434

IV

F1434 Ditch aligned N-S within S 
edge of ring ditch

IV

F1435 Small pit IV
F1436 Periglacial channel IV
F1437 Glacial silt patch IV
F1438 Sub oval pit cutting F1445 to 

NW
IV

F1439 Tree throw cut by ring ditch P Prehistoric IV
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F28
F1440 Tree throw IV
F1441 Tree throw IV
F1442 Tree throw IV
F1443 Tree throw IV
F1444 Large shallow irregular 

natural/animal burrow 
feature or very large tree 
throw 

IV

F1445 Very shallow possible linear 
or tree throw

IV

F1446 Small shallow circular pit IV
F1447 Tree throw IV
F1448 Tree throw IV
F1449 Sub oval pit IV
F1450 Tree throw IV
F1451 Tree throw IV
F1452 Small sub oval pit VII
F1453 Posthole IV
F1454 Posthole IV
F1455 Posthole. F1455-F1457 are 

W three of 6 main structural 
postholes within 
grubenhauser F39

early/mid 
Saxon

IV

F1456 Posthole P, Fl early/mid 
Saxon

IV

F1457 Posthole early/mid 
Saxon

IV

F1458 Posthole early/mid 
Saxon

IV

F1459 Posthole early/mid 
Saxon

IV

F1460 Tree throw VII
F1461 Posthole Fl Prehistoric VII
F1462 Posthole VII
F1463 Tree throw VII
F1464 Tree throw VII
F1465 Tree throw VII
F1466 Tree throw VII
F1467 Posthole sealed by ditch F52 VII
F1468 
(later 
redug 
as 
F1586)

Posthole VII

F1469 depression P Saxon VII
F1470 Shallow pit like feature Loom Saxon IV
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contemporary with 
grubenhauser F39 to E end, 
seperated by ledge. Filled 
with same fill and finds

weight?, P

F1471 Ditch aligned E-W. 
Contemporary to F1250 etc 
to E?

T, P, D E/M 2-3rd 
Roman

VII

F1472 Posthole P LBA/EIA VII
F1473 Posthole IV
F1474 Shallow linear aligned E-W 

parallel with F125
P Roman VII

F1475 Tree throw IV
F1476 Posthole. F1476-F1477 and 

F1484-F1489 main structural
postholes within Grubenhaus
F39 

Saxon IV

F1477 Posthole Saxon IV
F1478 Posthole. Within F39 Saxon IV
F1479 Ledge to SW end of 

Grubenhaus F39
Saxon IV

F1480 Posthole IV
F1481 Posthole IV
F1482 Posthole. F1482, F1483 

within Grubenhaus F39
Saxon IV

F1483 Posthole Saxon IV
F1484 Posthole Saxon IV
F1485 Posthole Saxon IV
F1486 Posthole Saxon IV
F1487 Posthole Saxon IV
F1488 Posthole Saxon IV
F1489 Posthole Saxon IV
F1490 Tree throw IV
F1491 Tree throw IV
F1492 Tree throw IV
F1493 Tree throw IV
F1494 Tree throw IV
F1495 Stakehole. F1495-F1502 

structural stakeholes within 
F39

Saxon IV

F1496 Stakehole Saxon IV
F1497 Stakehole Saxon IV
F1498 Stakehole Saxon IV
F1499 Stakehole Saxon IV
F1500 Stakehole Saxon IV
F1501 Stakehole Saxon IV
F1502 Stakehole Saxon IV
F1503 Tree throw IV
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F1504 Tree throw Fl Prehistoric IV
F1505 Tree throw IV
F1506 Possible posthole I
F1507 Tree throw IV
F1508 Right angled gully aligned 

SE-NW SW-NE
P, Fl Neolithic IV

F1509 Tree throw IV
F1510 Posthole. F1510-F1511 line 

inner edge of ring ditch
IV

F1511 Posthole IV
F1512 Tree throw P Late Neolithic IV
F1513 Tree throw IV
F1514 Tree throw IV
F1515 Tree throw IV
F1516 Tree throw IV
F1517 Tree throw IV
F1518 Tree throw IV
F1519 Tree throw IV
F1520 Tree throw IV
F1521 Tree throw IV
F1522 Tree throw IV
F1523 Tree throw P Prehistoric IV
F1524 Grubenhaus aligned N-S 

with four large postholes 
F1557, F1558, F1559, 
F1560, one in each corner

P, Fl Saxon IV

F1525 Posthole. F1525- F1528 and 
F1531, F1532 line inner 
edge of ring ditch to S

IV

F1526 Posthole IV
F1527 Posthole IV
F1528 Posthole IV
F1529 Tree throw IV
F1530 Tree throw IV
F1531 Posthole IV
F1532 Posthole IV
F1533 Tree throw IV
F1534 Tree throw IV
F1535 Tree throw IV
F1536 Small shallow round pit IV
F1537 Small shallow sub oval pit IV
F1538 Small shallow round pit IV
F1539 Tree throw IV
F1540 Tree throw IV
F1541 Tree throw IV
F1542 Tree throw IV
F1543 Gully aligned E-W IV
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F1544 Posthole. F1544-F1547 line 
and likely contemporary with 
F1543

IV

F1545 Small oval pit IV
F1546 Posthole IV
F1547 Posthole IV
F1548 Sub oval pit IV
F1549 Posthole IV
F1550 Posthole IV
F1551 Sub oval pit IV
F1552 Tree throw IV
F1553 Tree throw IV
F1554 Posthole IV
F1555 Posthole IV
F1556 Posthole IV
F1557 Posthole. F1557-F1560 four 

large structural posts to 
corners of Grubenhaus 
F1524

Saxon IV

F1558 Posthole Saxon IV
F1559 Posthole Saxon IV
F1560 Posthole Saxon IV
F1561 Tree throw VII
F1562 Medium oval pit IV
F1563 Tree throw IV
F1564 Short linear/tree throw P LIA/Early 

Roman
IV

F1565 Posthole. F1565 and F1566 
within Grubenhaus F1524

IV

F1566 Posthole IV
F1567 Tree throw VII
F1568 Tree throw VII
F1569 Posthole contemporary with 

F1570
VII

F1570 Small sub oval pit. 
Contemporary posthole 
within to S

VII

F1571 Tree throw IV
F1572 Posthole/pit P LIA/Early 

Roman
VII

F1573 Tree throw P LIA/Early 
Roman

VII

F1574 Tree throw VII
F1575 Posthole. F1575-F1583 

within F28 
IV

F1576 Posthole IV
F1577 Posthole IV
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F1578 Posthole IV
F1579 Posthole IV
F1580 Posthole IV
F1581 Posthole IV
F1582 Posthole IV
F1583 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F1584 Large round deep pit P, D? Saxon IV
F1585 Posthole P Saxon VII
F1586 
(same 
as 
F1468)

Posthole VII

F1587 Posthole VII
F1588 Sub rectangular medium pit Fl, S, P, AB Roman VII
F1589 Grubenhauser aligned E-W AB, P, lava 

quern, fired 
clay object, 
Fe object, 
Fe nail, Br, 
loom 
weight, Fl, 
lava quern

Saxon VII

F1590 Tree throw VII
F1591 Tree throw IV
F1592 Pit/tree throw IV
F1593 Small shallow pit. F1593-

F1597 form pit cluster to S of
ring ditch

IV

F1594 Small shallow pit IV
F1595 Small shallow pit IV
F1596 Small shallow pit IV
F1597 Small shallow pit P Saxon IV
F1598 Small round pit VII
F1599 Small oval pit VII
F1600 Posthole. F1600-F1602 form

square possible structure 
with F1625

VII

F1601 Posthole VII
F1602 Posthole P LBA/EIA VII
F1603 Long thin oval pit P LIA/Early 

Roman
VII

F1604 Medium-large round pit P LBA/EIA VII
F1605 Very shallow small pit VII
F1606 Posthole. F1606-F1612 in 

Q1 and Q2 of Grubenhaus 
F1589

Saxon VII

F1607 Posthole Saxon VII
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F1608 Posthole Saxon VII
F1609 Posthole Saxon VII
F1610 Posthole Saxon VII
F1611 Posthole Saxon VII
F1612 Posthole – cut through 

Grubenhaus F1589
Saxon? VII

F1613 Tree throw? cut by 
Grubenhaus F1589

P, Fl LBA/EIA VII

F1614 Posthole VII
F1615 Posthole VII
F1616 Small shallow sub round pit VII
F1617 Small shallow sub round pit VII
F1618 Large deep irregular pit VII
F1619 Tree throw VII
F1620 Posthole. F1620-F1623 

aligned as square, 
associated with F1601-
F1602 to S

VII

F1621 Posthole VII
F1622 Posthole P LBA/EIA VII
F1623 Posthole VII
F1624 Medium sub rectangular pit P LBA/EIA VII
F1625 Posthole forming square with

F1600-F1602
Fired clay VII

F1626 Grubenhaus aligned E-W. 
Charcoal rich

P, T, Fe 
knife blade, 
S, Fl, loom 
weight frag,
fired clay

Saxon VII

F1627 Posthole. F1627-F1642 
structural postholes within 
and external to F1626

Saxon VII

F1628 Posthole Saxon VII
F1629 Posthole Saxon VII
F1630 Posthole Saxon VII
F1631 Posthole Saxon VII
F1632 Posthole Fe blade Saxon VII
F1633 Posthole Saxon VII
F1634 Posthole Saxon VII
F1635 Posthole Saxon VII
F1636 Posthole Saxon VII
F1637 Posthole Saxon VII
F1638 Posthole Saxon VII
F1639 Posthole Saxon
F1640 Posthole Saxon VII
F1641 Posthole Saxon VII
F1642 Posthole Fired clay Saxon VII
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F1643 Ditch aligned SW-NE P Prehistoric VII
F1644 Base of ditch aligned SW-

NE. Seals posthole F1646
VII

F1645 Small round pit VII
F1646 Posthole VII
F1647 Tree throw IV
F1648 Moderate sub round pit Fl Prehistoric IV
F1649 Tree throw IV
F1650 Tree throw IV
F1651 Tree throw IV
F1652 Tree throw IV
F1653 Posthole. F1653-F1669 

within ring ditch F28
IV

F1654 Posthole IV
F1655 Posthole IV
F1656 Posthole IV
F1657 Posthole IV
F1658 Posthole IV
F1659 Posthole IV
F1660 Posthole IV
F1661 Posthole IV
F1662 Posthole IV
F1663 Posthole IV
F1664 Posthole IV
F1665 Posthole IV
F1666 Posthole IV
F1667 Posthole IV
F1668 Posthole IV
F1669 Posthole IV
F1670 Stakehole. F1670 and F1671

stakeholes as F1741-F1748 
around pit F1722

Saxon VII

F1671 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1672 Posthole. F1672-F1675 

structural postholes within 
NE end of Grubenhaus 
F1626

Saxon VII

F1673 VOID VOID VOID
F1674 Posthole Saxon VII
F1675 Posthole Saxon VII
F1676 Tree throw VII
F1677 Tree throw IV
F1678 Tree throw IV
F1679 Tree throw IV
F1680 Posthole, large. In corner of 

Grubenhaus F1626 
Saxon VII

F1681 Natural feature IV
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F1682 Natural feature IV
F1683 Natural feature IV
F1684 Natural feature IV
F1685 Shallow linear aligned E-W, 

probably natural
IV

F1686 Small sub oval possible fire 
pit

AB VII

F1687 Ditch running NW-SE VII
F1688 Very shallow possible ditch 

aligned NE-SW protruding 
from S baulk

VII

F1689 Grubenhaus aligned WNW-
ESE

Loom 
weight, 
Fired clay, 
P, St, AB, 
Br, T, Lava 
quern, 
Glass frag, 
Oyster 
shell, Fe 
object with 
two rivets 
and tang

Saxon VII

F1690 Tree throw IV
F1691 Cremation in small sub 

round pit. Heavily plough 
scarred. Charcoal rich

P, CB LN/EBA VII

F1692 Slot (beam slot?) aligned E-
W cut into base of F1626

VII

F1693 Posthole. F1693-F1703 form
posthole cluster with circular 
alignment

VII

F1694 Posthole S VII
F1695 Posthole VII
F1696 Posthole P ? VII
F1697 Posthole VII
F1698 Posthole P ? VII
F1699 Posthole VII
F1700 Posthole VII
F1701 Posthole VII
F1702 Posthole VII
F1703 Posthole VII
F1704 VOID VOID VOID
F1705 VOID VOID VOID
F1706 Posthole VII
F1707 Posthole VII
F1708 Posthole P Late Neolithic VII
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F1709 Tree throw VII
F1710 Square pit cut into base of 

Grubenhaus F1626 to SE 
corner. Surrounded by 
stakeholes F1713-F1718

AB, Cu 
alloy object 
w/organic 
material

Saxon VII

F1711 Narrow probable beam slot 
around E W and S edge of 
F1626, associated with slot 
F1692 to base

Fe blade Saxon VII

F1712 Tree throw P Neolithic VII
F1713 Stakehole. F1713-F1718 

surround F1710 within base 
of grubenhauser F1626

Saxon VII

F1714 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1715 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1716 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1717 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1718 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1719 Posthole. F1719-F1721 adj 

to grubenhauser F1689 to 
NW

Saxon VII

F1720 Posthole Saxon VII
F1721 Posthole VII
F1722 Large round shallow pit cut 

into base of Grubenhaus 
F1626

P Saxon

F1723 Posthole. F1723-F1726 cut 
into beam slot F1692 in base
of Grubenhaus F1626

Saxon VII

F1724 Posthole Saxon VII
F1725 Posthole Saxon VII
F1726 Posthole Saxon VII
F1727 Posthole. F1727-F1733 

make up the main 6 large 
structural postholes in the E 
and W ends of Grubenhaus 
F1689

Saxon VII

F1728 Posthole Saxon VII
F1729 Posthole Saxon VII
F1730 Posthole Saxon VII
F1731 Posthole Saxon VII
F1732 Posthole Saxon VII
F1733 VOID VOID VOID VOID
F1734 Posthole. F1734 and F1735 

are two large main structural 
postholes within Grubenhaus
F1626

Saxon VII



ContextDescription Finds Date Site grid 
square

F1735 Posthole Saxon VII
F1736 Tree throw P Neolithic VII
F1737 Small sub oval pit VII
F1738 Small round shallow pit VII
F1739 Ditch protruding from bund, 

aligned E-W
VII

F1740 Posthole. Structural within 
Grubenhaus F1626

Saxon VII

F1741 Stakehole. F1741-F1748 
shallow stakeholes around 
edge of pit F1722 in base of 
F1626

Saxon VII

F1742 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1743 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1744 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1745 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1746 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1747 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1748 Stakehole Saxon VII
F1749 Posthole adjacent to 

Grubenhaus F1589
Saxon VII

F1750 Small pit VII
F1751 Small pit VII
F1752 Tree throw IV
F1753 Small oval shallow pit IV
F1754 Posthole. F1754-F1757 

supporting posts external to 
Grubenhaus F1689

Saxon VII

F1755 Posthole Saxon VII
F1756 Posthole Saxon VII
F1757 Posthole Saxon VII
F1758 Posthole adjacent to 

Grubenhaus F1589
Saxon VII

F1759 Posthole to W edge of F1626 Saxon VII
F1760 Posthole. F1760 and F1761 

large postholes external to 
Grubenhaus F1626 

P, D Saxon VII

F1761 Posthole D Saxon VII
F1762 Tree throw IV
F1763 Tree throw IV
F1764 Tree throw IV
F1765 Tree throw IV
F1766 Posthole. F1766-F1769 

adjacent to Grubenhaus 
F1626 to S, possibly 
associated

VII

F1767 Posthole VII



ContextDescription Finds Date Site grid 
square

F1768 Posthole VII
F1769 Posthole VII
F1770 Tree throw VII



Appendix 4
Brightlingsea Quarry 2013.30

Area A: Bulk Finds listing

ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

Pit F006 002 BS Red crazed 
(cracked stone), 
grey white 
crazed

flint 3 123

pit F007 003 BS 1 White crazed 2
small red burnt

flint 3 25

ditch F008 005 pot Preh? Body sherd, soft,
sandy fabric

grog HMS 1 15 * Preh (BA?)

ditch F008 005 pot preh FL s-m 2 HMF 1 4 preh
ditch F009 006 BS Heat altered, 

discoloured
flint 1 3

ditch F009 006 pot preh FL s-m 
1/2

HMF 1 8 preh

Pit F012 009 BS Discoloured, 
appears prob 
heat altered

flint 3 2

Pit F012 009 FC Faintly greenish 
grey fabric, 
shaped and 
moulded, 
laminating and 
appears to have 
been applied 
inlayers, 
structural clay 
piece, finger 
smoothed 
undulating 
surface

4 39

Pit F012 009 pot preh FL s-m 
2-3

HMF 1 2 preh



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

pit F012 009 st Small irregular, 
oblong piece, 
prob natural 
erratic

White
quartz

1 14

pit F014 008 pot preh Some SV, thin 
wall

FL s-m 
1-2

HMF r 4 12 Preh

Pit F014 008 pot preh Rim, broken, top
missing, 
expanded rim, 
poss SV

FL s-m 
1-2

HMF r 1 3 Preh BS003

Pit F014 008 pot preh More flint on one
side, poss a flat
base sherd but 
not clear

FL s-m 
2/3

HMF r 1 4 Preh

Pit F014 008 pot preh thin wall FL s-m 
1/2

HMF 0 1 1 Preh

Pit F014 008 pot preh FL m-l 2 HMF r 3 9 Preh
Pit F014 008 pot preh FL m-l 2 HMF o 14 56 Preh

ditch F015
sx2

012 pot Rom SV Body sherds 
- slight abrasion

GX 23 61 Rom

ditch F018
sx2

068 pot LIA? Thick base 
sherd (broken), 
sandy with some
geog showing in 
surfaces

GTW? 3 16 * M1C BC-M1C 
AD

ditch F018
sx2

068 pot preh Body sherd, 
prob prehistoric

Fl m-l 1 HMF 23 61 Preh?

Ditch? F021
sx 3

067 pot Rom sand-tempered 
sherd, shoulder 
with groove 
appears BSW 
(see F63)

BSW 2 5 Rom

ditch F024
sx2

015 pot preh FL s-m 2 HMF 3 3 * preh

Crem
burial?

F025 013 BS white crazed, 1 
discoloured red

flint 6 12

Crem F025 013 pot preh FL s-m HMF o 1 15 preh



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

burial? 2, l 1
Crem

burial?
F025 013 pot preh FL S 1-2 HMF r 1 9 Preh

gully F026 017 pot preh IA?? (SA) grog m-l 1-
2

b r 1 11 Preh?

gully F026 017 pot preh Abraded sherds 
from the edge of 
the flat base of a
large vessel

SA s o 2 81 * Preh?

gully F026 017 pot preh SV Thick sherds,
oxidised 
surfaces, sparse
flint with grog-
temper
MBA large 
vessel/urn?

FL grog s-l 1 HMF o 8 142 Preh MBA?

gully F026 017 pot preh Moderately 
Thick sherds, 
oxidised 
surfaces, sparse
flint with grog-
temper

FL grog s-m 1 HMF o 3 48 preh

F028 018 BS white crazed flint 1 6
Pit F028 018 pot preh Rounded frags 

with flint 
inclusions, poss 
fired clay

FL m-l 1 HMF 3 2 * Preh?

pit F029 019 pot Rom? Poss E med 
(Fabric 9)

BSW 1 2 * Rom?

F032 020 FC Small fragment 
with rounded 
edge, poss flat 
backing surface

1 12

pit F036 022 pot A Sax SV, Sherds from
a thick base

1a/b 11 214 * 5/6-8C

pit F037 023 CBM Rom RBT 30 r 1 299



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

pit F037 023 pot A Sax 1a/b 2 23 5/6-8C
ditch F038 024 pot A Sax Body sherd 1c 1 5 * 5/6-8C
ditch F038

sx2
024 charc 2 small pieces 2 1

ditch F038
sx2

024 FC Small fragments 
of sandy ?fired 
clay, poss 
natural 
concretion?

8 2

pit F039 025 pot A Sax 1a/b 1 21 5/6-8C
F041 026 pot A Sax 1a/b 4 4 5/6-8C

pit F044 032 CBM Rom frags RB 20 r 6 224
pit F044 032 CBM Rom LCW B6? - 160-

260
RT 40 r 1 625 (*)

pit F044 032 pot A Sax Body sherds 1a/b 4 10 * 5/6-8C
pit F044 032 pot Rom rim BSW Cam 

37 
A/B

6 1 10 E/M2-M/L3C

pit F044 032 pot Rom? Body sherd, 
Rom? poss 
Thetford

GX 1 3 * Rom? poss Sax

pit F048 028 pot A Sax SV? Simple 
everted rim on 
jar/bowl

1a/b 2 24 5/6-8C BS033

pit F048 028 pot A Sax Misc body 
sherds and 
fragments

1a/b 29 121 5/6-8C

Pit F049 29 pot preh Rounded frags 
with flint 
inclusions, poss 
fired clay

FL s-m2 
l1 

HMF 1 3 * Preh

Pit F050 030 pot A 
Sax ?

Small abraded 
sherd poss A 
Sax

1a/b 1 1 * 5/6-8C?

Pit F050 030 pot Preh? abraded sherd, 
some sparse flint
but poss A Sax 

SA/FL HMS 1 15 * IA? Poss A Sax



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

Fabric 97
Pit F050 030 pot preh FL M 1-2 MF 3 3 * preh
pit F052 031 pot Rom? Sand -tempered,

poss abraded 
pot rather than 
fired clay, 
essentially not 
closely dated at 
all

GX 1 2 * Rom?

Crem burial F055 036 pot LIA Cremation urn - 
Base & lower 
body, broken (63
sherds), IA tradi-
tion of fabric and
manufacture, 
burnished grey 
surface, date 
L1C BC-M1C 
AD, not made on
a fast wheel, 
slightly abraded 
base prob re-
flecting previous 
use

GTW jar b 1 892 LIA (L1C BC-M 
1C AD

BS001

Crem burial F055 037 pot LIA Misc sherds 
prob from 
cremation pots 
BS001 & BS002,
small sherds, 
abraded

GTW b 0 26 LIA (L1C BC-M 
1C AD

BS004

Crem burial F055 038 pot LIA Accessory ves-
sel - part base & 
lower body, 
broken (69 
sherds), carin-
ated bowl or cup
with cordoned 

GTW Bowl/
cup

b 1 279 LIA (L1C BC-M 
1C AD

BS002



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

shoulder
Crem burial F055 039 pot LIA Misc sherds 

from cremation 
pots BS001 & 
BS002

GTW b 0 26 LIA (L1C BC-M 
1C AD

pit F056 033 pot E med Body sherd 1a/b 1 7 * 5/6-8C
pit F056 033 pot A Sax Body sherd 1a/b 1 14 5/6-8C
pit F056 033 pot E med Base and body 

sherds in grey 
fabric

9 5 99 L9-E12C

pit F056 033 st Limestone, grey-
white

Limestone 1 13

F060 040 FC Buff orange, 
irregular lump, 
fine sand

1 41 *

pit F060 040 st Limestone, grey-
greenish white

limestone 2 1272

pit F060 040 st Limestone, grey-
greenish white 
Hard, burnt 
reddish on one 
side end

Limestone 1 1092

pit F060 040 st Limestone, grey-
white, Soft, 
Slightly 
rounded/abrade
d lumps

limestone 7 947

pit F060 040 st Sandstone/quart
zite

S/Q 1 1155

pit F060
sx2

040 pot A Sax Veg-temp body 
sherd

1 1 5 * 5/6-7C

pit F060
sx2

040 pot E med Body sherds and
rim, simple 
everted rim with 
flat top (poss 
similar vessel to 
CAR 7 fig 13.1), 

12A 4 4 127 L11-E12C



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

inc. one thin 
body sherd

pit F060
sx2

040 pot E med Sherds from  
jars, one small 
jar rim with 
rippled upper 
body, medium 
sherds, in pale-
dark grey 
fabrics, sherd 
from one base, 
sooting on a few 
sherds

9 8 16 321 L9-E12C

pit F061 041 pot E med Rim sherd and 
base sherds, 
some external 
sooting on 
rim/shoulder 
exterior and on 
internal rim area

12A 15 12 209 L11-E12C BS015

pit F061 041 pot E med Base and body 
sherds

9 7 121 L9-E12C

pit F061 041 st Limestone, grey-
white

limestone 3 335

F062 042 CBM Rom RB 30 r 2 145
pit F063 043 pot E med Includes base 

sherd
9 3 13 L9-E12C

Pit F063 043 pot Rom ? sand-tempered 
sherd, shoulder 
with groove 
appears BSW, 
one other sandy 
(see F21)

BSW 2 2 Rom?

F065 045 st sep 1 30
F066 040 CBM Rom RB 18 r 1 614
F066 040 CBM Rom RT 16-

22
r 1 327



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

pit F067 046 sh Shells and some
shell pieces

oyster 12 121

pit F068 047 sh Shells and some
shell pieces

oyster 8 112

Pit/p-h F069 048 pot E med Two sherds, one
with ridges

9 2 3 L9-E12C

Pit/p-h F069 048 pot Rom? Thicker, abraded
sherd poss Rom 
rather than E 
med

GX? 1 2 * Rom?

pit F072 051 FC Orange-brown, 
fine sand, some 
veg fragment 
voids in surface, 
surface curved, 
broken away at 
both ends, max 
length surviving 
70 mm,  poss 
part of an object 
or structural 
piece, two other 
irregular pieces 
in same fabric

3 190 e-med

pit F072 051 FC Brownish-red 
sandy fabric, flat 
surface

1 3 e-med

pit F072 051 pot E med Base sherd 12A 1 9 L11-E12C
pit F072 051 pot E med 2 sherds with 

oxidised 
surfaces 
(scorched/burnt?
)

9 2 13 L9-E12C

pit F072 051 pot E med Sherds from 3 
jars, rippled 
upper body, 
medium-large 

75 9 jar 36 399 L9-E12C BS005
BS006



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

sherds, in pale-
dark grey 
fabrics, sherd 
from one base, 
one rim and 
shoulder with 
sooting from use
and some 
discolouration or
sooting on a few 
other sherds

pit F073 052 pot preh base edge 
sherd, quite 
abraded, soft 
sandy fabric, 
AS?

grog HMS 1 10 * preh

pit F073 052 pot Rom Rim sherd, jar GX 7 1 11 * Rom 2C+?
pit F074 053 CBM Rom One with small 

paw prints (small
mammal with 
claw  
impressions)

RBT r 2 553

pit F074 053 CBM Rom frag RBT r 1 85
pit F074 053 FC Irregular small 

lumps, fine sand,
porous with 
open small-
medium voids 
(from burnt out 
organic such as 
dung?), poss. 
structural from 
an oven/hearth 
or burnt 
structure

6 60

pit F074 053 pot E med 12A 2 11 L11-E12C
pit F074 053 pot E med Presumed 9 2 11 L9-E12C



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

Thetford type 
ware, Oxidised 
or 
scorched/burnt?

pit F074 053 pot E med Two joining 
sherds from a 
bowl, prob 
Thetford

9 15 2 92 L9-E12C BS008

pit F074 053 pot E med Sherds from  2 
jars with rippled 
upper body, 
medium-large 
sherds, in pale-
dark grey 
fabrics, sherds 
from two bases, 
sooting on a few 
sherds, kettle 
scale inside a 
few sherds

9 36 48 705 L9-E12C BS007

Pit F074 053 st Limestone, grey-
white, flaking

limestone 1 121

pit F074 053 st sep 2 308
pit F074 054 FC Structural daub 

with finger 
wiped, smooth 
uneven 
surfaces, fine 
sand orange-
brown fabric with
some small 
stones

4 178 e-med

pit F076 056 BS white crazed, 
some red-brown 
discolouration

flint 8 35 e-med

pit F077 057 pot A Sax Rim, necked jar 1a/b 2 28 5/6-8C BS043
pit F077 057 pot A Sax Rim, necked jar 1a/b 1 5 5/6-8C BS044



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

pit F077 057 pot A Sax Body sherds 
with internal 
burnt residue

1a/b 2 13 5/6-8C BS044

pit F077 057 pot A Sax Misc body 
sherds  from 2 
pots

1a/b 7 50 5/6-8C

Pit F077 057 st Sandstone/quart
zite Rounded 
cobble frag 
(natural)

S/Q 1 100 A-S

pit F078 060 BS some white or 
discoloured pink-
ish-red crazed, 
others red

flint 7 39 A-S

ditch F079
sx3

063 pot Rom BSW 1 2 Rom (E Rom?)

pit F086 065 pot Rom? Body sherds, 
sandy fabric, 
much sandier 
than Thetford 
sherds here but 
poss med

GX 5 21 * Rom?

pit F088 070 CBM Rom RB 40 r 3 739
pit F088 070 CBM Rom frags RBT r 17 302
pit F088 070 CBM Rom Clay buff colour RBT buf 1 77
pit F088 070 CBM Rom Clay buff colour RI buf 1 294
pit F088 070 pot E med 12A 1 15 L11-E12C
pit F088 070 pot E med Sherds from 

Thetford type 
pots, sherds 
from 2 bases, 
one complete in 
3 joining sherds

9 48 475 L9-E12C

pit F088 070 pot E med Presumed 
Thetford type 
ware, Oxidised 
(scorched/burnt?

9 1 13 L9-E12C



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

)
pit F088 070 pot E med Sherds from 

rims of  7 pots, 
all jars with 
rippled 
shoulders

9 262 10 600 L9-E12C BS009
BS010
BS011
BS012
BS013
BS014

pit F088 070 st Limestone, grey-
white, grey-
greenish white

limestone 4 1932 e-med

pit F089 071 CBM Rom Bunrt/scorched RBT r 1 95
pit F089 071 pot E med Jar rim 9sherds 

from 2 rims) and 
body sherds, 
one base sherd, 
ridged, 
sooting/burnt 
deposits on 
sherd exteriors 
and on some 
small pieces on 
inrterior

9 17 41 279 L9-E12C

pit F089 071 sh Shells and some
shell pieces

oyster 8 93

pit F089 071 st Limestone, grey-
white, Hard with 
some quartz 
sand

limestone 1 438

F091 074 CBM Rom RB 30 r 1 247
pit F092 075 CBM Rom frag RB r 1 97
pit F092 075 pot E med 12A 2 9 L11-E12C
pit F092 075 pot E med Body sherd 9 1 25 L9-E12C

F093 076 FC Two red-brown 
irregular 
fragments, fine 
sand

2 11 (*)

pit F097 081 BS white crazed flint 1 11 A-S



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

Pit F097 081 CBM Rom Large  part  of
one edge

RT 21 r 1 1546

pit F097 081 CBM Rom RT 22 r 1 257
pit F097 081 pot A Sax Misc body 

sherds
1a/b 9 51 5/6-8C

pit F097 081 pot A Sax Simple everted 
rim on jar/bowl

1a/b 1 23 5/6-8C BS031

pit F097 081 pot A Sax SV, Simple 
upright rim on 
jar/bowl with 
corrugated/ripple
d body

1a/b 2 76 5/6-8C BS032

pit F099 082 charc Small pieces 5 2
pit F099 082 pot A Sax 1a/b 1 4 * 5/6-8C
pit F100 083 pot A Sax SV body sherds 

with internal 
white deposit, 
probably water 
scale

1a/b 3 82 5/6-8C

pit F100 084 CBM Rom RB 30 r 2 1633
pit F100 084 CBM Rom RT 19 r 1 319
pit F100 084 CBM Rom Prob  teg  base

pieces
RT 18-

20
r 4 623

pit F100 084 pot A Sax Misc body 
sherds and 
fragments

1a/b 5 47 5/6-8C

pit F100 084 pot A Sax Rim from thick 
walled jar, 
everted, rim 
edge missing, 
firing cloud on 
wall

1a/b 1 39 5/6-8C BS034

pit F100 084 pot A Sax Rim from simple 
jar/bowl

1a/b 1 17 5/6-8C BS035

pit F100 084 pot A Sax Rim, simple, 
upright

1a/b 1 7 5/6-8C BS036

F100 085 CBM Rom RB 30 r 3 166



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

Pit F101 083 BS white crazed 
stone

flint 1 44

pit F101 083 BS Appears heat 
altered, part of a 
small, broken 
rounded cobble

S\Q 1 62

pit F101 083 CBM Rom RB 30 r 4 1682
pit F101 083 CBM Rom RBT r 1 84
pit F101 083 FC Four pieces in 

fine sandy fabric,
from edge of 
bun? shaped obj
(flat base, 
rounded top) 
with part of large
perforation void, 
more than 15 
mm dia, running 
from edge 
parallel with 
base, red-brown 
colour fabric

4 147 e-med

pit F101 083 pot A Sax Rim, flaring, jar 1a/b 1 16 5/6-8C BS037
pit F101 083 pot A Sax Misc body 

sherds from 
more than one 
pot

1a/b 13 114 5/6-8C

pit F101 083 pot E med Body sherds 9 6 30 L9-E12C
pit F101 091 st Soft, fine grain, 

poss Sep
Sep? 1 47 e-med

pit F101 091 st Crystaline white 
quartze, 
Sparkles under 
light, Nat erratc?

White
quartze

1 44 e-med

pit F102 088 CBM Rom frag RB r 1 111
pit F102 088 CBM Rom Slightly abraded RT 20 r 2 357 (*)
pit F102 088 FC Fine sand, 4 147 (*)



ctxt type ctxt
no.

finds
no

Find
type

Period Finds 
description

Material/
inc

inc 
freq 

Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

porous with 
open small-
medium voids 
(from burnt out 
organic such as 
dung?), grey 
core and buff to 
orange surfaces,
flat surface 
areas, structural 
from an 
oven/hearth or 
burnt structure

pit F104 089 CBM Rom RB 30 r 2 733
pit F104 089 CBM Rom RBT r 3 611
pit F104 089 pot A Sax Rim from a small

jar
1a 1 5 5/6-8C BS021

pit F104 089 pot A Sax Rim from a large
jar

1a 1 55 5/6-8C BS022

pit F104 089 pot A Sax Misc sherds 
from more than 
one pot, some 
laminating

1a 23 306 5/6-8C

pit F104 089 st Limestone, grey-
white

limestone 1 78

F105 089 slag Light-medium, 
moderately 
dense slag, grey
to reddish brown
with a vitrified 
surface

2 369

Grubenhaus F107 slag Small piece of 
medium, 
moderately 
dense slag, grey
to reddish brown
with a vitrified 

1 35



ctxt type ctxt
no.
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Period Finds 
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Fabric
code

form Eve/
thick

surf col no Wt/g abr Period/ spot 
date

Pot 
no.

surface
Grubenhaus F107 091 CBM Rom RB r 2 216
Grubenhaus F107 091 CBM Rom RBT r 4 153
Grubenhaus F107 091 CBM Rom LCW Warry B6? RT 22 r 1 323
Grubenhaus F107 91 pot Rom Small body 

sherds
GX 2 3 Rom

Grubenhaus F107 091 pot A Sax Misc body 
sherds from 
more than one 
pot

1a/b 10 80 5/6-8C

Grubenhaus F107 091 pot A Sax Upright rim 
shouldered pot, 
3 SV?

1a/b 3 38 5/6-8C BS038

Grubenhaus F107 091 pot A Sax Simple everted 
rim, shouldered 
pot

1a/b 1 13 5/6-8C BS039

Grubenhaus F107 091 pot A Sax Body sherd with 
internal burnt 
residue

1a/b 1 13 5/6-8C BS040

Grubenhaus F107 091 sh Shells and some
shell pieces

oyster 4 17

Grubenhaus F107 092 CBM Rom Large pieces RB 30-
40

r 3 2400

Grubenhaus F107 092 CBM Rom RBT r 1 357
Grubenhaus F108 097 CBM Rom Includes  over

fired brick piece
RB 30-

35/40
r 5 2248

Grubenhaus F108 097 CBM RT 20 r 1 954
Grubenhaus F108 097 CBM Frag  from  cut

away?
RT r 1 26

Grubenhaus F108 097 CBM Rom RBT r 6 972
Grubenhaus F108 097 CBM Rom Finger

impressions  on
flange

RT 20 r 1 612

Grubenhaus F108 097 FC All similar, 
brownish-red, 
fine sand, 
irregulat lumps, 

3 67 (*)
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no.
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Period Finds 
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Pot 
no.

one flat surface, 
slightly abraded

Grubenhaus F108 097 pot A Sax Misc body sherd,
prob more than 
one pot

1a/b 18 99 5/6-8C

Grubenhaus F108 097 pot A Sax Small sherd from
everted rim

1a/b 1 2 5/6-8C BS041

Grubenhaus F108 097 pot A Sax Small sherd from
simple everted 
rim

1a/b 1 4 5/6-8C BS042

Grubenhaus F108 097 pot Rom? Body sherd, 
Rom? poss 
Thetford

GX 1 12 * Rom?

Grubenhaus F108 097 pot Rom Jar bowl rim, 
poss 2-3/4C

GX 4 1 4 Rom

Grubenhaus F108 097 slag Light porous 
slag grey-dark 
grey with vitrified
area at surface

1 257

Grubenhaus F108 097 st Limestone, grey-
white

limestone 1 244

F109 093 CBM frag RB r 1 72
F109 093 CBM RBT r 3 119 Rom 2C+
F109 093 CBM Combed box flue RFT r 1 97
F109 093 st Limestone, grey-

white
limestone 1 256

F121 078 st irregular, flat, 
oblong piece, 
prob natural 
erratic

White
quartz

1 132

Pit F128 103 CBM RB 30-
40

r 14 3434

Pit F128 103 CBM RB 30 r 2 329
Pit F128 103 CBM RBT r 5 798
pit F128 103 CBM RBT r 5 455
Pit F128 103 CBM Combed box flue RFT r 1 97 Rom 2C+
Pit F128 103 CBM RI r 1 183
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no.
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pit F128 103 CBM RT 20 1 531
pit F128 103 pot A Sax Misc sherds 

from more than 
several pots, inc 
thick sherd from 
a base

1a/1b 24 332 5/6-8C

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Complete base 
in four sherds 
with two others 
from lower wall

1a/b 6 285 5/6-8C BS016

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Rim, simple, 
incurving

1a/b 1 21 5/6-8C BS017

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple upright 
on shouldered 
pot

1a/b 1 15 5/6-8C BS018

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple everted 
rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 1 13 5/6-8C BS019

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple everted 
rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 1 18 5/6-8C BS020

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Internal burnt 
residue

1a/b 3 46 5/6-8C

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Misc sherds 
from more than 
2 pots, inc thick 
sherds from 
large vessel(s) 
and thin sherds 
from smaller 
one(s)

1a/b 41 542 5/6-8C

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple everted 
rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 1 27 5/6-8C BS023

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple everted 
rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 1 19 5/6-8C BS024
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pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple, slightly 
everted rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 1 15 5/6-8C BS025

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple, necked 
beaded rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 2 35 5/6-8C BS026

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple, 
incurving rim on 
small thin walled
pot

1a/b 1 4 5/6-8C BS027

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Simple, slightly 
everted rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 1 9 5/6-8C BS028

pit F128 103 pot A Sax Small sherd from
simple, upright 
rim

1a/b 1 5 5/6-8C BS029

pit F128 103 pot Rom? Sandy, rather 
thick, poss 
Fabric 97 but 
appears to be 
wheel turned 
from inside

GX 1 6 Rom?

pit F128 103 slag Light porous 
slag grey to 
reddish brown 
with vitrified 
surface areas

2 779 A-S

pit F128 103 st Limestone, grey-
white, One piece
poss burnt 
reddish on one 
side

limestone 5 1681 A-S

Pit F130 106 pot preh? Abraded, sand-
tempered sherd, 
appears hand-
made, poss 
Saxon

grog HMS 1 22 * Preh
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pit F131 107 pot A Sax Small rim frag 
and 2 body 
sherds

1a/b 3 7 5/6-8C

pit F131 107 slag Light, slightly 
porous slag 
greenish grey, 
vitrified surface , 
fragment

1 11 A-S

pit F133 110 BS Appears prob 
heat altered, part
of a small, 
broken rounded 
cobble

S/Q 2 134 A-S

Pit F133 110 CBM RB 35 3 353
Pit F133 110 CBM Poss teg RT 1 21
pit F133 110 pot A Sax Misc body 

sherds
1a/b 11 103 5/6-8C

pit F133 110 pot A Sax Simple, slightly 
everted rim on 
shouldered pot

1a/b 2 77 5/6-8C BS030

pit F133 110 pot A Sax Simple, slightly 
everted rim on 
bowl

1a/b 1 21 5/6-8C BS031

pit F133 110 pot A Sax Small body 
sherds, poss just
sand-
temp/brickearth

97? 2 77 5/6-8C

pit F133 110 pot Rom Body sherd from
a D 20 amphora

AJ 1 166 * M1-2C

pit F133 110 slag Heavy, slightly 
porous slag,  
grey to rusty 
orange-brown

1 1831 A-S

pit F133 110 st Sandstone/quart
zite, Appears to 
be burnt reddish 
on one side end

S/Q 1 1070 A-S
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Pit F134 111 pot A Sax Body sherds & 
some frags

1a/b 4 14 5/6-8C

pit F134 111 pot Rom? Body sherd, 
Rom? poss 
Thetford

GX 1 7 * Rom? poss Sax

pit F135 112 pot A Sax sherd 1a/b 1 5 5/6-8C
Pit F135 112 pot LIA sherd GTW 1 5 * M1C BC-M1C 

AD
pit F136 113 st Limestone, grey-

white, laminating
limestone 1 608 A-S

pit F136 115 pot A Sax Base and body 
sherd, base with 
burnt residue

1a/b 2 15 5/6-8C

pit F136 115 pot preh Small sherds FL s-m 2 HMF 2 5 Preh (residual)
F137 116 CBM RB 40 1 124
F137 116 CBM Slightly abraded RT 25 1 783 (*)

US US 064 CBM Drain frag? OT 1 26 * p-med/ mod
US US 064 pot A Sax Thick base 

sherds, some 
organic temper, 
surfaces similar 
to Fabric 1 but 
more sand than 
veg-temper

1c 2 41 5/6-8C



Appendix 5
Brightlingsea Quarry 2015.17 
Area B: Bulk finds listing
Note: Prehistoric fabrics broadly follow Brown (1988)
Brown Fabric Fabric

A Fine flint

B F(SM2) small-medium flint (B)

C F(SM/L) flint small-medium with occasional large (C)

E F(S),SA small fine flint & sand (V/E)

E SA,F(SR) sand with small rare fine flint (E)

E F(S-M) SA flint small-medium, with some sand (E)

G SA(S2) common small sand

H SA(S) small fine sand (H)

I SA(SM) sand small-medium (I)

J SA,VT sand and some vegetable-temper (J)

M GR coarse grog

M SA(GR) sand with sparse grog

O SA(SMQ) sand with milky/white quartz and some or sparse flint

V F(S) flint small, rare (A/V)

V F(SM1) small-medium sparse flint (V)

W F,SA,VT flint sand and some vegetable-temper (W)

A Saxon fabrics
1B moderately hard chaff-tempered
1C moderately hard chaff & sand-tempered
97(A) sand-tempered, common small-medium sand grains
97(B) sand-tempered, common fine sand
97(B)M sand-tempered, common fine sand & fine silver mica



Area B
NR=not retained - Pot nos 0/number

Ctxt type Find
no

Find
type

period Fabric Form No Wt/g EVE Abr Spot date Pot

BF001 Small pit P no finds seen
BF009 Posthole P(?) no finds seen
BF015 Short linear P, Fl no finds seen
BF028 Ring ditch B409 flint preh scraper, retouch around edge 1 19 LN-EBA
BF028 Ring ditch B409 pot p-med 40 1 8 (*) p-med
BF028 Ring ditch B409 flint preh battered core piece 1 53 preh
BF028 Ring ditch B575 pot preh H bowl rim, carinated body, joining rim 

sherds, other body sherds
9 110 * EIA p 0/12

BF028 Ring ditch B575 flint preh 3 preh
BF028 Ring ditch B575 pot preh M grog-tempered 1 3 * (L Neo)-BA
BF028 Ring ditch B575 pot preh M base, thick corner sherd, flint woth grog 3 20 (*) BA?
BF028 Ring ditch B575 pot preh E body sherd 1 5 (LBA)-EIA
BF028 Ring ditch B575 F clay orange-

buff FS
abraded small piece (NR)

BF029 gully flint preh poor flake 1 later
prehistoric

BF032 Posthole 
overlain by 
rectangular 
pit F33

FC? no finds seen

BF033 Rectangular 
pit overlying 
posthole

P no finds seen

BF036 Cremation 
ploughed 
out.

B24 pot CZ Cam 391, rim & body sherd, heat 
affected? from pyre?

2 7 6 * E2-L2/E3C pot p 0/11

BF036 Cremation 
ploughed 
out.

B24 B stone NR burnt flint (incidental to pyre?) 1 6

BF036 cremation B24 nail Rom fe shaft piece 1 2 Rom
BF036 cremation B24 pot? F (SM/L) 1 7 (*) preh
BF037 cremation B20 Pot Rom CZ Cam 391 complete 1 71 100 (*) E2-L2/E3C Pot p0/2
BF037 cremation B21 pot Rom CZ Cam 392 broken (13 sherds) 1 57 10 (*) M/L2-M3C Pot p0/3
BF037 cremation B14 pot Rom CZ frags from pot P3 (presumed) 9 7 M/L2-M3C



Ctxt type Find
no

Find
type

period Fabric Form No Wt/g EVE Abr Spot date Pot

BF037 cremation B14 pot Rom GX Cam 299 type, bowl in fine greyware, 
rim and shoulder, other small fragments

17 46 11 (*) E/M2-4C pot p0/7

BF037 cremation 14 B stone Rom burnt flint (incidental to pyre?) 2 24
BF037 cremation 14 nails Rom fe Manning type 1B, 2 medium (70mm), 

one small (25mm), other shaft frags 
(from pyre?)

3 26 Rom

BF039 Grubenhaus 427 F clay ASax grey irregular pieces, some rounded, curving 
edges

7 299 A Sax

BF039 Grubenhaus 434 F clay ASax grey irregular pieces, some rounded, curving 
edges

4 80 A Sax

BF039 
Q4

Grubenhaus 445 CBM Rom orange-
red

RBT 1 355 Rom

BF039 
Q4

Grubenhaus 445 pot ASax 1A fragments 8 16 EASax

BF039 
Q4

Grubenhaus 444 pot ASax 1A base and small fragment 2 37 EASax

BF039 
Q4

Grubenhaus 444 pot preh B sherd 1 4 * BA/IA

BF039 
Q4

Grubenhaus 444 flint preh snapped blade/flake 1 1 preh

BF039 
Q4

Grubenhaus 444 slag ASax? grey vesicular flow slag 1 41 EASax?

BF039 Grubenhaus 429 pot Rom GX Cam 218? 1 5 M/L1-E2C
BF039 Grubenhaus 429 pot Rom 1A misc sherds 9 54 EASax
BF039 Grubenhaus 429 CBM? Rom thick tile-like piece with wiping on both 

surfaces, poss from a roof vent/ louvre?
1 61 Rom

BF039 Grubenhaus 9 CBM Rom red RB corner piece 1 624 (*) Rom
BF039 Grubenhaus 9 CBM Rom red RBT pieces and fragments, some very 

broken-up, possibly heat affected
22 270 Rom

BF039 Grubenhaus 9 nail iron 2 shaft pieces 2 5
BF039 Grubenhaus 9 pot Rom GTW thick sherd, storage pot 1 16 (*) LIA/ERom
BF039 Grubenhaus 9 pot Rom GX rim edge 1 2 Rom
BF039 Grubenhaus 9 pot ASax 1A misc, includes thick sherds 8 95 EASax
BF039 Grubenhaus 9 pot preh C 1 2 (*) later

prehistoric
F039 Grubenhaus 9 slag ASax? grey vesicular flow slag 8 397 EASax?



Ctxt type Find
no

Find
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period Fabric Form No Wt/g EVE Abr Spot date Pot

F042 pit 28 flint small flake? 1 1 preh
F042 pit 28 B stone flint NR 1 2
F043 Posthole 29 pot preh B 1 7 later

prehistoric
?

F47 Small round 
pit with 
charcoal and
crem. Bone, 
possibly 
pyre debris 
pit

CB no finds seen

F048 
sx3

Ditch 393 pot preh B small sherd 1 2 * later
prehistoric

F048 
sx3

ditch 393 pot A Sax? 97A 1 3 * ASax?

F048 
sx3

ditch 393 pot A Sax? 97A base sherd,  rounded edge 1 25 (*)  ASax?

F048 
sx4

ditch 36 pot Rom GX bowl rim 2 9 4 Rom

F048 
sx4

ditch 36 pot A Sax? 97A small burnt(?) sherd 1 1 ASax?

F048 
sx4

ditch 36 flint poor flake 1 later
prehistoric

F048 ditch 31 flint poor flake later
prehistoric

F049 ditch 37 charcoal pieces 3 3
F049 
sx1

ditch 33 pot preh C base & body sherds, flat base, some flint
gritting underside

5 64 BA-EIA

F50 pit 50 pot Rom GX bowl/ jar rim 1 7 5 * Rom
F052 ditch 

Continuation
of F51

384 B stone flint NR heat altered 1 23

F052
sx14

ditch 
Continuation
of F51

426 flint preh flake, platform prep 1 9 Neo?

F052 ditch 472 flint preh flake, core piece 2 42 later



Ctxt type Find
no

Find
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period Fabric Form No Wt/g EVE Abr Spot date Pot

sx16 Continuation
of F51

prehistoric

F052 
sx16

ditch 
Continuation
of F51

472 pot preh V one flat base sherd, one red sherd 2 14 later
prehistoric

F052 ditch 
Continuation
of F51

472 pot preh? G 1 4 (*) preh (IA) or
ASax

F55 Pit. Charcoal
rich

*AB? 
Finds 
retained 
but not 
registere
d? (not in
finds 
list)*

F058 Posthole 42 pot ASax 1A 1 7 EASax
F058 Posthole 42 B stone flint NR 1 12
F058 Posthole 42 F clay sandy red 1 5 *
F63 Posthole 54 pot Preh C 1 5 E-M preh
F065 Ditch 38 B stone flint NR heat altered 1 50
F065 ditch 38 F clay fine sand part of a bar or small brick-like object, 

probably prehistoric
1 18 (*)

F065 ditch 39 pot Rom/LI
A

GTW one sherd decorated with burnished 
lattice

2 42 LIA

F065 ditch 39 pot B 1 5 * later
prehistoric

F065 
sx2

ditch 60 pot preh GR jar with small boss below rim, damaged, 
vesicular with some grog/ organics 
erroded out

1 20 * M-LBA pot p0/10

F065 
sx2

ditch 60 pot preh M small sherd 2 1 preh

F065 
sx2

ditch 60 F clay preh misc small pieces of fragile fired clay 5 16

F66 Pit *Finds 
retained 
but not 

no finds seen



Ctxt type Find
no

Find
type

period Fabric Form No Wt/g EVE Abr Spot date Pot

registere
d? (not in
finds 
list)* 
context 
sheet 
notes 
daub/?

F79 Small pit P, D Saxon?
Prehist
oric?

F084 Small pit 43 Pot preh E bowl decorated with bands on rim and 
chevron design on body, burnished 
exterior (Cunliffe Cromer- Fengate 
tradition)

2 321 EIA pot p0/1

F084 Small pit 44 Pot preh E bowl decorated with bands on rim and 
cordon on body, burnished exterior

6 191 EIA pot p0/5

F084 Small pit 44 Pot preh E sherds poss from pot 5 2 18 EIA (pot p0/5?)
F084 Small pit 44 Pot preh E sherds with carination and dec grooves, 

coarser than pot 5 but poss lower part of
pot

3 67 EIA

F084 Small pit 44 pot preh V sherds prob from carinated pot, similar 
fabric

214

F084 Small pit 44 pot preh V base, joining sherds, thin from fine pot, 
base gritted with fine flint

3 81 PDR
LBA/EIA

F084 Small pit 44 pot preh B base, moderately thick 1 11 EIA
F084 Small pit 44 pot preh V jar rim, upright 1 20 EIA pot p0/6
F084 Small pit 44 pot preh V fine bowl rim, burnished 1 4 PDR EIA pot p0/8
F084 Small pit 44 pot preh H fine(?) bowl/jar  rim, burnished 1 8 PDR EIA pot p0/9
F084 Small pit 44 pot preh E misc small sherds 20 73 PDR EIA
F084 Small pit 44 pot preh E buff fabric 1 2 EIA
F084 Small pit 44 pot preh C flat base, coarse fabric, some sanding in

base
1 43 EIA pot 0/99

F084 Small pit 44 pot preh C flate base, corner 1 6 EIA
F084 Small pit 44 pot preh B body sherds 5 37 EIA
F084 Small pit 44 flint preh 2 42



Ctxt type Find
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period Fabric Form No Wt/g EVE Abr Spot date Pot

F084 Small pit 44 B stone preh flint NR 1 6
F084 Small pit 44 A bone? preh small pieces, burnt white, poss 

cremated(?)
5 2

F084 Small pit 44 F clay preh fine
sandy

red

flat, sanded base, thick with uneven 
upper surface pressed with finger-end 
impressions, similar to internal urn base 
decoration

1 107 photo

F095 Pit P ? no finds seen
F098 Pit 45 B stone flint NR heat altered 2 15
F100 Small pit. 

Some 
charcoal

46 B stone preh flint 16 196 preh

F103 pit 47 pot A Sax 1B 1 2 A Sax
F103 pit 47 A bone
F103 pit 47 slag irregular lumps 2 321
F103 pit 47 F Clay orange-

red, F-MS
irregular 1 14 *

F103 pit 47 F Clay buff/grey
FS

loomweight? part of an object? rounded 
edge smooth surface, part of ring?

1 14 A Sax?

F119 Posthole 76 pot A Sax 1B small sherds 4 11 A Sax
F124 pit 48 pot preh M grooved ware, body sherds from large 

pot with cordons and impressed 
decoration

L Neo p 1/9

F124 pit 48 pot preh M grooved ware, base & body sherds 
(some join) from pot with cordons and 
linear decoration

L Neo p 1/10

F125 Cremation in
small pit

CB, Cu 
alloy 
brooch

Roman no finds seen

F126 Cremation 58 pot LIA GTW
(sandy)

Cam 218 cordoned bowl, thick sherds, 
upper part of pot, probably heated/ burnt

9 198 27 E-M1C pot P 1/7

F126 Cremation 58 pot LIA/E 
Rom

RCW 1 11 LIA/E Rom

F126 Cremation 58 pot LIA GTW burnt grey 7 19 LIA/E Rom
F126 Cremation 58 pot LIA/E 

Rom
RCW misc small sherds, most burnt or heat 

affected
14 17 LIA/E Rom
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period Fabric Form No Wt/g EVE Abr Spot date Pot

F126 Cremation 58 F clay red FS moderately hard 1 19
F128 pit 55 pot preh M coarse grog 1 7 ** preh BA?
F129 Large 

square pit
pot Preh? I oxidised 1 4 preh? IA?

F134 pit B stone preh? flint 5 125 preh?
F135 pit 57 A bone 163
F135 pit 57 pot A Sax 1B small sherds 2 6 A Sax
F136 cremation 63 Rom GX sherd spall 1 3 Rom

F138 pit A bone
F138 pit HAS flint NR 1 5
F140 pit 65 pot A Sax 1B jar rim 2 8 A Sax
F140 pit 65 pot A Sax 97(B)M sherd, probably Sax 1 32 (*) A Sax?
F140 pit 65 B stone calcified 2 21
F140 pit 65 stone sandstone/ quartzite, naturally smoothed

on three faces, shattered piece (nat?)
1 44

F140 pit 65 CBM Rom red, FS RBT,NR 1 16 Rom
F140 pit 67 quern stone red

sandstone
faint radial dressing on one face, frable, 
burnt

2 176

F141 Q3 Grubenhaus 83 pot A Sax 1B jar 2 29 A Sax P 1/4
F141 Q3 Grubenhaus 83 pot A Sax 1B jar rim sherd & Misc body sherds 10 142 A Sax
F141 Q3 Grubenhaus 83 pot A Sax 97(A) 1 4 A Sax
F141 Q3 Grubenhaus 83 CBM Rom red FS RT, probably a tegula piece 1 167 Rom
F141 Q3 Grubenhaus 83 CBM Rom red FS RBT 2 558 Rom
F141 Grubenhaus 82 pot Rom CH bowl (necked bowl) rim 1 19 12 Rom (4C)
F141 Grubenhaus 82 pot Rom GX jar/bowl base 1 47 Rom
F141 Grubenhaus 82 glass Rom blue

green
rbb edge, possibly part of a jar/bottle 
base

1 5 Rom

F141 Grubenhaus 82 CBM Rom red FS RBT probably tegula 1 508 Rom
F141 Grubenhaus 82 CBM Rom red FS RBT probably brick 1 406 Rom
F141 Grubenhaus 82 CBM? Rom red FS RI, but smooth interior surface 1 37 Rom
F141 Grubenhaus 82 pot A Sax 1B jar rim piece and misc sherds 10 82 A Sax
F141 Grubenhaus 82 pot A Sax 97B bowl rim, part of p1/1? 2 13 A Sax
F141 Q4 Grubenhaus 87 A bone A Sax 146 A Sax
F141 Q4 Grubenhaus 87 pot A Sax 97(A) bowl rim, body, prob SV, some sparse 

grog?
9 106 A Sax p1/1



Ctxt type Find
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F141 Q4 Grubenhaus 87 pot A Sax 97(A) bowl/jar rim, slightly different in break 
from P1/1

1 18 A Sax p1/2

F141 Q4 Grubenhaus 87 pot A Sax 1B jar rim, burnished 1 10 A Sax
F141 Q4 Grubenhaus 87 pot A Sax 1C sherd, burnished 1 21 A Sax
F141 Q4 Grubenhaus 87 CBM Rom red FS RT 2 609 Rom
F141 Q4 Grubenhaus 87 CBM Rom red FS RBT, most probably tegula pieces 4 578 Rom
F141 Q1 Grubenhaus 70 pot Rom MP dish/ bowl, rouletted ring in base 1 19 * Rom 4C

prob  M-
L4C

F141 Q1 Grubenhaus 70 pot A Sax? 97B bowl? small sand-temp sherd, smooth 
surfaces

1 2 A Sax?

F141 Q1 Grubenhaus 70 pot A Sax 1B misc sherds from jars, one quite thick 
body (large)

9 140 A Sax

F141 Q1 Grubenhaus 70 pot A Sax 1C jar, neck & shoulder 1 30 A Sax
F141 Q1 Grubenhaus 70 glass Rom? green small slightly curved piece of green 

glass with air bubbles, presumed Roman
1 4 Rom?

F141 Q1 Grubenhaus 70 CBM Rom red FS RBT, probably Tegula 3 694 Rom
F141 Q1 Grubenhaus 70 CBM Rom red FS RBT 3 967 Rom
F142 
sx4

Ditch 257 pot Rom GB Cam 37A with wavy line decoration, part
pot, most of base, complete profile in 
non-joining sherds

16 214 E/M2-E3C p 1/3

F142 
sx4

Ditch 257 pot preh B sherd 1 5 later preh?
LBA-EIA

F142 
sx4

Ditch 78 pot Rom BA(SG) plate/ dish base 1 14 * Rom M-
L1C

F142 
sx4

Ditch 78 pot Rom RCW 1 2 Rom M-
L1C

F142 
sx4

Ditch 78 pot preh O bowl? small sherd, slaightly sandy feel 1 1 preh EIA?

F142 
sx4

Ditch 78 B stone flint calcified (NR) 1 6

F142 
sx4

Ditch 78 CBM Rom vent? part of a flanged roof vent? 1 117 Rom p 1/6

F142 
sx4

Ditch 68 pot preh B abraded sherds 2 10 * preh

F142 
sx4

Ditch 68 pot preh M sparse dark grog & burnt organic matter 1 4 IA?
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F156 Posthole 301 pot Rom BX(EG) Dr 37, abraded sherd from lower wall, 
beaded boader intercected by scroll 
motif(s) and an unclear foliate(?) motif, 
soft reddish orange fabric

1 17 * Rom L2-
E3C

pot p 1/5

F156 posthole 301 pot preh M sherd, thick sandy with sparse grog? 
probably from a large pot, prehistoric

1 18 preh BA?

F168 Posthole pot LIA? GTW contains grog, very abraded 1 1 ** LIA?
F169 Posthole F clay? preh? G oxidised, poss F clay 1 2 **
F176 Posthole F clay? Saxon? oxidised, poss F clay 1 1 **
F194 Posthole F clay sandy

pale gray
irregular, no surfaces 4 47

F194 posthole F clay brownish
red,

coarse
sand

abraded lump 1 7

F195 pit 79 pot A Sax 1B jar/ bowl base, misc sherds 3 64 A Sax
F195 pit 79 pot A Sax 1C bowl/jar rim 1 8 A Sax
F195 pit 79 pot Rom 97(B) bowl rim, orange silty fabric 1 15 * Rom (p 1/11)
F195 pit 79 A bone 1 15
F195 pit 79 B stone flint NR 1 7
F198 pit 80 CBM Rom red FS RFT, combed 1 156 Rom
F198 pit 80 pot Rom HZ sherd from a large storage jar 1 50 Rom
F198 pit 80 pot A Sax 1B misc. 2 sherds with internal burnt 

deposit, others include thick sherd from 
large vessel

5 77 A Sax

F205 pit 88 pot A Sax 1B 2 30 A Sax
F205 pit 88 pot A Sax 1C 2 5 A Sax
F205 pit 88 HAS flint (NR) 1 15
F206 pit 89 pot Rom BAEG Curle 21, flat base rather than footrimg 1 27 (*) Rom L2C

(c AD 150-
200)

F206 pit 89 flint preh 1 preh
F206 pit 89 CBM Rom includes corner pieces from two bricks 3 1299 Rom
F207 pit 90 pot A Sax 1B bowl/ jar, upright simple rim 1 10 A Sax p 2/9
F207 pit 90 HAS flint (NR) 1 13
F210 pit 108 Loom Roman
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weight
F210 pit 108 A bone 400
F210 pit 108 pot A Sax 1C jar rim, everetd, thickened 1 10 A Sax
F210 pit 108 pot A Sax 1B misc sherds 5 77 A Sax
F210 pit 108 pot A Sax 1C sherd 1 6 A Sax
F210 pit 108 CBM Rom red FS RB, finger impressions on one piece 4 1490 Rom
F210 pit 108 CBM Rom red FS RI 1 196 Rom
F210 pit 108 CBM Rom red FS RT 1 82 Rom
F210 pit 108 CBM Rom red FS RBT, prob tegula base pieces 4 237 Rom
F210 pit 108 CBM Rom red FS RFT, square cut-out 1 186 Rom
F210 pit 108 F Clay orange F-

M S
4 22 **

F210 pit 108 F Clay red FS flat surface, fine fabric 1 10 *
F210 pit 108 pot DJ 1 16 ** Rom M1-

2/3C
F211 pit 109 CBM Rom FS with S

white
lime(?)

inclusions

RB (sample retained) 2 196 Rom

F211 pit 109 CBM Rom FS RFT, small piece 1 36 Rom
F211 pit 109 pot Rom HZ 1 26 Rom

(M/L1-
2/3C)

F211 pit 109 pot LIA GTW 1 4 LIA
F211 pit 109 pot A Sax 1B 2 12 A Sax
F216 pit 102 pot A Sax 1B 2 24 A Sax
F216 pit 102 A bone
F216 pit 102 CBM Rom red F-MS RBT 1 268 Rom
F216 pit 102 slag grey, very

vesicular
light slag, very similar to lava quern 
stone

1 234

F217 pit 103 pot A Sax 1A 11 35 A Sax
F217 pit 103 pot A Sax 1C jar 4 15 A Sax
F217 pit 103 CBM Rom red FS RBT 3 147 Rom
F217 pit 103 A bone 40
F218 pit 92 pot Preh B 2 21 Earlier

preh
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F218 pit 92 F clay Preh buff-grey
S-MS VT

corner, curving piece with rounded 
edges, probably part of an object, 
possibly a loomweight piece(?)

1 188 (*) preh BA-
EIA?

F220 pit 93 pot Preh C drag marks on exterior surface 1 19 LBA-EIA
F220 pit 93 pot Preh B 1 3 later preh
F220 pit 93 HAS flint (NR) 1 34
F221 Small oval 

pit
F222 pit 94 pot preh B 1 7 later

prehistoric
?

F222 pit 94 pot preh M fabric - sand with some grog 1 5 BA-EIA?
F224 
sx2

linear 380 flint Preh 7 preh

F224 
sx2

linear 380 pot Preh B rim, rounded, slightly flattened, 
expanded

1 12 * preh
(PDR?

LBA-EIA?)
F224 
sx2

linear 380 pot Preh F 1 12 * preh, later
preh?

F224 
sx2

linear 380 pot Preh M abraded, sandy(?) dark grog fabric 1 2 * preh

F225 Cremation CB preh
F226 P-med 

boundary 
ditch aligned
NNE-SSW

Post-
med/M
od

F227 
sx2

Ditch 383 flint preh 3 preh

F227 
sx2

Ditch 383 pot preh M base (flat) + other small sherds, sandy 
fabric with grog

3 22 (*) preh poss
late Neo?

F227 
sx2

Ditch 383 F clay preh orange FS moderately hard 1 9 preh?

F227 
sx2

Ditch 383 pot preh M thick base? sherd from large pot 1 42 * preh Neo-
BA

F227 
sx4

Ditch 454 pot preh M urn, small, glubular with handle & 
cordon, part pot, complete profile 31 
sherds + fragments

31 347 MBA P 2/8
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F227 
sx4

Ditch 454 pot preh B small sherd, fine 1 1 preh

F227 
sx4

Ditch 454 quern 
stone

Rom(?) lava small fragments of imported lava quern 
(intrusive?)

7 6 * Rom

F227 
sx4

Ditch 454 flint preh 2 preh

F227 
sx4

Ditch 454 pot? preh M sandy fabric, possibly fired clay 1 16 * BA?

F227 
sx4

Ditch 454 pot? preh E possibly fired clay(?) 1 13 (*) preh

F227 ditch 140 flint preh long flake 1 7 preh
F227 
sx4

ditch 455 HAS flint (NR) 1 49

F227 
sx4

ditch 455 pot preh I base from a large pot, sand-tempered, 
appears burnt

1 116 * BA-IA(?)

F228 Grubenhaus 111 pot A Sax 1B jar base (large) most large sherds, 
probabaly SV

9 352 A Sax

F228 Grubenhaus 111 CBM Rom red RFT, large flat piece, combed face 1 543 Rom
F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 110 pot A Sax 1B body sherds, one from large pot lower 

wall
4 89 A Sax

F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 110 pot A Sax 97(B) sherd, black surface & fabric 1 14 A Sax
F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 110 F clay A Sax orange S-

M S,
some pale

clay

1 5 *

F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 114 CBM(?) Rom orange
fabric,

smooth
wiped

surfaces

Part of a vent or lovre? flange rim and 
part of neck (see F39 429 & F142 78) - 
poss roof furniture?

2 163 Rom pot 2/2

F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 114 pot Sax 8 jar/bottle, wheel maded, two joining 
sherds, decorated, Ipswich or Frankish 
import?

2 7 Sax 8-9C? pot 2/3

F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 114 pot Sax 1B 2 7 A Sax
F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 114 pot preh B, well

embedde
d

1 4 later preh?
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F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 113 pot A Sax 1B 2 65 A Sax
F228 Q1 Grubenhaus 113 pot preh E 1 9 preh (later

prehistoric
?)

F229 pit 104 A bone 820
F229 pit 104 pot A Sax 1B jar rim 1 12 A Sax
F229 pit 104 pot A Sax 1B jar rim 1 13 A Sax
F229 pit 104 pot A Sax 1B misc sherds 9 72 A Sax
F229 pit 104 pot A Sax 97(AG) jar rim 1 37 A Sax P2/1
F229 pit 104 CBM Rom red FS RBT (NR) 2 144 Rom
F229 pit 104 F Clay orange, S-

M S
2 13 *

F229 pit 104 flint 2 preh
F229 pit 104 HAS flint (NR) 1 38 preh?
F229 pit 395 A bone 810
F229 pit 395 HAS flint (NR) 2 45
F229 pit 395 CBM red FS RB (NR) 1 413 Rom
F229 pit 395 CBM? Rom/ 

p-Rom
brownish-
red F-MS

RFT(?) or PT(?) flat piece of tile(?) 
which looks similar to PT, 10 mm thick

1 43 Rom/ post
Rom?

F229 pit 395 pot A Sax 1C ja rim 1 45 A Sax P 2/10
F229 pit 395 pot A Sax 1B rim (small) with base & body sherds 10 76 A Sax
F229 pit 395 slag slightly

porous,
glassy,
heavy

flow slag

1 192

F229 pit 395 F clay brownish
red S-M S

8 35 *

F229 pit 395 nail fe large (thick) nail, flat round head, shaft 
76 mm

1 37

F230 pit 107 pot A Sax 1B 2 4 A Sax
F230 pit 107 CBM Rom red FS RFT (NR) 1 1 Rom
F230 pit 107 pot A Sax 1C 1 1 A Sax
F230 pit 107 pot preh B 1 5 * later preh?
F231 Small pit S 

of 
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grubenhaus
er F232

F232 Q3 Grubenhaus 118 A bone A Sax 77
F232 Q3 Grubenhaus 118 pot Rom BAMV 1 3 * E2C
F232 Q3 Grubenhaus 118 F clay red FS fragment with surface 1 2 *
F232 Q3 Grubenhaus 118 F clay red/grey

F-M S
small piece with surface, might possibly 
be part of a loom weight

1 17 (*)

F232 Grubenhaus 112 A bone tooth 14
F232 Grubenhaus 112 flint flake 1 preh
F232 Grubenhaus 112 pot A Sax 1B 3 11 A Sax
F232 Grubenhaus 112 pot A Sax 1C 1 6 A Sax
F232 Grubenhaus 112 CBM Rom RBT 2 847 Rom
F232 Grubenhaus 112 CBM Rom RT 2 123 Rom
F232 Grubenhaus 112 CBM Rom orange/re

d FS F-
MS

RB, includes conrner of a Roman brick 4 1438 Rom

F232 Grubenhaus 112 F clay orange F-
Ms

8 74 *

F232 Q2 Grubenhaus 115 pot Rom BASG plate/ dish footring 1 10 (*) M-L1C
F232 Q2 Grubenhaus 115 CBM Rom red FS small piece (NR) 1 7 Rom
F234 Small pit 

cutting F235
Br, T, 
AB, P

Roman no finds seen

F238 Large 
shallow pit 
cut by F229

Fl Prehist
oric

no finds seen

F248 pit 116 A bone 28
F248 pit 116 F clay brownish-

red S-MS
10 35 *

F248 pit 116 CBM Rom red FS RBT (NR) 1 13
F248 pit 116 pot A Sax 1B 20 60 A Sax
F248 pit 387 A bone 225
F248 pit 387 HAS flint 8 205
F248 pit 387 pot A Sax 1B rim, jar, joining sherds 4 70 A Sax p 2/11
F248 pit 387 pot A Sax 1B 21 182 A Sax
F248 pit 387 pot A Sax 1C 1 4 A Sax
F248 pit 387 CBM Rom RT red FS 1 396 Rom
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F248 pit 117 slag heavy, glassy flow slag 3 46
F250 pit 119 pot Saxon? 97A base, whell-made?moderately soft 

sandy fabric
1 8 Saxon?

F250 pit 119 pot preh A misc sherds 6 27 later preh
LBA-IA

F254 Pit/posthole pot A Sax? 97(A) 1 3 A Sax?
F256 Ditch 134 HAS flint (NR) 1 109
F256 
sx2

Ditch 122 pot preh A oxidised surface, decorated with 
fingertip impressions, possibly Beaker?

1 4 (*) LN/EBA?

F256 
sx2

Ditch 122 pot Rom WB appears to have a fine surface slip, but 
not CC

1 2 Rom (2-
3C?)

F256 
sx2

Ditch 122 pot Rom GX 1 2 Rom

F256 
sx2

Ditch 122 CBM? Rom red FS,
some
chaff

smooth interior 1 65 Rom

F256 
sx2

Ditch 122 F clay Rom red, FS 1 5

F256 
sx3

Ditch 277 pot Rom BSW 1 3 Rom (M1-
2C?)

F256 
sx3

Ditch 277 CBM p-med red,
coarse
sandy,
slightly

vesicular
some
stone

BR 1 178 P.med

F256 
sx3

Ditch 277 flint 1 preh

F256 
sx3

Ditch 277 pot preh GTW base with protruding, rounded footring 1 48 (*) LIA

F256 
sx3

Ditch 277 pot preh GTW 1 7 (*) LIA

F256 
sx3

Ditch 277 pot preh B 1 13 preh

F256 
sx3

Ditch 277 pot A Sax? 1C 1 21 (*) A Sax?
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F256 Ditch 123 flint preh 2 preh
F256 Ditch 123 pot Rom BSW 1 4 Rom
F256 Ditch 123 pot Rom GX jar/bowl 2 28 6 * Rom (2-

3/4C?)
F257 
sx2

linear 124 pot preh C 1 16 preh (later
preh?)

F257 
sx2

linear 124 pot preh B base, dense temper underside 1 10 LBA-EIA

F257 linear 125 pot preh M grooved ware, decorated with fingertip 
impressions

1 10 LNeo
2800-200

BC

pot 2/18

F257 linear 125 flint 1 preh
F257 linear 125 F clay pale buff,

F-MS
rectanular piece 1 17 (*)

F259 pit 126 pot preh M grooved ware, small, dark sherds 
decorated with lines/ grooves, sandy 
grog(?) fabric

4 8 Neo c
2800-2000

BC
F259 pit 126 pot preh B dark sherds 2 10 preh
F259 pit 126 pot preh D sherd 1 10 preh/earlier

preh
F259 pit 126 flint end scraper on long flake 1 preh Neo
F260 
sx3

ditch (F256) 278 CBM Rom red FS RT 1 47 Rom

F260 
sx2

ditch 136 pot A Sax 1B sherd, prob A Sax chaff-tempered 1 5 A Sax

F260 
sx2

ditch 136 pot A Sax? 1C base sherd, thick 1 31 A Sax?

F260 
sx2

ditch 136 pot A Sax 1B bowl rim, simple 1 5 A Sax

F261 pit 127 pot preh B 1 9 preh (later
preh?)

F261 pit 127 flint preh preh
F261 pit 127 pot A Sax? 97(A) 6 22 * A Sax?
F261 pit 127 pot A Sax? 97(A) denser sandy sherds 2 9 A Sax?
F262 pit 128 pot A Sax 1B 1 3 A Sax
F262 pit 128 pot A Sax 1C 1 1 A Sax
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F264 pit 129 flint Preh 1 preh
F265 pit 130 F clay red-grey,

FS
1 6 *

F265 pit 130 pot preh M abraded small piece 1 1 ** preh
F266 ditch 131 F clay red FS very small pieces (NR) 3 1 *
F267 ditch 132 F clay Preh red, FS powdered (NR) 1 1
F268 Small 

pit/posthole
D/P Prehist

oric
F269 Possible 

grave
135 flint Preh flake scraper with feavy retouch at one 

end
1 preh

F269 Possible 
grave

135 flint Preh large core/ lump 1 preh

F273 pit 136 flint Preh 1 preh
F274 pit 139 pot preh C sherds 11 92 LBA-EIA
F274 pit 139 pot preh B sherds fabric B/C 45 232 LBA-EIA
F274 pit 139 pot preh B jars, small-medium rounded shoulder & 

rim sherds from jars, rims lipped slightly 
flattened or rounded rims, min of 5 pots

17 140 LBA-EIA

F274 pit 139 pot preh C bowl/ jar rim 1 18 LBA-EIA
F275 Large pit adj 

to F274
P, T Roman

F276 Small pit
F277 Small pit. 

F274-F280 
(-F276) form
pit cluster

Fl Prehist
oric

F280 pit 141 flint Preh 1 preh
F280 pit 141 flint pot B 2 4 preh
F284 pit 142 pot preh E large jar/bowl, cordoned, black 

burnished surfaces, upper part of pot
19 422 LBA P 2/5

F284 pit 142 pot preh C jar, large, carinated, deecorated on rim 
& shoulder, other body sherds

30 944 LBA P 2/6

F284 pit 142 pot preh C base sherds 2 51 LBA
F284 pit 142 pot preh B jar with upright/ slightly flaring rim, one 

pot?
9 75 LBA P 2/7

F284 pit 142 pot preh C plain body sherds, most if not all from 150 1660 LBA
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pot 2/6, approx 150 sherds
F284 pit 142 pot preh C sherd with pre-firing hole from pot 2/6? 1 23
F284 pit 142 pot preh B sherds possibly from jar p 2/7 15 104
F285 
sx3

ditch 159 pot Preh B 1 6 preh

F285 
sx3

ditch 159 pot Preh M 2 5 preh

F288 Urned 
cremation

pot Rom HZ jar broken, lower part only (35 sherds) 1 1189 M1-2/3C (pot 4)

F289 pit 144 pot preh C jar rim, cupped, see North Ring Mucking
fig 20 no 14

1 18 LBA p 2/13

F289 pit 144 pot preh B open bowl, rim, lipped 2 59 LBA? p 2/14
F289 pit 144 pot preh V bowl - rim from a small hook rime bowl, 

burnished
1 5 LBA p 2/16

F289 pit 144 pot preh B jar rims, flattened 3 24 LBA-EIA
F289 pit 144 pot preh B open bowl rim, flat, lipped 1 6 LBA-EIA P 2/18
F289 pit 144 pot preh C jar base with vertical finger wiping 1 41 LBA-EIA P 2/17
F289 pit 144 pot preh C sherd with clear finger wiping on 

exterior, probabaly most from one pot
8 216 LBA-EIA

F289 pit 144 pot preh C misc body sherds, most probably 
medium-large jars

100 1347 LBA-EIA

F289 pit 144 pot preh B burnished 1 10 LBA-EIA
F289 pit 144 pot preh B sherds with burnt external residue 2 19 LBA-EIA
F289 pit 144 F clay preh orange F-

MS with
some PC

small pieces 2 6

F289 pit 144 flint preh 3 preh
F290 Small pit 164 flint preh 4 preh
F290 Small pit 164 pot preh A fineware, burnished surfaces, one with 

small, rounded cordon similar to F227
10 79 M/LBA(?)

F290 Small pit 164 pot preh A jar, large sherds, sandy fabric 2 90 (*) preh later
prehistoric

F290 Small pit 164 pot preh V bowl/jar rim, well finished flat top 1 24 LBA-EIA P 2/15
F290 Small pit 164 pot preh M jar/bowl rim, flattened top 1 17 LBA-EIA?
F290 Small pit 164 pot preh V sherds 4 51 preh, later

preh
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F290 Small pit 164 pot preh B sherds 21 227 preh, later
preh

F290 Small pit 164 pot preh B bowl rim, small hooked rim-type bowl 2 26 LBA p 2/12
F293 pit 147 pot Preh B 1 2 preh
F294 ditch 149 pot LIA GTW grog-tempered, thin, poss RCW 1 6 E-M 1C AD
F294 
sx2

ditch 148 pot preh B large jar, thick, everted rim 1 38 later preh
(LBA-EIA?)

F295 
sx2

ditch 154 flint Preh 1 preh

F295 
sx2

ditch 160 flint preh 2 preh

F295 
sx2

ditch 154 pot Preh C 1 3 preh

F296 
sx2

ditch 150 F clay/ 
CBM

preh/ 
Rom

red FS tile-like piece, 20 mm thick, moderately 
soft

1 47 preh/Rom

F298 pit 153 pot Preh B finger-tip decorated sherd 1 2 LN-BA p 2/19
F300 pit 155 flint preh small flakes 2 19 preh
F300 pit 155 F clay preh orange F-

MS
small piece, with broad groove or 
whattle impression and two rounded 
lumps

3 26

F300 pit 155 pot preh M bowl internally decorated with incised 
angled lines and oblique short lines 
between, Grooved ware (look for 
parallels - see Grimes Graves Mercer)

3 11 L Neo p 3/6

F300 pit 155 flint preh M small sherd with finly grooved surface, 
grooved ware

1 2 L Neo

F300 pit 155 pot preh M thick flat base sherds, presumed 
Grooved ware

2 137 L Neo

F300 pit 155 pot preh M flat base edge, medium size pot, 
presumed probably  Grooved ware

1 14 L Neo?

F300 pit 155 pot preh M small sherd and fragments 6 10 Neo?
F301 pit 157 pot Preh M base, some grooves on wall - possibly 

grooved ware
1 6 L Neo?

F302 Small pit. 
Cut by F301

P Prehist
oric

F305 pit 161 P preh H 1 5 * preh
F310 pit 162 pot preh H 3 7 preh IA/
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MIA?
F311 Medium pit
F312 Large 

pit/natural 
feature or 
tree throw

F313 Large 
shallow 
oblong pit

F314 Pit/ circular 
feature

165 pot Preh B carinated pot 4 5 preh Neo?

F315 linear 166 flint Preh flake 1 preh
F316 Shallow pit
F317 pit 167 flint Preh flake 1 preh
F318 Ditch 264 pot Rom BSW dish/ bowl base 1 27 Rom (M1-

2C)
F320 Ditch aligned

NW-SE. 
Post-med 
ditch cuts

P Prehist
oric

F321 ditch 259 pot preh A 1 12 preh
F323 pit 168 flint Preh core piece(?) 1 48 preh
F323 pit 168 pot Preh B 1 2 preh
F326 pit 169 flint preh broken lump with battered edge 1 40 preh
F326 pit 169 bone burnt white 2 1
F326 pit 169 F clay orange FS small, irregular 1 4
F326 pit 169 pot B bowl rim decorated with fine angled line 

on neck
1 25 E Neo p 3/7

F326 pit 169 pot B bowl rim 1 16 E Neo p 3/8
F326 pit 169 pot B bowl rim 1 17 E Neo p 3/9
F326 pit 169 pot B bowl rim  simple, upright, flattened 1 4 E Neo p 3/10
F326 pit 169 pot C bowl rim uneven, slightly rolled over, 

orange colour
1 2 E Neo p 3/11

F326 pit 169 pot V carinated bowl body sherds, sandy 4 29 E Neo p 3/12
F326 pit 169 pot B body sherds, some smoothed/ burnished 19 113 E Neo
F326 pit 169 pot C body sherds 5 37 E Neo
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F326 pit 169 pot D body sherds 2 14 E Neo
F326 pit 237 flint 12 preh
F326 pit 237 pot preh C rim, bowl, burnished 2 34 E Neo? p 3/2
F326 pit 237 pot preh C rim, bowl, 1 9 E Neo? p 3/3
F326 pit 237 pot preh C rim, rounded, bowl 1 20 E Neo? p 3/4
F326 pit 237 pot preh B carinated sherds, burnished 4 11 E Neo? p 3/5
F326 pit 237 pot preh C plain body sherds, most 

smoothed/burnished
24 186

F326 pit 237 pot preh B lower body sherd, thickening at the 
lower end

1 25

F326 pit 237 HAS flint (NR) 1 16
F326 pit 237 flint baldes, flakes 6 7 preh
F327 ditch 171 flint Preh flake 1 8 preh
F327 ditch 171 pot preh` D 1 5 preh Neo?
F327 ditch 171 pot preh B smoothed 1 4 preh Neo?
F327 ditch 176 pot preh M dec? with parts of finger end dimpling 1 6 preh
F328 ditch 172 flint preh 3 preh
F328 ditch 172 pot preh 1 5 (*) preh
F329 pit 173 pot preh B bowl rim 1 14 E Neo p 3/13
F329 pit 173 pot preh D bowl rim 1 16 E Neo p 3/14
F329 pit 173 pot preh B slightly carinated lower body sherd 1 27 E Neo
F329 pit 173 pot preh D carinated  body sherd 1 2 E Neo
F329 pit 173 pot preh B decorated body sherd, two parallel  

grooves, poss grooved ware but dec 
also appears on Mildehall pots

1 3 E Neo(?) p 3/15

F329 pit 173 pot preh D 5 19 E Neo
F329 pit 173 pot preh B 8 31 E Neo
F330 pit/ tree 

throw
174 flint Preh 3 preh neo?

F333 ditch 175 flint Preh blade pieces 2 E Neo
F333 ditch 175 pot Preh C burnished both surfaces 2 6 preh Neo?
F333 ditch 175 pot preh C 1 7 preh Neo-

BA?
F333 ditch 175 pot preh B 1 15 preh
F333 ditch 175 pot preh D 1 5 preh
F336 Posthole 177 pot preh B 1 15 (*) preh
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F337 Posthole pot Preh B 1 15 preh
F346 pit 181 CBM Rom red FS RB, inc corner piece 2 665 Rom
F346 pit 181 pot A Sax 97(B) rim - jar, other sherd 1 53 A Sax p 3/1
F346 pit 181 pot A Sax 1C sherd with some chaff 1 6 A Sax
F346 pit 181 F clay red CS abraded, very sandy 4 24
F347 Small pit/ pit 

cluster
184 pot A Sax ? 1C? 1 2 * preh? A

Sax
F350 pit 186 HAS Preh flint (NR) 1 8
F350 pit 186 flint Preh 1
F350 pit 186 pot Preh D/M 1 3 * Neo-BA?
F350 pit 186 pot Preh M 1 3 Neo-BA?
F350 pit 186 pot Preh H 1 7 preh BA-

IA?
F351 pit HAS preh flint discoloured & crazed stones 4 33
F351 pit 185 flint preh 6 preh
F351 pit 185 pot preh M abraded 2 sherds with part of raised 

cordons, 4 other fragments, poss 
Grovved ware or M-LBA

* M-L BA?

F352 pit 183 HAS flint (NR) 2 37
F352 pit 183 pot preh M start of a raised, rounded cordon, prob 

BA but poss grooved ware(?)
1 8 M-L BA?

F352 pit 183 pot preh M 1 5 * preh
F355 Large sub 

oval pit. Cuts
F354. Cut by
F352

P, Bfl Prehist
oric

F358 Posthole/ 
end of beam
slot

182 pot A Sax 1C 1 9 A Sax

F358 Posthole/ 
beam slot 
end

182 HAS flint (NR) 2 28

F358 Posthole/ 
end of beam
slot

182 pot A Sax 1C 1 9 (*) A Sax

F358 Posthole/ 182 pot preh M bowl rim and body sherd, decorated, 2 9 L Neo p 3/16
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end of beam
slot

Grooved ware

F358 pit 179 HAS flint stones, discoloured, some crazing (NR) 27 492 preh
F360 Posthole 190 pot preh D 1 6 preh
F360 Posthole 190 pot preh B 1 3 preh
F364 pit pot preh A 1 6 preh
F365 Irregular pit -

tree throw. 
Cut by F366

P Prehist
oric

F367 Posthole
F368 Posthole 189 pot Preh G 1 5 * preh/Sax?
F368 Posthole 189 F clay Preh red FS (NR) 1 2 *
F369 Posthole
F370 Tree 

throw/irregul
ar pit 

P Prehist
oric - 
BA/IA?

F399 Small 
shallow 
round pit

192 pot Preh H fragment, abraded, not closely dated 1 1 * preh?

F400 pit 193 pot Preh D bowl/jar, pre-firing hole made just below 
rim, black with coarse flint-temper

1 22 Neo ? p 4/24

F410 Linear pot 
scatter, 
ploughed off.
No cut 
surviving

194 pot preh B bowl (carinated?) 3 45 E Neo p 4/9

F410 Linear pot 
scatter, 
ploughed off.
No cut 
surviving

194 pot preh B bowl (carinated?) poss different to 4/9 4 38 E Neo p 4/10

F410 Linear pot 
scatter, 
ploughed off.
No cut 
surviving

194 pot preh C carimated bowl sherd 1 28 E Neo p 4/11

F410 Linear pot 194 pot preh C bowl (carinated?) sherds(?), approx 200 200 1325 E Neo
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scatter, 
ploughed off.
No cut 
surviving

sherds with other fragments, very 
broken-up

F411 Small round 
pit

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

CB/burnt 
bone, P, 
burnt 
stone, D, 
loom 
weight

Prehist
oric

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh B Jar, rounded shoulder, upright flat- 
topped rim, sparse flint

1 35 PDR EIA p 4/15

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh F jar, vertical wiping on surface, upright 
flat- topped rim,

1 26 PDR EIA p 4/16

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh F bowl?, simple everted/ flaring rim, 
burnished inside & out

1 15 PDR EIA p 4/17

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh C bowl/jar 1 10 PDR EIA p 4/18

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh B jar with inturned flat rim (joins with flange
rim jar)

1 16 PDR EIA p 4/19

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh C jar with spaced finger end impressions 
around shoulder

1 21 PDR /EIA p 4/20

F412 Fire pit. 195 pot preh A bowl,/ jar with shoulder carination, 1 11 PDR EIA p 4/21
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Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

smoothed over neck

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh O jar, upright flat-topped rim 1 8 PDR EIA

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh E base 1 26 PDR EIA

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh A base sherd 1 10

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh E sherds with traces of surface wiping 6 210 PDR
LBA/EIA

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh E misc sherds 25 341 PDR EIA

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh H misc sand-temp sherds 14 69 PDR
EIA/MIA

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh C misc sherds 5 39 PDR EIA

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

195 pot preh D sandy with ill-sorted flint 5 102 PDR EIA

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 

195 pot preh G abraded thick sandy sherds 2 13 * IA
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F421-F433 
in base

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

200 pot preh A bowl rim, fine burnished 1 6 PDR
LBA/EIA

p 4/23

F412 Fire pit. 
Stakeholes 
F421-F433 
in base

200 pot preh H misc sherds 2 7 IA?

F417 Posthole 207 pot Preh B very small piece 1 1 preh
F417 Posthole 207 pot Preh H very small piece 1 1 preh
F418 Posthole 208 pot Preh M sandy with grog 1 4 (*) preh (Neo-

BA?)
F419 Posthole slag? ferrous,

sandy
possibly slag or poss iron pan? nat? 2 318

F420 pit 209 pot Preh M sherd, dec with blocks of angled lines, 
grooved ware

1 7 LNeo p 4/22

F420 pit 209 pot Preh M sherd with ladder-type(?) dec 1 11 LNeo p 4/23
F420 pit 209 pot Preh M misc sherds, prob grooved ware 6 28 LNeo
F420 pit 209 flint 5 Neo
F440 pit 201 A bone 150

F448 pit 211 slag? ferous heavy lump 1 388
F449 Posthole
F450 Pit 212 CBM med+ red sandy PT, piece of PT edge (NR) 1 28 med-p.med
F450 Pit 212 slag dense medium weight 1 18
F456 pit 205 pot preh M barrel/ bucket vessel, Grooved ware 

SV? dec with ribs & indentations
11 115 L Neo p 4/12

F456 pit 205 pot preh M base, flat base, posss dec on broken 
edge

1 30 L Neo? p 4/13

F456 pit 205 pot preh M internal bevelled rim L Neo? p 4/14
F456 pit 205 pot preh M base, flat base, dark fabric 2 18 L Neo?
F456 pit 205 pot preh M sherds 9 30 L Neo?
F456 pit 205 flint preh 3 preh
F456 pit 205 HAS preh flint (NR) 4 25 preh
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F456 pit 205 F clay preh buff sandy fiable, soft 3 15
F456 pit 205 F clay preh red, sandy parts of surfaces/ one with finger push 

marks & void, one piecs with cross 
shaped lines and some bunrt residue?
over

2 32

F457 Large oval 
pit

F458 ditch 202 pot Preh M grog & sand temp, thick sherd 1 26 * MBA?
F458 ditch 202 pot preh M smoother/ burnished surface 1 4 BA?
F459 Shallow 

ditch aligned
NE-SW

F460 
sx3

gully 203 HAS flint NR 1 36 preh (?)

F461 Wide 
shallow L 
shaped 
feature

F462 Pit/tree 
throw

204 HAS flint NR 1 8 preh?

F465 Prob 
cremation 

Char charcoal pieces, NO Other Finds seen 50 20

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 flint Preh 7 preh

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 HAS Preh (NR) 1 9 preh

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh B carinated bowl,  smoothed on both 
surfaces

3 58 E Neo p 4/1

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh C carinated bowl, smoothed on both 
surfaces

3 80 E Neo p 4/2

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh C carinated bowl, smoothed on both 
surfaces, poss part of 4/2

2 70 E Neo p 4/3

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh C carinated bowl, smoothed on both 
surfaces, similar to 4/3 but higher 
carination

1 39 E Neo p 4/4

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh B rounded bowl,  smoothed on both 
surfaces

1 20 E Neo p 4/5
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F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh B carinated body sherd, smoothed both 
sides

1 29 E Neo p 4/6

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh A carinated body sherd, smoothed both 
sides

1 28 E Neo p 4/7

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh M small bowl with high carination, orange 
silty fabric with some grog

1 15 preh p 4/8

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh B sherds from carinated bowls 110 690 E Neo

F473 
sx2

ditch 215 pot Preh C sherds from carinated bowls in coarser 
flint

24 260 E Neo

F474 Pit/tree 
throw

214 pot Preh A 1 2 (*) preh

F478 Pit/tree 
throw

(L16??) pot preh B bowl rim, large bowl, thicj flinty fabric, 
rolled over rim

2 19 E Neo?

F478 Pit/tree 
throw

(L16??) pot preh B sherd 1 6 preh

F486 pit 217 HAS flint NR 1 13
F486 pit 217 pot Rom GX 1 2 Rom
F486 pit 217 pot preh E sand & flint 1 4 (*) (LBA)-IA
F488 pit 218 pot Preh B slightly sandy fabric, scored surface 3 12 IA? p 4/16
F488 pit 218 pot Preh B 3 sherd + frags (part of P 4/16 3 4 IA?
F488 pit 218 pot Preh C 1 2 preh
F488 pit 218 pot Preh G 1 8 E-MIA
F489 pit 219 pot Preh E rima & sholuder, SV 3 59 ** EIA p 4/15
F489 pit 219 pot Preh A bowl, burnished, fine 1 11 PDR LBA?
F489 pit 219 pot Preh E rim, near upright, simple 2 6 PDR EIA
F489 pit 219 pot Preh E misc sherds 6 73 (*) PDR EIA
F489 pit 219 F clay orange-

red F-MS
irregular pieces 13 102 *

F490 Pit/tree 
throw

220 pot Rom GX base, thin, wheel thrown 1 5 Rom

F490 Pit/tree 
throw

220 pot preh E thick sherd, sand & flint * preh (LBA-
IA?)

F495 pit, fire pit 222 HAS Preh flint shatter pieces (NR) 6 47
F495 pit, fire pit 222 pot preh C jar with raised shoulder cordon, poss 

decorated, small sherd
4 6 LBA/EIA
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F495 pit, fire pit 222 pot preh E 1 4 LBA-IA
F502 pit 224 pot Preh D bowl/jar, carination on body, most SV, 

poss Neo or LBA
11 54 preh LBA?

(Neo-BA)
F509 Small pit 225 pot preh E sherds, some with probable scratch/ 

light lin incised dec
4 45 PDR EIA

F510 Irregular pit. 
Some 
charcoal

F220 
(was BF 
512)

pit 226 pot Preh E bowl, profile flared simple rim, rounded 
shoulder, burnt?

1 72 PDR EIA? p 5/1

F220 
(was BF 
512)

pit 226 pot Preh E rim, high carinated shoulder, some grog 
in fabric

2 14 PDR EIA? p 5/2

F220 
(was BF 
512)

pit 226 pot Preh E rim, flattened, uneven but not false 1 9 PDR EIA? p 5/3

F220 
(was BF 
512)

pit 226 pot Preh E sherd dec with incised grooves 1 9 PDR EIA? p 5/4

F220 
(was BF 
512)

pit 226 pot Preh E misc sherds, many small, all plain 41 185 PDR EIA?

F518 Oval/sub 
rectangular 
pit

*Pot frag 
noted on 
context 
sheet but
not 
registere
d*

? no finds seen

F519 pit 230 pot Preh E large vessel, poss an urn, part of flat 
base & other sherds, poss SV (9 sherds 
& frags)

9 165 M-L BA?

F519 pit 230 F caly Preh orange-
red, F-Ms

rounded piece (NR) 1 13 * preh

F526 Tree throw 231 pot Rom GX greyware 1 3 * Rom
F546 Small pit Lava Roman
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quern -
mediev
al

F548 Linear 
feature? 
Possibly 
associated 
with tree 
throw F545

233 pot Roman GX lattice pattern jar 2 6 (*) E/M2-E3C

F553 Small sub 
oval pit. 
Charcoal 
rich

Wood/AB
?

F554 Medium oval
pit

F555 Ditch, recut 
of F556

236 HAS Preh sandstone
/ quartzite

NR 1 18 preh

F555 Ditch, recut 
of F556

236 HAS Preh flint NR 1 5 preh

F555 Ditch, recut 
of F556

236 pot Preh M coarse grog, frags 8 4 * preh BA?

F556 Ditch. Recut 
by F555 to 
N. 

F558 pit Cut into 
F580

235 pot Preh H thick sandy, pourous, similar to some 
grooved ware

1 5 preh L
Neo?

F574 pit 239 CBM Rom red FS RB 35mm (NR) 1 449 Rom
F575 pit 240 A bone Rom? 1
F575 pit 240 F Clay Rom orange-

red F-MS
brick like form, poss CBM RB Rom

F575 pit 240 pot Rom GA Cam 279 jar rim, lower body sherd from 
a bowl, probably GA

2 29 6 Rom 3-
4C?

F576 pit pot Preh E very small pieces 3 3 later preh?
F577 Natural 

colluvium 
filled 
depression.

251 pot preh G decorated body sherds,relatively fine 
pot, Grooved ware(?) looks prob beaker 
SV 

4 13 L Neo-EBA p 5/6
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F577 Natural 
colluvium 
filled 
depression.

251 pot preh M sandy fabric, dec with incised lines, prob
grooved ware base (Lawford has similar)

1 11 L Neo p 5/7

F577 Natural 
colluvium 
filled 
depression.

251 pot preh A thin body sherds 2 8 preh

F577 Natural 
colluvium 
filled 
depression.

251 pot preh flint 1

F580 Pit/tree 
throw?

253 A bone poor condition 2 *

F581 pit ,sealed 
by F580

252 flint Preh blade 1 E Neo

F581 pit ,sealed 
by F580

252 A bone Preh small piece 1

F581 pit ,sealed 
by F580

252 pot Preh E 1 4 preh EIA?

F604 Posthole 254 pot Preh H beaker, part pot, SV, sandy fabric 5 76 L Neo-EBA p 6/1
F604 Posthole 254 pot A Sax? 1C thick chaff/ dung-tempered sherd, 

appears prob A Sax
1 10 A Sax (?)

F605 Posthole 255 pot Preh M small abraded sherd sandy with some 
grog

1 2 * preh Neo?

F619 ditch 256 flint preh 1 preh
F627 pit 266 flint 2 preh
F631 Posthole 267 pot Preh H sherd frags, one poss F clay, sandy 

fabric, not closely dated
2 1 * preh

F637 pit 265 pot Preh Q bowl with flat-topped rim, SV 2 16 preh poss
later BA?

F645 pit 260 pot Preh G bowl with dec neck, shoulder & body, 
see West Harling (Norfolk)

1 27 EIA p 6/2

F646 pit 261 pot Preh M sherd dec with small slash incisions, 
probably Beaker

1 16 L Neo/EBA p 6/4

F657 pit/depressio
n

268 pot Preh H sand-tempered sherd 1 5 * preh IA?
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F659 pit 289 flint Preh 1 preh
(Neo?)

F659 pit 289 flint Preh M one sherd with parallel grooves, prob 
grooved ware

5 64 L Neo

F671 Posthole 271 F clay Preh? orange-
red FS

abraded lump (NR) 1 8 preh?

F673 pit flint Preh 1 preh
F676 linear/depres

sion
272 flint preh 1 later preh

F676 
sx2

linear/depres
sion

273 pot Rom RCW body sherds most SV but from more 
than one pot

14 50 E Rom

F677 Gully 275 pot preh B misc sherds 3 10 preh
F679 grave? flint Preh 3 preh
F693 Tree throw. 282 pot preh H sandy sherd 1 2 (*) preh
F695 pit 280 pot preh A bowl, abraded, dec on neck, appears to 

be probably Mildenahll type, though 
poss some grog in fabric

1 20 * E Neo p 6/3

F695 pit 280 pot preh M dec sherds, incised lines, Grooved ware 2 3 L Neo
F695 pit 280 pot preh H dec sherds, incised line, Grooved ware? 2 4 L Neo?
F695 pit 280 pot preh H misc sherds 11 8 Neo?
F709 
sx2

gully 288 flint Preh 1 preh

F709 gully 291 pot preh G 1 2 preh
F719 pit 284 flint Preh flakes & core 7 preh
F719 pit 284 HAS Preh flint NR 2 26 preh
F719 pit 284 pot Preh B open bowl rim, rolled over rim 1 16 E Neo p 7/1
F719 pit 284 pot Preh B bowl rim, broken away along build join 3 10 Neo? p 7/2
F719 pit 284 pot Preh C bowl rim 1 6 Neo? p 7/3
F719 pit 284 pot Preh C misc sherds 25 108  preh Neo?
F719 pit 284 pot Preh H small silty sherds 2 3 * Neo?
F720 pit 285 pot Preh B 2 9 preh
F722 ditch 287 pot Preh B 1 5 preh
F722 ditch 287 pot Preh E false rim 1 3 IA?
F722 ditch 287 pot Preh M sandy with some grog 2 4 preh
F733 ditch 289 pot Preh H thin flat base sherd 1 20 * preh IA?
F733 ditch 290 pot Preh H includes thick  base sherd, residue 1 28 preh
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inside
F748 Pit/tree 

throw
292 flint Preh flakes 2 preh

F748 Pit/tree 
throw

292 pot Preh A sherd, friable fabric 1 10 preh

F749 pit 293 HAS preh flint NR 1 6 preh?
F752 Tree throw 294 HAS preh? flint large stone (NR) 1 138 preh?
F755 pit 297 F clay preh VT, FS,

rare ST
irregular pieces in grey-buff & orange-
red clay, clear VTemper

16 180 (*) preh?

F755 pit 297 F clay preh orange FS one piece with void close to a corner, 
poss a loom weight

2 48 IA?

F755 pit 295 pot preh E 2 38 E-MIA?
F755 pit 295 pot preh H 2 6 E-MIA?
F762 ditch 303 pot Preh G 1 5 IA?
F812 Small 

shallow sub 
oval pit

flint 1 preh

F814 Posthole 304 pot Preh E sandy with some flint, decorated rim / 
upper body, cross-hatching and line 
borders, sherds SV (join) poss grooved 
ware(?) but more probably Beaker

5 25 LN/EBA p 8/5

F815 pit 306 HAS Preh sandstone
/ quartzite

heat broken small rounded 
stone/cobbles NR

24 1670 preh

F815 pit 306 HAS Preh flint NR 2 36 preh
F815 pit 306 pot preh E jar with near upright flat-topped rim 1 12 EIA
F815 pit 306 pot preh E shoulder from jar 1 85 LBA-EIA
F815 pit 306 pot preh H sandy fabric, some very fine flint, 

smoothed surfaces
1 40 LBA-EIA

F815 pit 306 pot preh E base 1 30 LBA-EIA
F815 pit 306 pot preh E misc sherds 19 230 EIA?
F815 pit 306 pot preh G sandy fabric with some ffine flint, 

smotthed surfaces
7 38 LBA-EIA

F821 Posthole P Preh not seen
F822 Posthole 309 pot preh G small sherd 1 2 * preh IA?
F828 Posthole 310 pot Preh D coarse body sherds, poss edge of 

flat/flattened base
8 52 (*) preh BA-

EIA?
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F828 Posthole 310 pot Preh E sandy with sparse flint 3 19 EIA-MIA
F828 Posthole 310 flint Preh 2 preh
F829 Posthole 313 flint Preh 1 preh
F829 Posthole 313 pot Preh B black surface 1 15 * preh

(Neo?)
F829 Posthole 313 pot Preh B sparse fline. brinished surfaces, one 

poss from an E Neo bowl
6 49 preh (E

Neo?)
F831 pit 311 flint preh 1 preh
F831 pit 311 HAS preh NR 1 55 preh?
F831 pit 311 pot A Sax 1B A Sax
F831 pit 314 nail Rom fe 90mm, flat sub-round head, poss

Roman
1 24 Rom?

F832 linear? flint Preh 3 preh
F833 pit 323 flint Preh 2 preh
F833 pit 323 pot Preh E misc small sherds 5 17 preh

(EIA?)
F834 linear 316 HAS sandstone

/ quartzite
small pieces from rounded stones (NR) 2 82

F836 pit 317 flint Preh 2 preh
F836 pit 317 flint Preh B rolled over rim from a bowl, sherd with 

rounded carination, other sherds, some 
light burnishing

10 64 preh (Neo-
BA)

F837 pit 345 pot preh C sherds 3 34 LBA-EIA
F837 pit 345 pot preh B sherds 5 58 LBA-EIA
F837 pit 318 flint Preh 3 preh
F837 pit 318 pot Preh E 4 18 EIA?
F837 pit 318 pot Preh E smoothed surfaces, fine sparse flint 5 12 LBA-EIA
F838 pit 319 pot Preh G pedistal bowl base, SV, joining sherds, 

brownish-orange burnished surface
12 72 E-MIA p 8/6

F838 pit 319 pot Preh E jar rim, rounded shoulder, fine flint 5 84 EIA? p 8/7
F838 pit 319 pot Preh E jar rim, near upright, flattened top 1 18 EIA
F838 pit 319 pot Preh E misc sherds 4 15 EIA?
F0838 
(was 
F1154)

Posthole 343 pot Preh D 1 9 (*) preh

F0838 Posthole 343 pot Preh G 1 5 * preh
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(was 
F1154)
F841 pit 321 pot Preh E jar with inturner flat rim, large section of 

pot, large sherds
9 542 EIA p 8/1

F841 pit 320 HAS Preh sandstone
/ quartzite

broken small cobbles (NR) 7 630 preh

F841 pit 320 HAS Preh flint 6 50 preh
F841 pit 320 pot Preh C jar shouldered with upright flat-topped 

rim dec with finger made depressions, 
abraded

1 32 * EIA? p 8/2

F841 pit 320 pot Preh E rim, dec with finger-tip? dimple 
impressions see West Harling

1 9 EIA p 8/3

F841 pit 320 pot Preh B body sherd, dec with finger-tip? dimple 
impressions see west Harling

2 25 EIA p 8/4

F841 pit 320 pot Preh E misc sherds 23 198 EIA
F841 pit 320 pot Preh H misc smoothed sherds in dark fabric 

most SV?
12 32 IA

F841 pit 320 F caly Preh orange to
buff FS

silty F clay, abraded rounded pieces, 
one with part of rounded void (wattle)

4 105

F842 pit 322 pot Preh B 6 31 preh
F842 pit 322 pot Preh E sparse flint, inc probable small rim 

sherd, upright, simple
2 6 preh

F842 pit 322 flint Preh 1 preh
F896 pit 324 flint Preh 1 preh
F896 pit 324 HAS Preh flint NR 3 31 preh
F896 pit 324 pot Preh B 1 28 EIA?
F896 pit 324 pot Preh E 10 84 EIA?
F897 Posthole 325 pot Preh E jar rim, upright, flattened top 1 11 EIA?
F897 Posthole 325 pot Preh G sherd 1 17 EIA-MIA
F907 Posthole 327 pot preh B 1 5 (*) preh
F910 pit 326 flint Preh 2 preh
F910 pit 326 HAS Preh flint NR 1 16
F910 pit 326 pot Preh E sherd pieces 3 8 IA?
F919 ditch 329 HAS Preh flint NR 2 85 preh
F919 ditch 329 pot Preh M base sherd (flat) + other 5 90 (*) preh LNeo-

MBA?
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F919 ditch 329 pot Preh B 1 3 preh
F919 ditch 329 pot Preh H fine sand sherds 2 5 preh
F919 
sx1

ditch 328 F clay Preh orange
MS

abraded rounded small piece (NR) 1 5 *

F919 
sx1

ditch 328 pot Preh M sandy with grog-temper 1 2 * preh LNeo-
MBA/EIA

F919 
sx4

ditch 330 HAS Preh sandstone
/ quartzite

NR 2 256

F919 
sx4

ditch 330 HAS Preh flint NR 2 31

F919 
sx4

ditch 330 flint Preh 2 preh

F919 
sx4

ditch 330 pot Preh H fine sand fabric 1 46 preh E-
MIA?

F919 
sx4

ditch 330 pot Preh M thick sherds 4 50 (*) preh LNeo-
MBA?

F919 
sx5

ditch 332 flint Preh 1 preh

F919 
sx5

ditch 332 HAS Preh flint NR 2 70 preh?

F919 
sx5

ditch 332 pot Preh M crodon dec with prob finger-tip 
impressions, from an urn?

1 22 M-LBA

F919 
sx5

ditch 332 pot Preh M 2 30 BA?

F919 
sx5

ditch 332 pot Preh E 2 5 preh EIA?

F935 pit 333 flint Preh 2 preh
F935 pit 333 HAS Preh flint NR 1 28 preh
F935 pit 333 pot Preh B inc part of rim 3 32 preh

M/LBA-EIA
F936 pit 934 pot Preh B 1 7 preh
F936 pit 934 pot Preh E jar with flaring, simple rim 1 7 (LBA)-EIA
F938 pit 336 HAS Preh? flint NR 2 115 preh?
F938 pit 335 pot Preh E jar, angled shoulder, flat-topped rim 2 50 EIA p 9/1
F938 pit 335 pot preh E jar, angled shoulder, rim top broken 

away
1 70 EIA p 9/2
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F938 pit 335 pot preh E some vertical finger wiping 1 34 LBA/EIA
F938 pit 335 pot preh E misc sherds 23 225 LBA/EIA
F938 pit 335 pot preh W some VTemper on surface 2 25 IA(?)
F938 pit 335 F clay preh orange FS

VT
abraded vesicular pieces (NR) 2 12 * preh

F953 Posthole. 338 pot Preh E 1 2 EIA?
F1008 Posthole 339 pot Preh E finger end dimple decoration 1 4 EIA?
F1008 Posthole 339 pot Preh E misc sherds, sparse flint 2 15 IA?
F1117 Tree throw 341 pot Preh C 4 13 preh
F1126 pit 342 pot Preh
F1126 pit 342 HAS Preh flint NR 1 46 preh?
F1126 pit 342 pot preh E grooves on sherd, possibly grooved 

ware
1 6 preh L

Neo?
F1126 pit 342 pot preh G small sandy sherds 1 3 preh

F1170 pit 346 flint Preh 1 preh
F1171 pit 347 flint Preh 1 preh
F1173 pit 348 flint Preh 1 preh
F1173 pit 348 flint Preh D sandy fabric, coarse flint 1 22 * preh Neo?
F1195 Posthole 379 pot preh G smoothed surface 1 21 preh

IA/MIA?
F1196 Tree throw P LIA/Ear

ly 
Roman
?

F1224 Posthole 388 pot Preh M dark grog 1 5 preh BA?
F1228 pit 389 HAS preh sandstone

/  quartzite
rounded shattered stone, NR 3 158 preh

F1228 pit 389 pot preh M poss grog-temp?, smoothed 1 3 preh
F1229 pit 391 flint Preh flake 1 preh
F1229 pit 391 pot Preh B 1 8 preh LBA-

EIA
F1230 Ditch 392 flint Preh 1 preh
F1231 Tree throw 394 flint Preh 1 preh
F1231 Tree throw 394 pot Preh B burnished surfaces 1 9 preh Neo-
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F1231 Tree throw 394 pot Preh E common fine flint 1 4 preh IA?
F1233 Tree throw 397 flint preh 1 preh
F1233 Tree throw 397 flint preh G thick sand-temp, prob preh 1 20 preh IA?
F1239 linear 400 pot preh G small sherd 1 4 preh IA?
F1240 pit 398 pot preh A bowl (E Neoo type) rim & low carinated 

body sherds, burnished prob SV
26 265 preh E Neo p 12./1

F1240 pit 398 pot preh C bowl, bead rim 2 25 Neo? p 12/2
F1240 pit 398 pot preh D 3 15 Neo?
F1240 pit 398 pot preh A 1 10 Neo?
F1241 pit 399 pot preh E 1 2 preh
F1250 Ditch 402 flint Preh flint thin sherd 4 preh
F1250 Ditch 402 pot Rom BSW jar base 1 28 (*) Rom
F1250 Ditch 405 pot preh E thick sherd, moderate flint content 1 32 * preh LBA-

EIA
F1250 Ditch 405 pot preh G moderate thick 1 5 MIA?
F1250 Ditch 443 flint preh 1 preh
F1250 Ditch 443 pot preh E 1 3 preh IA?
F1253 Linear/ ditch 406 pot Rom GTW broad lattice pattern LIA 1 15 LIA
F1253 Linear/ ditch 403 pot Rom RCW balck surface, some grog 3 10 E Rom 1C
F1253 Linear/ ditch 403 pot Rom GX greyware 1 2 * Rom
F1256 Ditch 404 flint Roman

?
shatter pieces 3 Rom?

F1258 Ditch 407 flint preh 2 preh
F1258 Ditch 407 pot Rom GX base edge 1 18 Rom
F1258 
sx4

Ditch 442 pot Rom HZ E-M Rom 1 16 Rom M1-
2C

F1258 Ditch 408 pot Rom GX poss heated/ burnt 2 14 * Rom
F1258 Ditch 408 pot Rom GX thick sherd 1 9 Rom?
F1259 Posthole 410 pot Preh B 1 15 LBA-EIA
F1259 Posthole 410 pot Preh G thin dark sherd 1 2 IA?
F1266 Posthole 411 HAS Preh sandstone

/  quartzite
NR 1 50 preh

F1266 Posthole 411 pot Preh M thick sherd 1 15 * BA
F1321 pit 414 HAS preh sandstone

/  quartzite
fractured stones (NR) 5 198
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F1321 pit 414 pot preh E bowl, joining sherds, burnished exterior 
& inside rim

9 216 LBA-EIA p 13/1

F1321 pit 414 pot preh E base  other sherds from p 31/1? 7 140 LBA-EIA
F1321 pit 414 pot preh E base with verical wiping, poss shoulder 

from same pot, extra griting on base
7 361 LBA-EIA p 31/2

F1321 pit 414 pot preh A bowl/ jar  rim with poss heamatite? 
surface application

2 30 EIA? p 13/3

F1321 pit 414 pot preh E shouldered jar with finger impressions 
along carination (Burnt residue)

1 50 LBA-EIA p 13/4

F1321 pit 414 pot preh E base with extra flint/sand on uderside 2 90 LBA-EIA
F1321 pit 414 pot preh R shell dissolved out 1 12 EIA?
F1321 pit 414 pot preh H burnished surface 1 16 EIA?
F1321 pit 414 pot preh E misc sherds 32 480 LBA-EIA
F1329 pit 413 HAS preh flint NR 1 36
F1330 Tree throw 412 flint Preh 1 preh
F1330 Tree throw 412 pot Preh D 1 7 preh Neo-

BA?
F1361 ditch 566 pot preh E 2 21 * preh IA?
F1364 pit 418 flint Preh 1 preh
F1154 Posthole 343 pot Preh D 1 12 preh
F1154 Posthole 343 pot Preh B 1 3 preh
F1369 Gully 419 pot Rom GTW 1 6 LIA
F1407 Medium sub 

round pit 
cutting 
F1408

Fe nail IA- post
IA

F1415 Posthole Fl Prehist
oric

F1439 Tree throw 423 pot Preh G abraded thick sherds, SV, sand-remper 
with rare grog, not closely dated

2 6 * preh

F1456 Posthole 424 fliint preh 1 preh
F1456 Posthole 424 fliint preh? G soft fabric. not closely dated, poss preh, 

but poss Rom or Sax
1 2 L preh-E/M

Sax
F1461 Posthole 425 flint Preh 1
F1469 Tree throw 432 pot A Sax 1C 1 16 A Sax
F1470 pit-like 436 pot A Sax 1B 2 19 A Sax
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F1470 pit-like 436 pot A Sax? 97A 1 4 Rom/ A
Sax?

F1470 pit-like 435 F clay A Sax? grey clay irregular pieces of grey , sandy clay, two
rounded pieces appear possibly to be 
part of a loom weight

9 199 A Sax

F1471 
sx1

ditch 438 CBM? Rom orange-
red, FS

CBM piece 1 170 Rom

F1471 
sx1

ditch 437 pot Rom GB Cam 37A 6 80 8 Rom E/M2-
3C

F1471 
sx1

ditch 437 flint preh 3 preh

F1471 
sx1

ditch 437 pot preh E 4 25 (LBA)-EIA

F1471 
sx1

ditch 437 F clay Rom grey-buff,
F-MS

hard fabric, NR 1 12 Rom?

1471 ditch 464 pot preh H small sherd 1 4 * preh IA?
1471 ditch 464 pot preh N small sherd 1 5 (*) IA?
F1472 Posthole 439 pot preh E small sherd 1 6 (*) LBA?-IA
F1474 linear 520 pot Rom BSW 1 10 * Rom
F1474 linear 520 pot preh E 1 19 (*) IA
F1504 Tree throw 446 flint Preh 1 preh
F1507 
sx1

Tree throw 447 flint preh 14 preh Neo?

F1507 
sx1

Tree throw 447 HAS preh flint NR 6 105

F1507 
sx1

Tree throw 447 pot preh D bowl rim 1 31 E Neo p 15/1

F1507 
sx1

Tree throw 447 pot preh C bowl rim 3 42 E Neo p 15/2

F1507 
sx1

Tree throw 447 pot preh D bowl rim, rolled over (hooked) rim 1 6 E Neo p 15/3

F1507 
sx1

Tree throw 447 pot preh C misc body sherds 20 101 E Neo

F1507 
sx1

Tree throw 447 pot preh B burnished, moderate-sparse flint 2 11 E Neo

F1508 gully 448 flint Preh 1 preh
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F1508 gully 448 pot Preh D 2 11 preh Neo?
F1508 gully 448 pot Preh A small sherd 1 1 preh
F1512 Tree throw 450 pot Preh M grooved ware 1 4 L Neo
F1523 Tree throw 451 pot Preh M sandy with grog 1 11 (*) preh BA?
F1524 
Q1

Grubenhaus 452 CBM Rom red FS RBT (NR) 1 56 (*) Rom

F1524 
Q1

Grubenhaus 452 pot A Sax 1C 1 14 A Sax

F1524 
Q1

Grubenhaus 452 pot Rom BSW 1 5 Rom

F1524 
Q2

Grubenhaus 453 pot A Sax 97A sandy sherd, presumed A sax 1 6 A Sax?

F1524 
Q3

Grubenhaus 456 pot A Sax 1C 1 11 A Sax

F1524 
Q3

Grubenhaus 456 pot preh E sparse fine flint 1 6 preh LBA-
EIA?

F1524 
Q3

Grubenhaus 457 flint preh 1 preh

F1524 
Q3

Grubenhaus 457 pot preh 1C 1 3 A Sax

F1564 Short 
linear/tree 
throw

460 pot Rom GTW LIA type GTW 1 7 LIA

F1564 Short 
linear/tree 
throw

460 pot preh H sandy sherd `1 6 M-LIA?

F1572 Posthole/pit 461 pot Preh E small sherds 2 3 preh LBA?-
EIA

F1573 Tree throw 462 pot Preh B 1 6 preh LBA-
EIA?

F1584 pit 463 CBM Rom orange-
red FS

NR 1 22 * Rom

F1584 pit 463 pot A Sax 1B 1 12 A Sax
F1585 Posthole 465 pot A Sax 1C small piece, possibly A Sax, poss preh 1 1 A Sax?
F1588 pit 466 slag small piece of flow slag 1 36
F1588 pit 466 A bone 2
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F1588 pit 466 flint preh 1 preh
F1588 pit 466 pot preh G coarse, sandy 1 20 * preh
F1588 pit 466 pot Rom GX abraded greyware, probably Rom 1 19 * Rom?
F1589 Grubenhaus 496 stone limestone, pale greenish grey rounded 

piece, soft sandy surface, no indication 
of modification

1 715

F1589 Grubenhaus 506 A bone Sax 7
F1589 Grubenhaus 506 shell Sax oyster shell, NR 1 4
F1589 Grubenhaus 471 A bone Sax 10
F1589 Grubenhaus 471 pot Rom BACG Dr33? 1 7 * E/M2-L2C
F1589 
Q1

Grubenhaus 467 A bone Sax 20

F1589 
Q1

Grubenhaus 467 pot A Sax 1B base, 2 other small sherds 3 40 A Sax

F1589 
Q1 fill1

Grubenhaus 468 A bone Sax 20 A Sax

F1589 
Q1 fill1

Grubenhaus 468 pot A Sax 1C small sherds 4 13 A Sax

F1589 
Q1 

Grubenhaus 491 fe A Sax nail shaft piece (NR) 1 5 A Sax

F1589 
Q1 

Grubenhaus 491 F clay A Sax orange-
red FS

rounded 2 11 *

F1589 
Q1 

Grubenhaus 491 pot preh B 1 19 preh LBA-
EIA?

F1589 
Q1 

Grubenhaus 491 pot preh A 1 6 preh LBA-
EIA?

F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 A bone A sax 12

F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 flint preh 2 preh

F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 pot Rom GX 1 3 Rom

F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 pot A Sax 1B 4 5 A sax

F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 pot A sax 97A includes part of small, burnished 
pedestal foot base

3 20 A Sax
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F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 pot A sax 97A poss Sax 1 11 A Sax?

F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 pot preh B 1 2 preh

F1589 
Q3

Grubenhaus 494 pot preh A 3 24 preh BA-
EIA?

F1589 
Q4

Grubenhaus 503 flint preh 2 preh

F1589 
Q4

Grubenhaus 503 pot preh 40 rim, internal glaze 1 14 7 p-med 17-
18C

F1589 
Q3 fill1

Grubenhaus 493 A bone 30

F1589 
Q3 fill1

Grubenhaus 493 pot A Sax 1B striations/ drag marks/  grooves on body 5 48 A Sax

F1589 
Q3 fill1

Grubenhaus 493 CBM Rom red FS RBT thickness 34, Rom brick? (NR) 1 255 Rom

F1589 
Q3 fill1

Grubenhaus 493 pot preh E 2 6 preh IA?

B1589 Grubenhaus 470 F clay A Sax grey irregular pieces of grey clay, some 
rounded edges, poss loom weight 
pieces(?)

13 439 A Sax

B1589 Grubenhaus 507 F clay A Sax grey irregular pieces of grey clay, some 
rounded edges, poss loom weight 
pieces(?)

15 152 A Sax

B1589 Grubenhaus 497 F clay A Sax grey irregular pieces of grey clay, some 
rounded edges, poss loom weight 
pieces(?)

15 368 A Sax

B1589 
Q2

Grubenhaus 490 F clay A Sax grey irregular pieces of grey clay, some 
rounded edges, poss loom weight 
pieces(?)

10 289 A Sax

F1597 Small 
shallow pit

473 pot A Sax 1C poss A Sax or preh 1 9 A Sax?

F1602 Posthole 474 pot preh I sherd with incised line aross it 1 6 (*) IA
F1603 Long thin 

oval pit
475 pot Rom RCW bowl/ jar cordoned, some grog? 1 10 * LIA/ERom

(E-M1C)
F1604 Medium-

large round 
476 pot preh B sherd 1 5 LBA-EIA
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pit
F1613 Erosion 

hollow
492 flint preh thin flake 1 preh

F1613 Erosion 
hollow

492 pot preh C jar rim, upright, rounded 1 7 LBA-EIA(?)

F1613 Erosion 
hollow

492 pot preh E 1 6 EIA(?)

F1613 Erosion 
hollow

492 pot preh B 1 2 preh

F1622 Posthole pot preh J sherd, false rim? 1 7 preh IA?
F1622 Posthole pot preh E sherds 2 10 preh

EIA/IA?
F1624 pit pot preh C sherd 1 12 earlier preh

LBA/EIA?
F1625 Posthole 

forming 
square with 
F1600-
F1602

Fired 
clay

ASax? grey similar/same as grey clay associated 
with Grubenhauss

30 681 A Sax?

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 545 pot A Sax 1B jar, many sherds prob all SV 38 265 A Sax P16/6

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 545 pot preh E 1 4 * preh

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 522 pot A Sax 1B jar base 10 79 A Sax

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 522 pot Rom RET greyware, pos RET,  some flint & quartz 1 3 Rom (L3-
E4C?)

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 522 pot preh?  W 1 19 preh

F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 500 pot preh W rim, flattened, under cut on interior 1 8 * later preh

F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 500 pot preh  W sherd 2 9 * later preh
(E-MIA?)

F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 500 flint preh 2 preh

F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 500 pot A Sax 1B 13 46 A Sax
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F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 500 CBM Rom red FS RBT 2 54 Rom

F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 500 slag A Sax? small pieces of heavy dark, slaightly 
vesicular flow slag

2 18 A Sax?

F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 559 flint preh thin flake 1 preh

F1626 
Q2

Grubenhaus 559 pot A Sax 1B bowl, prob SV, burnished/smoothed 10 91 A Sax pot p16/7

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 pot LIA GTW Cam 218 type, shoulder cordon 1 17 * E/M 1C

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 pot Rom HZ storage jar rim 1 32 * M1-2C

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 pot preh W sherd 1 33 (*) EIA?

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 pot preh C small sherd, decorated with finger tip 
impressions

1 3 * Neo-EBA

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 pot A Sax 1B jar, small, necked, prob SV 2 34 A Sax p16/8

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 pot A Sax 1C? bowl/jar burnished inside, external 
residue (this is BB1 Cam 279 not Saxon)

1 9 Rom p16/9

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 pot A Sax 1B sherds 4 34 A Sax

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 569 CBM Rom red, fine
sandy

RI, smal piece, NR 1 42 Rom

F1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 568 CBM Rom red, fine
sand

RT probably a tegula piece 1 715 Rom

BF1626 
Q3

Grubenhaus 568 F clay A sax grey irregular piece 14 129 A Sax

F1632 Posthole Fe blade
F1642 Posthole Fired 

clay
not seen

F1643 Ditch 502 pot preh B moderately thick sherds preh
F1648 pit flint preh flake 1
F1686 pit 523 A bone 80
F1689 Grubenhaus 535 flint preh 1 preh
F1689 Grubenhaus 535 A bone A Sax 109 A Sax?
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F1689 Grubenhaus 535 shell A Sax oyster, very fragile 2 15 A Sax?
F1689 Grubenhaus 535 F clay orange,

dark
sandy
ferrous

inclusions

1 10 *

F1689 Grubenhaus 535 pot A Sax IB burnished, one with burnt internal
residue

2 27 A Sax

F1689 Grubenhaus 535 pot A Sax 1C 4 31 A Sax
F1689 
FQ4

Grubenhaus 533 A bone 260

F1689 
Q4

Grubenhaus 533 quern 
lava

Rom lava fragmented 26 229 (Rom)

F1689 
Q4

Grubenhaus 533 pot A Sax 1B one burnished 2 18 A Sax

1689 Q4 Grubenhaus 533 pot A Sax 1C base, rounded edge 1 36 A Sax
F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 glass Rom blue-
green

slightly curving sherd, abraded surface 1 4 (*) Rom

F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 pot A Sax 1C jar rim, cordoned 1 57 A Sax p16/1

F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 pot A Sax 1B jar rim, burnished, internal residue 1 22 A Sax p16/2

F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 A bone A Sax 146 A Sax

F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 pot A Sax 1B jar sherds 4 9 A Sax

F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 CBM Rom red FS RFT, box tile piece, combed 1 377 Rom

F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 CBM Rom red FS RT, flanged 2 911 Rom

F1689 
Q1

Grubenhaus 529 CBM Rom red F-MS RBT, flat tile pieces, 2 prob brick 3 1263 Rom

F1689 Grubenhaus 534 A bone A Sax 30
F1689 Grubenhaus 534 flint preh 2 preh
F1689 Grubenhaus 534 pot A Sax 1C 1 7 A Sax
F1689 Grubenhaus 534 pot A Sax 1B 3 15 A Sax
F1689 Grubenhaus 534 quern Rom lava fragment 1 6 Rom
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lava
F1689 Grubenhaus 534 CBM Rom red FS

NR
RBT 1 22 Rom

F1689 Grubenhaus 557 flint preh 1 preh
F1689 Grubenhaus 557 CBM Rom red FS RBT, one possibly heat affected 1 993 Rom
F1689 Grubenhaus 534 stone  limestone

,white with
some pink 

unworked lump 1 1957

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 550 pot A Sax 1B burnished 1 5 A Sax

F1689 Grubenhaus 536 pot A Sax 1B jar rims (SV), burnished 5 48 A Sax p16/3
F1689 Grubenhaus 536 pot A Sax 1B burnished 6 24 A Sax
F1689 Grubenhaus 536 pot A Sax 1C 1 6 A Sax
F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 CBM Rom red FS RB, corner 1 754 Rom

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 CBM Rom red F-MS RBT 3 645 Rom

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 A bone A Sax 150 A Sax

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 slag A Sax ferrous,
vesicular

irregular 1 240 A Sax

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 F Clay A Sax orange,
sandy

2 17 A Sax?

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 pot A Sax 1C jar rim 1 19 A Sax p16/4

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 pot A Sax 1B jar rim, large, burnished 2 114 A Sax p16/5

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 551 pot A Sax 1B base, rounded edge, also body sherd 3 50 A Sax

F1689 
Q3 

Grubenhaus 531 clay grey,
sandy

pale grey sandy clay, irregular lump 1 141

F1691 Cremation 547 pot preh M collared urn, part of top, all SV, whipped 
cord decoration

25 363 EBA p16/10

F1694 Posthole 543 slag heavy dark slightly porous slag piece 1 128
F1696 Posthole 541 pot preh C sherd 1 12 earlier

prehistoric
(Neo-
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BA/EIA)
F1698 Posthole 542 pot A Sax 1B sherd 1 2 A Sax
F1698 Posthole 542 pot Rom RCW sherd, fine grog/ organic matter 1 2 * E Rom
F1708 Posthole 546 pot preh G herringbone grooves on surface, sandy 

fabric, prob groved ware(?)
1 7 (*) preh L

Neo(?)
F1710 Square pit 

cut into base
of 
Grubenhaus

556 A bone A Sax 10

F1710 Square pit 
cut into base
of 
Grubenhaus

558 pot A Sax 1B 7 53 A Sax

F1710 Square pit 
cut into base
of 
Grubenhaus

558 pot Rom GX 1 5 Rom

F1711 Narrow 
probable 
beam slot

Fe blade Saxon?

F1712 Tree throw 561 pot Preh B smoothed grey sherds, sparse flint 2 5 preh Neo?
F1712 Tree throw 561 pot Preh B dense flint 1 5 preh
F1722 Large round 

shallow pit 
cut into base
of 
Grubenhaus 
F1626

567 pot A Sax 97A burnished surface 1 12  Sax

F1736 Tree throw 570 pot preh D 1 5 (*) preh Neo?
F1760 Posthole 572 HAS preh? flint NR 1 21
F1760 Posthole 572 F clay brown-red

MS
corner edge, pos from an obj or bar 2 40

F1760 Posthole 572 pot A Sax? G jar, small rim sherd 2 18 A Sax? p 17/1
F1761 Posthole 573 Fired 

clay
Saxon brownish

red FS
fragments (NR) 2 1
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Fig 2  Plan showing excavation areas A & B in relation to previous archaeological work.
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Fig 3  Cropmark plot of surrounding area (cropmarks shown in green). With possible locations of settlements marked.
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Fig 4  Tree throw features across the site, with other features not shown.
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Fig 8  Anglo-Saxon and post-medieval features (with tree throws not shown).
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Fig 10  Extrapolated field systems.
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Fig 11  Location of burials across the site.
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Fig 12  Grubenhäuser locations across the site. Possible Grubenhäuser marked in blue.
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Fig 13  Identified post-structures across the site.
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BF39

Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm)

BF1455 590 BF1487 590

BF1456 690 BF1488 430

BF1457 160 BF1489 310

BF1476 440 BF1495 90

BF1477 470 BF1496 190

BF1478 230 BF1497 140

BF1482 90 BF1498 250

BF1483 220 BF1500 260

BF1484 440 BF1501 140

BF1485 290 BF1502 110

BF1486 170





BF141

Posthole Depth (mm)

BF199 530

BF200 690

BF201 170

BF202 490

BF203 450

BF204 650





BF228

Posthole Depth (mm)

BF242 270

BF243 280

BF244 90

BF245 210

BF246 210

BF247 130





BF232

Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm)

BF589 360 BF601 240

BF590 590 BF606 170

BF591 310 BF607 330

BF592 100 BF608 190

BF593 100 BF609 430

BF594 180 BF610 200

BF595 200 BF611 330

BF597 90 BF612 270

BF598 90 BF613 330

BF599 630 BF614 230

BF600 290





BF1524

Posthole Depth (mm)

BF1557 760

BF1558 880

BF1559 790

BF1560 890





BF1589

Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm)

BF1606 720 BF1632 260

BF1607 320 BF1633 210

BF1608 370 BF1634 260

BF1609 320 BF1635 440

BF1610 290 BF1636 110

BF1611 180 BF1637 350

BF1612 510 BF1638 310

BF1626 220 BF1639 340

BF1627 280 BF1640 180

BF1628 160 BF1641 220

BF1630 330 BF1642 70

BF1631 100 BF1643a 130





BF1626

Context Depth (mm) Context Depth (mm) Context Depth (mm) Context Depth (mm)

BF1670 150 BF1713 200 BF1725 510 BF1745 160

BF1671 170 BF1714 240 BF1726 730 BF1746 90

BF1672 440 BF1715 100 BF1734 330 BF1747 40

BF1674 240 BF1716 120 BF1735 490 BF1748 130

BF1675 340 BF1717 170 BF1740 370 BF1759 150

BF1680 320 BF1718 150 BF1741 100 BF1760 210

BF1692 680 BF1722 350 BF1742 90 BF1761 220

BF1710 250 BF1723 710 BF1743 120

BF1711 630 BF1724 700 BF1744 160





BF1689

Posthole Depth (mm)

BF1727 410

BF1728 370

BF1729 680

BF1730 790

BF1731 680

BF1732 590
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Fig 24  Plan of post-built structures A and B.



Post-built structure A

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

BF55 90 BF81 210 BF119 60 BF152 310 BF165 120 BF178 90 BF192 150

BF64 200 BF82 200 BF120 80 BF153 150 BF166 150 BF179 180 BF193 130

BF66 270 BF87 120 BF121 70 BF154 80 BF167 140 BF180 110 BF194 220

BF67 110 BF95 100 BF122 90 BF155 160 BF168 160 BF181 80 BF196 130

BF68 170 BF108 160 BF143 100 BF156 90 BF169 140 BF182 200 BF197 180

BF72 70 BF109 90 BF144 70 BF157 70 BF170 140 BF183 140

BF73 120 BF112 120 BF145 70 BF158 110 BF171 110 BF185 160

BF74 100 BF113 130 BF146 140 BF159 130 BF172 80 BF186 220

BF75 170 BF114 120 BF147 120 BF160 160 BF173 60 BF187 200

BF76 340 BF115 130 BF148 230 BF161 160 BF174 80 BF188 290

BF77 270 BF116 90 BF149 150 BF162 90 BF175 100 BF189 90

BF78 90 BF117 140 BF150 100 BF163 70 BF176 200 BF190 110

BF79 460 BF118 90 BF151 300 BF164 100 BF177 120 BF191 70

Post-built structure B

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

Posthole Depth 
(mm)

BF80 160 BF88 120 BF91 260 BF94 160 BF105 40 BF110 90

BF83 150 BF89 90 BF92 100 BF96 120 BF106 100 BF111 90

BF86 110 BF90 200 BF93 210 BF97 170 BF107 40



0 2 m
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Fig 25  Plan of post-built structures E and F.



Post-built structures E and F

Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm)

BF893 100 BF1000 140 BF1315 120

BF959 230 BF1001 290 BF1328 190

BF960 250 BF1002 150

BF961 360 BF1003 300

BF962 140 BF1004 390

BF963 170 BF1005 440

BF964 190 BF1059 100

BF965 160 BF1060 110

BF966 350 BF1061 90

BF967 190 BF1062 80

BF968 550 BF1063 70

BF969 220 BF1064 90

BF970 140 BF1065 230

BF971 170 BF1066 90

BF972 280 BF1067 110

BF973 300 BF1068 120

BF974 270 BF1069 140

BF975 330 BF1070 110

BF976 190 BF1071 110

BF977 240 BF1072 120

BF978 210 BF1073 120

BF979 170 BF1074 130

BF980 220 BF1075 120

BF981 540 BF1076 150

BF982 290 BF1077 90

BF984 600 BF1078 340

BF985 190 BF1079 250

BF986 100 BF1080 240

BF987 190 BF1081 130

BF988 300 BF1082 160

BF989 140 BF1083 150

BF990 300 BF1084 120

BF991 340 BF1085 110

BF992 240 BF1086 90

BF993 130 BF1087 90

BF994 280 BF1088 180

BF995 90 BF1089 130

BF996 290 BF1090 90

BF997 240 BF1091 120

BF998 290 BF1094 70

BF998 190 BF1313 170

BF999 150 BF1314 180



0 2 m
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Fig 26  Plan of post-built structure G.



Post-built structure G

Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm)

BF1266 300 BF1286 160 BF1306 150

BF1267 110 BF1287 130 BF1307 130

BF1268 150 BF1288 120

BF1269 180 BF1289 180

BF1270 190 BF1290 150

BF1271 190 BF1291 150

BF1272 120 BF1292 140

BF1273 140 BF1293 180

BF1274 110 BF1294 90

BF1275 130 BF1295 190

BF1276 120 BF1296 130

BF1277 140 BF1297 170

BF1278 180 BF1298 240

BF1279 140 BF1299 140

BF1280 150 BF1300 90

BF1281 140 BF1301 90

BF1282 90 BF1302 120

BF1283 100 BF1303 190

BF1284 110 BF1304 200

BF1285 150 BF1305 140



0 2 m
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Fig 27  Plan of post-built structure D.



Post-built structure D

Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm)

BF787 180 BF820 520

BF788 330 BF821 460

BF789 260 BF822 430

BF790 230 BF823 340

BF791 280 BF824 390

BF792 90 BF825 430

BF793 190 BF826 220

BF794 130 BF830 160

BF795 200 BF879 90

BF796 100

BF797 200

BF798 170

BF800 120

BF801 150

BF802 100

BF818 530

BF819 460



Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm) Posthole Depth (mm)

BF44 90 BF1426 230 BF1526 300 BF1657 270

BF45 130 BF1427 240 BF1527 290 BF1658 330

BF1402 200 BF1428 220 BF1528 220 BF1659 230

BF1411 280 BF1429 220 BF1531 220 BF1660 380

BF1412 270 BF1430 200 BF1532 440 BF1661 240

BF1413 370 BF1431 220 BF1575 310 BF1663 320

BF1414 310 BF1432 270 BF1576 390 BF1664 270

BF1415 220 BF1435 180 BF1577 330 BF1665 260

BF1416 270 BF1453 370 BF1578 290 BF1666 290

BF1417 280 BF1454 440 BF1579 270 BF1667 310

BF1418 260 BF1458 310 BF1580 240 BF1668 340

BF1419 240 BF1459 320 BF1581 340 BF1669 270

BF1420 460 BF1473 340 BF1582 280

BF1421 220 BF1480 370 BF1583 330 Average depth of inner 
ring of postholes

BF1422 260 BF1481 300 BF1653 330 308mm

BF1423 260 BF1510 350 BF1654 460

BF1424 230 BF1511 390 BF1655 370 Average depth of other 
postholes

BF1425 170 BF1525 340 BF1656 380 256mm

Fig 28  Ring-ditch BF28 plan.
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Fig 77  Site atlas, with overlain site grid.
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Project name Archaeological monitoring and excavation at Brightlingsea Quarry, Moverons Lane,

Brightlingsea, Essex June 2013 - April

Short description

of the project

A large multiphase site was excavated at Brightlingsea Quarry prior to mineral

extraction. The excavation provided evidence for occupation on or near the site, on

the ridge overlooking the River Colne estuary, from the early Neolithic to the early

Medieval period (over 6000 years). The most significant discoveries included: -

Extensive evidence of prehistoric deforestation of the ridge. - A Early Neolithic pit

containing sweepings from a fire and a significant assemblage of worked flints. - A late

Neolithic/early Bronze Age collared urn cremation. - A large Bronze Age ring-ditch. -

Evidence of Bronze Age/Iron Age field systems. - A Roman trackway running across

the site, leading to presumed settlement locations. - A small grouping of Roman

cremations and inhumations, presumably associated with a nearby occupation site. -

A substantial Saxon settlement, with large amounts of material culture recovered and

containing at least ten Grubenhäuser and two post-built structures.

Project dates Start: 01-06-2013 End: 01-04-2015
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Site status None

Current Land use Industry and Commerce 5 - Mineral extraction

Monument type RING DITCH Middle Bronze Age

Monument type GRUBENHAUS Early Medieval

Monument type CREMATION Late Neolithic

Monument type CREMATION Roman

Monument type INHUMATION Roman

Monument type POST BUILT STRUCTURE Early Medieval

Monument type POST BUILT STRUCTURE Uncertain
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Monument type FIELD SYSTEM Late Bronze Age

Monument type FIELD SYSTEM Roman

Significant Finds SHERD Early Neolithic

Significant Finds SHERD Late Neolithic

Significant Finds SHERD Bronze Age

Significant Finds SHERD Iron Age

Significant Finds SHERD Roman

Significant Finds SHERD Early Medieval

Development type Mineral extraction (e.g. sand, gravel, stone, coal, ore, etc.)

Prompt Direction from Local Planning Authority - PPS

Position in the

planning process

After full determination (eg. As a condition)

Project location

Country England

Site location ESSEX TENDRING BRIGHTLINGSEA Brightlingsea Quarry, Moverons Lane

Postcode CO7 0SA

Study area 5.5 Hectares

Site coordinates TM 0750 1830 51.824180413339 1.011397874973 51 49 27 N 001 00 41 E Point
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